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HIGRLIGHTS 

Tite first case study oit tite impact of IDRC-fiinded projects in the fleid of commercialisation evaluated three 
projects - two iii Botswana ami one iii Zimbabwe. Two of these projects liad received Ñnding over two pitases. 
Tite overali goal of tite evaluation was to provide IDRC witit infonnation oit the projects ami titeir 
implementation so that tite organisation could engage in a process of self-evaluation to improve its managernent 
ami increase the impact of lis work. fis specific case study focuses on comrnercialisation in tite context of 
outcornes which could be used to create wealtit by increased profits or inconie generation. 

Dairy / Beef Production Systems (Botswana) - Phase U. 

This project which has focused on tite introduction of exotic / local cross breeds, tite use of crop residues and 
grown fodder crops far winter supplementaiy feeding has liad vezy Jimited ira pact in tenas of increasing jacame 
among srnall-scale dairy producen iii tite target area. Only 46 farrners eventually participated in the scheme 
and a nuniber lefi tite acherne once the free inputs (cross-bred cattle, fodder legunie seed, ami fertilizer) were 
suspended. Tite techuical aspects of tite project used by the Animal Productiow Research Unit of tite 
Depariment of Agricultural Research are sound (cross-breeds produce more rnilk tan indigenous cattle, and 
supplernentary feeding especially in winter signíficantly increases milk yields) but clearly tite increased 
financial inputs ami highly increased labour requirements do not justify tite increased output, this has 
consequently affected the extension of tite programme to oter farrners. 

Tite biggest probleni facing tite farmers is the niarketing of tite milk (and milk products) and even with the 
introduction of Goverument subsidised village milk collection centres tbis still remains a problem. l'ite 
necessary financial analysis was not undertaken and early indications on flnancial viability were not 
incorporated into project design. Externaí factora mitigating against tite project included the severe drought of 
1991/92, aS tite strong competition local milk producers experience due to tite market strength bf imponed 
dairy products. 

Tite otiter objective of tite project was to increase tite national capacity to carry out animal production systems 
research and in this respect the project has had a significant impact and reasonable output. 'rite project has 
funded a B.Sc., MSc. ami a PhD as well as a number of short courses. Pitase 1 amI II has significantLy 
increased tite proflle of dairy researcit in Botswana ami consequently the flxnding commitrnent frorn GoS has 
increased and is being sustained. 

Fuelwood Ptantatíons (Botswana) - Phase amI II 

'mis project set out to identify suitable fuelwood species for srnafl-scale piantation production in the semi-arid 
areas of tite country. 'me research was undertaken by tite Forestry Association of Botswana which carTied out a 
multi-species evaluation nial at sorne 9 diverse sites. Irnpact of this phase was signiflcant as it was tite first 

systematic research on tite species suitability. However, lis importance, as sometiting which could be extended 
to rural conununities, was reduced by tite fact titat tite initial selectiorz of tites included tao many single purpose 
exotics when clearly te socio-economic preference is for multi-purpose (fencing, wind-break and fodder) tree 
species. In tite secoS pitase assistance was provided to titree cornmunitíes to establish fuelwood plantations 
and vegetable gardens. Tite impact of these projects on income for tite participating farmers has been negligible, 
in fact tite plantations itave not even made rnuch contribution to their use of flrewood. Tite slow growt of tites 
ja Botswana especially during tite series of dry years ami drouglits experienced during the project life means 
that sorne of te comniunities have been waiting sorne 5 - 6 years for tite Eucalyptus to mature and they now 

hope to seIl them as poles. 'Fhe problern titey will experience is te lack of a ready market for untreated gum- 
poles iii tite rural arcas, te very real reluctance of locals to purcitase te fast buming wood, and tite 

impracticality of transporting tite poles lo either a processing centre or tite cut wood to an area of untan 

consumption. External factors mitigating against tite project include te fact tat te "flielwood crisis" appears 
tu be a conceptual problem not yet appreciated by tite majority of Batswana and tite strong competition faced iii 
tite teated pole rnarket from imports from neighbouring counnies. Tite majar problern witit tite project was lis 
failure tu adopta more social forestry approach which worked with tite couimunity to identify their needs. 

Natural Resources Management la Communal Lands (Zinzbabwe) - Phase 1 noiI U. 

Titis project provides extended socio-economic and socio-cultural researcit by te University of Zimbabwe- 

based institution - Centre for Applied Social Sciences (CASS) on aspects of natural resource management iii te 
y 
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HIGHLIGHTS 

The frst case study on the impact of IDRC-funded projects in the field of commercialisation evaluated three 
projects - two in Botswana and one in Zimbabwe. Two of these projects bad received fimding over two phases. 
The overall goal of the evaluation was to provide IDRC with information on the projects and their 
implementation so that the organisation could engage in a process of self-evaluation to improve its management 
and increase the impact of its work. Tbii specific case study focuses on commercialisation in the context of 
outcomes which could be used to create wealth by increased profits or income generation. 

Dairy I Beef Production Systems (Botswana) - Phase IL 

Tbii project which has focused on the introduction of exotic I local cross breeds, the use of crop residues and 
grown fodder crops for winter supplementary feeding has had very limited impact in terms of,increasing income 
among small-scale dairy producers in the target area Only 46 farmers eventually participated in the scheme 
and a number left the scheme once the h e  inputs (cross-bred canle, fodder legume seed, and fertilizer) were 
suspended. The technical aspects of the project used by the Aniial Fmduction~Research Unit of the 
Deparment of Agricultural Research are sound (cross-breeds produce more milk than indigenous canle, and 
supplementary feeding especially in winter significantly increases milk yields) but clearly the increased 
fmancial inputs and highly increased labour requirements do not justify the increased output, this bas 
consequently affected the extension of the programme to other farmers. 

The biggest problem facing the farmers is the marketing of the milk (and milk products) and even with the 
introduction of Government subsidied village milk collection centres this still remains a problem. The 
necessary financial analysis was not undertaken and early indications on financial viability were not 
incorporated into project design. External factors mitigating against the project included the severe drought of 
1991192, and the strong competition local milk producers experience due to the market strength of imported 
dairy products. 

The other objective of the project was to increase the national capacity to cany out animal production systems 
research and in this respect the project has bad a significant impact and reasonable output The project has 
funded a BSc., M.Sc. and a PhD as well as a number of short courses. Phase 1 and I1 has significantly 
increased the profile of dairy research in Botswana and consequently the funding commitment from GOB bas 
increased and is being sustained. 

Fuelwood Plantations (Botswana) - Pbase I and I1 

This project set out to identify suitable fuelwood species for small-scale plantation production in the semi-arid 
areas of the country. The research was u n d d e n  by the Forestry Association of Botswana which carried out a 
multi-species evaluation trial at some 9 diverse sites. Impact of this phase was significant as it was the fmt 
systematic research on tree species suitability. However, its importance, as something which could be extended 
to rural communities, was reduced by the fact that the initial selection of wees included too many single ptupose 
exotics when clearly the socio-economic preference is for multi-purpose (fencing, wind-break and fodder) tree 
species. In the second phase assistance was provided to three communities to establish fuelwood plantations 
and vegetable gardens. The impact of these projects on income for the participating farmers has been negligible, 
in fact the plantations have not even made much contribution to their use of firewood. The slow growth of trees 
in Botswana especially during the series of dty years and droughts experienced during the project life means 
that some of the communities have been waiting some 5 - 6 years for the Eucalyptus to mature and they now 
hope to sell them as poles. The problem they will experience is the lack of a ready market for untreated gum- 
poles in the rural areas, the very real reluctance of locals to purchase the fast burning wood, and the 
impracticality of uanspo8ting the poles to either a processing centre or the cut wood to an area of urban 
consumption. External factors mitigating against the project include the fact that the “fuelwood crisis“ appears 
to be a conceptual problem not yet appreciated by the majority of Batswana and the strong campetition faced in 
the treated pole market eom imports from neighbouring countries. The major problem with the project was its 
failure to adopt a more social forestry approach which worked with the community to identify their needs. 

Natural Resources Management in Communal Lands (Zimbabwe) - Phase I and II. 

This project provides extended socio-economic and socio-cultural research by the University of Zimbabwe- 
based institution - Centre for Applied Social Sciences (CASS) on aspects of natural resource management in the 
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Communal Arena. Tite conimercial use of wildlife for tite direct benefit of tite comnunities bordering en the 
National Parks and Wildlife Áreas is the basis of the successftl CAMPFIRE project. CASS provides this 
national level project witit an independent and unbiased research input to undertake baseline studies and project 
monitoring. This core CAMPFIRE programme now receives substantial funding from major donen and tite 

provision of tite CÁSS componcnt of NRMCL research is jointiy fimded by IDRC ami Ford Foundation., tite 
research is still receiving funda for its current and third pitase. 

While CAMPFIRB has obvious commercjalisation success (sorne 250,000 rural households have received +1- 

ZS34 mihion) tite impict of CASSs research role iii die programme ja more obscure. The progranime has made 
a significant impact in tite collection of relevant information which has been used to develop the various 

implementation procedures and contribute to tite debate on appropriate policy. Tite research has alzo provided 
an artículated voice to tite víews, aspirations and concerns of tite conununities involved but CASSs role in this 
form of advocacy has been questioned. In tenis of mobilising community awareness of tite "rights" and 

engendering transparency into tite CAMPFIRE process, the NRMCL research has possibly made a greater 
impact in terrns of pubhic good and policy tina lii conmercialisation. 

Tite most significant impact of the project has been in tite building of individual ami institutional capacity at 
both CASS ami other regional institutions. Tite IDRC funded research has produced 4 PhD's ami M.Phil and 
most graduates continue to work in the region. Through its collaborative efforts with tite Department of 
Biological Sciences tite programme has also been responsible for tite production of a number of graduates witit 
a IW.Sc. in Tropical Resource or Terrestrial Ecology wito not only han a scientific quahification but who are 

correctly orientated towards a social economic approach which is based on community participation. CASSs 
role as a centre of academic excellence has enabled it to attract top international personalities ami malce natural 
resource management iii Zimbabwe and tite region a wehl researched and well documented subject. 

Sutumary of lessons learnt 

Iii terms of comniercialisation there is clearly a critical need for IDRC to be more analytical about possible and 
projected income effects of projecis ami be more rigid iii ensuring that research components which identi', 
investigate and confinn tite economics of a project are carried out, Tite assessment of the £mancial and 
economic benefits of a project must include a realistic assessrnent of tite market and the feasibility and 
sustainabhity of any marketing proposais. Given tite growing increase iii globalization of developing 
econornies, because of structural adjustnient ami hiberalisation, carefül consideration must be given to cross 
border competition of substitute products. 

- The leadership of programmes is possibly one of the biggest contributing factors te the successful and 
dynamic implementation of tite project. 

- Tite time horizon of IDRC input needs to be better defmed at tite beginning of tite programme so that 
expectations of continuing fiinding can be incorporated hito tite institutions' planning 
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Communal Areas. The commercial use of wildlife for the direct benefit of the communities bordering on the 
National Parks and Wildlife Areas is the basis of the successful CAMPFIRE project. CASS provides this 
national level project with an independent and unbiased research input to undertake baseline studies and project 
monitoring. This core CAMPFIRE programme now receives substantial funding h m  major donors and the 
provision of the CASS component of h‘RMCL research is jointly funded by IDRC and Ford Foundation., the 
research is still receiving funds for its current and third phase. 

While CAMPFIRE has obvious commercialisation success (some 250,000 rural households have received +/- 
ZS34 million) the impact of CASSs research role in the programme is more obscure. The programme has made 
a significant impact in the collection of relevant information which has been used to develop the various 
implementation procedures and contribute to the debate on appropriate policy. The research has also provided 
an articulated voice to the views, aspirations and concerns of the communities involved but CASSs role in this 
form of advocacy has been questioned. In terms of mohilising community awareness of their “rights” and 
engendering transparency into the CAMPFIRE process, the NRMCL research has possibly made a greater 
impact in terms of public good and policy than in commercialisation. 

The most significant impact of the project has been in the building of individual and institutional capacity at 
both CASS and other regional institutions. The IDRC funded research bas produced 4 PhD’s and 1 M.Phi1 and 
most graduates continue to work in the region. Through its collaborative efforts with the Department of 
Biological Sciences the programme has also been responsible for the production of a number of graduates with 
a M.Sc. in Tropical Resource or Terrestrial Ecology who not only have a scientific qualification but who are 
correctly orientated towards a social economic approach which is based on community participation. CASSs 
role as a centre of academic excellence has enabled it to attract top international personalities and make natural 
resource management in Zimbabwe and the region a well researched and well documented subject. 

Summary of lessons learnt 

In terms of commercialisation there is clearly a critical need for IDRC to be more analytical about possible and 
projected income effects of projects and be more rigid in ensuring that research components which identify, 
investigate and confm the economics of a project are canied out. The assessment of the fmancial and 
economic benefits of a project must include a realistic assessment of the market and the feasibility and 
sustainablity of any marketing proposals. Given the growing increase in globalization of developing 
economies, because of structural adjustment and liberalisation, careful consideration must be given to cross 
border competition of substitute products. 

- The leadership of programmes is possibly one of the biggest contributing factors to the successful and 
dynamic implementation of the project. 

- The time horizon of IDRC input needs to be better defined at the beginning of the programme so that 
expectations of continuing funding can be incorporated into the institutions’ planning 

vi 



1.0 BACKGROUND 

Over the pasr quarter of a centuiy JDRC has supported research projects throughout the developing world ami ui 
tIte South and Central African Region in particular. IDItC la now engaged la an evaluation of its research 
projects la order to detemiine tite impact of these endeavours, as a process of self-evaluation ro fulfil its ongoing 
and future Tole in a more efficient manner. 

TIte overail goal la to "deepen understanding of how development research contributes to social ami economic 
development la tite Third World" and how "IDRC's own work has had an impact and perhaps failed to have an 

impact, on this proceas." (Concept Paper - A.Bernard and C.Saunder 1996) 

More specifically tIte objectíves of tEtis survey ami assessment of conipieted projects are "ro identify research 
outputs which have lcd to, or could have led to an impact' and ftzrther 'Sto identif factors that have eiter 
facilitated or hindered the applícaúon of resulta". 

This focus oc "impact" la pan of an ongoing refming of IDRC's institutional rationale ami overail mandate. 
IDRC has always remained committed to its general deveiopment goal of "improvlag the lis'es of people who 
are marginalised and living la poverty" more recently it has been more concemed with issues related to the 
identification of the most appropriate targel group, determination of how their"problems" can best be addressed 

or alleviated ami who eventually defines ami measures improvement la their condition. 

The changes iii empliasis, over the years, la JDRC's approach to development provides a good backgroutid to 
this evaluation of completed projects. There has been a change la thlaking on tite interaction between 

development activities and research and tIte subsequent interaction between research and application which 
forma tite core of this study. IDRC has always liad a Tealistie attitude as to 1mw effective research could be at 
significantly altering development initiatives. 

lii ita early years, JDRC was insufflciently concerned about the wider ami longer-term impact of ita activities, 
ami very few foliow-up studies were tmdertaken. During rite early 1 980's IDRC adopted a more specific role la 
"support to research asid on strengthening Iess-developed countries' capacity to do and use research" rather than 
a direct lavoivement iii development activities. This orientation evolved lato a deeper concern on the utilisation 
of research asid ita results, this further refmed tite organisation's focus towards identifting tite skills ami training 
required to carry out etTective research, to disseminate asid sitare research experience. This component of 
institutional strengthening and capacity buildlag is a key aspect of mas»' of tIte projects evaluated la this case 

study. 

TIte later half of te 1980's saw a furtlier adjusxment of focas ami an orientation of development research 
towards broader appreciation of multiple stakeholders ami beneficiaries, involvement of users la research 

priority setting and la tIte ability of research ro both create awareness asid possibly influence policy. Most of the 

projects evaluated la this case study come from this era asid tIte role of research iii tite creation of public 
awareness asid its lafluence on policy is an important focus la some of tite projects. 

The most recent shift la focus - "Empowerment Througji Knowledge" in 1991 - has seca IDRC becoming more 
concerned about te possibility of a greater involveinent iii te management of possible applicaüon of research 
results. Iii addition, te ability to "seil" research fmdings which have produced impacts and which could have 
economically beneficial applications has become a consideration. This new orientation la refiected la te fact 

that titis case study specifically focuses on Commercialisation. 

Titis changlag focus la IDRC has contributed ro te institution's desire to gala a deeper understanding of te 
"success" and "failures" of previous research project initiatives and to use this laformation to adjust and 

hopefully improve ita institutional management. One of te restated coruponents of IDRC's basic operating 
style is "learning from te past to improve performance la te future". In this respect, it la hoped that te critical 

review of te three projects covered by tis case study will contribute to tEtis process. 

1.0 BACKGROUND 

Over the past quarter of a century IDRC has supported research projects h u g h o u t  the developing world and in 
the South and Central Aftican Region in particular. IDRC is now engaged in an evaluation of its research 
projects in order to determine the impact of these endeavours, as a process of self-evaluation to fulfil its ongoing 
and f u m e  role in a more efficient manner. 

The overall goal is to "deepen understanding of how development research contributes to social and economic 
development in the Third World" and how "IDRC's own work has had an impact and perhaps failed to have an 
impact, on this process." (Concept Paper - A.Bernard and C.Saunder 1996) 

More specifically the objectives of this survey and assessment of completed projem are 'lo identie research 
outputs which have led to, or could have led to an impact" and fuxther "to identify factors that have either 
facilitated or hindered the application of results". 

This focus on "impact" is part of an ongoing refming of IDRC's institutional rationale and overall mandate. 
IDRC has always remained committed to its general development goal of "improving the lives of people who 
are marginalied and living in poverty" more recently it has been more concerned with issues related to the 
identification of the most appropriate target group, determination of how their "problems" can best be addressed 
or alleviated and who eventually defmes and measures improvement in their condition. 

The changes in emphasis, over the years, in IDRC's approach to development provides a good backgro&d to 
this evaluation of completed projects. There has been a change in thinking on the interaction between 
development activities and research and the subsequent interaction between research and application which 
fonns the core of this study. IDRC has always had a realistic attitude as to how effective research could be at 
significantly altering development initiatives. 

In its early years, IDRC was insufficiently concerned about the wider and longer-term impact of its activities, 
and v e y  few follow-up studies were undertaken. During the early 1980's IDRC adopted a more specific role in 
'"support to research and on strengthening less-developed countries' capacity to do and use research" rather than 
a direct involvement in development activities. This orientation evolved into a deeper concern on the utilisation 
of research and its results, this further refmed the organisation's focus towards identifying the skills and training 
required to carry ouf effective research, to disseminate and share research experience. This component of 
institutional strengthening and capacity building is a key aspect of many of the projects evaluated in this case 
study. 

The later half of the 1980s saw a further adjustment of focus and an orientation of development research 
towards broader appreciation of multiple stakeholders and beneficiaries, involvement of users in research 
priority setting and in the ability of research to both create awareness and possibly influence policy. Most of the 
projects evaluated in this case study come from this era and the role of research in the creation of public 
awareness and its influence on policy is an important focus in some of the projects. 

The most recent shift in focus - "Empowerment Through Knowledge" in 1991 - has seen IDRC becoming more 
concerned about the possibility of a greater involvement in the management of possible application of research 
results. In addition, the ability to "sell" research fmdings which have produced impacts and which could have 
economically beneficial applications has become a consideration. This new orientation is reflected in the fact 
that this case study specifically focuses on Commercialisation. 

nis changing focus in IDRC has contributed to the institution's desire to gain a deeper understandmg of the 
"success" and "failures" of previous research project initiatives and to use this information to adjust and 
hopefully improve its institutional management. One of the restated components of IDRC's basic operating 
style is "learning from the past to improve performance in the future". In this respect, it is hoped that the critical 
review of the three projects covered by this case study will contribute to this process. 
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2.0 METH000LOGY 

This evaluation takes ful! cognisance of tite fact titat tite involvement of research in devetopment initiatives can 
be intangible aix! thai it is hard to define and measure inipact. It is also appreciated that research is a process and 
that the effects/impacts vary with tite course of tite project. This Case Study specifically concenates on 
Commercialisatíon, which by IDRC deflnition refers to wealtit creation either iii tite form of increased profits or 
income generation. Tite projects covered by this case study are detailed itt Table 2.1. Tite overail evatuation 
(the Survey of Completed Projects) also focuses oit impact in titree additional ateas: 

Public good 
Policy 
Information and communication links 

As tite basis of this evaluation, tite following components were considered aix! they are defined below. A flitier, 
more detailed descríption of tite general methodology and tite specific components is contained un tite overail 

Synthesis Report. - 

Outcomes a project overail influences (positive or negative) categorised into four areas: 
- institiitional cap,acily 

individual capacity 
- knowledge 
- practice and knowledge 

Outputs products or processes which result from tite objectives azul inputs of a project 

Reach groups touched by the project including usen and beneficiaries 

lmpact when a person, persons or group is influenced by an outcome or result. 

As secondary aspects to tite main evatuation of inipact, tite assessment will attempt to identify: 

- cases where furtiter IDRC support could improve app!ication/commercialisation of research results 

- identi projects which have used infomiation and conununication technologies in an innovative 
manner. 

The evaluation of the three projects iii lite Commercialisation Case Study Agriculture and Agroforestry is 
based en che foilowing general principies and znethodoiogy: 

- The stated objectives of each project, given iii tite Project Suminary, are compared te tite actual ami 
fina! activities and outcomes of tite project. 

- Wherever possible, tite persons invoived in tite original project were inten'iewed ami their 
interpretation of events and their recollections of tite project sought. A fui list of tite peopie 
interviewed is contained iii Annex 1. 

- Wherever possible, an attempt was made to meet the planned beneficiaries ami participants of the 
projects in tite form of farmers ami vülagers. 

- alt interviews witit reapondents, tite specific components of tite evaluation, as described aboye, 
formed the basis of the discussions, j.c. inputs, outputs, context/environment, reach and impact. 

- Wherever possible, relevant project docwnents were sought and studied to ascertain infonnation 
relevant to tite project evaluation. Specifically relevant documents were collected. Details of al! 
documents reviewed are given itt Annex II. 

- Ah respondents were asked tu identify other persons wito could signiflcant!y contribute to the overall 
evaluation of tite project or a specific aspect of it. 
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2.0 METHODOLOGY 

This evaluation takes full cognisance of the fact that the involvement of research in development initiatives can 
be intangible and that it is hard to define and measure impact. It is also appreciated that research is a process and 
that the effectdimpacts vary with the course of the project. This Case Study specifically concentrates on 
Commercialisation, which by IDRC definition refers to wealth creation either in the form of increased profits or 
income generation. The projects covered by this case study are detailed in Table 2.1. The overall evaluation 
(the Survey of Completed Projects) also focuses on impact in three additional areas: 

Public good 
Policy 
Information and communication l i i  

As the basis of this evaluation, the following components were considered and they are defined below. A fuller, 
more detailed description of the general methcdology and the specific components is contained in the overall 
Synthesis Report. 

Outcomes a project overall influences (positive or negative) categorised into four areas: 
institutional capacity 
individual capacity 
howledge 
practice and knowledge 

outputs 

Reach 

Impact 

products or processes which result from the objectives and inputs of a project 

groups touched by the project including users and beneficiaries 

when a person, persons or group is influenced by an outcome or result. 

As secondary aspects to the main evaluation of impact, the assessment will attempt to identify: 

cases where further IDRC support could improve applicatiodcommercialisation of research results 

identify projects which have used information and communication technologies in an innovative 
manner. 

The evaluation of the three projects in the Commercialisation Case Study ~ Agriculture and Agroforeshy is 
based on the following general principles and methodology: 

The stated objectives of each project, given in the Project Summary, are compared to the actual and 
fmal activities and outcomes of the project. 

Wherever possible, the persons involved in the original project were interviewed and their 
interpretation of events and their recollections of the project sought. A full list of the people 
interviewed is contained in Annex I. 

Wherever possible, an attempt was made to meet the planned beneficiaries and participants of the 
projects in the form of farmers and villagers. 

In all interviews with respondents, the specific components of the evaluation, as described above, 
formed the basis of the discussions, i.e. inputs, outputs, contextlenvhtunent, reach and impact 

Wherever possible, relevant project documents were sought and studied to ascertain information 
relevant to the project evaluation. Specifically relevant documents were collected. Details of all 
documents reviewed are given in Annex 11. 

All respondents were asked to identify other persons who could significantly contribute to the overall 
evaluation of the project or a specific aspect of it. 
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More senior respondents who have been directly involved iii the project were asked to specificaliy 
comment oit their interaction with IDRc and tite relevant Project Officers. Tbese respondents were 
asked for suggestions as to how the involvement of IDRC could have been made more effective ami 
useflil. 

Background infomiation which may have affected dic projecfs overail implementation ami the success 
or failure of dic individual objectives was sought from relevant organisations ami individuals who may 
have had no±ing to do with tite actual project. lii these cases, only tIte more general aspects were 
covered. 

This specific case study concentrates on a series of projects selected to represent tite impact area of 
commercialisation and Iooks at tite outcomes (products, processes or services) which ei±er were or could be 
commercialised. Iii this respect the evaluation carried out on dic three projects is not a fuli evaluation of the 
projects but rather oit one very narrow aspect - cominercialisation. This fact should be rernembered when tite 
evaluation of the project is read by dic staif of the researcit insütute or organisation thai carried out dic researcit. 
Tite evaluation is not passing judgement on the quality of the research work, flor is it judging the manner in 

which dic RC fiinds were administered and used - it focuses specifically on tite commercialisation aspects of 
tite research. Iii many cases tite research undertaken is of a high technical standard ami tite quality of tite actual 
research is beyond reproach. None of tite projects evaluated were intentionally directed at dic commercialisation 

aspects or consequences of the research. However, where this research has failed to consider the fmancial 

viability of dic innovations lii relation to dic market environment in which it rnust be adopted by farmers or 

implemented by an organisation - it has been criticised. Projects contributing to tite general body of scientific 

lcnowedge (at times att important aspect of research) but with no market potential have not been classified as 
"successful" lii terrns of this very focused evaluation. 

It must be recalled that tite main beneflciary of this evaluation is JDRC, tite objective is to critically evaluate 
IDRC's performance not that of tite implementing institute. It would be presumptive for tite consultant to 

attempt a fúll evaluation of a researcit project which itt sorne cases has spanned 6 or more years with such a 
sho fleld visit. Equally it would be grossly unfair to carry out a fuil project evaluation where, because of 
timing, ah project staif could not make a more prepared and formal presentation of tite project as was tite case 
with this evaluation. 
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More senior respondents who have been directly involved in the project were asked to specifically 
comment on their interaction with IDRC and the relevant Project Offkers. These respondents were 
asked for suggestions as to how the involvement of IDRC could have been made more effective and 
useful. 

Background information which may have affected the projeds overall implementation and the success 
or failure of the individual objectives was sought *om relevant organisations and individuals who may 
have had nothing to do with the actual project. In these cases, only the more general aspects were 
covered 

This specific case study concenmtes on a series of projects selected to represent the impact area of 
commercialisation and looks at the outcomes (products, processes or services) which either were or could be 
commercialised. In this respect the evaluation carried out on the three projects is not a full evaluation of the 
projects but rather on one very narrow aspect - commercialisation. This fact should be remembered when the 
evaluation of the project is read by the staff of the research instimte or organisation that carried out the research. 
The evaluation is not passing judgement on the quality of the research work, nor is it judging the manner in 

which the IDRC funds were administered and used - it focuses specifically on the commercialisation aspects of 
the research. In many cases the research undertaken is of a high technical standard and the quality of the actual 
research is beyond reproach. None of the projects evaluated were intentionally directed at the commercialisation 
aspects or consequences of the research. However, where this research has failed to consider the fmancial 
viability of the innovations in relation to the market environment in which it must be adopted by farmers or 
implemented by an organisation - it has been criticised. Projects contributing to the general body of scientific 
laowledge (at times an i m p m t  aspect of research) but with no market potential have not been classified as 
“successful” in terms of this very focused evaluation. 

It must be recalled that the main beneficiary of this evaluation is IDRC, the objective is to critically evaluate 
IDRC’s performance not that of the implementing institute. It would be presumptive for the consultant to 
attempt a full evaluation of a research project which in some cases has spanned 6 or more years with such a 
short field visit. Equally it would be grossly unfair to carny out a full project evaluation where, because of 
timing, all project staff could not make a more prepared and formal presentation of the project as was the case 
with this evaluation. 
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TABLE 2.! DETAILS OF PROJECTS INCLUL)ED IN COMMERCIALISAT!ON CASE STUDY - AGRICULTUTRE ANT) AGROFORESTRY 
FOR IDRC'S SURVEY OF COMPEÁETED PROJECTS IN SOUTHERN AFRICA 

PROJECT 
NO. 

TITLE COUNTRY RECIPIENIT SECTOR PLANNED 
DATES 

ACTUAL 
DATES 

AMOUNT 
CAO $ 

87-0225 Dairy Beef Production Systems Phase II Botswana Ministry of 
Agriculture, 
Botswana 

Agriculture 1988-91 1988-92 395 300 

85-0118 Fuelwood Plantations Phase 1 Botswana Foresry 
Ássociation of 
l3otswana 

Agroforestry 1985 - 89 1986 - 88 333 lOO 

89-0068 Fuelwood Plantalions Phase II lotswana Forestry 
Association of 
Botswana 

Agroforestry 1989-92 1989-91 334 100 

88-0026 Natural Resource Management in Communal 
Lands 

Zimbabwe Centre of Applied 
Social Studies, 

University of 
Zimhabwe 

Natural 
Resource 

Management 

1988 - 90 1988 - 90 303 740 

91-0040 Natural Resource Management in Communal 
Lands Phase II 

Zimbabwe Centre of Applied 
Social Studies, 

University of 
Zimbabwe 

Natural 
Resource 

Management 

1992 - 95 1992 - 95 312 332 
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TABLE 2.1 DETAILS OF PROJECTS INCLUDED IN COMMERCIALISATION CASE STUDY - AGRICULTUTRE AND AGROFORESTRY 
FOR IDRC'S SURVEY OF COMPLETED PROJECTS IN SOUTHERN AFRICA 

SECTOR 

87-0225 Dairy Beef Production Systems Phase I I  

PLANNED ACTUAL AMOUNT 
DATES DATES CAD S 

85-01 18 Fuelwood Plantations Phase I 

89-0068 Fuelwood Plantations Phase II 

Agriculture 

Agroforestry 

Agroforestry 

Natural 
Resource 
Management 

Natural 
Resource 
Management 

88-0026 I Natural Resource Manaaement in Communal 

1988 - 91 1988.92 395 300 

1985 - 89 I986 ~ 88 333 100 

1989 - 92 1989 - 91 334 100 

1988 - 90 1988 - 90 303 740 

1992 - 95 1992 - 95 312 332 

- 
Lands I 
Lands Phase I I  

COUNTRY 1 RECIPIEN'I' 

Agriculture, 

Botswana 

Botswana 

Zimbabwe 

Forestry 
Association of 

Forestry 
Association of 

Centre of Applied 
Social Studies, 
University of 

Social Studies, 
University of 
Zimbabwe 
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3.0 PROJEC # 87-0225 - DAJRY/BEEF PRODUCTION SYSTEMS (BOTSWM4A) - 
PItASE II 

3.1 flescription of the Projeet 

3.1.1 General comments and background 

Tite projcct attempted to increase milk production and consequently family incorne among srnall-scale peri- 
urban livestock owners fa tite area close to the capital, Gaborone. This was the second pitase of a project which 
had started iii 1985 and ran until 1988 witit IDRC funding (Project # 83-O21) but which is not pan of ihis 
current evaluation. In tite belief titat this evaluation can be used to help IDRc its planned evaluation of otiter 
projects it is worth making a speciñc cominent oit tite exciusion of Pitase 1. fu titis project tite second pitase is 
very much an extension of tite first asid it would be more complete to have evaluated both phases, a contributing 
aspect maybe that livestock research is ofien long-term ami titerefore it can be expected that both phases would 
be similar. It cases where tite two pitases of a project are very different diere could be a case for them to be 
evaluated separately bat where tite two (or titree) phases are similar it would be better if alI tite phases are 
evaluated. 

Tite project was based on tite introduction of iznproved locallexotic cross breeds, coupled with tite collection 
asid storage of crop residues, the production of fodder and tite introduction of winter feeding. A socio-economic 
baseline survey undertaken during Pitase 1 had identified tite following: 

- genetic potential of local animals for milk production was low; 

- inadequate feed tite dry season (poor grazing and no additional freding) led to negligible milk 
production; and 

- grain ami stover production was low dite to low rainfail aix! the utílisation of crop residues as a feed 
source was hampered by poor management practices, unfenced fields (uncontrolled and non-specific 
grazing) and an absence of any stover aix! forage storage strategies. 

Source: Project Sumniary for Pitase 1 asid II 

Detailed research station asid on-farm research during Pitase 1 had aho identified that by using 
Tswana/Simrnentaler crosses, milk yields could be increased by up to 200%. Tite feed value of various farm- 

grown fodder was evaluated and their positive effects oit milk yields determined. A suitable leguminous fodder 

crop had also been identified (a Dolichos legurne, Labial, purpureus). la fact by tite start of Phase II, Hiere 
were already 40 participating farmers (30 from 1985-86 and 10 additional 1987-88). Pitase II involved a 
direct extension and continuation of Pitase 1 and was operational frorn to 1992. It did not differ 

significantly from tite first phase other titan that sorne of dic on-station screening of other technologies etc. was 

dropped because it was deemed tltat a suitable package liad been developed. 
Source Project Summanj and interview with Head of APRU 

Tite evaluation of titis project will focas on tite commercialisation aspects am! will attempt to identify how 

profitabie tite various activities are and how tite individual practices are viewed by participating fantiers, in 
terms of tite return to tite additional labour iriput. Tite expansion and spread of tite project in tite target 
community will be taken as a proxy indicator of economic advantage. lii addition, tite sustainability of tite 

project in tite absence of subsidised inputs will also be considered. It must be clearly stated diat this evaluation 
of tite Dairy / Beef Project does not attempt in any way an evaluation of tite technical merits of tite research 
carried out during tite project, it has focused on a very narrow aspect - titat of the cornrnercialisation component. 

Tite project has been extended a Pitase ifi, from 1992, using Government of Botswana (GoR) fiznding and 
is still running today. 
Source: Interview witit Director DAR - 

3.1.2 Context 

Botswana has, for rnany years, had a large and viable beef industry based on extensive exports. Tite droughts 
witicit persisted throughout most of tite late 1980s asid early 1 990's adversely affected stock numbers asid nearly 
one-third of tite total herd of 3 million cattle perished. The cattle industry Botswana has generaily been based 
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3.0 PROJECT # 87-0225 - DAIRYDEEF PRODUCTION SYSTEMS (BOTSWANA) - 
PHASE n 

3.1 Description of the Project 

3.1.1 General comments and background 

The project attempted to increase milk production and consequently family income among small-scale pcri- 
urban livestock owners in the area close to the capital, Gaborone. This was the second phase of a project which 
had started in 1985 and ran until 1988 with IDRC funding (project # 836281) but which is not part of this 
current evaluation. In the belief that this evaluation can be used to help IDRC in its planned evaluation of other 
projects it iS worth making a spccific comment on the exclusion of Phase I. In this project the second phase is 
very much an extension of the fmt and it would be more complete to have evaluated both phases, a contributing 
aspect maybe that livestock research is often long-term and therefore it can be expected that both phases would 
be similar. In cases where the two phases of a project are very different there could be a case for them to be 
evaluated separately but where the two (or three) phases are similar it would be bener if all the phases are 
evaluated. 

The project was based on the introduction of improved locallexotic c m s s  breeds, coupled with the collection 
and storage of crop residues, the production of fodder and the introduction of winter feeding. A socio-economic 
baseline survey undertaken during Phase I had identified the following: 

genetic potential of local animals for milk production was low; 

inadequate feed in the dry season (poor grazing and no additional feedmg) led to negligible milk 
production; and 

grain and stover production was low due to low rainfall and the utilisation of crop residues as a feed 
source was hampered by poor management practices, unfenced fields (uncontrolled and non-specific 
grazing) and an absence of any stover and forage storage strategies. 

Source : Project Summary for Phase I and I1 

Detailed research station and on-farm research during Phase I had also identified that by using 
TswandSimmentaler crosses, milk yields could be increased by up to 200%. The feed value of various farm- 
grown fodder was evaluated and their positive effects on milk yields determined. A suitable leguminous fodder 
crop had also been identified (a Dolichos legume, vurpureus). In fact by the start of Phase 11, there 
were already 40 participating farmers (30 from 1985-86 and 10 additional in 1987-88). Phase I1 involved a 
direct extension and continuation of Phase I and was operational from 1988 to 1992. It did not differ 
significantly from the fist phase other than that some of the on-station screening of other technologies etc. was 
dropped because it was deemed that a suitable package had been developed. 
Source : Project Summary and interview with Head of APRU 

The evaluation of this project will focus on the commercialisation aspects and will attempt to identify how 
profitable the various activities are and how the individual practices are viewed by participating farmers, in 
terms of the return to the additional labour input, The expansion and spread of the project in the target 
community will be taken as a proxy indicator of economic advantage. In addition, the sustainability of the 
project in the absence of subsidised inputs will also be considered. It must be clearly stated that this evaluation 
of the Dairy / Beef Project does not attempt in any way an evaluation of the technical merit?. of the research 
carried out during the project, it has foeused on a very narrow aspect -that of the commercialisation component. 

The project has been extended into a Phase III, from 1992, using Government of Botswana (GOB) funding and 
is still running today. 
Source : Interview with Director DAR 

3.12 Context 

Botswana has, for many years, had a large and viable beef industry based on extensive exports. The droughts 
which persisted throughout most of the late 1980's and early 1990s adversely affected stock numbers and nearly 
one-third of the total herd of 3 million cattle perished. The cattle industry in Botswana has generally been based 
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oit extensive ranching activities and the large-scale seasonal movement of cante between different arcas of 
grazing depending on rainfali paltem (transhumance). 

Tite traditional sector has iii tite pan produced and self-consumed a substantial amount of milk but this 
production has never been quantified and is considered to be tow because of tite inherent low milk production 
capacity of the indigenous breeds. ile commercial production of dairy products has generally been low and 
local production has generaily only produced 20-25% of total recorded consumption. This consumption is 

expanding ata rate of 15% per annum due to inereasing urbanisation andan improvement in leveis of income. 

The GoR is committed ro decreasing wherever possible tite high dependency tite country has on imponed 
foodstufl's. Equally, Goventment policy encourages income generating activities in tite rural arcas so that food 
deficient households can buy in food. For these reasons, GoB has been encouraging dairy production via 
financial assistance to dairy producen and promoting research and extension oit tite subject. 
Source Project Summary and Report by Dairy Section of Dept of Animal Health and Production. MoA 

Tite (JoB has, iii addition to jis long-term commitment to developinent, a strong belief iii tite free-market and an 
avoidance of market distortions caused by subsidies. Titere is a belief that protectionism promotes 
inefficiencies asid leads to increases lii local food prices. Accordingly, the authorities consistently reflised to 
'protect the local dairy industry froin competitive imports from South Africa asid Zimbabwe. 

This positive free rnarket stance has 'nade dic development of a local dairy industry difficult because tite reality 
is that local producen were, and are, having to compete with subsidised asid supported producers. South 
African dairy producen have, for example, benefited from pSe support subsidies from their Milk Marketing 
Board, export incentives, subsidised electricity and feeds, below economic value water charges etc. 
Saurce: Barclays Bank Economic Review and interviews with DAR asid MoA 

3.1.3 Project objectives 

General objeetives 

To increase niilk production among small-scale peri-urban livestock owners and to strengthen tite national 
capacity to cairy out animal production systems research iii Botswana. 

Specific objeçtives 

1. To continue to introduce and evaluate fodder crops and dual purpose cross-bred cattle on small-scale 
farms. 

2. To evaluare tite economic performance asid social acceptance of tIte introduced technologies. 

3. To identi& marketing alternatives asid to plan a local marketing strategy. 

4. To strengthen linkages with extension staif asid transfer technology to the extension staif and fanners. 

5. To train research technicians asid scientists. 
Source: Project Suminasy 

fle project period (1988-1992) was unfortunately characterised by a series of fairly severe droughts lii tite 
project area, which affected stover asid fodder production and tIte ovemll performance of the cattle because of 
pasture asid water shortages. The project received a major set-back due to accidental poisoning of cartle. fis 
severely affected tite expansion of tite programme and afier this point in time no new participating famiers were 
added. 
Source Interviews witit head of Section asid review of Annual reports. 

ile producticn economics of tite project were analysed anda ful report published in tite 1989 Annual Repon 
of tite Animal Production asid Range Research Unit of the Ministzy (dated 1989 but only published in 1990). 
Three years of economic data from participating farmers was analysed by a statY member as pan of a M.Sc. 
dissertation (produced iii 1992). 
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on extensive ranching activities and the large-scale seasonal movement of cattle between different areas of 
p i n g  depending on rainfall pattern (bansbumance). 

The mditional sector has in the past produced and self-consumed a substantial amount of milk hut this 
production has never been quantified and is considered to be low because of the inherent low milk production 
capacity of the indigenous breeds. The commercial production of d a i i  products has generally been low and 
local production has generally only produced 20-25% of total recorded consumption. This consumption is 
expanding at a rate of 15% per annum due to increasing urbanisation and an improvement in levels of income. 

7he GOB is committed to decreasing wherever possible the high dependency the counQ' has on imported 
foodstuffs. Equally, Government policy encourages income generating activities in the rural areas so that food 
deficient householdr can buy in food, For these reasons, GOB has been encouraging dairy production via 
financial assistance to d a i i  producers and promoting research and extension on the subject. 
Source : Project Summary and Report by Dairy Section of Dept of Aniial  Health and Production. MoA 

The GOB has, in addition to its long-term commitment to development, a strong belief in the free-market and an 
avoidance of market distortions caused by subsidies. There is a belief that protectionism promotes 
inefficiencies and leads to increases in local food prices. Accordingly, the authorities consistently refused to 
"protect" the local dairy industry from competitive imports from South Africa and Zimbabwe. 

This positive free market stance has made the development of a local d a i i  industry difficult because the reality 
is that local producers were, and are, having to compete with subsidised and supported producers. South 
African dairy producers have, for example, benefited from price support subsidies from their Milk Marketing 
Board, export incentives, subsidised electricity and feeds, below economic value water charges etc. 
Source : Barclays Bank Economic Review and interviews with DAR and MoA 

3.1.3 Project objectives 

General objectives 

To increase milk production among small-scale pen-urban livestock owners and to strengthen the national 
capacity to carry out animal production systems research in Botswana. 

Specific objectives 

1. To continue to introduce and evaluate fodder crops and dual purpose cross-bred cattle on small-scale 
farms. 

To evaluate the economic performance and social acceptance of the inhoduced technologies 

To identify marketing alternatives and to plan a local marketing strategy 

To strengthen linkages with extension SW and transfer technology to the extension staff and farmers. 

To train research technicians and scientists 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5 .  
Source : Project Summary 

The project period (1988-1992) was unfortunately characterised by a series of fairly severe droughts in the 
project area, which affected stover and fodder production and the overall performance of the cattle because of 
pasture and water shortages. The project received a major set-back due to accidental poisoning of cattle. This 
severely affected the expansion of the programme and after thii point in time no new participating fanners were 
added. 
Source : Interviews with head of Section and review of Annual reports. 

The production economics of the project were analysed and a full report published in the 1989 Annual Report 
of the Animal Pmduction and Rmge Research Unit of the Minishy (dated 1989 but only published in 1990). 
Three years of economic data from participating fanners was analysed by a staff member as part of a M.Sc. 
dissertation (produced in 1992). 
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Sorne usefiul multi-institutional ami ground breaking research was conducted on the various methods of 
production (involved assessment of local preparation techniques) for a local dairy product "madila" including 
assessment of consumer preferences (testing taste preferences with local respondents) and published iii the 
annual report. 
Source Annual Reports 

Improvernent of linkages with extension were ftilly achieved but there was increased interest iii Lablab as a 
fodder crop by neighbouring farmers but more as a general survival ration titan as a feed supplement for 
lactating animais. 
Source Interview with researchers 

3.1.4 Strategy / Activities 

From the details in the Project Sumrnary tite strategíes (methodologies) used to achieve te objectives were (te 
nurnbers and sub-sections below relate to specific objectives usted aboye): 

1. Participating farrners were allowed to exchange two local cows (of any age) for a 
Tswana/Simmentaler cross produced on GoD and in calf (pregnant) after being artificially 
inseminated with Simmentaler sperm. They were advised on appropriate production techniques for te 
establishment of 1 ha of Iablab including: land preparation, fertiisation, ptanting ami weeding. 
lnforrnation on harvesting and storage of lablab hay, sorghum stover and cowpea haulms was also 

supplied. Tite project felt that te "risk" associated with tite adoption of tite package required that a 
significant portion of te inputs were provided free of charge including te Lablab seed, phosphate 
fertiliser, hay it' teir Lablab crop failed, mineral supplements, sorghurn bran, a knapsack sprayer, 
chemicals, 'veterinary support, milking equipment, etc. Much of te research was conducted on-farm 
and participant farmers were expected to keep detailed records. This farm level data was supplemented 
by on-station research. 

2, Production data (milk yields to cash flow) collected under Pitases 1 and II were to be fúlly analysed to 
assess economic performance. This was to be done by an agricultura! econornist. lii addition, te 
attitude of fanners to te various cornponents of te package and social aspects such as communal 

grazing and possible comrnercial rights to stover were to be evaluated. 

3. Marketing of milk/milk products and to be surveyed by te research team 

(with economists) so that altemative and optimal marketing strategies could be identifled. 

4. Regular meet'mgs with te Dairy Section of te Animal Production Division (te extension agency for 

dairy) and john activities such as farm visita, production of posters and pamphlets, monitoring and 
review workshops were planned. It was envisaged tat extension would take over tite project at te 
end of Phase II as a development activity. 

5. Provision was made to fund three fellowships for a B.Sc., a M.Sc. and a Ph.D. Iii addition, technicians 
from research and extension were to attend regional courses on dairy production and extension. 

Iii te detailed strategies, an additional and more comprehensive sixth objective was detailed. 

6. To evaluate tite project. It was proposed fiat tite researcit tean (asid economists from DAR) would 
conduct an impact study based on interviews wit GoB officials, farrners, inembers of te cattle and 

dairy industry, etc. to determine not only successes asid fallures, but attitudes as well. 
Source : Project Surnrnary 

3.1.5 lnpnts 

The total IDRC budget was CADS 395 310 and it was foreseen dat GoB would contribute an additional 

CAD$294 030 (IDRC contribution = 57,3% of total budget). Tite fulI extent of te GoB's financial contribution 

was not assessed as inputs such as te cattle fronu titeir ranches were not costed iii. 

The breakdown of tite budget is given iii Table 3.1 asid this shows te allocation between te various project 

components. 
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Some useful mubinstitutional and ground breaking research was conducted on the various methods of 
production [involved assessment of local preparation techniques) for a local dauy pmduct “madila” including 
assessment of consumer preferences (testing taste preferences with local respondentr) and published in the 
annual “port. 
Source : Annual Reports 

Improvement of linkages with extension were not fully achieved but there was increased interest in Lablab as a 
fodder crop by neighbouring fanners but more as a general survival ration than as a feed supplement for 

Source : Interview with researchers 

3.1.4 Strategy I Activities 

From the details in the Project Summary the strategies (methodologies) used to achieve the objectives were (the 
numbers and sub-sections below relate to specific objectives listed above): 

1. Participating fanners were allowed to exchange two local cows (of any age) for a 
TswandSimmentaler cmss produced on GOB ranches and in calf [pregnant) after being artificially 
inseminated with Simmentaler sperm. They were advised on appropriate production techniques for the 
establishment of 1 ha of lablab including: land preparation, fertilisation, planting and weeding. 
Information on harvesting and storage of lablab hay, sorghum stover and cowpea haulms was also 
supplied. The project felt that the “risk associated with the adoption of the package required that a 
signifcant portion of the inputs were provided 6ee of charge including the seed, phosphate 
fertiliser, bay if their Lablab crop failed, mineral supplements, sorghum bran, a hapsack sprayer, 
chemicals, veterinary support, miIking equipment, etc. Much of the research was conducted on-farm 
and participant fanners were expected to keep detailed records. This farm level data was supplemented 
by on-station research. 

Production data (milk yields to cash flow) collected under Phases I and I1 were to be fully analysed to 
assess economic performance. This was to be done by an agricultural economist. In addition, the 
attitude of fanners to the various components of the package and social aspects such as communal 
grazing and possible commercial rights to stover were to be evaluated. 

Marketing of miWmilk products and home consumption was to be surveyed by the research team 
(with economists) so that alternative and optimal marketing strategies could be identified. 

Regular meetings with the Dairy Section of the Ani ia l  Production Division (the extension agency for 
dairy) and joint activities such as farm visits, production of posters and pamphlets, monitoring and 
review workshops were planned. It was envisaged that extension would take over the project at the 
end of Phase I1 as a development activity. 

Provision was made to fund three fellowships for a B.Sc., a MA. and a Ph.0. In addition, technicians 
from research and extension were to attend regional courses on davy production and extension. 

lactating animals. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5 .  

In the detailed strategies, an additional and more comprehensive sixth objective was detailed. 

6. To evaluate the project. It was proposed that the research team (and economists from DAR) would 
conduct an impact study based on interviews with GOB officials, farmers, members of the cattle and 
d a i i  industry, etc. to determine not only successes and failures, but attitudes as well. 

Source : Project Summary 

3.1.5 Inputs 

The total IDRC budget was CADS 395 310 and it was foreseen that GOB would contribute an additional 
CADS294 030 (IDRC contribution = 57.3% of total budget). The full extent of the GOBS financial contribution 
was not assessed as inpua such as the cattle h m  their ranches were not costed in. 

The breakdown of the budget is given in Table 3.1 and this shows the allocation between the various project 
components. 
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The major component of tite IDRC budget was for salaries and allowances (43,7%). The single item 
cornprising this expenditure was the rernuneration and living costs of tite Project Advisor, Dr B 
Kiflewahid. This person was meant to provide leadership for tite programme until tite Motswanan senior staff 
retumed from their studies. He had been iii effective charge of tite project during rnost of Pitase 1 amI it was 
envisaged, and budgeted, that he would remain on tite project during Years 1 and 2. In fact, on tite completion 
of Ms IDRC contract in 1990, he retumed tu Botswana, iii his individual capacity, and took up a 3 year GoB 
contract as Head of LivestockResearch (1992-1995). 
Source: Interview with }Tead of Unit 

Table 3.1 Breakdown ami analysis by item of IDRC contribution to APRU 
Phase 11 of tbe Dairy / Beef Production Systems Project - in CAD$ 

ITEM 1])RC 
CADS 

as%of 
Total 

GoB 
CATJS 

as%of 
Total 

LDRCas% 
of Total 

Salaries andAllowances 164700 41.7% 132051 44.9% -55.5% 

Research expenses 14877 3.8% 54546 18.6% 21.4% 
Travel-Fieldresearch 12396 3.1% 74379 25.3% 14.3% 
Travel - Regional/International 16000 4.0% 100.0% 

Extension material 4959 1.3% 100.0% 

Publications / Repon 2478 0.6% 100.0% 

£quipment 13900 3.0% 33058 11.2% 26.5% 

Training 147000 37.2% 100.0% 

Serninars & workshops 
Contingencies 21000 5.3% 100.0% 

TOTAL 395310 100.0% 294034 100.0% 57.3% 

Seurce Project Summary 

The next rnost significant IDRC budget component was for iraining at 37,2% of total. Tite actual use of these 
ñinds and exactly who benefited from tite training, under this budget item, is a little hard to ascertain. It could 
not be deterniined, during tite evaluation interviews or by studying project docurnents, who was funded under 
Pitase 1 or Phase II, who received otiter donor funded scholarships and who received direct GoB funding. Key 
persons involved lxi diese decisions (Dr 1. Setshwaelo, ihe Project Co-ordinator) are no longer working oit tite 
programrne ami sorne of tite other senior staif were actually away oit training themselves. 

Other cost cornponents were srnall - travel at 7,2% of total actually mcluded funds allocated to cover the cost of 
international travel by students ami Otiter (6,6%) includes a small amount for extension and tite amount 
allocated to contingencies. Tite (oB contribution was focused heavily on salaries ami allowances (44,9%), fleld 
research expenses (travel and related allowances - 25,3%), actual research expenditure (18,6%) and tite 
purchase of vehicles (11,2%). Generally al! inputs were received in a timeous and efficient manner. 
Source: Project Summary ami Interview with Senior researchers. 

Tite actual involvernent of IDRC regional staff including tite Programme Dificer (}iugo Li-Fin) from Nairobi 
and tite contribution they made cannot be ascertained because tite APRU staif involved were away on training at 
the time of tite evaluation. Tite Ficad of tite Unit specifically states that Bruce Scott frorn tite Nairobi office has 
consistently provided thougjitfial and usefW advice on rnatters of livestock research 
Source: Interview with researciters. 

The breakdown of tite IDRC budget confribution meant titat only a small proportion (12%) was actually 
administered by GoB. This represented at tite time a total of BWP 56 400. Tite report on Pitase II recently 
produced by GoB for IDRC details expenditure whicit totals over BWP52 000 but claims that payments 
received from IDRC total BWP94 500 meaning that sorne BWP42 000 has not been spent. These figures are 

confusing ami further investigation should be canied out. This consultancy did not allocate time to investigate 
because tite financial aspects are not considered critical to this evaluation. No IDRC flxnding was made 
available for Phase III which is exclusively flinded by GoS. 
Source: Drafi of Final Project Report (APRU) 

Fronx experience on ALDS. project evaluation in Botswana, tite period of tite project has been characterised by 
a substantial devaluation of tite local cuirency (the Botswana Fula (BWP)) against major currencies and the 
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The major component of the IDRC budget was for salaries and allowances (41,7%). The single item 
comprising this expenditure was the remuneration and living costs of the IDRC Project Advisor, Dr B 
Kiflewahid. This person was meant to provide leadership for the programme until the Motswanan senior staff 
returned from their studies. He had been in effective charge of the project during most of Phase I and it was 
envisaged, and budgeted, that he would remain on the project during Years 1 and 2. In fact, on the completion 
of his IDRC contract in 1990, he returned to Botswana, in his individual capacity, and took up a 3 year GOB 
contract as Head of Livestock Research (1992-1995). 
Source : Interview with Head of Unit 

Table 3.1 : Breakdown and analysis by item of IDRC contribution to APRU 
for Phase Il of the Dairy I Beef Production Systems Project - in CAD% 

Source : Project Summary 

The next most significant IDRC budget component was for training at 37,2% of total. The actual use of these 
funds and exactly who benefited ftom the training, under this budget item, is a little hard to ascertain. It could 
not be determined, during the evaluation interviews or by studying project documents, who was funded under 
Phase I or Phase 11, who received other donor funded scholarships and who received direct GOB funding. Key 
persons involved in these decisions (Dr I. Setshwaelo, the Project Co-ordinator) are no longer working on the 
programme and some of the other senior staff were actually away on training themselves. 

Other cost components were small - travel at 7,2% of total actually included funds allocated to cover the cost of 
international travel by students and Other (6,6%) includes a small amount for extension and the amount 
allocated to contingencies. The GOB conhibution was focused heavily on salaries and allowances (44,9%), field 
research expenses (travel and related allowances - 25,3%), actual research expenditure (18,6%) and the 
purchase of vehicles ( I  12%). Generally all inputs were received in a timeous and efficient manner. 
Source : Project Summary and Interview with Senior researchers. 

The actual involvement of IDRC regional sta f f  including the Rogramme Officer (Hugo Li-Pin) from Nairobi 
and the contribution they made cannot be ascertained because the APRU staff involved were away on training at 
the time of the evaluation. The Head of the Unit specifically states that Bruce Scott from the Nairobi office has 
consistently provided thoughtful and useful advice on matters of livestock research 
Source : Interview with researchers. 

The breakdown of the IDRC budget contribution meant that only a small proportion (12%) was actually 
administered by GOB. This represented at the time a total of BWP 56 400. The report on Phase I1 recently 
produced by GOB for IDRC details expenditure which totals over BWP5Z 000 but claims that payments 
received h m  IDRC total BWP94 500 meaning that some BWP42 000 has not been spent. These figures are 
confusing and further investigation should be carried out. Thits consultancy did not allocate time to investigate 
because the financial aspects are not considered critical to this evaluation. No IDRC funding was made 
available for Phase 111 which is exclusively funded by GOB. 
Source : Draft of Final Project Report (APRU) 

From experience on Af.DB. project evaluation in Botswana the period of the project has been characterised by 
a substantial devaluation of the local currency (the Botswana Pula (BWP)) against major currencies and the 
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Gofi Treasury has not allowed departments to beneflt frorn these currency niovements. Generaily, recipient 
Ministries are heid to the Pula value in tite original budget, rnaking it intpossible for projects to spend their total 
allocation in foreign exchange; this could be tite case iii te figures presented aboye. 

It is generally accepted by most donors itt Botswana that financial control is good but the Ministry of Pinance 
tends to delay clainiing reimbursements of projectfundi from tite donors. 
Source: Previous project evaluations in Botswana 

Information provided by IDRC Head Quarters indicates that sorne CAD$60 700 rernains unspent on te project. 
Tite greatest variance is on tite Project Advisor Salary where only CAD$66 820 was spent. Rowever, this is 

compensated for by an equivalent amount on Overseas Allowance, Employee Beneflts and Other Allowances 
(CAt)$36 700) which is considered by IDRC under salaries and allowances. 

The budget allocation for training was underspent and sorne CAD$25 670 was unused. This is sufflcient for at 
least two additional B.Sc. students (actual expenditure of CAD$856 on B.Sc. course in Swaziland). Tite amount 
allocated for contingencies was never tonched. - 

Source: Project Variance Report 

3.2 Project Outcomes 

3.2.1 Outputs 

la. Introduction of cross-bred cattle 

Tite increase of cross-bred cattle, among tite participating farmers, has been based on tite direct exchange of 
local for cross-bred cattle and te provision of artificial insernination (Al) services for te farmers' cows both 
oit-farra and by sending them to a Government Al centre. Tite policy iii tite project has been to replace any 
project cattle which die. Por example iii 1986, 5 of tite 30 cross-breeds in te programme died and were 

replaced, ja 1987, 8 died due to food poisoning. la 1988/89 animal healt iznproved and only calves died. lii 
1989/90 an additional 6 farmersjoined to increase te number to 46 (2 cows died ja that year). 

During tite drought of 199 1/92, one of te most severe for many years, 36 of te participating farmers lost a 
total of 341 animals - 69 of tem cross-breeds. In addition to drought Iosses, te project received a severe set 
back 1» late 1992 wben a Jarge rnunber of the farmers' cattle, whích were at te GoB Al centre, were poisoned 
by a noxious plant DicaDitelium. a tuber whick produces an above-groimd portion after a drought. Ah te 
cross-breeds produced iii tite last two years of tite programrne (1992 and 1993) were diverted to replace cattle 
lost through this accidental poisoning. 
Source: Annual Reports and Interviews wit Researciters. 

Tite various on-farm and on-station research work undertaken during bot Pitases 1 asid II clearly shows tat tite 
introduced cross is both hardy and a much better rnilk producer titan te indigenous Tswana (it produces 2,5 to 

2,7 times more rnilk). However, subsequent research work on oter crosses asid on oter sirains of Simmentaler 

clearly show tat diere are much better dairy strains. Sorne researchers argue that tite early work concentrated 
on a Simnientaler une whicb was bot a daiiy and a beef animal (te actual title of te project) but tat better 
selection of breeding stock would have produced a better, more efticient dairy strain. Future activities in srnall- 

scale dairy will concentrate on using crosses with classic dairy cows (Friesian, Brown Swiss, Jersey and dairy 
Sinmientaler). 
Source : ficad of Unit and Director DAR 

Tite cut-back iii free inputs has seen te original participating firmen reduce to 30 (at te time of te evaluation 
itt May 1997). Participation is classifled as tose flrmers still subrnitting teir records. Sorne fariners still 

participate la te milk rnarketing project but no longer provide dairy records. 
Source: Interview wit Researchers 

Breed perfomiance (on-farm and on-station) has been monitored and reponed regularly iii te animal report but 

this document is not widely distributed. For example, only a limitad number are produced (during tite 

evaluation visit te Department had no more copies iii stock) and generaily tey are sent to related GoB 

depariments. Like rnany of te reports produced by research stations it is not intended for popular consumption 
asid makes for rater dry reading. Even if distribution were widened it is doubtñil tat tite jutended audience (a 
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GOB Treasury has not allowed deparunents to benefit from these currency movements. Generally, recipient 
Ministries are held to the Pula value in the original budget, makiig it impossible for projects to spend their total 
allocation in foreign exchange; this could be the case in the figures presented above. 

It is generally accepted by most donors in Botswana that fmancial control is good but the Mmistry of Finance 
tends to delay claiming reimbursements of project'funds from the donors. 
Source : Previous project evaluations in Botswana 

Information provided by IDRC Head Quarters indicates that some CADS60 700 remains unspent on the project. 
The greatest variance is on the Project Advisor Salary where only CADS66 820 was spent. However, this is 
compensated for by an equivalent amount on Overseas Allowance, Employee Benefits and Other Allowances 
(CADS36 700) which is considered by IDRC under salaries and allowances. 

The budget allocation for training was underspent and some CADS25 670 was unused. This is sufficient for at 
least two additional B.Sc. students (actual expenditure of CADS856 on B.Sc. course in Swaziland). The amount 
allocated for contingencies was never touched, 
Source : Project Variance Report 

3.2 Project Outcomes 

3.2.1 outputs 

la Introduction of cross-bred cattle 

The increase of cross-bred cattle, among the participating farmers, has been based on the direct exchange of 
local for cross-bred cattle and the provision of artificial insemination (AI) services for the farmers' cows both 
on-farm and by sending them to a Government A1 centre. The policy in the project has been to replace any 
project cattle which die. For example in 1986, 5 of the 30 cross-breeds in the programme died and were 
replaced, in 1987, 8 died due to food poisoning. In 1988/89 animal health improved and only calves died. In 
1989/90 an additional 6 farmers joined to increase the number to 46 (2 cows died in that year). 

During the drought of 1991/92, one of the most severe for many years, 36 of the participating farmers lost a 
total of 341 animals - 69 of them cross-breeds. In addition to drought losses, the project received a severe set 
back in late 1992 when a large number of the farmers' cattle, which were at the GOB A1 centre, were poisoned 
by a noxious plant Dicapitelium, a tuber which produces an above-ground portion after a drought. All the 
cross-breeds produced in the last two years of the programme (1992 and 1993) were diverted to replace cattle 
lost through this accidental poisoning. 
Source : Annual Reports and Interviews with Researchers. 

The various on-farm and on-station research work undertaken during both Phases I and I1 clearly shows that the 
introduced cross is both hardy and a much better milk producer than the indigenous Tswana (it produces 2,5 to 
2,7 times more milk). However, subsequent research work on other crosses and on other strains of Simmentaler 
clearly show that there are much better dairy strains. Some researchers argue that the early work concentrated 
OD a Simmentaler line which was both a d a i i  and a beef animal (the actual title of the project) but that better 
selection of breeding stock would have produced a better, more efficient dauy strain. Future activities in small- 
scale d a i i  will concentrate on using crosses with classic dairy COWS (Friesian, Brown Swiss, Jersey and d a i i  
Simmentaler). 
Source : Head of Unit and Director DAR 

Tbe cut-back in h e  inputs has seen the original participating farmers reduce to 30 (at the time of the evaluation 
in May 1997). Participation is classified as those farmers still submitting their records. Some farmers still 
participate in the milk marketing project but no longer provide d a i i  records. 
Source : Interview with Researchers 

Breed performance (on-farm and on-station) has been monitored and reported regularly in the annual report but 
this document is not widely distributed. For example, only a limited number are produced (during the 
evaluation visit the Depanment had no more copies in stock) and generally they are sent to related GOB 
depanmenu. Like many of the reports produced by research stations it is not intended for popular consumption 
and makes for rather dry reading. Even if distribution were widened it is doubtful that the intended audience (a 
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farmer deciding Oil tite suitability of a particular cross) may be able to determine which te best breed was, from 
dic way tite results are presentad. A more concise publication such as a fact sheet or bulletin maybe received 
azul used by a wider audience. 
Source Discussions with senior Researchers, Annual Repon and opinion of consultant based on previous 
research station evaluations. 

Despite a number of papen presented iii regional and international workshops including te World Conference 
on Animal Production iii 1987 and 1988, there appears to have been very little scientiflc publication iii tite 

period 1989 tu 1992. Sorne researchers put this down tu te unsettled nature of stag due lo overseas training, 
and tite movement of te former Project Advisor into a post burdened with administrative duties. As is typical 
of rnany government flinded and on-station livestock research programmes, te dairy research programnie has 
been established, data collection has becorne routine and lEe technicians continue to generate a rnass of resuits 
which are not fully analysed or reponed. This is partly a result of tite long-term nature of livestock research ami 
tIte fact tat often senior researciters becorne involved wit their own research programines leaving te more 
routine and basic (but also iznportant research like breed performance) to junior staif. 
Source review of líterature, interviews witit Senior researchers. - 

lb. Introduction of fodder crops and use of stover 

Sorne of te earlier annual reports clairn that tite introduction of Lablab fodder had been reasonably successful 
ami tat production per ha was adequate for supplementary feeding of lactating cattle, when there was adequate 
ram. TIte problern is that te crop rnust be sown every year, ata rate of 20kg per ha. Ja addition, tIte seed for 
te fodder crop rnust be importad ami is expensive. 

Sorghurn stover was collected by farmers but aol aH tat available was collected dna to labour constraints. Four 
different diets involving sorgburn stover, sorghnm bran ami lablab were tested but produced no significant 
differences itt rnean rnilk yield and lactation length. 
Source Annual Repon and interviews with Researchers. 

2. Evaluation of econornic perforrnance 

A good repon on production econornics was produced by 1. Daniels and published iii tIte 1989 Annual Repon. 
'Phis papar rnakes a financial analysis of te benefits of te cornplete package, frorn te point of view that te 
farmer would have to cover alI costs. Tite analysis assumes a nimbar of values for various inputs (including 
siover and hay) and calculates total input cost, not on te actual inputs recorded by te project, but on te basis 
of average diets and average rnilk yields. TItase calculations assume that additional stover would have to be 
bought in and that farmers would have surplus lablab hay to feed to otiter animals. (This is a reasonable 
assurnption as very few farmers produce and coliect sufficient stover ami tus representa one way ui which ro 
cosI stover - a second way could have been to cost ita collection and local transport). The cost of te cross-bred 
animais is costed in, wit interest, as a 3 year loan from tite National Bank. ile production model projects a 
surpius of 2 to 5 litres per clay and envisages a rnarketing group of 15 irmers producing "rnadila" asid rnilk Lar 
te Gaborone rnarket. 

The analysis frnds that, although bicorne is almost double iii te case of te project, tite net benetit is lower titan 
iii te "without project" case. Tite repon states 'tite project proposal, as it stands, must be rejected as flnancially 
unattractive to te farmer". 
Source Annual report 

Tite data collected by tite project from 1986 to 1990 was usad by one of te staif as partiaJ ftilfilment for a 
M.Sc. at University of Guelph in 1992. This wealth of dMa was used to create a single period linear 
programming rnodel which was titen usad to determine optintal farin plans for each of te farmers in te project 
(38 of te 40 included). Linear prograinniing, by necessity, has to make a señas of assumptions about 
production patterns (te basis being te belief in linearity) so as to modal production decisions ami alternativas. 
Iii te case of tis research, veiy little rneaningful analysis was ever rnade of how te Botswana farmers saw 

production alternatives and terefore te assurnptions are very tirst world ethno-centric asid follow te parten 
of dairymen iii Canada. For example, one pafl of te model optimises culling asid replacernent decisions ami a 

major component of te bicorne fiows ten become sales of steer asid heifer calves asid culled cow sales. There 
is no evidence that te selection and purposeflul replacement of cows takes place. Farmers who deem a cross- 
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farmer deciding on the suitability of a pardcular cross) may be able to determine which the best breed was, from 
the way the results are presented. A more concise publication such as a fact sheet or bulletin maybe received 
and used by a wider audience. 
Source : Discussions with senior Researchers, Annual Report and opinion of consultant based on previous 
research station evaluations. 

Despite a number of papers presented in regional and international workshops including the World Conference 
on Ani ia l  Production in 1987 and 1988, there appears to have been very little scientific publication in the 
period 1989 to 1992. Some researchers put this down to the unsettled nature of staff, due to overseas training, 
and the movement of the former Project Advisor into a post burdened with adminismtive duties. As is typical 
of many government funded and on-station livestock research programmes, the dairy research programme has 
been established, data collection has become routine and the technicians continue to generate a mass of results 
which are not fully analysed or reported. This is partly a result of the long-term nature of livestock research and 
the fact that often senior researchers become involved with their own research programmes leaving the more 
routine and basic (but also important research l i e  breed performance) to junior staff. 
Source : review of literature, interviews with Senior researchers. 

lb. himduction of fodder crops and use of stover 

Some of the earlier annual reports claim that the introduction of fodder had been reasonably successful 
and that production per ha was adequate for supplementary feeding of lactating cattle, when there was adequate 
rain. The problem is that the crop must be sown every year, at a rate of 20 kg per ha. In addition, the seed for 
the fodder crop must be imported and is expensive. 

Sorghum stover was collected by farmers but not all that available was collected due to labour constraints. Four 
different diets involving sorghum stover, sorghum bran and lablab were tested but produced no significant 
differences in mean milk yield and lactation length. 
Source : Annual Reports and interviews with Researchers. 

2. Evaluation of economic performance 

A good report on production economics was produced by I. Daniels and published in the 1989 Annual Report. 
This paper makes a fmancial analysis of the benefits of the complete package, from the point of view that the 
f m e r  would have to cover all costs. The analysis assumes a number of values for various inputs (including 
stover and hay) and calculates total input cost, not on the actual inputs recorded by the projecr but on the basis 
of average diets and average milk yields. These calculations assume that additional stover would have to be 
bought in and that farmers would have surplus lablab hay to feed to other animals. (This is a reasonable 
assumption as very few farmers produce and collect sufficient stover and this represents one way in which to 
cost stover - a second way could have been to cost its collection and local transport). The cost of the cross-bred 
animals is costed in, with interess as a 3 year loan from the National Bank. The production model projects a 
surplus of 2 to 5 litres per day and envisages a marketing group of I5 W e n  producing "madila" and milk for 
the Gaborone market. 

The analysis finds that, although income is almost double in the case of the project, the net benefit is lower than 
in the '"without project" case. The report states "the project proposal, as it stands, must be rejected as fmancially 
unattractive to the farmer". 
Source : Annual report 

The data collected by the project fiom 1986 to 1990 was used by one of the staff as partial fulfilment for a 
M.Sc. at University of Guelph in 1992. This wealth of data was used to create a single period linear 
programming model which was then used to determine optimal fann plans for each of the farmers in the project 
(38 of the 40 included). Linear programming, by necessity, has to make a series of assumptions about 
production patterns (the basis being the belief in linearity) so as to model production decisions and alternatives. 
In the case of this research, very little meaningful analysis was ever made of how the Botswana farmers saw 

production alternatives and therefore the assumptions are very fM world ethnc-centric and follow the pattern 
of dairymen in Canada For example, one part of the model optimises culling and replacement decisions and a 
major component of the income flows then become sales of steer and heifer calves and culled cow sales. There 
is no evidence that the selection and purposeful replacement of cows takes place. Farmers who deem a cross- 
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bred animal unsuitable for dairy would more likely move tite animal into their beef herd at their catt!e post tan 
to culi or seIl it. 

A second example of unrealistic rnodelling decisions is given by tite assumptions made about labour. It is 
assumed that it can be hired whenever necessary ami that tite local wage rate will be equivalent lo tite GoB's 
minimum wage rate for daily paid industrial class workers. It further assumes that non-agricultural household 
activities will occupy 50% of available labour. There are severe local labour shortages at key points tite 
agricultural calendar but generally tbere is considerable unemployment and underemployment in most of tite 
populated arcas of Botswana. Local labour costs are considerable lower titan the industrial minimwn wage. 

Despite the limitations of the model, detailed reading of the dissertation provides sorne clear clues to te 
economics of tite system: "In case of fami resources, ... animal feed resources ami labour were found to be most 

limiting." p94. "At present Ñrrncrs are being subsidised in terrns of animal feed. It is now clear tal once te 
subsidy withdrawn, sorne farniers will not find tite new production system to be econornically sustainable and 
titerefore will not continue with te proposed production system." p.96. 
Source : M.Sc. Dissertation - 

ile failure to feed tese academic fmdings mb tite researcit programme is discussed elsewhere btu oliter 

atternpts to evaluate tite economic aspects appear to have failed. Tite first Annual Repon 1989-90 states: "Six 
additional farmers were monitored as control farmers in order to assess tite economic advantages of te 
technical ami managernent interventions. This group was again monitored during 1989/90 pencÓ ami tite data 
will be ready for analysis to be included itt tite next repon.' 

Tite 1990 Annual Repon states: "A mulk ami milk products consumption pattems and marketing sun'ey 
involving bot dairy project ami non-project farrners was completed." 
Source : Annual Repon 

Neither of tese two studies appear lo have been written and information on them could not be fornid at APRU 

during te evaluation visit. 

3. Identi' marketing alternatives and produce marketing strategy 

This output had already been pan of Phase 1 of tite project but had not been realised and it was re-included 
this second pitase. Tite Project Summary for Pitase II even states: "te development oía strategy for rnarketing 
surplus rnilk ... has not been fully addressed". 

Research on the conversion of rnilk into "madila" (a soured nillk product) showed thaI sorne 2,6 - 3,0 liti of 
fresh milk was used to produce 1 litre of tite product. When this was compared to tite local selling pnices fon 

whole mulk, it becante apparent that "madila" was being sold at oniy 40-60% of te equivalent rnulk price. This 
should have indicated lo researchers titat tite production of "madila" was not a means of adding value to milk 
but rater a technique of disposing of surplus spoiled milk. This simple fmancial realisation that there was no 
increase ja value fon te additional effort required to produce "madila" should have been used to cost oid te 
effect of spoilage of milk. Titere had always been a strong belief among researciters that making "m&lila" 

actuaily profited farmers, tese beliefs persist despite tite reponed research and was actually noted during tite 
interviews wit local staif involved in te project. Tite failure of this research fmding to influence tite general 
course of tite project is thought to be a result of te compartmentalisation of research workers in diffáent 

disciplines, coupled with tite failure by "scientific" researchers to see econornic considerations as critical. ibis 
research was carried out in conjunclion with botit te Botswana Food laboratory and tite University btu te 
results were not presented to tite team at Sebele, tite sanie could be said of te research undertaken as pan of an 
overseas M.Sc. - retuming staif do not make seminar presentations to Iheir colleagues. This lack of "team" 

meetings where different researcit projects could influence and interaci with each oter itas already been noted 

by te Head of tite section as a deficiency which should be rectifled. 
Source Annual repon, interviews wit researchers and analysis by consultant 

By te time of te first Annual Repon, tite marketing strategy liad already been proposed and it involved te 
"establishment of village milk collection centres equipped wit filtering, cool storage, recording and sale 

facilities. When surplus production exceeds local dernand, titen tis would be collected to te Gaborone Da.iry 

Marketing Co-operative for processing and distribution urban arcas" Freliminary discussions witit farmers 

ami -village autitorities (for allocation of a site) had already been undertaken. In te 1990 Repon, it was stated 
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bred animal unsuitable for dairy would more likely move the animal into their beef herd at their cattle post Qm 
to cull or sell it. 

A second example of unrealistic modelling decisions is given by the assumptions made about labour. is 
assumed that it can be hired whenever necessary and that the local wage rate will be equivalent to the GOB’S 
minimum wage rate for daily paid industrial class workers. It further assumes that non-agricultural housefiold 
activities will occupy 50% of available labour. There are severe local labour shortages at key points in the 
agricultural calendar but generally there is considerable unemployment and underemployment in most ofthe 
populated areas of Botswana. Local labour costs are considerable lower than the industrial minimum wage. 

Despite the limitations of the model, detailed reading of the dissertation provides some clear clues to the 
economics of the system: “In case of farm resources, ... animal feed resources and labour were found to be most 
limiting.” p.94. “At present fanners are being subsidised in terms of animal feed. It is now clear that once the 
subsidy is withdrawn, some farmers will not find the new production system to be economically sustainable and 
therefore will not continue with the proposed production system.” p.96. 
Source : M.Sc. Dissertation 

The failure to feed these academic fmdings into the research programme is discussed elsewhere but other 
attempts to evaluate the economic aspects appear to have failed. The fun Annual Report 1989-90 states: ”six 
additional farmers were monitored as conml f m e r s  in order to assess the economic advantages of the 
technical and management interventions. This group was again monitored during 1989190 period and the data 
will be ready for analysis to be included in the next report.” 

The 1990 Annual Report states: 
involving both dairy project and non-project farmers was completed.” 
Source : Annual Report 

Neither of these two studies appear to have been written and information on them could not be found at APRU 
during the evaluation visit. 

3. 

This output had already been pan of Phase 1 of the project but had not been realised and it was re-included in 
this second phase. The Project Summary for Phase 11 even states: “the development of a strategy for markding 
surplus milk ... has not been fully addressed”. 

Research on the conversion of milk into “madila” (a soured milk product) showed that some 2,6 - 3,O l i h a  of 
kesh milk was used to produce 1 litre of the product. when this was compared to the local selling p r i m  for 
whole milk, it became apparent that “madila” was being sold at only 4060% of the equivalent milk price. This 
should have indicated to researchers that the production of “madila” was not a means of adding value to milk 
but rather a technique of disposing of surplus spoiled milk. This simple fmancial realisation that there was no 
increase in value for the additional effort required to produce “madila” should have been used to cost o(lt the 
effect of spoilage of milk. There had always been a smng belief among researchers that making “madila” 
actually profited farmers, these beliefs persist despite the reported research and was actually noted during the 
interviews with local staff involved in the project. The failure of this research fmding to influence the g d  
course of the project is thought to be a result of the compartmentalisation of research workers in dif€erent 
dsciplines, coupled with the faiIure by “scientific” researchers to see economic considerations as critical. Ibis 
research was carried out in conjunction with both the Botswana Food laboratory and the University but the 
results were not presented to the team at Sebele, the same could he said of the research undertaken as part ofan 
ove- M.Sc. - returning staff do not make seminar presentations to their colleagues. This lack of ‘’team’’ 
meetings where different research projects could influence and interact with each other has already been mted 
by the Head of the section as a deficiency which should be rectified. 
Source : Annual report, interviews with researchers and analysis by consultant 

By the time of the fmt Annual Report, the marketing strategy had already been proposed and it involved the 
“establishment of village milk collection cenues equipped with filtering, cool storage, remrdmg and sale 
facilities. When surplus production exceeds local demand, then this would be collected to the Gaborone Dairy 
Marketing Co-operative for processing and distribution in urban areas”. Preliminary discussions with farmers 
and village authorities (for allocation of a site) had already been undertaken. In the 1990 Report, it was stated 

“A milk and milk products consumption patterns and marketing survey 

Identify marketing alternatives and produce marketing strategy 



that construction would commence once pians were finaiised. By the 1992 Report, it was reported that the 

buiidiiig was complete at Kumakwane but there had been little progress at Oodi (only fence erected). In fact tite 
first centre only operated iii 1994 and 1995 while tite other two only becaine operational early in 1997, sorne 
time after the cornpletion of Phase II. As at May 1997 aH three centres were operational. 

4. Strengthen Iinkages witit extension staff and fanners 

Apart from occasional field days at Sebele for extension staff asid two short training courses for participating 
farmers, titere has been very little extension of srnali-scale dairy teehnoiogy. 

Although the use of lablab hay as a supplementary feed is appreciated by many farmers and their neigbours, 
the seed has never been freely available. Without cross-bred cattle asid critical inputs (Jike seed), the potential 
for extension activities are limited. 

Tliere is no evidente that any extension materials (a speciflc iten iii the budget) were ever produced to extend 

dairy production. - 

Source lnterviews with Researchers aS Dairy Specialist 

5. Stafftraining 

ile attenuated nature of sorne of tite postgraduate training rnakes it difficult to separate which course was 
funded from Phase 1, which from Pitase II funds asid which staif received support from other fmancial sources. 
No oficial infonnation on exactly which Irainee was fiinded, where asid when, couid be found and therefore 
this ruatter could not be fully resolved in tite time available. In terrns of output, this is tite niost successffil 

cornponent. Tite technical innovations produced by the research have liad little fmancial impact, but tite impact 
of individual capacity building is long-term asid sustainable. 
Source Opinion of Consultant. 

Mr W Boirumelo completed bis M.Sc. in Dairy Science al University of Guelpb, Ontario, in 1989 asid returned 
to Botswana in 1990. Subsequently he started a Ph.D. course at tite sanie university la 1992. taking up a 

position which was to be used by Mrs Mahabile asid flinded by IDRC (it is not known if Pitase II funding was 
used). 

Dr Bernard Mosimanyana attended Guelph as a Ph.D. Animal Science postgraduate from 1987 (? funded by 
Phase 1) asid was dueto complete his doctorate in 1991 but extended asid only completed in 1992 (?extension 
fixndedby IDRC Phase II). He is currently Head of the Unit. 

Ms K Palaelo went to start a B.Sc. Dairy Science at the University of Saskatchewan but was forced to retum for 
health reasons. She completed her B.Sc. Agriculture degree at Botswana College of Agriculture (BCA) from 
199 1-93. 

Mr Ramapliane obtained bis B.Sc. Agriculture from 11w Ltniversity of Swaziland studying from 1991-95. It is 
assumed that the speciai perrnission to fund a Bachelor level degree, granted by IDRC for Ms Palacio was used 
in this case. 

Sorne technical staff went for short-terrn training at ILCA in Addis Ababa (2 x) and in Harare. 
Source: Draft of Final Project Report (APRU) and interviews with Mead of Unit. 

6. Evaiuation of tite project 

One of Ihe pianned outputs which was not achieved was the pianned multi-discipline evaluation of the project. 
U this had been done a number of tite problerns noted could have been identified asid adjustment made to the 
project at an earlier stage. Even though tite project has been over for sorne time an evaluation which focused on 

measuring irnpact frorn tite point of view of tite farmers wouid be extremely useflul iii the design of future 
research projects. 
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that construction would commence once plans were W i s e d .  By the 1992 Report, it was reported that the 
buildmg was complete at Kumakwane but there had been little progress at Oodi (only fence erected). In fact the 
fust centre only operated in 1994 and 1995 while the other two only became operational early in 1997, some 
time after the completion of Phase 11. As at May 1997 all three centres were operational. 

4. 

Apart from occasional field days at Sebele for extension staff and two short Wining courses for participaling 
farmers, there has been very little extension of small-scale dairy technology. 

Although the use of lablab hay as a supplementary feed is appreciated by many farmers and their neighbours, 
the seed has never been k e l y  available. Without cross-bred cattle and critical inputs (like seed), the potential 
for extension activities are limited. 

There is no evidence that any extension materials (a specific item in the budget) were ever produced to extend 
dairy production. 
Source : Interviews with Researchers and Dairy Specialist 

Strengthen linkages with extension staffand farmers 

5. staff training 

The attenuated nature of some of the postgraduate Wining makes it difficult to separate which course was 
funded from Phase I, which from Phase I1 funds and which staff received support from other fmancial sources. 
No official information on exactly which trainee was funded, where and when, could be found and therefore 
this matter could not he fully resolved in the time available. In terms of output, this is the most successful 
component. The technical innovations produced by the research have had little fmancial impact, but the impact 
of individual capacity building is long-term and sustainable. 
Source : Opinion of Consultant. 

Mr W Boitumelo completed his MSc. in Dairy Science ar University of Guelph, Ontario, in 1989 and returned 
to Botswana in 1990. Subsequently he started a Ph.D. course at the same university in 1992. taking up a 
position which was to be used by Mrs Mahabile and funded by IDRC (it is not known if Phase I1 funding was 
used). 

Dr Bernard Mosimanyana attended Guelph as a Ph.D. Animal Science postgraduate from 1987 (? funded by 
Phase I) and was due to complete his doctorate in 1991 but extended and only completed in 1992 (? extension 
funded by IDRC Phase 11). He is currently Head of the Unit. 

Ms K Palaelo went to start a B.Sc. Dain Science at the Universitv of Saskatchewan but was forced to return for 
health reasons. She completed her B.Sc. Agriculture degree atBotswana College of Agriculture (BCA) from 
1991-93. 

Mr Ramaphane obtained his BSc. Agriculture from the University of Swaziland studying h m  1991-95. It is 
assumed that the special permission to fund a Bachelor level degree, granted by IDRC for Ms Palaelo was used 
in this case. 

Some technical staff went for short-term mining at ILCA in Addis Ababa (2 x) and in Harare 
Source : Drafi of Fmal project Report (APRU) and interviews with Head of Unit. 

6. Evaluation of the project 

One of the planned outputs which was not achieved was the planned multi-discipline evaluation of the project. 
If this had been done a number of the problems noted could have been identified and adjustment made to the 
project at an earlier stage. Even though the project has been over for some time an evaluation which focused on 
measuring impact from the point of view of the farmers would be extremely useful in the design of fume  
research projects. 
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7. General observations on output 

fle economics of te project were sufficiently thovght out. Especialiy tite unsustainable and subsidised 
production of cross-breeds, and tite need to make annual purchases of Lablab seed. The project in Phase III is 
concentrating on on-fann Al as a means of increasing the number of cross-breeds as they now realise that 
production of animais by te project and exchange with ínners is not a viable option. la the fleid of pasture 
improvement and tite production of feed material the project has moved away from tite growth of Lablab hay 
ami is now concennting its research effort on Buifel grass widi a pasture legume as a permanent (self-seeding) 
pasture. Botit tese adjustments indicate that te project has accepted that it must maye away from subsidised 
inputs (cross-breeds and annual seed distribution) and take more cognisance of tite labour demands that 
technical innovations demand. However, te fact tat te project still has as one of its najor constraints, tite 
marketing of milk indicates that te importance of economic issues have still not been taken fiuily on-board. 
Source: luterviews witit Senior Researchers and opinion of Consultant. 

Insuflicient consideration is given to local demand for milk asid costs of transporting surpius milk to tite market 
even from a collection point. Gaborone Dairy Marketing Co-operative has recently collapsed due to 
mismanagement ami te fact tat transport problems (vehicle breakdowns) and costs were unsustainable. 
Source : Interviews wit eoxnrnercial sources iii Gaborone milk market. 

3.2.2 Institutional environment 

Tite Project has been anached to a research unit in te Department of Agricultural Research at tite Ministry of 
Agriculture. The Animal Production Research Unit at Sebele Research Station has a conipetent and qualified 
staif equivalent to any in tite region. 

Tite research undertaken in te f,eld of breeding, fodder establishment and stover coflectionlstorage, feed 

production, tite nutritive value of the various diets, dairy cante performance, animal heaith ami managernent 
have all been well implemented ami general!)' are technically excellent. There are instances where even tite 
staff involved would, witit tite abili*y of itindsight, maybe have adjusted te focus . for example tite use of 
multi-purpose cross instead of a puro dairy animal. Tite staif development prograinme (partially fúnded by 
IDRC) has been well thought out and promising technicians have been able to nove from a diploma, to B.Sc. 
and eventually to a M.Sc. Titis has seen them upgrade from a lab/field technician to a tecbnical officer, ten to 
a research officer asid beyond. 
Source : !nterviews witit Senior Researchers, dairy specialist asid opinion of Consultant. 

Tite need for a fulI time agricultural economist iii APRU was realised early on. Economic support was normally 
attached to tite programme from te Depariment of Agricultural Research (DAR) with a generali st economist 

províded. This support may have been better obtained from tite Daiiy Section of te Department of Animal 
Healt asid Production where te agricultural economist would hayo liad sorne dairy experience. Tite specific 
training of a APRU staif member, Ms. K. Mokgotle (now Mrs Laletsang) was a logical step but te Department 
Iost access tu her input when, after her marriage, her husband was posted to an important post wit tite 

Luropean Union in Luxcmbourg. 
Source: !nterview wilh Head of Unit 

Tite weakness of te economic input asid te failure tu more closely integrate with te extension asid dairy 
production section must be classed as factors which did contribute to overail success. An important aspect 
in tite performance of te Unit was te continuity provided by te IDRC fimded Project Advisor, Dr. B, 

Kiflewahid, during mosi of Phase 1(1985-88), part of Pitase 11 (1989-1990) and his subsequent retum (1992- 
95). fis level of comrnjtment and thorouglmess is reftected in te animal reports tat he was responsible for. 

Source !nterview wit head of Unit and Director DAR 

fleTe Was very good to-operation between APRU, tite Botswana Food Laboratory and tite Biology Department 
of tite University of Botswana on te research into "Microbiological, Chemical and Organoleptic Study of Mllk 

asid Fermented Milk Pmducts' - te research on tite rural production of 'madila". 

The Project Summary details an ixnportant relationship between APRU asid te Pastures Network for Eastern 
asid Southern Africa (PANESA) - a collaborative research project on pasture agronomy and tite African 

Network of Agricultura! By-Products (ARNAB) - a research network studying te use of crop residues as 
animal feed. Team members have attended workshops and presented papen related tu tese bodies in 1996 
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I. General observations on OUQUt 

The economics of the project were not sufficiently thought out. Especially the uosustainable and subsidised 
produdon of cross-bncds, and the need to make annual purcbases of seed. The project in Phase 111 is 
concentrating on on-farm A1 as a means of increasing the number of cross-breeds as they now realise that 
production of animals by the project and exchange with farmers is not a viable option. In the field of pasture 
improvement and the poduction of feed material the project has moved away from the growth of Lablab hay 
and is now concenmhg its research effort on Buffel grass wifh a pasture legume as a permanent (self-seeding) 
pasture. Both these djusiments indicate that the project has accepted that it must move away 60m subsidised 
inputs (cross-breeds and annual seed distribution) and take more cognisance of the labour demands that 
technical innovations h a n d .  However, the fact that the project still has as one of its major constraints, the 
marketing of milk indicates that the importance of economic issues have still not been taken fully on-board. 
Source : Interviews with Senior Researchers and opinion of Consultant. 

Insufficient consideration is given to local demand for milk and costs of hmsponing surplus milk to the market 
even 60m a collectim point. Gaborone Dairy Marketing Co-operative has recently collapsed due to 
mismanagement and the fact that tra~~sport problems (vehicle breakdowns) and costs were unsustainable. 
Source : Interviews with commercial sources in Gaborone milk market. 

3.2.2 Iastihtional environment 

The Project has been imached to a research unit in the D e p m e n t  of Agricultural Research at the Ministry of 
Agriculture. The Animal Production Research Unit at Sebele Research Station has a competent and qualified 
staff equivalent to any in the region. 

The research undertakes in the field of breeding, fodder establishment and stover collectiodstorage, feed 
production, the nutritive value of the various diets, d a q  cattle performance, animal health and management 
have all been well implemented and generally are technically excellent. There are instances where even the 
staff involved would, with the ability of hindsight, maybe have adjusted the fmus - for example the use of 
multi-purpose cross instead of a pure dairy animal. The stafT development programme (partially funded by 
IDRC) has been well thought out and promising technicians have been able to move from a diploma, to BSc. 
and eventually to a MSr,. This has seen them upgrade from a lablfield technician to a technical officer, then to 
a research officer and beyond. 
Source : Interviews Wim Senior Researchm, dairy specialist and opinion of Consultant. 

The need for a full time agricultural economist in APRU was realised early on. Economic support was normally 
attached to the programme from the Department of Agriculhual Research (DAR) with a generalist economist 
provided. This support may have been better obtained from the D a ~  Section of the Department of Animal 
Health and hoduction where the agricultural economist would have had some dairy experience. The specific 
training of a APRU aaffmember, Ms. K. Mokgotle (now Mrs Laletsang) was a logical step but the Department 
lost access to her input when, after her maniage, her husband was posted to an important post with the 
European Union in Luxembourg. 
Source : Interview with Head of Unit 

The weakness of the economic input and the failure to more closely integrate with the extension and dairy 
production section must be classed as factors which did not contribute to ovml l  success. An hportlnt  aspect 
in the performance of the Unit was the continuity provided by the IDRC funded Project Advisor, Dr. B. 
Kiflewahid, during most of Phase I (1985-88), part of Phase Il (1989-1990) and his subsequent return (1992- 
95). His level of commitment and thoroughness is reflected in the annual reports that he was responsible for. 
Source : Interview with head of Unit and Director DAR 

There was very good coqemtion between APRU, the Botswana Food Laboratory and the Biology Department 
of the University of Botswana on the research into "Microbiological. Chemical and Organoleptic Shldy of Milk 
and Fermented Milk P ~ ~ I u c t s "  - the research on the rural production of "madiia". 

The Project Summary details an important relationship baween APRU and the Pastures Network for Eastern 
and Southern Afiica (PANESA) - a collaborative research project on pasture agronomy and the Afiican 
Network of Agricultural By-Products (ARNAB) - a research network studying the use of crop residues as 
animal feed. Team members have attended workshops and presented papers related to these bodies in 1996 
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(Blantyre, Malawi) and 1987 (Bamenda, Cameroon) but very little appears to have happened since titen. APRTJ 
has maintained useful contacts with ILCA ja Addis Ababa, and tite Small Scale Dairy Improvement Programine 
la Zimbabwe, 
Source Interview witit Senior researchers 

3.2.3 Project Reach 

Tite project was initially planned to beneflt small-scale farmers iii tite Gaborone area and itt other urban areas of 
Botswana, by facilitating their entry jato dairy activities. A summary of tite project reach is presented (with 
impact) iii Tabla 3.2 

Tite expanded reach of tite programme was dependent on the incorporation of tite dairy technologies developed 
into the extension programine and tite recraitment of participants by the extension service, not tite research 

pro gramme, 

This did nor happen because of three reasons: - 

- tite extension service was never brought on board; 
- tite technologies developed were never transiated lino concrete and adoptable recommendations; and 
- tite prerequisites for tite programine, cross-bred animais, Lablab seed, etc. were not readily available to 

prospective adopters. 
Source Interviews with Senior researchers and analysis by Consultant. 

Accordingly, the total reach of tite Ml package of tite programme only covered the 46 participating farrners. 
Tite objective was to target farmers witit four to six cante and a grazing shortage. Much of tite modelling 
undertalcen in tite various producrion economic evaluation assumes this size of herd. However, surveys of tite 

participating farmers indicate that their average herd size is 20. Tite participating farrners ami tite main 
beneficiaries are therefore relatively weIl-off farmers, typical of projects involving new and unique technologies 
-richer farmers can and do take greater risks than resource-poor farmers. 
Source Annual report ant! interviews with Senior researchers 

Reporte of interest itt tite establishment of Lablab pasturas by non-participating fhrmers le not supported la 
discussions with farmers at tite project site la Oodi. 

More convincing evidence of an expanded project reach comes from changes la tite attitude towards stover. 
Tite traditional method has been to leave stover la tite fields for coimnon grazing use. The importance of winter 
feeding as a survival mechanism is becoming more apparent to many faimers la Botswana, especially in the 
crowded eastern portions witere grazing resources have been stretched during tite droughts. Collection of crop 
residues. their storage ami winter supplementary feeding in peas is already pan of tite extension message. Tite 
lack of extensive adoption of tIte use of stover le clearly related to a number of factors: 

- crop plantings are fairly extensive and crop residues not substantial la volmne, making their collection 
exiremety labour intensive; 

- only a few farmers bave ox-drawn or donkey carta ant! animals to ease tite burden of transporting tite 
stover from titeir fields to their homesteads of cante kraal (peri) sites; ant! 

- both tite aboye factors are influenced by the common belief that cante herding activities (Md 
consequently prevention of grazing la flelds) end once harvest has occuned. Titis means that useflil 
stover must be coilected immediatety afier harvest, aggravating tite labour ant! local transpon 
bottleneck. 

Source Discussions witit Senior researchers, Dairy Specialist ami experience of Farming system la Botswana 

A partial solution to tite aboye problems can be found by fencing the flelds. Finance for fencing le now 
available under two GoB rural development assistance prograimnes, ARAP and ALDEP. This enables farmers 
to preserve titeir stover for their exclusive use ant! thcy can let their animals lino tite fleld if ant! when available 
communat grazing starts ro deteriorated. 
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(Blantyre, Malawi) and 1987 (Bamenda, Cameroon) but very little appears to have happened since then. APRU 
has maintained useful contacts with ILCA in Addis Abaha, and the Small Scale Dairy Improvement Programme 
in Zimbabwe. 
Source : Interview with Senior researchers 

3.2.3 Project Reach 

The project was initially planned to benefit small-scale farmers in the Gaborone area and in other urban areas of 
Botswana, by facilitating their enny into dairy activities. A summary of the project reach is presented (with 
impact) in Table 3.2 

The expanded reach of the programme was dependent on the incorporation of the dairy technologies developed 
into the extension programme and the recruitment of participants by the extension service, not the research 
programme. 

This did not happen because of three reasons: 

the extension service was never brought on boar& 
the technologies developed were never translated into concrete and adoptable recommendations; and 
the prerequisites for the programme, cross-bred animals, 
prospective adopters. 

seed, etc. were not readily available to 

Source : InteIviews with Senior researchers and analysis by Consultant. 

Accordingly, the total reach of the full package of the programme only covered the 46 participating farmers. 
The initial objective was to target farmers with four to six cattle and a grazing shortage. Much of the modelling 
undertaken in the various production economic evaluation assumes this size of herd. However, surveys of the 
participating farmers indicate that their average herd s u e  is 20. The participating farmers and the main 
beneficiaries are therefore relatively well-off farmers, typical of projects involving new and unique technologies 
-richer farmers can and do take greater risks than resource-poor farmers. 
Source : Annual report and interviews with Senior researchers 

Repom of interest in the establishment of 
discussions with farmers at the project site in Oodi. 

More convincing evidence of an expanded project reach comes 60m changes in the attitude towards stover. 
The traditional method has been to leave stover in the fields for common grazing use. The importance of winter 
feeding as a survival mechanism is becoming more apparent to many farmers in Botswana, especially in the 
crowded eastern portions where grazing resources have been stretched during the droughts. Collection of crop 
residues. their storage and winter supplementary feeding in pens is already part of the extension message. The 
lack of extensive adoption of the use of stover is clearly related to a number of factors: 

pastures by non-participating farmers is not supported in 

crop plantings are fairly extensive and crop residues not substantial in volume, making their collection 
exuemely labour intensive; 

only a few farmers have ox-drawn or donkey carts and animals to ease the burden of transporting the 
stover kom their fields to their homesteads of cattle kraal (pen) sites; and 

both the above factors are influenced by the common belief that cattle herding activities (and 
consequently prevention of grazing in fields) end once harvest has occurred. This means that useful 
stover must be collected immediately after harvest, a g p v a t i n g  the labour and local hansport 
bottleneck. 

S o m e  : Discussions with Senior researchers, Dairy Specialist and experience of Farming system in Botswana 

A partial solution to the above problems can be found by fencing the fields. Finance for fencing is now 
available under two GOB rural development assistance programmes, ARAF’ and ALDEP. This enables farmers 
to preserve their stover for their exclusive use and they can let their animals into the field if and when available 
communal grazing starts to deteriorated. 
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Tite collection and storage of stover is an important animal feed strategy especiatly iii tite countries of South and 
Central Africa where an extended city season reduces the quality of grazing. Ilowever, tite use of preserved 
crop residues for the selective feeding of specific anirnais, sucit as pregnant / lactating cows, represents ait 
additional innovation. Tite tct that selective feeding has occurred iii Botswana supports what one of the 
researchers describes as a commonality of purpose between traditional feeding practices and tite dairy 
programme. At times of feed shortage, pregnant animals and those witit young calves would traditionally be 
1voured. Equally others argue that the reason wity the impact of winter feeding has not been significant on 
milk production is because tite erop residues and lablab hay have been feed to alt animals iii tite herd. This 
phenomenon indicates that farmers have a sirong comminnent to tite survival of their witole herd, a multiple 
fisnction strategy witere mininal provision is also given to drait animais, bulls and other cows. TIte farmers are 
not simply and solely committed to dairy because of tite risks involved iii single fiinction enterprises. 
Source: Interview with Senior Researchers and rmers, ami previous experience of Botswana 

TIte adoption of dairy activities is very dependent on tite production economics and tite faihire of the project to 
Ñlly appreciate this is discussed extensively under tite following section on Impact. Clearly tIte reach of tite 

project is critically dependent oit tite fact that tite problems of marketing milk asid related pricing issues 

represents a major consfraint to its expansion. 

One of tite more ixnportant aspects of reach of tite project has been tite staif improvement via the training they 
received and tite overali improvement iii terms of the institutional strengthening of APRU to carry-out dairy 
research both on-station asid on-farm. 
Source Interview with Senior staif asid opinion of Consultant. 

3.2.4 Project Iinpact 

Tite project itas not itad a inajor impact in temis of its overail objective of increasing smallholder milk 

production. It failed to make art impact in terms of tite extension of new dairy technologies and to substantially 
increase srnall-scale farmer incomes. However, tite programme has had a major impact on tite elevated status 
and prominence of dairy research and has significantly contributed to tite national capacity to carry out animal 

production researcit. Tite commitment of an organisation as influential as IDRC to dairy research has 
contributed to titis improved status as did the availability of training iii this fleid. A summarv of reach and 

impact 15 presented iii Table 3.2. 
Source Analysis and Syntitesis of Information gathered 

Limited Lmpact 

TIte limited impact at tite farmer level is reflected by the fact titar the total number of beneficiary families is still 

under 50 after two phases, involving something of the order of CAD$I million asid ten years' work. 

Tite actual bicorne accruing to participating fanners has never been fully evaluated and even if raw incorne 

figures could be surveyed or calculated, it would itave to be related ro tIte large subsidised inputs fed into tite 

programme asid distributed free of charge to participants. Despite tite limited quality and depth of the 

production econornic work, it is clear titat tite package, as devised, is not frnancially viable. Titis in itself is 

clearly te largest reason why tite project has had limited impact. 
Source :Analysis asid Syntitesis of Information gatitered 

During 1988/89, total milk production by alt tite farmers was approximately 66,4 t (19,8 t coming from project 
introduced cross-breeds). Tite following year titis increased to 118,9 t (31,4 t from tite cross-breeds) only to 

crasit to just 37,2 t during tite 1991/92 drougitt (8,1 t from te introduced cattle). luis level of production must 

itave liad an impact oit tite income of participating farmers, considering that a family is expected to consume 

3,75 litres of milk per day, meaning that in te peak year, tite average fmily would have sorne 1,6 t of surplus 

mitk, oir average about 4,4 litres of whole milk a day. Titere rnust have been local sales to neighbours in tite 

project areas asid madila" must have been produced asid soid. 
Source : Annual Report, inforination provided by researciters and opinion of consultant. 

Witere there were marketing constralnts, family members must have consumed more milk and titis should have 

had art impact on nutritional status - this was not rneasured, recorded or reponed. 
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The collection and storage of stover is an important animal feed strategy especially in the countries of South and 
Central Africa where an extended dry s e w n  reduces the quality of grazing. However, the use of preserved 
crop residues for the selective feeding of specific animals, such as pregnant / lactating cows, represents an 
additional innovation. The fact that selective feeding has occurred in Botswana supports what one of the 
researchers describes as a commonality of purpose between haditional feeding practices and the dairy 
programme. At times of feed shortage, pregnant animals and those with young calves would traditionally be 
favoured. Equally others argue that the reason why the impact of winter feeding has not been significant on 
milk production is because the crop residues and lablab hay have been feed to all animals in the herd. This 
phenomenon indicates that fanners have a strong commitment to the survival of their whole herd, a multiple 
function strategy where minimal provision is also given to draft animals, bulls and other cows. The farmers are 
not simply and solely committed to dairy because of the risks involved in single function enterprises. 
Source : Interview with Senior Researchers and farmers, and previous experience of Botswana 

The adoption of dany activities is very dependent on the production economics and the failure of the project to 
fuUy appreciate this is discussed extensively under the following section on Impact. Clearly the reach of the 
project is critically dependent on the fact that the problems of marketing milk and related pricing issues 
represents a major consuaint to its expansion. 

One of the more important aspects of reach of the project has been the staff improvement via the training they 
received and the overall improvement in terms of the institutional slrengthening of APRU to carry-out dairy 
research both on-station and on-farm. 
Source : Interview with Senior staff and opinion of Consultant. 

3.2.4 Project Impact 

The project has not had a major impact in terms of its overall objective of increasing smallholder milk 
production. It failed to make an impact in terms of the extension of new dairy technologies and to substantially 
increase small-scale farmer incomes. However, the programme has had a major impact on the elevated status 
and prominence of dairy research and has significantly contributed to the national capacity to carry out animal 
production research. The commitment of an organisation as influential as IDRC to dairy research has 
contributed to this improved status as did the availability of training in this field. A summary of reach and 
impact i s  presented in Table 3.2. 
Source : Analysis and Synthesis of Information gathered 

Limited Impact 

The limited impact at the farmer level is reflected by the fact that the total number of beneficiary families is still 
under 50 after two phases, involving something of the order of CAD$I million and ten years' work. 

The actual income accruing to participating farmers has never been fully evaluated and even if raw income 
figures could be surveyed or calculated, it would have to be related to the large subsidised inputs fed into the 
programme and distributed fke of charge to participants. Despite the limited quality and depth of the 
production economic work, it is clear that the package, as devised, is not financially viable. This in itself is 
clearly the largest reason why the project has had limited impact. 
Source :Analysis and Synthesis of Information gathered 

During 1988/89, total milk production by all the farmers was approximately 664 t (19.8 t coming from project 
inuoduced cross-breeds). The following year thii increased to 118,9 t (3 1,4 t h m  the cross-breeds) only to 
crash to just 372 t during the l991/92 drought (8,l t h m  the introduced caale). 'Wis level ofpmduction must 
have had a0 impact on the income of participating farmers, considering that a family is expected to consume 
3.75 litres of milk per day, meaning that in the peak year, the average family would have some 1,6 t of surplus 
milk, on average about 4,4 lims of whole milk a day. There must have been local sales to neighbours in the 
project areas and "madila" must have been produced and sold. 
Source : Annual Repon information provided by researchers and opinion of consultant. 

where there were marketing constraints, family members must have consumed more milk and this should have 
had an impact on nutritional status - this was not measured, recorded or reported. 
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Table 3.2 Summary of lmpact aS Reach - Projcct Number 87- 0225 - Dairy / Hect Preductien Systems (Botswana) - Pbase II 

Potential 
Beneflciary 
/User 

How Benefit Mechanism Actual Extent 
benefited /affected 

Potential for future henefit 

Fanners in 
Target Arcas 

mercase in 
income. 

-Introduction of cross- 

breeds, with pen feeding 
of grown fodder crops 
and stover 

-Only 46 farmers involved in programme over 

period '85 to '93 
-lnnovations required too much labeur 
-lncome not significantty increased dueto milk 
marketing problems 
-Families must have had improved diet due to 

increased milk / milk products 

Cross-breeds and supplementary feeding can 

increase yields but must be more economic to 
be sustainable 

-Concept of selective supplementary feeding 
(stover/fodder) is important innovation 
-Marketing must be reviewed 

Researchers 

Department of 
Agricultural 
Research 

Increased 

capabilily for 
research 

-Formal Postgraduate and 

Undergraduate Training 
-Regional courses 

-One researcher obtained Ph.D. another a M.Sc. 

(now on Ph.D.) in Canada and two obtained 
regional B.Sc.'s 
-Technical Staff on short-term training at ILCA 

-Researchers are well trained and capable and 

will make significant contribution to any 
livestock research programme 
-Dairy research has inereased status 

lnstitutional 

Capacity 
Building 

-APRU staffed by senior 

researcher who 
established dairy program 
(Phase I&ll) 
-Staffreceived formal 
training 

-Dairy research programme introduced into 

Department previously only focused on Beef 
Produetion 

-Successfiul dairy in Botswana will involve 
conimercial production asid basis for good 
research support to this enterprise is now 
established 
-Dairy research has provided useflul skilts in 
animal nutrition and feed science 

-Use of crop residues and production of cut 
fodder will eventually become important 
aspects of livestock production 

! 

Extension 
Service 

Ministry of 
Agriculture 

Improved 
Extension 
Intended 

-Interaction with 
Extension Service poor 

-Majority of innovations developed could not be 

easily extended because project was based on 
subsidised inputs - cattle and seed 
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Table 3.2 : Summary oflmpaet and Reach - Project Number 87 - 0225 - Dairy I Beef Production Systems (Botswana) - Phase 11 

Mechanism 
Benefieiary 

Farmers in Increase in 

Actual Extent 
benefited /affected 

Researchers Increased 
capability for 
research 

Extension Improved 
Service Extension 

Department of 
Agricultural 
Research 

Institutional 
Capacity 
Building 

-Introduction of cross- 
breeds, with pen feeding 
of grown fodder crops 
and stover 

-Interaction with 
Extension Service poor 

-Only 46 farmers involved in programme over 
period ‘85 to ‘93 
-Innovations required too much labour 
-Income not significantly increased due to milk 
marketing problems 
-Families must have had improved diet due to 
increased milk I milk products 

-Majority of innovations developed could not he 
easily extended because project was based on 
subsidised inputs - cattle and seed 

-Formal Postgraduate and 
Undergraduate Training 
-Regional courses 

-One researcher obtained Ph.D. another a M.Sc 
(now on Ph.D.) in Canada and two obtained 
regional B.Sc.’s 
-Technical Staff on short-term training at ILCA 

-APRU staffed by senior 
researcher who 
established dairy program 
(Phase 1&11) 
-Staff received formal 
trainine 

-Dairy research programme introduced into 
Department previously only focused on Beef 
Production 

Potential for future benefit 

-Cross-breeds and supplementary feeding can 
increase yields but must be more economic In 
be sustainable 
-Concept of selective supplementary feeding 
(stovedfodder) is important innovation 
-Marketing must be reviewed 

-Researchers are well trained and capable and 
will make significant contribution to any 
livestock research programme 
-Dairy research has increased status 

-Successful dairy in Botswana will involve 
commercial production and basis for good 
research support to this enterprise is now 
established 
-Dairy research has provided useful skills in 
animal nutrition and feed science 

-Use of crop residues and production of cut 
fodder will eventually become important 
aspects of livestock production 
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Even diough the establishment of dic Dairy Collection Centres occurred outside Pitase II, their early 
performance is worth reporting. During 1994 and 1995, tIte total intake at one of these centres was 4 756 litres 
and 2 732 litres. Considering that tite differential between buying and selling price was BWPO, 10 per litre, total 
centre inconie was only BWP23-40 per month. This leve! of income doca not even cover tite cost of tite gas 
used to run tite cooling facilities. 'fliere is certainly insufficient money to cover tite development costs of dic 
centres. (Sorne BWP 45 000 - 60000 for buikling ami equipment BWP 8000- 10000.) 
Source Report on Milk Collection Cenires 

Table 3.3 MiIk deliveries in March 1997 to the Milk Collection Centres, buying and sciling 
prices la BWP per litre 

Centre Total mulk delivery 
in March 1997 

No. of farmers 
delivering 

Buying price BWP 
per litre 

Selling priceBWP 
per litre 

Kumakwane 392 litres 3 1,00 1.10 

Oot± 131 litres 4 1,30** 1,50' 

Bokaa * 82 litres 1 1,00 1,25 

Total 605 litres 

* Only operated ID April " Price reduced m Mayto BWPI,15 and BWPI,25 per litre 

The major problem has been dic low demand for milk in the villages and the fact that considerable amounts of 
sour milk had to be turned into "madila" which resulta in even lower actual millc prices. Of die 131 litres 
delivered in March at Oodi, 50 litres had tobe turned mio "madila". 

Tite other problem has been dic staffing of dic centres - mulk is produced every day and attempts to use group 
members to keep dic collection centre open seven days a week have been very unsuccessful, APRU has 
recently appointed diree milk attendants to staif dic centres for six days a week. (Tite Sunday opening will be 
handied by dic committee members on rotation.) Tite economics of diis fiirther illustrate tite non-viability of tite 

enterprise. Even at dic centre with dic greatest margin, the salary alone means that 2 700 litres of milk would 
have to be soid to break even. 

fle centre at Oodi has been restricting tite deliveries of milk to a maximum of 5 litres per member per day 
because of its failure to selI milk in any volume. It is clear that a major marketing problem exists when fresh 
milk cannot be sold iii a village for between BWP1,10 and BWPI,25 per litre, when tite Gaborone wholesale 

price of milk is BWP 1,80 per litre and fresh mulk it is on sale in tite area for BWP2,30 to 2,80 per litre. 
Source Interviews wiih Researchers ami members of milk marketing group. 

Tite minimum cost to hire transport to make dic one-way journey from Oodi to tite main dairy in Gaborone 
would be about BWP27 per journey (BWP 0,60 per kni by +1-45 km). Tite city dairies are currently paying 
3W!' 0,95 per litre and to achieve a farm-gate price of 3W? 0,80 per litre, dic group would have to transport a 
minimum of 180 litres per trip. ile figures available from dic programme indicate that a surplus of 5 litres per 
farnier per day is available for only one month of dic year and thus even at tite time of maximum surplus, the 

group would have to have a minimuin of 36 xnembers(12 times more than present to generate tite 180 litres 
which are required to cover tite transport cost. Logistically, this makes for a vezy difficult marketing problem. 
Source: Discussions with Dairy Industry sources and calculations by Consultant. 

Positive Impaet 

A number of respondents highlighted dic impact that dic IDRC project has had on dairy research iii Botswana. 
Tite involvemeni of IDRC on Pitases 1 and II of tite project has created an important research focus ami 

established a specific niche iii livestock research which previously was dominated by beef production research. 

ile availability of postgraduate research ami training opportunities fi, tIte fleid of dahy has created another 

career path for livestock scientists and established opportunity in broader aspects of animal nutrition. As one 
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Even though the establishment of the Dairy Collection Centres occurred outside Phase 11, their early 
performance is worth reporting. During 1994 and 1995, the total intake at one ofthese centres was 4 756 litres 
and 2 732 litres. Considering that the differential between buying and selling price was BWW,IO per litre, total 
centre income was only BWF'23-40 per month. This level of income does not even cover the cost of the gas 
used to run the cooling facilities. There is certainly insufficient money to cover the development costs of the 
centres. (Some B W  45 000 - 60 000 for building and equipment BWP 8000 ~ IOOOO.) 
Source : Report on Milk Collection Centres 

Table 3.3 Milk deliveries in March 1997 to the Milk Collection Centres, buying and selling 
prices in BWP per litre 

Centre 

Kumakwane 

Oodi 

Bokaa * 
Total 

Total milk delivery No. of fanners Buying price BWP Selling price BWP 
in March 1997 delivering per litre per litre 

392 litres 3 1 .oo 1,lO 

131 liws 4 1,30** l,SO'* 

82 litres 1 I ,oo 1 2 5  

605 litres 

* Only operated in April 
** F'ricereducedinMaytoBW1,15andBWP1,25perlitre 

The major problem has been the low demand for milk in the villages and the fact that considerable amounts of 
sour milk had to be turned into "madila" which results in even lower actual milk prices. Of the 131 litres 
delivered in March at Oodi, 50 litres had to be tuned into "madila". 

The other problem has been the stafiing of the centres - milk is produced every day and attempts to use group 
members to keep the collection centre open seven days a week have been vety unsuccessful. APRU has 
recently appointed three milk attendants to staff the centres for six days a week. (The Sunday opening will be 
handled by the committee members on rotation.) The economics of this further illustrate the non-viability of the 
enterprise. Even at the centre with the greatest margin, the salary alone means that 2 700 litres of milk would 
have to be sold to break even. 

The centre at Oodi has been restricting the deliveries of milk to a maximum of 5 litres per member per day 
because of its failure to sell milk in any volume. It is clear that a major marketing problem exists when f?esb 
milk cannot be sold in a village for between BWP1,IO and BW1,25 per litre, when the Gaborone wholesale 
price of milk is BWP1,80 per lilre and fresh milk it is on sale in the area for BWF'2,30 to 2,80 per litre. 
Source : Interviews with Researchers and members of milk marketing p u p .  

The minimum cost to hire transport to make the one-way journey from Oodi to the main d a i i  in Gaborone 
would be about BWP27 per journey (BW 0,60 per km by +/45 km). The city dairies are currently paying 
BWP 0.95 per litre and to achieve a farm-gate price of BWP 030 per litre, the group would have to transport a 
miniium of 180 litres per trip. The figures available from the programme indicate that a surplus of 5 litres per 
fanner per day is available for only one month of the year and thus even at the time of maximum surplus, the 
group would have to have a minimum of 36 membm(l2 times more than present to generate the 180 litres 
which are required to cover the transport cost. Logistically, this makes for a very difficult marketing problem. 
Source: Discussions with Dairy Industry sauces and calculatiom by Consultant. 

Positive Impact 

A number of respondents highlighted the impact that the IDRC project has had on dairy research in Botswana. 
The involvement of IDRC on Phases I and I1 of the project has created an important research focus and 
established a specific niche in livestock research which previously was dominated by beef production research. 

The availability of postgraduate research and training opportunities in the field of dairy has created another 
career path for livestock scientists and established oppomi ty  in broader aspects of animal nutrition. As one 
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researcher detailed, dairy investigations provided opportunities for short duration research as nutritional impacts 
are iminediately monitored in daily lactation data whereas beef nutrition research was related to growth rates 
and mercases body weight measured ayer tite year. Prior to tite dañy researclt programnie, titen liad been 
very little work on feeds, diet mixtures, etc. The dairy research programme had also indirectly stimulated 
nutritional work in small ruminants, other small stock and poultry. Tite cross fertilisation between dairy and 
other stock research is partially explained by tIte movement of staif after training. 
Source Interviews with researchers 

The other significant impact of both phases of te Dairy Production System has been te fact that it firmly 
established a tradition of on-fárm research among tite work carried out at Sebele. Before te mid-1980's, Itere 
was a strong reluctance of researchers to move off-station. The early work on te dairy programme convinced 
tIte sceptics tat famiers could be taught ami be trusted to maintain reasonably competent records ami titat ofien 
results on-farm were slightly better titan tose on-station because te farmers were more committed lo te 
livestock tan te farm workers on tite research station. 
Source Interviews with Senior Researchers 

Tite most important impact of te project was on te development of local research capacity. Anyone who has 
had te pleasure of discussing te effect of micro-nutrient problems itt grazing cattle itt Ngamiland with te 
Head of the Unit or spent sorne time at te Unit asking for difticult-to-fmd information cannot fail to be 

impressed by te general level of competency, commitment and professionalism which characterises te Unit itt 
particular and tIte Sebele Research Station itt general. 
Source Intervies wit Head of Unit ami oter senior researchers. 

TIte rnost useful pan of this component is that ah levels have been catered for, Ph.D. and Masters level by IDRC 
and ODA, and ESe. bot regionalty and locally. Titis gives a well balanced Research Unit and avoids te 
problerns found in other institutions where they are top-heavy with doctorates. The commitment to alI levels of 
training from regional based B.Sc. through lo taught M.Sc. and finally Ph.D. is att aspect worth replicating 
because, apart from tite balance it provides to te recipient institution, it also fosters te spirit of career 
develo pment and advancement through education. Ifa junior technician knows tat if he/site perfom,s well 
they will be able to do a B.Sc. degree and eventuahly if their output continues to iniprove a masters or Doctorate 
this improves te general cornmitment to scientific research and academic excellence, this ensures both good 
and competent research as well as motivated staff. 
Source Interview with Senior Researchers 

Sorne of te staif trained for te project have moved laterally into te Nutrition Feeds Programme which now 
concentrates on aspects of commercial dairy production, working now oit a pure Friesian herd looking at te 
efficacy of imponed feed concentrates. Mr O. Madibela and Ms. Palaelo have moved lo this section. Mr M. 
Ramaphane has moved to work on small stock. Jn this respect tite staif involved on tite original Dairy Project 
now make a wider contribution to research itt animal nutrition. 
Source Interview witit Head of Unit 

Senior staif of DAR. admit that the lack of spectacular success on tis smallhohder based project has led to more 
emphasis being placed on large-scale commercial production as a way of mcreasing dairy production itt 
Botswana. The requirements for successfiul dairy which includes access lo water (stock watering and dairy 
hygiene), regular supply of stock feed (stover production is too unreliable ami labour intensive) and consistent 
milk production to justify any marketing / transpon arrangement precludes small-scale farmers. 

3.3 Enhancement of Outcome 

A Swnmary of factora enhancing and hindering te outcome of tis project is given itt Table 3.4. 

The basic flaw with te project was tal it was not economically sustainable (because of free inputs) and 
terefore not replicable ami, even itt terms of te subsidised inputs, te actual financial advantages of increased 
milk production (limited by market potential) were insufficient to justify te additional labour inputs in terrns of 
te production, collection, storage and feeding of stover and hay. 

There was no easy way iii which te outcome could be enhanced because essentially it was not positive. Tite 

only additional input or orientation tal could have been made by IDRC which ma>' have assisted te 
progranme would have been to insist, at an earlier stage, tat te actual economics of te complete package 
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researcher detailed, d a i i  investigations provided opportunities for short duration research as nutritional impacts 
are immediately monitored in daily lactation data whereas beef nutrition research was related to growth rates 
and increases in body weight measured over the year. Prior to the dairy research programme, there had been 
very little work on feeds, diet mixtures, etc. The d a i i  research Programme had also indiectly stimulated 
nutritional work in small ruminants, other small stock and poultry. The cross fertiliisation between dairy and 
other stock research is partially explained by the movement of staff after training. 
Source : Interviews with researchers 

The other significant impact of both phases of the Dairy Production System has been the fact that it firmly 
established a tradition of on-farm research among the work carried out at Sebele. Before the mid-I980's, there 
was a strong reluctance of researchers to move off-station. The early work on the d a i i  programme convinced 
the sceptics that farmers could be taught and be trusted to maintain reasonably competent records and that often 
results on-fann were slightly better than those on-station because the h e r s  were more committed to the 
livestock than the farm workers on the research station. 
Source : Interviews with Senior Researchers 

The most important impact of the project was on the development of local research capacity. Anyone who has 
had the pleasure of discussing the effect of micro-nutrient problems in grazing cattle in Ngamiland with the 
Head of the Unit or spent some time at the Unit asking for difficult-to-fmd information cannot fail to be 
impressed by the general level of competency, commitment and professionalism which characterises the Unit in 
particular and the Sebele Research Station in general. 
Source : Interview with Head of Unit and other senior researchers. 

The most useful part of this component is that all levels have been catered for, Ph.D. and Masters level by IDRC 
and ODA, and B.Sc. both regionally and locally. This gives a well balanced Research Unit and avoids the 
problems found in other institutions where they are top-heavy with doctorates. The commitment to all levels of 
training from regional based BSc. through to taught MSc. and finally Ph.D. is an aspect worth replicating 
because, apart from the balance it provides to the recipient institution, it also fosters the spirit of career 
development and advancement through education. If a junior technician b o w s  that if hdshe performs well 
they will be able to do a BSc. degree and eventually if their output continues to improve a masters or Doctorate 
this improves the general commitment to scientific research and academic excellence, this ensures both good 
and competent research as well as motivated staff, 
Source : Interview with Senior Researchers 

Some of the staff trained for the project have moved laterally into the Nutrition Feeds Programme which now 
concentrates on aspects of commercial dairy production, working now on a pure Friesian herd looking at the 
efficacy of imported feed concentrates. Mr 0. Madibela and Ms. Palaelo have moved to this section. Mr M. 
Ramaphane has moved to work on small stock. In this respect the staff involved on the original Dairy Project 
now make a wider contribution to research in animal nutrition. 
Source : Interview with Head of Unit 

Senior staff of DAR admit that the lack of spectacular success on this smallholder based project has led to more 
emphasis being placed on large-scale commercial production as a way of increasing dany production in 
Botswana. The requirements for successful d a i i  which includes access to water (stock watering and dairy 
hygiene), regular supply of stock feed (stover production is too unreliable and labour intensive) and consistent 
milk production to justify any marketing /transport arrangement precludes small-scale farmers. 

3.3 Enhancement of Outcome 

A Summary of factors enhancing and hindering the outcome of this project is given in Table 3.4 

The basic flaw with the project was that it was not economically sustainable (because of bee inputs) and 
therefore not replicable and, even in terms of the subsidised inputs, the actual financial advantages of increased 
milk production (limited by market potential) were insufficient to justify the additional labour inputs in terms of 
the production, collection, storage and feeding of stover and hay. 

There was no easy way in which the outcome could he enhanced because essentially it was not positive. The 
only additional input or orientation that could have been made by IDRC which may have assisted the 
programme would have been to insist, at an earlier stage, that the actual economics of the complete package 
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were analysed iii a clearer and more rigid way. This would have required detailed information Qn: 

- actual production cost to GoB of cross-bred heifers; 

- actual cost of providing on-rm and on-station Al; 

- other costs associated witit tite animal replacement and Al prograinmes: transpon, labour, supervision, 
cost of replacing lost aniinals, etc.; 

- actual labour input into: planting Lablab. harvesting hay and stover, storage, ami feeding it to cattle; 

- tite labour involved in herding, selectively feeding lactating cows, milking and delivering milk to the 
market. 

Detailed labour studies would have clearly shown tite enormous labour demand involved. 

- more detailed work Qn tite decision-making proeess used by srnall-scale famiers in managing their 
herds. The feeling that sorne observers have is that the research programne (increasing rnilk 
production by cross-breeds) was running at a complete variance to the farmers objective of 
maximising their returns iii terms of the sale of beef animais such as 3 year steers asid ensuring that 
his/her herd survived tite drought; 

Source Daiiy Specialist 

- more work earlier on a practical marketing solution. This should have concentrated more on aspects 
such as: 

• disposable incomes at village level for purchase of milk and zniJk products; 
• role of small volume extraction of mulk iii current herd. Indigenous cattle may only produce 

small amounts but maybe that satisfies tite need for milk for grannys porridge and tite visitor's 
tea without causing problems of storing a perishable product; 

• role of competitors' products - powdered, condensed, UHT and long-life milk; 
• macro-economic aspects of cosnpetition of RSA and Zimbabwean milk products on local 

production ami tite strategy of dairies. 
Source : Discussions with Senior researchers, lndustry Seurces and opinion of Consultant. 

Tabie 3.4 Suminary of Factors IbM Inhibited or Enhanced the Outcome of Project 
Dairy Beef Production Systems (Botswaua) - Pitase II 

FACTORS THAT LNRIBITED OUTCOME FACTORS THAT ENHANCED OUTCOME 
Previous research 
The economic indications Qn the technologies, 
especiaily the required labour input was not 
considered 

lnitial research (Phase 1) liad identified technologies 
which significantly increased yields. 

Objectives 
Very general and broad , not project specific or 
focused 

Project objectives were comprehensive in titat they 
included specific economics and marketing aspects. 

Project Objectives were not all pursued with tite sanie 

vigour. Technical aspects were well researched but 
economic and marteting aspects were ignored. 
Conten 
Botswana experienced severe droughts during course 
of project. Massive cattle deaths were experienced 
due to drought and poisoning by a drought related 
noxious weed. 

Botswana has well funded research Programme with 
good fadilities and adequate budget provision. 

Open Border with South Africa a!lows direct 

competition between large-scale producen in that 

country and milk producers in Botswana. 
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were analysed in a clearer and more rigid way. This would have required detailed information on: 

actual production cast to GOB of cross-bred heifers; 

actual cost of providing on-farm and on-station AI; 

other costs associated with the animal replacement and A1 programmes: transport, labour, supervision, 
cost of replacing lost animals, etc.; 

actual labour input into: planting Lablab, harvesting hay and stover, storage, and feeding it to cattle; 

the labour involved in herding, selectively feeding lactating cows, milking and delivering milk to the 
market. 

Detailed labour studies would have clearly shown the enormous labour demand involved 

more detailed work on the decision-making process used by small-scale fanners in managing their 
herds. The feeling that some observers have is that the research programme (increasing milk 
production by cross-breeds) was running at a complete variance to the farmers' objective of 
maximising their returns in terms of the sale of beef animals such as 3 year steers and ensuring that 
bisher herd survived the drought; 

Source : Dairy Specialist 

more work earlier on a practical marketing solution. This should have concentrated more on aspects 
such as: 

disposable incomes at village level for purchase of milk and milk products; 
role of small volume extraction of milk in current herd. Indigenous cattle may only produce 
small amounts but maybe that satisfies the need for milk for granny's porridge and the visitor's 
tea without causing problems of storing a perishable product; 
role of competitors' products - powdered, condensed, UHT and long-life milk, 
macro-economic aspects of competition of RSA and Zimbabwean milk products on local 
production and the strategy of dairies. 

Source : Discussions with Senior researchers, Industry Sources and opinion of Consultant. 

Table 3.4 Summary of Factors that Inhibited or Enhanced the Outcome of Project 
Dairy Beef Production Systems (Botswana) - Phase U 

Very general and broad, not project specific or 
focused 
Project Objectives were not all pursued with the same 
vigour. Technical aspects were well researched but 
economic and marketing aspects were ignored 
Context 
Botswana experienced severe droughts during course 
of project. Massive cattle deaths were experienced 
due to drwght and poisoning by a drought related 
noxious weed. 
Open Border with South A6 ia  allows direct 
competition between large-scale producers in that 
country and milk producers in Botswana. 

FACTORS THAT LNHIBITED OUTCOME 
Previous research I 1 I FACTORS THAT ENHANCED OUTCOME 

Project objectives were comprehensive in that they 
included specific economics and marketing aspects. 

Botswana has well funded research Programme with 
good facilitles and adequate budget provision. 

I The economic indications on the technologies, 
especially the required labour input was not 

Initial research (Phase I) had identified technologies 
which significantly increased yields. 

considered I 
Obiectives 
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Strategies anil Activities 
Research based en On-farm principies which involved 
fariners iii the collection of data 

!nputs 
Not ah t'unds ahlocated were spent - More could 
have been done. 

- 

Project was adequateiy Ñnded, the GoD contribution 
was significant and more than originaily costed out in 

Project Proposal. 
Sorne project inputs (lablab seed etc.) were not free)y 
available to other farmers iii the project area azul this 

prevented them adopting the innovations. 

Inputs were heavily subsidised or free and this was not 
sustainable. 

Participating farmers were active and enthusiastic 

(becuse of"free" inputs). 
Outcomes 
Linkages to extension service not established and 

technologies were only extended ti, participating 
farmers. 

Many senior Staff were away on posi-graduate 
training for extended periods. 

Project liad benefit of researchers who were motivated 
by having just retumed from oveneas training. 

Research implemented by junior researchers because 
of senior staffabsence. 

IDRC Project Advisor from Phase and pan of Phase 
II stayed on iii a APRU staffposition at the end of bis 
contract. 

Few Scientific papen pubhished. Usefiil research oca soured milk product "madila" was 

canied out by APRU, Botswana food Lab. And 

Biology Dept. of University. Published in Annual 

report. 
Annual report the main method of distributing 
research resuits were not widely distributed. 
Selected cross-breeds could have been better dairy 
anijnals and given a higher milk yield. 

Cross-breeds gaye a good ixnprovement to the farmers 
herd because they were also improved beef anixnals. 
Smali-scale farmers in Botswana have niultiple 
sirategy approach to cauJe. 

Insufficient stover was produced because of the 
droughts and the farmers have difflcuity iii coileeting 
it because most of them iack transporito move it from 
fleid to homestead (ox-carts). 

Produced fodder azul coihected stover was appreciated 
as a food source for ah cattle, 

No critical analysis arad evahuation of economic data 

generated by the programme. Thesis was not 
distributeci or discussed by staif on retum. 

Econoinic analysis of data pan of M.Sc. dissertation. 

Marketing of miik and milk producta not dealt with 
effecti ve) y. 
Estabhishment of miik collection centres was delayed Mihk cotiection centres estabhished at end of Phase II 

Viabulity of Mihk Coihection centres uncertain because 
of the Iow voluzne of niilk deliveries. 
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Strategies and Activities 

Inputs 
Not all IDRC funds allocated were spent - More could 
have been done. 

Some project inputs (lablab seed etc.) were not fieely 
available to other farmers in the project area and thii 
prevented them adopting the innovations. 
Inputs were heavily subsidied or free and this was not 
sustainable. 
Outcomes 
Linkages to extension service not established and 
technologies were only extended to participating 
farmers. 
Many senior Staff were away on post-graduate 
training for extended periods. 
Research implemented by junior researchers because 
of senior staff absence. 

Few Scientific papers published. 

Annual report the main method of dismbuting 
research result\ Here not widel!, dismbuted 
Selected cross-breeds could have been bener dain 
animals and given a higher milk yield 

Insufficient stover was produced because ofthe 
droughts and the farmers have difficulty in collecting 
it because most of them lack transpon to move it from 
field to homestead (ox-carts). 
No critical analysis and evaluation of economic data 
generated by the programme. Thesis was not 
dismbuted or discussed by staff on return. 
Marketing of milk and milk products not dealt with 
effectivelv 
Establishment 01 milk collection centres was delayed 
Viability of Milk Collection cenues unccmm because 
of the low volume of milk deliveries. 

Research based on On-farm principles which involved 
farmers in the collection of data . 

Project was adequately funded, the GOB contribution 
was significant and more than originally costed out in 
Project Proposal. 

Participating farmers were active and enthusiastic 
(because of “free” inputs). 

Project had benefit of researchers who were motivated 
by having just retuned from overseas training. 
IDRC Project Advisor from Phase 1 and part of Phase 
I1 stayed on in a APRU staff position at the end of his 
contract. 
Useful research on soured milk product “madila” was 
carried out by APRU, Botswana food Lab. And 
Biology Dept. of University. Published in Annual 
report. 

Cross-breeds gave a good improvement to the farmers 
herd because they were also improved beef animals. 
Small-scale farmers in Botswana have multiple 
suaaregy approach to canle 
Produced fodder and collected stover was appreciated 
as a food source for all cattle 

Economic analysis of data pan of M.Sc. dissertation. 

Milk collection centres established at end of Phase I1 
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4.0 PROJECT # 35-0118 FUELWOOD PLÁNTATIONS (BOTSWANA)-PHÁSE 1 

PROJECT # 89-0068 FLIELW000 PLANTATIONS (BOTSWANA) - PUASE 11 

4.1 Description of tite project 

4.1.1 General comments and background 

Tite project set out to identify suitable fuelwood species for sniall-scale plantation production iii tite semi-arid 
areas of Botswana. 

ile first pitase of tite programme ran from January 1986to 1988 and focused on tite identification of tite most 
suitabie fizelwood species by testing a large number of candidata ees. Tite project was based on tite tirm belief 
that tite target communities in tite eastem portion of tite counny were experiencing severe deforestation and titat 
"tite lower socio-economic orden face a real energy crisis". 
Source Project Suinmary - Pitase 1 

- 

The project was carried out by the Forestry Association of Botswana (FAB) which was, at the time, titen 
considered to be tite only national organisation capable of handling tite project. Titis organisation is a NGO 
witicit had had extensive experience with tite Brigade Movement. This movement consisted of non-military, 
rural comniunity organisations which were active iii developing small industries and providing vocational 
training for members of the community. It was envisaged titat tite brigades and rural development associations 
would form tite backbone of tite eventual extension of tIte fuelwood plantation concept as a means of income 
generation from selling wood to surrounding communities. 

Titis first pitase was analysed and deemed to be a success and a second pitase was funded from 1989 to 1991. A 
six month extension of Pitase 1 witit fmancial supplement was granted to tide the programme over during tite 
two phases. 

Tite second pitase did not significantly alter in temis of its project suminary but tite scope of tite project appears 
to have widened hito a broader consideration of tree benefits (in addition to fiielwood). 
Source : Project Documents 

Tite evaluation of this project will focus, in keeping with tite case study, on the commercialisation aspects witich 
were originally envisaged as tite sale of fiielwood. There is a concern titat tite switch to a projects which 
focuses oit the wider benefits of tree production makes the evaluation more difficult as benefits, otiter titan tite 

production and sale of firewood, are difficult to quantify in coinmercial terms. Tite numerous otiter benefits of 
trees such as windbreaks and soil conservation have only long-term non-monetary benefits. Other aspects of 
multiple tree use like pole production and tite production of fruit are easier to quanti' and evaluate in temis of 
conunercialisation. 
NOTE: Tite narrow focus on tite purely commercialisation aspects of titis evaluation have already been queried 
by IDRC staff involved tite evahiation of tite preliminary repon. While it is accepted titat ideally the 
evaluation should be broadened it is difficult to widen tite focus after tite interviews aud tleld visite itave been 

completed. Tite specific and narrow focus on tite main evaluation component is a result of tite very limitad time 
available to carxy out tite study. Por researciters and workers only reading tite evaluation of their project the 
comments made on page 3 are again highlighted. 

4.1.2 Contezt 

Botswana, 90% of tite total population (1,35 inillion) lives wititin 40-50 lan of tite niain transport route (rail 
and road) running titrough tite eastern portion of tite country. 'flhis skewed population distribution is basically a 
result of tite agroclimatic conditions as the majority of tite westeni portion of tite country is covered by te 
sands of te Kalaitari Desea Tite soils of tite eastern shield are relatively fertile and tite rainfail in Botswana 
increases as one moves east and north. lite far north-east of tite country is characterised by considerably better 
ram and tite arta is generally relatively well-wooded. Tite soutit eastem portions of Botswana may be well 

populated but titey are essentially semi-arid areas receiving less tan 600 mm per annum. It is in tese areas 
where clearing of land for agriculture, overgrazing by cattle and general population pressure have placed tite 

greatest strain on te ecologically sensitive scnib and Acacia savannait. 
Source : Project Summary and other general publications on tite country. 
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4.0 PROJECT # 85-0118 FUELWOOD PLANTATIONS (BOT?jWANA)PHASE I 

PROJECT # 89-0068 FUELWOOD PLANTATIONS (BOTSWANA) - PHASE II 

4.1 Description of the project 

4.1.1 General comments and background 

The project set out to identify suitable fuelwood species for small-scale plantation production in the semi-arid 
areas of Botswana. 

The frst phase of the programme ran from January 1986 ta 1988 and focused on the identification of the most 
suitable fuelwood species by testing a large number of candidate Oees. The project was based on the firm belief 
that the target communities in the eastern portion of the counrry were experiencing severe deforestation and that 
"the lower socio-economic orders face a real energy crisis". 
Source : Project Summary -Phase I 

The project was carried out by the Forestry Association of Botswana (FAB) which was, at the time, then 
considered to be the only national organisation capable of handling the project. This organisation is a NGO 
which bad had extensive experience with the Brigade Movement. This movement consisted of non-military, 
rural community organisations which were active in developing small industries and providing vocational 
training for members of the community. It was envisaged that the brigades and rural development associations 
would form the backbone of the eventual extension of the fuelwood plantation concept as a means of income 
generation from selling wood to surrounding communities. 

This frst phase was analysed and deemed to be a success and a second phase was funded from 1989 to 1991. A 
six month extension of Phase I with fmancial supplement was granted to tide the programme over during the 
two phases. 

The second phase did not significantly alter in terms of its project summary but the scope of the project appears 
to have widened into a broader consideration of tree benefits (in addition to fuelwood). 
Source : Project Documents 

The evaluation of this project will focus, in keeping with the case study, on the commercialisation aspects which 
were originally envisaged as the sale of fuelwood. There is a concern that the switch to a projects which 
focuses on the wider benefits of tree production makes the evaluation more difficult as benefits, other than the 
production and sale of fuewcmd, are difficult to quantify in commercial terms. The numerous other benefits of 
trees such as windbreaks and soil conservation have only long-term non-monetary benefits. Other aspects of 
multiple tree use l i e  pole production and the production of b i t  are easier to quantify and evaluate in terms of 
commercialisation. 
NOTE : The narrow focus on the purely commercialisation aspects of this evaluation have already been queried 
by IDRC staff involved in the evaluation of the preliminary report. While it is accepted that ideally the 
evaluation should be broadened it is difficult to widen the focus after the interviews and field visits have been 
completed. The specific and narrow focus on the main evaluation component is a result of the very limited time 
available to carry out the study. For researchers and workers only reading the evaluation of their project the 
comments made on page 3 are again highlighted. 

4.1.2 Context 

In Botswana, 90% of the total population ( 1 3  million) lives within 40-50 of the main transpoa route (rail 
and road) running through the eastern portion of the country. This skewed population distribution is basically a 
result of the agrocliatic conditions as the majority of the western portion of the coUney is covered by the 
sands of the Kalahari Desert. The soils of the eastern shield are relatively fertile and the rainfall in Botswana 
increases as one moves east and nortb. The far north-east of the country is cbaracterised by considerably better 
rain and the area is generally relatively well-wooded. The south eastern portions of Botswana may be well 
populated but they are essentially semi-atid areas receiving less than 600 mm per mum. It is in these areas 
where clearing of land for agriculnue, overgrazing by cattle and general population pressure have placed the 
greatest -in on the ecologically sensitive scrub and Acacia savannah. 
Source : Project Summary and other general publications on the country. 
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The Motswanan people have a tradition of living in large villages. In sorne cases, these villages have become 
quite large and al! the major settlernents, towns and cities, Francistown, Palapye, Mhalapye, Molepolole and 
Gaborone, have grown from traditional villages. The concentration of people in villages results iii acute to 
severe fiielwood shortages which are Jocalised around tite viflages azul where ftzelwood itas become a majar 
constraint for te women, who generaily collect wood as pan of titeir household chores. 

Botswana has experienced spectacular economic growth over tite last 20-25 years. Initially, tus was driven by 
tite development of beef exports to tite Jucrative European rnarket but te discovexy of substantial diamond 
deposits at Jwaneng aid Orapa further fuelled an econornic boom which has seen it become of tite richest non- 
oil producing countries iii Africa. Tite GoR has administered it's wealth in a sustainable fashion (interest on 
accumulated capital invested in Eurobonds and other foreign deposits and financial instruments, is now an 
important source of Government revenue) and invested in infrastructural projects which has seen tite 
constmction of a network of surfaced roads, tite development of water resources vía dams and pipelines and tite 

developrnent of urban housing projects ah major towns. The economic growth of Sotswana has been 
reflected in tite fastest growing vehicular fleet iii tite region, 9-13% per annum growth. 
Source Barclays Bank Economic Review. 

Against this background of economic growth, there are a number of families who lack access to land and are not 
cattle owners and who are generally very poor. 

4.1.3 Project objectives 

General objectives - Pitase 1 

To identify suitabLe species and reliable estabhishment and management practices for fiielwood production 
the semi-arid areas of eastern Botswana. 

Specific Objectives - Phase 1 

1 To investigate nursery procedures for tite gerznination, early growth ami successful out-planfing of 
indigenous and introduced tree and shrub species. 

2. To determine cost effective establishment tnethods to improve species survival and productivity and 
test tite performance of tIte aboye species itt finid trials. 

Source Project Summary - Pitase 1 

Pitase 1, which rau from 1985 to 1988, successflxlly established both a central nursery, developed gerniination 
azul planting out procedures and a series of sites throughout te country where te more promising tree species 
were planted out for evaluation. 
Source Project inierviews 

Tite Fuelwood Project in Botswana represents in itselfthe major changes iii thinking and methodology titat have 
characterised forestry ami fuelwaod research ayer tite Jast decade azul a haif. These are: 

- a switch from a reliance oit imponed exotic species to a belief that indigenous tees are better; 

- tite realisation that tite end usen (beneficiaries, farrners) should be consulted and be involveci in te 
selection of tree species and thai teir needs should be of paramount importance - tite growing 
popularity of te social-forestry concept; aid 

- tite realisation titat trees, and titeir use, font pan of a complex system of rnuiti-purpose use which only 
incfudes flielwood but is not totaily dominated by it. 

This debate on tIte style of forestry projects liad been going on for a number of years and clearly te different 
and opposing opinions were represented FAB. This affected te style of implernentation of te programme 
ami were partially reflected tite altered objectives of Pitase JI. However, te fact titat tite progranime did not 
radicaliy alter at this stage but continued wit titree extension projects that based their technical inputs on single 
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The Motswanan people have a tradition of living in large villages. In some cases, these villages have become 
quite large and all the major settlements, towns and cities, Francistown, Palapye, Mhalapye, Molepolole and 
Gaborone, have grown bom traditional villages. The concentration of people in villages results in acute to 
severe fuelwood shortages which are localised around the villages and where fuelwood has become a major 
constraint for the women, who generally collect wood as part of their household chores. 

Botswana has experienced spectacular economic growth over the last 20-25 years. Initially, this was driven by 
the development of beef exports to the lucrative European marker but the discovery of substantial diamond 
deposits at Jwaneng and Ompa further fuelled an economic boom which has seen it become of the richest non- 
oil producing countries in Africa. The GOB has administered it’s wealth in a sustainable fashion (interest on 
accumulated capital invested in Eurobonds and other foreign deposits and financial instruments, is now an 
important source of Government revenue) and invested in inbastruaural projects which has seen the 
constluction of a network of surfaced roads, the development of water resources via dams and pipelines and the 
development of urban housing projects in all major towns. The economic growth of Botswana has been 
reflected in the fastest growing vehicular fleet in the region, 9-13% per m u m  growth. 
Source : Barclays Bank Economic Review. 

Against this background of economic growth, there are a number of families who lack access to land and are not 
cattle owners and who are generally very poor. 

4.13 Project objectives 

General objectives - Phase I 

To identify suitable species and reliable establishment and management practices for fuelwood production in 
the semi-arid areas of eastern Botswana. 

Specific Objectives ~ Phase I 

1. To investigate nursery procedures for the germination, early growth and successful out-planting of 
indigenous and introduced tree and shrub species. 

To determine cost effective establishment methods to improve species survival and productivity and 
test the performance of the above species in field trials. 

2. 

Source : Project Summary - Phase 1 

Phase I, which ran from 1985 to 1988, successfully estahlished both a central nursery, developed germination 
and planting out procedures and a series of sites throughout the counay where the more promising tree species 
were planted out for evaluation. 
Source : Project interviews 

The Fuelwood Project in Botswana represents in itself the major changes in thinking and methodology that have 
characterised forestry and fuelwood research over the last decade and a half. These are: 

a switch from a reliance on imponed exotic species to a belief that indigenous trees are better; 

the realisation that the end users (beneficiaries, fanners) should be consulted and be involved in the 
selection of tree species and that their needs should be of paramount importance - the growing 
popularity of the social-forestry concept; and 

the reciation that trees, and their use, form part of a complex system of multi-purpose use which only 
includes fuelwood but is not totally dominated by it. 

This debate on the style of forestry projects had been going on for a number of years and clearly the different 
and opposing opinions were represented in FAB. This affected the style of implementation of the programme 
and were partially reflected in the altered objectives of Phase II. However, the fact that the programme did not 
radically alter at this stage but continued with three extension projects that based their technical inputs on single 
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purpose fuclwood species, is a clear reflection that tite more conservative view of fuelwood prornotion prevailed 
Source: Consultants opinion, communicaüon with IDRC Project Officer, interviews with senior FAB officíals 
and articles in FAB journal. 

General Objectives - Phase II 

To identi' suitable tree species and reliable establisitment of management practices for provision of 
fuelwoocl and other benefi:, for rural coinnumities ami individuals la the semi-arid arcas of eastem Botswana. 

Specwic Objectives - Phase U 

1. To continue to detennine appropriate tree species ami technologies for application in social forestry 
programs. 

2. To promote tite application of tite technologies generated by tite developnent of an active 
dissemination and extension pro gram. 

Source : Project Summary - Pitase 11 - 

lic shift towards social forestry and tite importance of extension (highlighted aboye) represents tite major 
thrust of Pitase 11. Tite programrne identified communities in whicit foresiry projects could be established and 
three projects were set up using Pitase 1! funds. 'Fite closer liaison between tite extension objectives of tite 
Association and their research activities was achieved but this meant that sorne of the ongoing basic research, 
started itt Pitase 1, was neglected. 
Source lntervicws with senior pcrsons iii FAB. 

4.1.4 Stratcgics / Activities 

The strategies (metitodologies) used to achieve tite various objectives are detailed below. Tite nornenclature 1 

for Pitase 1 and II for tite second Phase is used in titis section and dic numbering refers directly to tite stated 

objectives given in section 4.1.3 aboye. 

1.1. Nursery Procedures ami Initial Screening 

A new FAB nursery was to be establisited at Kuntakwane sorne 35 1cm from Gaborone 

Initially 28 species ami provenances were to be screened at the project nursery. Seed for indigenous species 
was obtained from tite University of Botswana (UB), seed of related arid zone species was obtained from dic 

Regional Seed Centre (RSC) in Zimbabwe (an IDRC flinded project - 83-0300 and 88-0092) witule exotic 

species witit drought and frost tolerance were obtained frorn tite Commonwealth Scicntific and Industrial 

Rcsearch Organisation (CSIRO) in Australia. 
Source : Project Summary - Phase 1 

Tite positive role of tite otiter IDItC funded regional projcct is worth mentioning as it enabled tite programme to 

rapidly obtain good quality and diverse planting rnaterial. Better interaction between tite programines may have 

provided sorne synergy in terrns of better species selection for tite trials but dic liaison and inter staif 
communication was minimal. 
Source Project Interviews and opinion of consultant. 

Various simple gcrrnination techniques to break dic itard seed coat of Leguminose seeds ami suitable for low 

teclmology nurseries, were to be testcd. 

Various methods of gerrninating and transplanting cucalyptus seed hito plastic sleeves werc to be evaluated. 

Research on itardcning-up species, pruning and selection procedure for nursety material was also to be 
undertaken. 
Source: Projcct Summary - Pitase 1 

1.2. Specics Survival ami Field Trials 
Tite most promising species from tite nursery trials were to be planted out and flirtiter screened for titree years 
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purpose fuelwood species, is a clear rrflection that the more conservative view of fuelwood promotion prevailed 
Source : Consultants opinion, communication with IDRC Project Oficer, interviews with senior F A B  officials 
and articles in FAB journal. 

General Objectives -Phase U 

To identify suitable hee species and reliable establishment of management practices for the provision of 
fuelwood and other beneff, for nual communities and individuals in the semi-arid areas of eastern Botswana. 

Specific Objectives - Phase Il 

1. To continue to determine appropriate kee species and technologies for application in social forestry 
programs. 

To promote the application of the technologies generated by the development of an active 
dissemination and exImion program. 

2. 

Source : Project Summary - Phase I1 

The shift towards social forestry and the i m p o m c e  of extension (highlighted above) represents the major 
thrust of Phase 11. The programme identified communities in which foresEy projects could be established and 
three projects were set up using Phase II funds. The closer liaison between the extension objectives of the 
Association and their research activities was achieved but this meant that some of the ongoing basic research, 
started in Phase I, was neglected. 
Source : Interviews with senior persons m FAB. 

4.1.4 Strategies I Activities 

The strategies (methodologies) used to achieve the various objectives are detailed below. The nomenclature I 
for Phase I and II for the second Phase is used in this section and the numbering refers directly to the stated 
objectives given in section 4.1.3 above. 

1.1. 

A new FAB nursery was to be established at Kumakwane some 35 km 6om Gaborone 

Initially 28 species and provenances were to be screened at the project nursery. Seed for indigenous species 
was obtained from the University of Botswana (UB), seed of related arid mne species was obtained 60m the 
Regional Seed Cenw (RSC) in Zimbabwe (an IDRC funded project - 83-0300 and 88-0092) while exotic 
species with drought and 6ost tolerance were obtained 6om the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial 
Research Organisation (CSIRO) in Australia. 
Source : Project Summary - Phase I 

The positive role of the other IDRC funded regional project is worth mentioning as it enabled the programme to 
rapidly obtain good quality and diverse planting material. Better interaction between the programmes may have 
provided some synergy in terms of better species selection for the trials but the liaison and inter staff  
communication was minimal. 
Source : Project Interviews and opinion of consultant. 

Nursery Procedures and Initial Screening 

Various simple germination techniques to break the hard seed coat of Leguminose seeds and suitable for low 
technology nurseries, were to be tested. 

Various metbods of germinating and transplanting eucalyptus seed into plastic sleeves were to be evaluated 

Research on hardening-up species, p e g  and selection procedure for nursery material was also to be 
undertaken. 
Source : Project Summary - Phase I 

1.2. 
The most promising species from the nursery trials were to be planted out and fruther screened for three years 

Species Survival and Field Trials 
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on a 20 ha site at Molepolole. Survival, height, growth and vigour were to be assessed annually. 

Six 4 ha sites were to be used to ñirther evaluate tree species asid to test various establishment techniques 
including general dise harrowing, selective deep ploughing asid te formation of ridges (five different 

treatments). Plant spacing trials were also to be tested. 
Source Project Sumniary - Phase 

11.1. Identification of Suitable Trees 
Dic experinients established under Phase 1 were maintained and further evaluated. An additional site was 
established but generaily by subdivision of existing sites at Selebi Phikwe and Sunnyside. Finally nine different 
sites 

were included. Termite trials, introduced as a follow-up evaluation of National Tree Planting Day, revealed 
tese to be a major pest. 

Sorne additional species were to be evaluated including nitrogen-fixing fodder species and experimentsltríals on 
uve fencing were to be established. The rnost successful methods of 1am! preparation for tree establisbment 
identified in Phase 1 (deep rip ploughing and ridging) were to be attempted wit local ox-drawn equipment. 
Source Project Summazy -. Phase 

11.2. Extension Prograrn 
During Phase 1, FAS had obtained sorne experience in on-fansi participatory research asid it was decided to 

concentrate on this with niral institutions such as Cornmunity First Development Aseas (CFDAs) asid local 
Fanners Associations. The methodology was to assist "farmers with the potential to increase their agricultural 
output through the introduction of suitable tree species hito their traditional farrning system". It was hoped that 
tese extension activities with groups of farrners could be ftnded under the GoB's Arable Lands Development 
Programme (ALDEP). 
Source Project Summary - Phase II 

Iri terrns of the strategies asid actual research methodologies used, te foliowing comments on how they could 
have been improved have been obtained from respondents. 

Generally, te composition of te species evaluated is a major criticism but as te President of tuse organisation 
states that it is only in hindsight thaI the species selection Iooks wrong. In te early 1980's, there was a firm 
belief that te fuelwood crisis could only be solved by fast growing exotic species. 
Source Interviews with senior FAB persomiel and communication from IIDRC Project Officer 

The site field testing of tree species could have been irnproved by: 

- better pre-screening of species asid more thorough research of existing information on te tree species 
from regional asid international sources. Por example, sorne species were planted outside their knowri 
tange of tolerance for physical conditions; 

- better plot lay-out asid design. The depth of statistical analysis possible is limited by te lack of plot 
duplication; and 

- more consistent estabuishment procedures. Too many variables were introduced into the nial, e.g. 5 

establishment procedures x numerous species x site characteristic variation (soil type, depth, rainfall). 

Much of te inforrnation was available but apparently insufficient desk research was carried out before hand. 
Sorne sources argue tal typically te time dernands of getting te material ready in te nursery for te very 
narrow window that te rainy season offers in Botswana put critical time dernands on researchers. Mi IDRC 
source argues that all te relevant information should have been available from te National Institute of 
Research at te University of Botswana - but it was obviously not used. The more critical former mernbers of 
staif claim it reflects te arrogance of te research rnanager. 
Source : Project interviews, analysis of reponed results, and communication form IDRC. 

The use of tree height provided an erroneous measurement of biornass production. Work by tite National 
Institute of Research iii te early l980s had provided te neccssary research inforination to relate tree height 
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on a 20 ha site at Molepolole. Survival, height, growth and vigour were to be assessed annually 

Six 4 ha sites were to be used to further evaluate tree species and to test various establishment techniques 
including general disc harrowing, selective deep ploughing and the formation of ridges (five different 
treatments). Plant spacing trials were also to be tested. 
Source Project Summary ~ Phase I 

II. I .  
The experiments established under Phase I were maintained and further evaluated. An additional site was 
established but generally by subdivision of existing sites at Selebi Phikwe and Sunnyside. Finally nine different 
sites 

were included. Termite trials, introduced as a follow-up evaluation of National Tree Planting Day, revealed 
these to be a major pest. 

Some additional species were to be evaluated including nitrogen-fixing fodder species and experimentdtrials on 
live fencing were to be established. The most successful methods of land preparation for tree establishment 
identified in Phase I (deep rip ploughing and ridging) were to be attempted with local ox-drawn equipment. 
Source :Project Summary - Phase I1 

n.2. Extension Program 
During Phase I, FAB bad obtained some experience in on-farm participatory research and it was decided to 
concentrate on this with rural institutions such as Community First Development Areas (CFDAs) and local 
Fanners Associations. The methodology was to assist "farmers with the potential to increase their agricultural 
output through the introduction of suitable tree species into their traditional farming system". It was hoped that 
these extension activities with groups of farmers could be funded under the GOB'S Arable Lands Development 
Programme (ALDEP). 
Source : Project Summary - Phase I1 

In terms of the strategies and actual research methodologies used, the following comments on how they could 
have been improved have been obtained from respondents. 

Generally, the composition of the species evaluated is a major criticism but as the President of the organisation 
states that it is only in hindsight that the species selection looks wrong. In the early 1980s, there was a fm 
belief that the fuelwood crisis could only be solved by fan growing exotic species. 
Source : Interviews with senior FAB personnel and communication from WRC Project Ofiicer 

The site field testing of tree species could have been improved by: 

Identification of Suitable Trees 

better pre-screening of species and more thorough research of existing information on the tree species 
from regional and international sources. For example, some species were planted outside their known 
range of tolerance for physical conditions; 

better plot lay-out and design. The depth of statistical analysis possible is limited by the lack of plot 
duplication; and 

more consistent establishment procedures. Too many variables were introduced into the trial, e.g. 5 
establishment procedures x numerous species x site characteristic variation (soil type, depth, rainfall). 

Much of the information was available but apparently insufficient desk research was carried out before hand 
Some sources argue that typically the time demands of getting the material ready in the nursery for the very 
narrow window that the rainy season offers in Botswana put critical time demands on researchers. An IDRC 
source argues that all the relevant information should have been available from the National IIEtitute of 
Research at the University of Botswana - but it was obviously not used. The more critical former members of 
staff claim it reflects the arrogance of the research manager. 
Source : Project interviews, analysis of reported results, and communication form IDRC . 

The use of tree height provided an erroneous measurement of biomass production. Work by the National 
Institute of Research in the early 1980's had provided the necessary research information to relate tree height 
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and stem diameter to total tree weight. This research had been carried out by cutting and weighing whole trees. 
Source Published papen in FAB journal aM Project interviews. 

4.1.5 Lnputs 

TIte total IDRC budget for PItase 1 was CAD$333 085 while FAB's own contribution was CAD$54 990. (IDRC 
contribution = 85,8% of total budget.) TIte bteakdown of the PItase 1 budget and the allocation between tIte 
various project components is given in Table 4.1 

TIte main source of information for the sections below comes froni an analysis of the budget presented iii the 

Project Summary for both phases. 

TIte major component of te IDRC budget (39,4%) was for salaries and allowances aM te major portion of this 
was for te expatriate salary and benefits of tIte Research Co-ordinator (Mr It. Nickersen). 

Research expenditure (including tIte establishment of te nursery, labour, tocls and tractor hire for the field 

trials) accounted for 14,2% of te budget which, wit tIte 13.2% allocated for travel aM allowances oit te field 

research, meant tat 27,4% was spent oit tese combined items. 

Table 4.1: Breakdown and analysis by item of IDRC contilbution to FAB 
for Phase 1 of the Fuelwood plantation Project - in CAD$ 

ITEM LDRC 
CAD$ 

as%of 
Total 

FAB 
CAD$ 

as%of 
Total 

IDRCas% 
of Total 

Salaries and Allowances 131400 39.4% 32670 59.4% 80.1% 

Research expenses 47430 14.2% 6210 11.3% 88.4% 

Travel — Field research 43920 13.2% 11160 20.3% 79.7% 

Travel — Regional/International 5000 1.5% 100.0% 

Supplies and Communication 7650 2.3% 1575 2.9% 82.9% 

Publications / Reports 4500 1.4% 100.0% 

Equipment 38385 11.5% 100.0% 

Training 24400 73% 100.0% 

Seminars & workshops 
Support Services 3375 6.1% 0.0% 

Institutional Support 
Contingencies 30400 9.1% 100.0% 

TOTAL 333085 100.0% 54990 100.0% 85.8% 

Source Project Summary 

Equipment purchases in tIte form of a 4W1) vehicle made up 11,5% of the budget. Training took 7,3% of the 

budget and it was intended to fimd two students on undergraduate degrees in Tanzania. 

A comparison of te PItase 1 and Pitase U budgets is given iii Table 4.2, tIte main change being te introduction 

of direct institutional support for FAB iii te budget 
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and stem diameter to total tree weight. This research had been carried out by cutting and weighing whole trees. 
Source : Published papers in FAB journal and Project interviews. 

4.1.5 Inputs 

The total IDRC budget for Phase I was CADS333 085 while FAB’s own contribution was CAD$54 990. (DRC 
connibution = 85,8% of total budget.) The breakdown of the Phase I budget and the allocation between the 
various project components is given in Table 4.1 . 

The main source of information for the sections below comes !?om an analysis of the budget presented in the 
Project Summary for both phases. 

The major component of the IDRC budget (39,4%) was for salaries and allowances and the major portion of this 
was for the expatriate salary and benefits of the Research Co-ordhator (Mr R Nickersen). 

Research expenditure (including the establishment of the nursery, labour, twls and hactor hue for the field 
trials) accounted for 14,2% of the budget which, with the 13,2% allocated for have1 and-allowances on the field 
research, meant that 27,4% was spent on these combined items. 

Table 4.1 : Breakdown and anslysis by item of IDRC contribution to FAB 
for Phase I of the Fuelwood plsntation Project - in CADS 

Source : Project Summary 

Equipment purchases in the form of a 4WD vehicle made up 11,5% of the budget. Training took 7,3% of the 
budget and it was intended to fund two students on undergraduate degrees in Tanzania. 

A comparison of the Phase I and Phase U budgets is given in Table 4.2, the main change being the inuoduction 
of duect institutional support for FAB in the budget 
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Table 4.2: Breakdown and analysis by item of IDRC contribution lo FAB 

for Phase 1 & II of the Fuelwood Plantation Project - in CADS 

ITEM Pbasel 
CADS 

as%of 
Total 

Phasell 
CAD$ 

as%of 
Total 

Salaries and Allowances 131400 39.4% 71990 21.5% 

Researcit expenses 47430 24,2% 62520 18.7% 

Travel — Field research 43920 13.2% 64590 19.3% 

Travel — Regional/International 5000 1.5% 

Supplies ami Communication 7650 2.3% 14610 4.4% 

Publications / Repon 4500 1.4% 9160 2.7% 

Equipment 38385 11.5% 30770 9.2% 

Training 24400 7.3% 
Seminars & workshops 16460 4.9% 

Support Services 
Institutional Support 64000 19.2% 

Contingencies 30400 9.1% 

TOTAL 333085 100.0% 334100 100.0% 

Source: Project Summary 

The total IDRC budget for Pitase II was CAD$334 100 and FAB was to contribute CAD$177 450 lii the form of 
salaries and support services. (IDRC contribution = 65,3% of total budget.) The breakdown of the Phase II 

budget and the allocation between tite various project components is given iii Table 4.3. 

With the departure of tite senior expatriate as Research Manager, the total salary budget dropped despite tite 

inclusion of a new extension offlcer post (lotalty recruited) 2 1,5% of budget. Research expenditure (18,7%) 
and fleld travel expenses (19,3%) were tite next largest items with a combined total of 38%. 

Tite provision of direct institutional support to cover recurrent expenditure (rent, electricity, telephone) ar FAB 

(unusual in terms of general IDRC funding) at 19,2% of budget significantly increases the "Other" category in 

the graphic analysis. This assistance was designed to give a degree of stability to tite organisation and allowed 

FAB to plan ita expansion in a better fashion. 

Table 4.3: Breakdown and analysis by item of IDRC contribution lo FAB 
for Pbase fi of tite Fuelwood Plantation Project - iii CAD$ 

ITEM LDRC 
CADS 

as%of 
Total 

FAB 
CAD$ 

as%of 
Total 

mRcas% 
of Total 

Salaries and Allowances 71990 21.5% 75210 42.4% 48.9% 

Researcit expenses 62520 18.7% 100.0% 

Travel —Fieldresearch 64590 19.3% 100.0% 

Travel — Regional/International 
Supplies and Communication 14610 4.4% 100.0% 
Publications / Repon 9160 2.7% 100.0% 

Equipment 30770 9.2% 100.0% 

Training 
Seminars & workshops 16460 4.9% 100.0% 

Support Services 102240 57.6% 0.0% 

Institutional Support 64000 19.2% 100.0% 

Contingencies 
TOTAL 334100 100.0% 177450 100.0% 65.3% 

Source : Project Sunimary 

Tite replacement cost of the vehicle (equipment) represented 9,2% of tite budget and in Phase II there was a 

specific allocation for seminars am! workshops (4,9%). 
Som'ce : Analysis of Budgets in Project Summary for Phase 1 and II 

There were funds allocated for a bridging period from September 1989 to December 1989 between the two 
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Table 4.2 : Breakdown and analysis by item of IDRC contribution to FAB 
for Phase I & I1 of the Fuelwood Plantation Project - in CADS 

I ITEM 

Support Services I I I I 
Institutional Support 64000 I 19.2% 
Contingencies I 30400 I 9.1% I I 
TOTAL I 333085 I 100.0% I m i o n  I 100.0% 
Source : Project ~Ummary  

The total IDRC budget for Phase I1 was CAD$334 100 and FAB was to contribute CADS177 450 in the form of 
salaries and support services. (IDRC contribution = 65,3% of total budget.) The breakdown of the Phase 11 
budget and the allocation between the various project components is given in Table 4.3. 

With the departure of the senior expatriate as Research Manager, the total salary budget dropped despite the 
inclusion of a new extension officer post (locally recruited) - 21.5% of budget. Research expenditure (18,7%) 
and field travel expenses (19,3%) were the next largest items with a combined total of 38%. 

The provision of direct institutional support to cover recurrent expenditure (rent, electricity, telephone) at FAB 
(unusual in terms of general IDRC funding) at 19,2% of budget significantly increases the "Other" category in 
the graphic analysis. This assistance was designed to give a degree of stability to the organisation and allowed 
FAB to plan its expansion in a better fashion. 

Table 4.3 : Breakdown and analysis by item of IDRC contribution to FAB 
for Phase ll of the Fuelwood Plantation Project - in CAD$ 

*. -..- 
CADS Total CADS Total of Total 

Salaries and Allowances 71990 1 21.5% I 75210 1 42.4% I 48.9% 

Travel - Fi - 

I 
Research expenses h757fl I 1R70/. I I I inn.no/. 

Publications /Reports 

I ...~. ~ 
"---I .- 

eldresearcn 64590 19.3% 100.0% I 
14610 4.4% 100.0% 
9160 2.7% 100.0% 

'htemational 1 . .  

Equipment 30770 9.2% 100.0% I 
Training 

I 1 no, 

The replacement cost of the vehicle (equipment) represented 9,2% of the budget and in Phase I1 there was a 
specific allocation for seminars and workshops (4,9%). 
Source : Analysis of Budgets in Project Summary for Phase I and ll 

'Ibere were funds allocated for a bridging period !?om September 1989 to December 1989 between the two 
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phases but the amount appears to have been moderate (BWP 31 000). 
Source: Correspondence it FAB ifies. 

As stated elsewhere, a ibil analysis of how tite fiinds were spent by FAB has not been inidertaken as pan of this 
evaluation. 

Towards the end of Phase II, diere were clear and obvious indications given to FAB by tite Regional Officer in 
Nairobi that IDRC funding would be extended into Pitase 111. FAB dTew up a budget ptoposal ami assurned, 
because of tite good response it Itad received from IDRC Qn its research, tite fact titat the extension effort was 
expanding and tite growing pub lic awareness of the importance of tree planting (by GoB officiaLs ami opinion 
leaders), titat additional funding would be provided. 
Source : Interview with former FAB Chairman 

It therefore carne as a bit of a shock when funding was not forthcoming. Despite tite Long asid happy 
association, FAB felt the way they were informed via a Ietter was a bit abrupt an4 impersonal. Tite 
cornmunication from Dr. Ayling briefiy explained tite new IDRC orientation Empowerrnent througb 
Knowledge" ami tite reduction it Canadian Government funding and stated: "These changes it focus asid 

emphasis along witit a greatly reduced professional asid administrative Centre staif have required gradual 
closure or "winding down" of research projects with numerous recipients world-wide, particularly those projects 
which were comrnodity based andfor biologically oriented. Unfortunately given tite nature of the research 

prograrnme tite Centre has been supporting with the Forestry Association of Botswana, the FueLwood Plantation 

project is oste of tite casualties. It will titerefore not be possible to continua financial support for tite FAB 

project beyond tite present pitase." 
Source : Letters it FAB correspondence files 

Tite FAB senior staif at tite time argued that titis notification carne so late that the sudden and unexpected loss 
of fimds (it must be rernembered that FAB was also receiving recurrent cost support) caused extreme hardship 
at tite Association. A FAB letter to IDRC uses tite temi "lefi out it tite cold by your rather brief tener" to 
describe tite relationship. Tite IDRC Programrne Offlcer reports titat at no point did fiinds get terminated 

suddenly. Tite shift from deveLopment project fúnding to targeted funding for research was a justifiable switch 
it temis of IDRC's strategy asid tite cutback it funds were beyond IDRC control. Tite planned expansion of the 
FAB programme, given tite difficulties experienced with Eucalyptus plantations was possibly, with hindsight, 
not a viable project. Internal divisions it tite organisation did not bede well for any major expansion. 
Source : Project interviews, cornmunication froni IDRC and Consultants opinion. 

Staif ami field activities had to be suddenly cut back while otiter funding sources were sought. The lag period 
it securing finance made 1993 a particularly difficuLt year. There is sorne correspondence extending the project 
to 30 June 1993 but this was to allow additional claims not necessarily extra monies for ongoing activities. 
Source : Project interview and correspondence it FAB files. 

It addition te tite cut-off of extension financing, diere appears to have been a problem with the final payment 
from IDRC for expenditure already undertalcen by FAB. Tite issue was not fully explored by tite consultant due 
tu lack of time. A FAB staff meniber claimed titat someliting 111w BWPIOO 000 was not reimbursed but a 
cursory examination of correspondence ( an incomplete record ?) suggests titat additional expenditure incurred 
for tite recruitrnent of a consultant to help prepare recornmendations for vegetable production and a manual 

were not paid despite tite assurance by IDRC that the expenditure was covered. This partial investigation 
indicates titat sorne BWP45 000 less titan what was spent was reimbursed. This has flirtiter added to tite tension 

between FAB ami IDRC and it is unfortunate that tbis issue cannot have been arnicably resolved. 
Source: Correspondence it FAB files 

Information provided by IDRC Head Office indicates that Phase 1 of the project was overspent by CAD$33 017 
but this is based ón a budget allocation of CAD$299 860. 'Fha amount actually spent coincides with tite original 
budget detailed aboye. Recorded expenditure on Phase II indicates that only sorne CAD$ 1 680 was unspent. 
Clearly tite complaints frorn FAB are based on a rnisunderstanding that budget allocations had been increased 

when, it fact, they liad not. Pan of tite problern was caused by tite fact that tite Director of FAB was away 

cornpleting her M.Sc. and tite person effectively it charge at FAB was a relatively inexperienced expatriate. 
(lite absence of senior staif on training prograrnrnes is one of tite negative affects of staif developrnent projects 
involving overseas post-graduate traíning.) 
Source : Project Variance Repon 
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phases but the amount appears to have been moderate ( B W  31 000). 
Source : Correspondence in FAB iiles. 

As  stated elsewhere, a full analysis of how the funds were spent by FAB has not been undertaken as part of this 
evaluation. 

Towards the end of Phase 11, there were clear and obvious indications given to FAB by the Regional Officer in 
Nairobi that IDRC funding would be extended into Phase EI. FAB drew up a budget proposal and assumed, 
because of the good response it had received from IDRC on its research, the fact that the extension effort was 
expanding and the growing public awareness of the importance of tree planting (by GOB officials and opinion 
leaders), that additional funding would be provided. 
Source : Interview with former FAB Chairman 

It therefore came as a bit of a shock when funding was not forthcoming. Despite the long and happy 
association, FAB felt the way they were informed via a lmer was a bit abrupt and impersonal. The 
communication i?om Dr. Ayling briefly explained the new IDRC orientation "Empowerment through 
Knowledge" and the reduction in Canadian Government funding and stated "These changes in focus and 
emphasis along with a greatly reduced professional and administrative Centre staff have required gradual 
closure or "winding down" of research projects with numerous recipients world-wide, particularly those projects 
which were commodity based andor biologically oriented. Unfortunately given the name of the research 
programme the Centre has been supporting with the Forestry Association of Botswana, the Fuelwood Plantation 
project is one of the casualties. It will therefore not be possible to continue financial support for the FAB 
project beyond the present phase." 
Source : Letters in FAB correspondence files 

The FAB senior staff at the time argued that this notification came so late that the sudden and unexpected loss 
of funds (it must be remembered that FAB was also receiving recurrent cost support) caused extreme hardship 
at the Association. A FAB letter to IDRC uses the term "left out in the cold by your rather brief letter" to 
describe the relationship. The WRC programme Officer repom that at no point did funds get terminated 
suddenly. The shift from development project funding to targeted funding for research was a justifiable switch 
in terms of IDRC's suategy and the cutback in funds were beyond IDRC control. The planned expansion of the 
FAB programme, given the difficulties experienced with Eucalyptus plantations was possibly, with hindsight, 
not a viable project. Internal divisions in the organisation did not bode well for any major expansion. 
Source : Project interviews, communication fiom IDRC and Consultants opinion. 

Staff and field activities had to be suddenly cut back while other funding sources were sought. The lag period 
in securing finance made 1993 a particularly difficult year. There is some correspondence extending the project 
to 30 June 1993 but this was to allow additional claims not necessarily extra monies for ongoing activities. 
Source : Project interview and correspondence in FAB files. 

In addition to the cut-off of extension financing, there appears to have been a problem with the final payment 
&om IDRC for expendime already undertaken by FAB. The issue was not fully explored by the consultant due 
to lack of time. A FAB staff member claimed that something like BWPlOO 000 was not reimbursed but a 
cursory examination of correspondence ( an incomplete record ?) suggests that additional expenditure incurred 
for the recruitment of a consultant to help prepare recommendations for vegetable production and a manual 
were not paid despite the assurance by WRC that the expenditure was covered. This partial investigation 
indicates that some BW45 000 less than what was spent was reimbursed. This has further added to the tension 
between FAB and IDRC and it is unfortunate that this issue cannot have been amicably resolved. 
Source : Correspondence in FAB files 

Information provided by IDRC Head Office indicates that Phase I of the project was overspent by CAD$33 017 
but this is based on a budget allocation of CADS299 860. Tbe amount actually spent coincides with the original 
budget detailed above. Recorded expenditure on Phase II indiates that only some CADS1 680 was unspent. 
Clearly the complaints from FAB are based on a misunderstanding that budget allocations had been increased 
when, in fact, they had not. Pan. of the problem was caused by the fact that the Director of FAB was away 
completing her M.Sc. and the person effectively in charge at FAB was a relatively inexperienced expamate. 
(The absence of senior staE on training programmes is one of the negative affects of staff development projects 
involving overseas post-graduate training.) 
Source : project Variance Report 
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Apart from tite mis-understandíngs at tite end of tite project, diere is generaily positive experiences about JDRC 
staif involvement la tite project. ile project officer, Dr. Ron Ayling, provided useful advice and assistance 

especially on tite regional training workshop held by FAB. 
Source: Interviews witit Senior FAB staif 

There was obviously sorne tension within FAB between tite Researcit Manager and tite Extension staif over tite 

large number of "foreign" trees la tite species trial and sorne of these members fee! that tite IDRC staif sided 
with Nickersen and prevented an earlier shift towards a rnore social forestry orientation. ile IDRC staif 
involved justify this on tite basis thai at the time fast growing exotics were generaliy supported. As one of tite 
communications from IDRC headquraters points out consultanta on tite Evaluation of Completed Projects 
should rernember titat often projects are very different iii the light of hind sight and this clearly represents a very 
clear case of this phenomenon. 
Source lnterview witit former FAB staif asid cornmunications from IDRc staif. 

4.2 Project outcomes 

4.2.1 Outputs 
- 

(ile numbered subsections be!ow relate to specific objectives of tite two phases listed in Section 4.1.3.) 

Li. Nursery Procedures asid Initia! Screening 
ile FAB nursery was established at Kumakwane ami titis weti-nin nurseiy stil! represents a major resource in 

forestry, producing sorne 30 000 seedlings annually. Ile nurseiy has produced aH the planting materia! for the 
fie!d trials, tite material for FAB ongoing extension activities, tree seed!ings for tite National Tree Planting Day 
and the Around tite Horne Tree Planting Programme. 
Seurce: Project interviews and Project Summary for Phase 11 

Simple and efficient seed collection, pre-treatment, germination, pricking out, pruning and plastic bagglng 
techniques have been developed for al! imporrant species. 

ile initial screening of species was increased from 28 to 80. 
Source Project Summary - Phase 11 and Annual report of FAB chairman 

1.2. Species Survi val ami Fiekl Trinis 
ile prograxumes established over 40 ha of tria!s at 8 different sites and fleid tested a very !arge nurnber of 
suitable species. The research showed that row-ripping witli a p!ough with ridging significantly increased plant 
survival and initial growth because it breaks up tite impermeable layer in the soi!, ensuring better water 
penetration, and tite ridges assist in tite coliection of nrn-offwater. 

Ten exotic species (inc!uding 5 Euca!yptus species) and five indigenous species were shown to be suitable for 
tite soils and rainfail of tite eastern hardve!d area. 
Source Project Sumniary- Pitase II 

General Phase 1 

ile initial budget for training was insufficient to fund tite intended p!acement of two staif oit tite Forestry 
degree course at tite Sokione University of Agriculture in Tanzania and eventually only one FAB staif person 
was seat oit a Forestiy Course at the Forestry Col!ege in Mutare, Zimbabwe. 
Source project interview. 

Iii. Identification of Suitab!e Trees 
Tite resuits of alI tite species fleld lrials have been analysed ami published iii 1992 as one of FAWs Technica! 
Series 'Tite Species Elimination Trials lii Botswana" by Andre Kooiman. ile assessment of tite tites was 
rnade on tite basis of surviva! and height. Alt the sites liad been assessed one season after planting ami titen 
again four years later. All tite detai!s of tite sites, location, !ay-out, management, soi! type, chemical analysis, 
rainfali, ternperature, etc. are inc!uded ja tite report and it representa an usefu! document which provides tite 
resu!ts of tite witole Species elimination trial. 

The results clearly show tite advantages of indigenous trees where 75% of tite treatntents experienced survival 
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Apart from the mis-understandings at the end of the project, there is generally positive experiences about IDRC 
staff involvement in the project. The project officer, Dr. Ron Aylimg, provided useful advice and assistance 
especially on the regional training workshop held by FAB. 
Source : Interviews with Senior FAB staff 

There was obviously some tension within FAB between the Research Manager and the Extension staff over the 
large number of "foreign" trees in the species trial and some of these members feel that the IDRC staff sided 
with Nickersen and prevented an earlier shift towards a more social forestry orientation. The IDRC staff 
involved justify this on the basis that at the time fast growing exotics were generally supported. As one of the 
communications h m  IDRC headquraters points out consultants on the Evaluation of Completed Projects 
should remember that often projects are very different in the light of hind sight and this clearly represents a very 
clear case of this phenomenon. 
Source : interview with former FAB staff and communications from IDRC staff. 

4.2 Project outcomes 

4.2.1 outputs 

(The numbered subsections below relate to specific objectives of the two phases listed in Section 4.1 .3 . )  

1.1. 
The FAB nursery was established at Kumakwane and this well-run nursery still represents a major resource in 
foreshy, producing some 30 000 seedlings annually. The nursery has produced all the planting material for the 
field mals, the material for FAB ongoing extension activities, tree seedlings for the National Tree Planting Day 
and the Around the Home Tree Planting Programme. 
Source : Project interviews and Project Summary for Phase I1 

Simple and efficient seed collection, pre-treatment, germination, pricking out, pruning and plastic bagging 
techniques have been developed for all important species. 

The initial screening of species was increased from 28 to 80. 
Source : Project Summary - Phase I1 and Annual report of FAB chairman 

1.2. 
The programmes established over 40 ha of mals at 8 different sites and field tested a very large number of 
suitable species. The research showed that row-ripping with a plough with ridging significantly increased plant 
survival and initial growth because it breakr up the impermeable layer in the soil, ensuring better water 
penetration, and the ridges assist in the collection of run-off water. 

Ten exotic species (including 5 Eucalyptus species) and five indigenous species were shown to be suitable for 
the soils and rainfall of the eastern bardveld area 
Source : Project Summary - Phase I1 

General - Phase 1 

The initial budget for &ing was insufficient to fund the intended placement of two staff on the Forestry 
degree course at the Sokione University of Agric~lture in Tanzania and eventually only one FAB staff person 
was sent on a Forestry Course at the Forestry College in Mutare, Zimbabwe. 
Source : project interview. 

11.1. Identification of Suitable Trees 
The results of all the species field m s  have been analysed and published in 1992 as one of FAB's Technical 
Series "Tree Species Elimination Trials in Botswana" by Andre Kooiman. The assessment of the trees was 
made on the basis of survival and height. All the sites had been assessed one season after planting and then 
again four years later. All the details of the sites, location, lay-out management, soil type, chemical analysis, 
rainfall, temperature, etc. are included in the report and it represents an useful document which provides the 
results of the whole Species elimination trial. 

The results clearly show the advantages of indigenous trees where 75% of the treatments experienced survival 

Nursery Procedures and Initial Screening 

Species Survival and Field Trials 
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rates of at lean 75%. For alt exotics, only 35% of tite plants had survíval rates of greater titan 75%. 42% of tite 
exotic species were eliminated because more titan 50% of the plants died witule only 11% of tite indigenous 
species had a survival rate below 50%. 

Despite tite use of hcight as a proxy for biomass which tends to disadvantage indigenous trees and favour tite 
fast straight growing eucalyptus, indigenous tites generaily perforined well. Tite regrowth potential of 
indigenous trees in the experimental plots after being slashed was noted and tite report stated: "This indicates 
tite potential of these naturaily established ifees to thrive under no management conditions (except for 
protection from browsing). Natural woodland management may be a cost effective alternative to tite expensive 
establishment of plantations." p33. 
Source A. Kooiman (1992) 

Apart from tite aboye publication, much of the fleid work undertaken during Phase 11 appears not to itave been 
analysed or reponed. The reason for titis Ls that tite major portion of titis work involving tite monitoring of tree 
species now considered to be inappropriate by the remaining staif at FAB. 
Source : Interviews with senior FAB staif. 

In addition to dic annual repon, FAB produces a short and informative newsletter which Ls distributed widely. 
From the start of Phase 1, FAB has selectively targeted influential leaders in Botswana. Tite Association holds 
regular presentations for Ministers, members of tite House of Chiefs and tite House of Assembly aud also holds 
rneetings at rural centres iii as many dislricts as possible. 

Tite presentations involve films, sudes and are always followed by discussions where the views (and at times 
misconcepticus) of tite audience are sought. 
Sources: Project Interviews. 

lit 1988 tite IDRC's Cornmunications Division assisted FAB in the production of a flhn entitled "Social Foresiry 
un Botswana'. titis fllm liad a major inipact on dic Association's public awareness campaigu as it clearly 
depicted rural communities in Botswana and had ethnic music which identified it as locally made. Tite fllni 13 

not used extensívely any more because sorne feel it presents a message titat Eucalvvtus is one of dic salvations 
of tite fUelwood crisis. 
Source IDRC / FAB correspondence and interview with FAB staif. 

11,2. Extension Programme 

A series of agro-forestry workshops were heid iii tite Soudiern District in 1990 to identi' tite needs and 
expectations of farmers iii tite design of agro-forestry plots. Titese workshops held at tite community level 
identitied three projects where farmers' groups were keen to implement a project involving tite use of trees. Tite 
realisation titat groups needed sorne immediate income from tite project whule tite longer-term income potential 
of tite trees was allowed to develop, resultad iii each of tite three projects having a small vegetable production 
facility. 
Source: Annual Repon iii FAB Joumal 

Phihetshane - Titis project itad already been started by dic Young Wonien's Citristian Association (YWCA) and 
involved sorne 30 women. Tite woit was attcmpting to can)' out arable farrning oit a 3-4 ha piot. Funds had 
been obtainecl from tite US Embassy Microproject Fund to erect a fence and to connect tite area via a pipe to tite 

village water supply (permission granted by vullage authorities). FAB's input was to provide tree species as a 
uve fence around tite perimeter. About 300 Bucalyptus tites were also planted, Leuceana was planted across 
dic arable blocks to provide windbreaks and start a pilot ailey cropping project. A small tree nursery was 
established al dic local primaiy schoot and two teaciters trained to run it. Trees were produced for dic women's 

project, a rnulti-species school woodiot aud for sale to tite neighbouring community as a means of raising funds 
for tite YWCA. A year afier establishment of tite project, sorne 40 fruit trees were also planted. 
Source Project Summa'y - Pitase II and interviews witit FAB staif 

Malokaganyane - Titis project was established oit a 5 ha site granted to dic group of ten persons by tite village 
autitorities. Tite Project paid for tite erection of a perimeter fence and provided a pipe and water tank to connect 
te site to dio reservoir attached to tite village borehole (diesel pump). Tite CFDA project paid FAB for 1000 

Bucalyptus species which were planted around tite perimeter. Halí tite site was ploughed. Leucaena was 

planted on an area of 40 ni x 120 m and 40 fruit trees were So planted. An area of 100 rn x 50 m was 
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rates of at least 75%. For all exotics, only 35% of the plants had survival rates of wa te r  than 75%. 42% of the 
exotic species were eliminated because more than 50% of the plants died while only 11% of the indigenous 
species had a survival rate below 50%. 

Despite the use of height as a proxy for biomass which tends to disadvantage indigenous trees and favour the 
fast straight growing eucalyptus, indigenous trees generally performed well. The regrowth potential of 
indigenous trees in the experimental plots after being slashed was noted and the report stated "This indicates 
the potential of these naturally establied trees to thrive under no management conditions (except for 
protection 6om browsing). Natural woodland management may be a cost effective alternative to the expensive 
establishment ofplantations." p.33. 
Source : A. Kooimaa (1992) 

Apart kom the above publication, much of the field work undertaken during Phase II appears not to have been 
analysed or reported. The reason for this is that the major portion of this work involving the monitoring of tree 
species now considered to be inappropriate by the remaining staff at FAB. 
Source : Interviews with senior FAB staff. 

In addition to the annual repoIf FAB produces a short and informative newsletter which is distributed widely. 
From the start of Phase I, FAB has selectively targeted influential leaders in Botswana. The Association holds 
regular presentations for Ministers, members of the House of Chiefs and the House of Assembly and also holds 
meetings at nual centres in as many diseicts as possible. 

The presentations involve films, slides and are always followed by discussions where the views (and at times 
misconceptions) of the audience are sought. 
Sources : Project Interviews. 

In 1988 the IDRC's Communications Division assisted FAB in the production of a film entitled "Social Forestry 
in Botswana". this film had a major impact on the Association's public awareness campaign as it clearly 
depicted rural communities in Botswana and had ethnic music which identifed it as locally made. The film is 
not used extensively any more because some feel it presents a message that Eucalwtus is one of the salvations 
of the fuelwood crisis. 
Source : D R C  I FAB correspondence and interview with FAB staff. 

11.2. Extension Programme 

A series of ago-forestry workshops were held in the Southern District in 1990 to identify the needs and 
expectations of farmers in the design of agro-foreshy plots. These workshops held at the community level 
identified three projects where farmers' groups were keen to implement a project involving the use of trees. The 
realisation that groups needed some immediate income f?om the project while the longer-term income potential 
of the trees was allowed to develop, resulted in each of the three projects having a small vegetable production 
facility. 
Source : Annual Report in FAB Journal 

Phihetshane - This project had already been started by the Young Women's Christian Association (YWCA) and 
involved same 30 women. The project was attempting to cany out arahle farming on a 3 4  ha plot. Funds had 
been obtained firom the US Embassy Microproject Fund to erect a fence and to connect the area via a pipe to the 
village water supply (permission granted by village authorities). FAB's input was to provide tree species as a 
live fence around the perimeter. About 300 Eucalyptus trees were also planted, Leuceana was planted across 
the arable blocks to provide windbreaks and start a pilot d e y  cropping project. A small tree nursery was 
established at the local primary school and two teachers trained to run it. Trees were produced for the women's 
project, a multi-species school woodlot and for sale to the neighbouring community as a means of raising funds 
for the YWCA. A year after establishment of the projech some 40 b i t  trees were also planted. 
Source : Project Summ;uy - Phase II and interviews with FAB staff 

Malokaganyane ~ This project was established on a 5 ha site granted to the group of ten persons by the village 
authorities. The Project paid for the erection of a perimeter fence and provided a pipe and water tank to connect 
the site to the reservoir attacbed to the village borehole (diesel pump). The CFDA project paid FAB for 1000 
Eucalrotus species which were planted around the perimeter. Half the site was ploughed. Leucaena was 
planted on an area of 40 m x 120 m and 40 fruit trees were also planted. An area of 100 m x 50 m was 
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established as a vegetable garden. Pan of tite rernaunung area was planted to maize usung the group's own 
resources. 
Source Project Summazy - Phase 11 aM interviews with FAB staff 

Tihareseleele - Titis project had origunafly started as a forestry demonstration plot establíshed by the Ministry of 
Agriculture. Tite site, which already had been planted with 4 ha of tites, Eucalyptus, Pine ami sorne fruit trees, 
had also been fenced. ile project thán included ten persons wito were ah classed as "poer" by village elders 
because they were either landless or had very few cale. The area near Pitsane is characterised by a large 
number of private farrns acquired by prornunent politiciana ami the Botswana Defence Force (BDF). 

TIte FAB project becante involved itt 1988 and extended tite site by an extra 1,5 ha. Leucaena, sorne proniising 
indigenous trees ami indigenous fruit tites were planted. Tite project also provided tite extra fencing ami two 
water tanlcs so that water from tite vihlage borehole could be diverted into storage at night so that normal water 

drawings for tite village ami livestock were not affected during the day, A vegetable project was started. 

Iii tite winter of 1990, a number of fruit tites, oranges and papaya, were killed by frost and these were replanted 
with the assistance of FAB. A FAB consultant carried out a study on tite site ami mii a trainung course for the 
mernbers on how best to look after fruit trees. 
Source : Project Sumrnary - Pitase II and interviews with FAB staif 

Tite main publishung outlet for FAB information has been the FAB Annual Report. This publication, generaily 
a 74 page B5 size booklet, is packed with an excellent mix of papen ami articles, which range from strictly 
academic papen giving projeci resulta to articles of general interest (nonnaily of a forestry nature) to useñji tips 
on pruning or propagation to arnazing reprints from material iii tite archives to poerns. 

ile Animal Report has been published in 1984, 1985, jointly in 1986 and 1987, then a break ami revived in 
1991. 
Source Review of FAB publications 

The extension prograxnnie for schools has been taken over by NORAD funding and mi extremely useful manual 
on school nurseries asid school woodlots has been produced. 
Source: lnterview with Project Staif and review of manual produced 

General - Pitase 11 

IDRC provided a sniall grant of BWPI5 000 to partially cover tite cost of study of Mis Patricia Walker who 
undertook her M.Sc. at tite University of Aberdeen from 1990 to 1992. TIte funds were used to fund fietdwork 
asid sorne follow-up research in Botswana. 
Source: Project Interview asid correspondence. 

4.2.2 Institutional envíronment 

ile Forestry Association of Botswana is unique iii that it is att NGO involved as tite only natiori-wide 
organisation with sufficient credibility to carry out forestry research. Iii tite regional context, tite situation is 
unique iii Botswana as there is no Forestry Cornmission or any similar body to carry out research. i'here is a 
Department in tite Ministry of Agriculture but it has no capacity to carry out research. 
Source: intervjew with FAB ami GoB staif 

FAB is a non-profit Trust registered with tite Registrar of Deeds and is responsible to ita Board of Trustees asid 
to ita mernbers. 

During Pitase 1, titere was very good co-operation witli tite National Institute for Research (NIR) at tite 
University of Botswana asid the charismatic head, Tabe Tieterna, with his incredible enthusiasrn, was partially 
responsible. Bis departure has lessened contact and there has been considerable criticism of the way itt which 
he took massive arnounts of data with him, leaving an enornious information gap at tite University of Botswana. 
Source: Project lnterview 

One of tite advantages tite project haci un terms of staif was tite involvernent of Mr David Inger as chairman of 
FAB. 1-lis long experience iii Botswana with various rural development projects meant that he could make a 
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established as a vegetable garden. Part of the remaining area was planted to maize using the group's own 
resources. 
Source :Project Summary -Phase I1 and interviews with FAB staff 

Tlhareseleele - This project had originally started as a forestry demonstration plot established by the Ministry of 
Agriculture. The site, which already bad been planted with 4 ha of trees, Eucalyptus, Pine and some fruit trees, 
had also been fenced. The project then included ten persons who were all classed as "poor" by village elders 
because they were either landless or had very few cattle. The area near Pitsane is cbaracterised by a large 
number of private farms acquired by prominent politicians and the Botswana Defence Force (BDF). 

The FAB project became involved in 1988 and extended the site by an extra 1,5 ha. Leucaena, some promising 
indigenous trees and indigenous fruit trees were planted. The project also provided the extra fencing and two 
water tanks so that water fiom the village borehole could be diverted into storage at night so that normal water 
drawings for the village and livestock were not affected during the day. A vegetable project was started. 

In the winter of 1990, a number of fruit trees, oranges and papaya, were killed by frost and these were replanted 
with the assistance of FAB. A FAB consultant carried out a study on the site and ran a training course far the 
members on bow best to look after fruit trees. 
Source : Project Summary. Phase I1 and interviews with FAB staff 

The main publishing outlet for FAB information has been the FAB Annual Report. This publication, generally 
a 74 page B5 size booklet, is packed with an excellent mix of papers and articles, which range ftom shictly 
academic papers giving project results to ankles of general interest (normally of a forestry nature) to useful tips 
on pruning or propagation to amazing reprints from material in the archives to poems. 

The Annual Report has been published in 1984, 1985, jointly in 1986 and 1987. then a break and revived in 
1991. 
Source : Review of FAB publications 

The extension programme for schools has been taken over by NORAD funding and an exnemely useful manual 
on school nurseries and school woodlots has been produced. 
Source : Interview with Project Staff and review of manual produced 

General - Phase I 1  

IDRC provided a small grant of B W l S  000 to partially cover the cost of study of Mrs Pamcia Walker who 
undertook her M.Sc. at the University of Aberdeen from 1990 to 1992. The funds were used to fund fieldwork 
and some follow-up research in Botswana. 
Source : Project Interview and correspondence. 

4.2.2 Institutional environment 

The Forestry Association of Botswana is unique in that it is an NGO involved as the only nation-wide 
organisation with sufficient credibility to cany out forestry research. In the regional contexs the situation is 
unique in Botswana as there is no Forestry Commission or any similar body to cany out research. There is a 
Depanment in the Ministry of Agriculture but it has no capacity to carry out research. 
Source : interview with FAB and GOB sta€€ 

FAB is a non-profit Trust registered with the Registrar of Deeds and is responsible to its Board of Trustees and 
to its members. 

During Phase I, there was very good co-operation with the National Institute for Research (NIR) at the 
University of Botswana and the charismatic head, Tabe Tietema, with his incredible enthusiasm, was partially 
responsible. His departure has lessened contact and there bas been considerable criticism of the way in which 
he took massive amounts of data with him, leaving an enormous information gap at the University of Botswana. 
Source : Project Interview 

One of the advantages the project had in terms of staff was the involvement of Mr David Inger as chairman of 
FAB. His long experience in Botswana with various rural development projem meant that he could make a 
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significant contribution to tite work being undciikken. He provided the project and FAB with excellent 
guidance asid continuity. He was instrumental in getting the FAB Annual Repon GUI asid heiped smooth over 
sorne of the staft' confljcts whiçh arose. 
Source Project Interviews and opinion of consultant. 

Tite other (unfortunate) characteristic of the organisation was the tension which existed between tite "oid guard 
colonists" asid the new!y empoweréd Botswana scientists. Conservative asid experienced venus radical, 
innovative and unexperienced. Oid venus young, expatriate venus local. One of tite locais researchcrs pointed 
out that the IDRC project had in fact been a development ground for tao many expatriates asid insufficient 
locais. Tensions luce tus are comnion in developing countries and sorne argue that they are a prerequisite for 
developrnent of local capacity as they indicate tite loca] citizens coxnmitment to indigenisation. 
Source Project Interviews asid opinion of consuitant. 

4.2.3 Project Reacli 

Tite project was meant, especiaily through its extension prograrnme, to lead to extensive plantings of fiieiwood 

plantations by tite peasant sector who, according to aH documents, were facing a rnassive ñielwood crisis. This 
did not happen and the reason can be partiaiiy explained by tite fact that te perceived fiielwood crisis is in fact 
a &perception? probiem. Tite shortage of fiielwood in close proximity to tite majar villages has caused a nuxnber 
of social adjustnients. Less preferred tree species asid smaii shrubs are being used. Titere is growing evidence 
that tite pressure of grazing, also in the environs of major villages, has been leading to bush encroachment. Tite 

phenomenon of bush encroachment in overgrazed pastures, due to te growth of thorny shrubs, is a major threat 
to grazing resources but it is partiaiiy compensating for tite increased use of fuelwood. 
Source Project Interview asid review of literature. 

A summary of the project reach is presented (with impact) in Table 4.4. 

Tite increasing distance to fuelwood has resulted in te collection of firewood becoming a maje dominated 
activity asid tite wheeibarrow, donkey cart asid pick-up is replacing tite female head load. 
Source Project lnterview 

Clearly at a certain point, tite fueiwood situation in Botswana wili become critical but, with arcas of te country 
still basically untouched, it wili be difficult to convince peopie titat te country is so short of wood that it must 
now be planted iii expensive fenced areas. 

Tite rapid increase in rural incorne, fuelied by te excellent (asid preferential) beef prices ofíered by te EU asid 
(3oBs Use of cliamond revenue to promote asid develop te beef industry (maintenance of foot asid mouth 
control fences, construction of abattoirs, etc.), has faculitated increased expenditure on energy. Some of this has 
been used to pay for fuelwood asid diere is a thriving rural industry iii te provision of wood. Other famulies 
have invested iii solar heating asid lighting, coal sales are expanding (tese are currently subsidised), paraifin, 
Icerosene and binaste gas is widely available in rural arcas (sales of paraifin &idges have increased) asid, in sorne 

of tite more central vilages, connectionsto te national electricity giid are isicreasing. 
Source: Project interviews asid opinion of consultant based on experience in Botswana 

Titere is growing scientific evidence that dic statements attached to dic Phase 1 Project Sunmiary asid which 

predicted major disaster are nol factual. Tite study on fiielwood availability carried out by FAB asid tite 

Departrnent of Environmental Sciences, University of Botswana, iii 1991 (fi.inded by NORAD) conciudes: 

'1t does not appear titat diere is a major wood deficit in sout eastern Botswana as a whole. Only 7 settlenients 

(of which 5 have a population of over lO 00(J) out of 38 were classified as "insufficiently available biomass". 
Tisis does not agree with general observations that in general dic people lii this arta face serious constraints in 

te availability of firewood." (van Heist asid Kooiman, 1991) 

Tite fieldwork of Ms Keitwele Walker isi te soudiern district of Baroleng added significasitly to te general 
body of knowledge on social forestry. There is, however, sorne evidence diat te swing towards community- 
based natural resource managernesit beliefs has been a bit too strong. Tite foliowing statement taken from her 
M.Sc. dissertation may give a tite reflection of te situation but tite consultant feels titat it fails to understasid 

tite effect of modernisation on traditional society asid beiiefs plus te destabilising effect when populations (men 
asid animal) exceed carrying capacity. 
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significant contribution to the work being undemen. He provided the project and FAB with excellent 
guidance and continuity. He was instrumental in getting the FAB Annual Report out and helped smooth over 
some of the staff conflicts which arose. 
Source : Project Interviews and opinion of consultant. 

The other (unfortunate) characteristic of the organisation was the tension which existed between.the "old guard 
colonists" and the newly empowered Botswana scientists. Conservative and experienced versus radical, 
innovative and unexperienced. Old versus young, expahiate verms local. One of the locals researchers pointed 
out that the IDRC project had in fact been a development ground for too many expatriates and insufficient 
locals. Tensions l i e  this are common in developing counhies and some argue that they are a prerequisite for 
development of local capacity as they indicate the local citizens' commiment to indigenisation. 
Source : Project Interviews and opinion of consultant. 

4.2.3 Project Reach 

The project was meant, especially through its extension programme, to lead to extensive plantings of fuelwood 
plantations by the peasant sector who, accordimg to all documents, were facing a massive fuelwood crisis. This 
did not happen and the reason can be partially explained by the fact that the perceived fuelwood crisis is in fact 
a "perception" problem. The shortage of fuelwood in close proximity to the major villages has caused a number 
of social adjuslments. Less preferred tree species and small shrubs are being used. There is growing evidence 
that the pressure of grazing, also in the environs of major villages, bas been leading to bush encroachment. The 
phenomenon of bush encroachment in overgrazed pastures, due to the growth of thorny shrubs, is a major threat 
to grazing resources but it is partially compensating for the increased use of fuelwood. 
Source : Project Interview and review of literature. 

A summary of the project reach is presented (with impact) in Table 4.4. 

The increasing distance to fuelwood has resulted in the collection of firewood becoming a male dominated 
activity and the wbeelbmow, donkey cart and pick-up is replacing the female head load. 
Source : Project Interview 

Clearly at a certain p in t ,  the fuelwood situation in Botswana will become critical but, with areas of the country 
still basically untouched, it will be difficult to convince people that the country is so short of wood that it must 
now be planted in expensive fenced areas. 

The rapid increase in rural income, fuelled by the excellent (and preferential) beef prices offered by the EU and 
GOB'S use of diamond revenue to promote and develop the beef industry (maintenance of foot and mouth 
control fences, construction of abattoirs, etc.), has facilitated increased expenditure on energy. Some of th is  has 
been used to pay for fuelwood and there is a thriving rural industry in the provision of wood. Other families 
have invested in solar heating and lighting, coal sales are expanding (these are currently subsidised), pa ra f i .  
kerosene and butane gas is widely available in rural areas (sales of paraffi fridges have increased) and, in some 
of the more central villages. connections to the national elechicity grid are increasing. 
Source : Project interviews and opinion of consultant based on experience in Botswana 

There is gowing scientific evidence that the statements attached to the Phase I Project Summary and which 
predicted major disaster are not factual. The study on fuelwood availability carried out by FAB and the 
Department of Environmental Sciences, University of Botswana, in 1991 (funded by NORAD) concludes: 

"It does not appear that there is a major wood deficit in south eastern Botswana as a whole. Only 7 settlements 
(of which 5 have a population of over I0 000) out of 38 were classified as "insufficiently available biomass". 
This does not agree with general observations that in general the people in this area face serious constraints in 
the availability of firewood." (van Heist and Kooiman, 1991) 

The fieldwork of Ms Keitwele Walker in the southern disaict of Bamleng added significantly to the general 
body of knowledge on social forestry. There is, however, mme evidence that the swing towards comunity- 
based natural resource management beliefs has been a bit too strong. The following statement taken h m  her 
M.Sc. dissertation may give a m e  reflection of the situation but the consultant feels that it fails to understand 
the effect of modernisation on traditional society and beliefs plus tbe destabilising effect when populations (men 
and animal) exceed carrying capacity. 
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"In spite of reported sitortages, no interest is sltown in ee planting for fiielwood. Of significant importance is 
that local people not only have a wide knowledge of trees bat also have enjoyed a traditional management 
practice with which tite Baroleng identifS' ami upen which sustainable agriculture could be built. 

"Iii light of these findings, the discussioa casts doubts on tite need to introduce a new policy aiming at 
sustainable agriculture or witether sustainable agriculture could be founded on existing traditional practices." 
Source Dissertation Summazy - University of Aberdeen, 1992. 

Despite sorne reservation about tite current belief in tite sustainability of the traditional system, it is abundantly 
clear titat the average fhrrner in Botswana has a inulti-purpose view of forestry where tkielwood considerations 
are clearly balanced by as sirong a concern about uve hedges to protect fields from livestock (and to free labeur 
from the arduous task of herding), about tite availability of nutritious and palatable browse, about the provision 
of windbreaks near fields, the provision of shade at tite homestead and tite use of indigenous fruit or planted 
fruit trees to supplernent tite diet. 

Even clearer, tIte provision of Eucalyptus species as a fiielwood source is not a sirategy which will significantly 
improve tite rate of adoption of fiielwood plantatioas as it represents tite ultimate in single (double if it is used in 

construction) use fuelwood species and it has very little comntercial value as firewood because if users are to 
pa for wood, they want wood which satisfies their needs. 
Source: Project lnterviews ami opinions of consultant 

Tite reach of tite project has been confmed to the shrinking nuniber of participants on tite three schenies 
established under the programnie. The lack of significant income generation means titat tite plots have hardly 
represented a successfiul advertisernent and extension tool for the cornmercialisation aspects of fuelwood 

production. They do, however, illustrate that trees can be grown iii small comntunity woodlots. 

Tite major factor affecting tite Project Research during Phase II is titat tite head of FAB for rnost of this period 
was Ms Walker whose strong opinions influenced tite organisation and who liad no belief at alI in the extension 
of single purpose ftzelwood plantations. Her attitude to tite research undertaken on tite species elimination trails 
is that, by sheer accident, sorne useflil rnulti-purpose species suitable for fixing nitrogen and providing fodder 
were included. 
Source Project lnterview 

4.2.4 Project Impact 

Tite first phase of tite project had a major impact in that the researcb undertaken represented the flrst systernatic 
foresiry research eva undertaken in Botswana. A large number of tree species were tested under a variety of 
conditions over a wide area of eastern Botswana. The fleíd tríais themselves created a visible presence for FAB 
in many parts of tite country and they becane a focal point itt the local debate on the suitability of indigenous 
anti exotic tites. TIte contxoversial nature of tite debate and tite strong feelings it generated clearly contributed 
to the growing awareness that the rapid depletion of forest resources liad to be arrested ami, if possibie, 
reversed. 
A surnmary of reach and impact is presented iii table 4.4. 

Que of the adverse impacts is that, as FAB has ben so successflsl at carrying out basic forestry research, GoB 
has not developed an own capacity for research. This has been left in deference to FAB. Tite fact that FAB is 
an NGO without a secare line of budget finance makes forestry researcit very vulnerable and subject to poor 
continuity, something which adversely affects tite long-term nature of tite research into trees. 
Source : Interview with senior FAB olficial and GoB staif 

FAB, with tite assistance of IDRC and other donors (NORAD), has liad a significant impact on public opinion 
about tree planting and preservation of forest resources. Tite National Tree Planting Day has becorne a 
significant event which involves al! senior politicians frorn tite President to Village Chairmen, Chiefs and 
Headmasters. Up to 100 000 trees are planted each year on this day. 
Source : Project Interviews 
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"In spite of reported shortages, no interest is shown in tree planting for fuelwood. Of significant importance is 
that local people not only have a wide knowledge of trees but also have enjoyed a traditional management 
practice with which the Baroleng identify and upon which sustainable agriculture could be built." 

"In light of these findings, the discussion casts doubts on the need to inmduce a new policy aiming at 
sustainable agriculture or whether sustainable agriculture could be founded on existing traditional practices." 
Source :Dissertation Summary -University of Aberdeen, 1992. 

Despite some reservation about the current belief in the sustainability of the baditional system, it is abundantly 
clear that the average farmer in Botswana has a multi-purpose view of forestry where fuelwood considerations 
are clearly balanced by as strong a concern about live hedges to protect fields from livestock (and to free labour 
from the arduous task of herding), about the availability of nutritious and palatable browse, about the provision 
of windbreaks near fields, the provision of shade at the homestead and the use of indigenous fruit or planted 
h i t  trees to supplement the diet. 

Even clearer, the provision of EucalwNs species as a fuelwood s o m e  is not a strategy which will significantly 
improve the rate of adoption of fuelwood plantations as it represents the ultimate in single (double if it is used in 
construction) use fuelwood species and it has very little commercial value as fuewood because if users are to 
pay for wood, they want wood which satisfies their needs. 
Source : Project Interviews and opinions of consultant 

The reach of the project has been confmed to the shrinking number of participants on the three schemes 
established under the programme. The lack of significant income generation means that the plots have hardly 
represented a successful advertisement and extension tool for the commercialisation aspects of fuelwood 
production. They do, however, illustrate that trees can be grown in small community woodlots. 

The major factor affecting the Project Research during Phase I1 is that the head of FAB for most of this period 
was Ms Walker whose strong opinions influenced the organisation and who bad no belief at all in the extension 
of single purpose fuelwood plantations. Her attitude to the research undertaken on the species elimination trails 
is that, by sheer accidenL some useful multi-purpose species suitable for fixing nitrogen and providing fodder 
were included. 
Source : Project Interview 

4.2.4 Project Impact 

The fmt phase of the project had a major impact in that the research undertaken represented the first systematic 
forestry research ever undertaken in Botswana. A large number of tree species were tested under a variety of 
conditions over a wide area of eastern Botswana. The field m'als themselves created a visible presence for FAB 
in many parts of the country and they became a focal point in the local debate on the suitability of indigenous 
and exotic trees. The conuoversial nature of the debate and the strong feelings it generated clearly contributed 
to the growing awareness that the rapid depletion of forest resources had to be arrested and, if possible, 
reversed. 
A summary of reach and impact is presented in table 4.4. 

One of the adverse impacts is that, as FAB has been so successful at carrying out basic foremy research, GOB 
has not developed an own capacity for research. This has been left in deference to FAB. The fact that FAB is 
an NGO without a secure line of budget finance makes forestry research very vulnerable and subject to poor 
continuity, something which adversely affects the long-term nature of the research into trees. 
Source : Interview with senior FAB official and GOB st& 

FAB, with the assistance of IDRC and other donors (NORAD), has had a significant impact on public opinion 
about tree planting and preservation of forest resources. The National Tree Planting Day has become a 
significant event which involves all senior politicians bom the President to Village Chairmen, Chiefs and 
Headmasters. Up to 100 000 trees are planted each year on this day. 
Source : Project Interviews 
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Table 'L4 Summary of lmpact sud Reach - Project Numbers 85 -0118 & 89- 0068 - Fuelwood Plantations (Botswana) - Phase 1 & 11 

Potential 
Bencticiary 

How Benefit Mechanism Actual Estent 
bencfited /affected 

Poteutial for future beneflt 

Farrners 

Groups 
Increase in 
incorne. 

-Establishrnent of 
fiielwood plantations, 
fruit ti-ces and vegetable 

projecis 

-Three groups assisted in establishment of fenced 

piot with fuelwood ami fruit trees plus vegetable 
project (lnitially 50 participants - has fallen to 33) 
-No rnarketing of fiielwood or wood producis has 
occuned 
-Income from vegetable production not significant 
dite to marketing problems 

-Standing ti-ces could be soid if interested 

buyer could be found 
-Marketing concept rnust be reviewed, 
sustainable harvesting of tites would be 
better. 

Researchers Increased 

capability for 
research 

-Formal training of 
Foresters (2) to under- 
graduate level in Tanzania 

-Support in terms of grant 
for fieldwork of 
Postgraduate student 

-Only one Forester trained at Forestry Institute in 

Zirnbabwe but has subsequently left FAB to work 
in Tanzania 
-then Director of FAB obtained M.Sc. sub- 

sequentially left association. 

-Fm-mci- Director still rnaking significant 
contribution to Agro-forestry amI Social 

Forestry with on-going NORAD funded 
research programrne 

Forestry 
Association of 
Botswana 

Increased 
Knowledge 

-Improved Nursery 
technique for indigenous 
and introduced ti-ces 

-FAB nursery established at Kurnakwane and good 
procedures introduced 
-Germination and propagation techniques for 
indigenous ITees developed 
- +1- 30 000 seedlings produced annually and 
distributed 

-Nursery will continue to produce seedlings 
for distribution 
- Could be used as training facility for other 
nurseries 

Forestry 
Association of 
Botswana 

Increased 

Knowledge 

-Suitable ti-ce species 
identified via multi-site 

species ti-ial 

-Majority of species screened were single purpose 
exotics not suitable to multi-purpose wood strategy 
of local farniers 

-Established fleld sites enable long term 

monitoring of species performance 
-Sorne trees included may be useflul 

especially sorne local and regional species 
suitable for Nitrogen fixing 

Governrnent of 
Botswana 

.. 

Policy 
Formulation 

-FAB raising awareness 

of fuel-wood situation 

and need for something to 
be done via public 
op'mion 

-National ti-ce planting day and the "Around - tite - 
lome" tree planting have becorne well known ami 

prorninent politicians participate 
-GoB fiinding for Forestiy increased, Department 
status improved 

-FAB as NGO rnay be replaced by Ñlly 
hinded Forestry Cornrnissíon or new GoB 
department. 
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Table 4.4 : Summary of Impact and Reach -Project Numbers 85 - 01 18 & 89- 0068 - Fuelwood Plantations (Botswana) - Phase I & 11 

-Establishment of 
fuelwood plantations, 
fruit trees and vegetable 
projects 

Potential 
Beneficiary 

Farmers 
Groups 

-Three groups assisted in establishment of fenced 
plot with fuelwood and fruit trees plus vegetable 
project (Initially 50 participants - has fallen to 33) 
-No marketing of fuelwood or wood products has 
occurred 
-Income from vegetable production not significant 
due to marketing problems 

Researchers -Formal training of 
Foresters (2) to under- 
graduate level in Tanzania 
-Support in terms of grant 
for fieldwork of 
Postgraduate student 

-Improved Nursery 
technique for indigenous 
and introduced trees 

Forestry 
Association of 
Botswana 

Forestry 
Association of 
Botswana 

-Only one Forester trained at Forestry Institute in 
Zimbabwe but has subsequently left FAB to work 
in Tanzania 
-then Director of FAB obtained M.Sc. sub- 
sequentially left association. 

-FAB nursery established at Kumakwane and good 
procedures introduced 
-Germination and propagation techniques for 
indigenous trees developed 
- t/- 30 000 seedlings produced annually and 
distributed 

Government of 
Botswana 

-Suitable tree species 
identified via multi-site 
species trial 

~ 

How Benefit 

-Majority of species screened were single purpose 
exotics not suitable to multi-purpose wood strategy 
of local farmers 

~ 

Increase in 
income. 

-FAB raising awareness 
of fuel-wood situation 
and need for something to 
be done via public 
opinion 

Increased 
capability for 
research 

-National tree planting day and the "Around -the ~ 

Home " tree planting have become well known and 
prominent politicians participate 
-GOB funding for Forestry increased, Department 
status improved 

Increased 
Knowledge 

Increased 
Knowledge 

Policy 
Formulation 

Actual Extent I benefited /affected 
Mechanism Potential for future benefit 

-Standing trees could be sold if interested 
buyer could be found 
-Marketing concept must be reviewed, 
sustainable harvesting of trees would be 
better. 

-Former Director still making significant 
contribution to Agro-forestry and Social 
Forestry with on-going NORAD funded 
research programme 

-Nursery will continue to produce seedlings 
for distribution 
-Could be used as training facility for other 
nurseries 

~~~ 

-Established field sites enable long term 
monitoring of species performance 
-Some trees included may be useful 
especially some local and regional species 
suitable for Nitrogen fixing 

-FAB as NGO may be replaced by fully 
funded Forestry Commission or new GOB 
department. 
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An infomiaj evaluation of tite survival rate of the tites planted on National Tree Planting Day indicated that 
where trees were the responsibility of individual families they generaily survived. This is thought to be a result 
of the trees being watered at critical periods during establishment azul tbern being protected against livestock 
damage. In addition, rural inhabitants htdicated a preference fin tites at their individual hornesteads. On tite 
basis of tuis information FAB devised tite "Around the Home" Tite Planting Project wliich provides tree 

seedlings for planting at tite homestead (fruit trees azul fast growing shade species) This project has been very 
successftul and FAB S Dow strongly convinced titat individual borne site plantings are 11w way to proceed witit 

improving tite availability of trees azul tite products. This belief iii individual family based tite planting 
strategies is strengtitened by tite lack of significant success with group projects like those flinded under tite 
IDRC flinded project. Sorne households have chosen to plant Encalyptus because they feel it would rapidly 
provide them witit fiielwood, but these species are not actively promoted, jacaranda for example is very popular. 
Source :Interview witli FAB stafli 

None of tite trees planted ca tite sciteme have been harvested and one of the ongoing disputes involves tite use 
of cut poles from tite Encalyptus plantation by a rnernber who has left tite group ami refiases to pay for titear. 
Source : Interview witir senior FAB staif 

Malokaganyane - Ls still operational and tite original 10 members increased to 13 iii tite early pat of the 1990's 

(4 males asid 9 fernales). The perimeter of Eucalyptus has grown extremely well and sorne are 5-6 metres in 

height. A forester froar the Minisiry toid titear tliat titey should wait ten years before harvesting tite tites and. as 
a result, they have soid no trees, Discussions with titem indicate titat no attempt has been 'nade lo market tite 
trees. A veterinary facility itas recently been constructed iii tite area and ah tite poles and droppers used in tite 

fencing were brought from Gaborone. Tite concept titat titey should be marketing poles locally mrd in 

stages so that they could test tite rnarket, establisit a clientele, smooth mit their incoare 1kw, etc., were alI 
clearly very foreign concepts. They still believe that FAB or tite MoA oficial will be able to arrange a buyer 
for tite witole 1000 trees and that this will represent a major "windfall". Equally, they itave no idea what thev 
are worth. 

Tite Leucaena has been cut twice and tite branches used by the comrnittee as firewood. Titey also believe titat 
they can seil tite Jeaves as a fodder crop and they are Iooicing for a buyer from among cattle owners in tite area. 
Tite good rains and abundant grazing make titis unlikely this year. They have never been toid that Leucaena 
cari be used to incorpoz-ate leaves in tite soil and were wiaware that if titey cut thern back heavily, the area could 
be used for rnaize because of the nitrogen-fixing ability of tite plants. 

Tite role of Acacia albida as an agro-forestry species was also unknown. Tite fruit trees were ah iii a very bad 
state - peaches rotten with fruit fly, grapes afflieted with rnildew. Tite only additional tite plantings marie by 
titeni were of sorne guayas (also severely infected witit fruit fly). 

Tite vegetable production had been suspended because tite stopcock valve linking the site to tite village borehole 
had broken azul titen tite storage tank itad fallen down. Vegetable production, always best in winter, itas just 
been restarted (May 1997) witit carrots and cabbage being planted. Water is being canied from tite borehole 
sorne 1,5 lun away. ile 13 rnernbers alT work frorn 7.30 to 13.30 each day of tite week (5 days). ile only 
income they have ever received from tite sciteme is about BWP8O each froni tite sale of vegetables in 1993 and 
1994. Titey were asked by tite village to contribute to tite cost of diesel for the borehole. They have a rnajor 
problern marketing their vegetables in tite area even titough tite village has +1- 500 persons because incorne 
levels are low and there are also a BDF farm and a commercial producer in tite area. 

Tite project was declared as a possible cornniunity project by tite drougitt rehiefprograninie their area and, as 
a result itt 1994, they were alt "employed" at BWPI2O per rnontit for four months. lii addition, tite Drougitt 
Rehief Programme erected a storeroorn 10 m x 5 rn providing alt the rnaterials: bricks, ceinent, door frarnes, 
doors and roofrng (imported sawn tirnbers azul asbestos). It also provided builders, tite mexnbers collected 
sand as one of thefr dutjes. 
Source: Discussions witit rnembers of tite group, observations mi fleld visit and interview with responsible FAB 
staif. 

Tlitareseleele - This project represents one of tite most amazing "oasis" of trees in tite rnidst of a fairly treeless 
area, Recently MoA have estabhisited an apiary in tite project and fenced it. Tite project alzo received support 
from tite Drought Relief Programme and a 10 tu x 5 m storeroom was constnicted. At tite end of tite five month 
enrpioyment project, 7 of tite 10 rnembers chose to move with the project to another building site. A ftzrther 
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An informal evaluation of the survival rate of the trees planted on National Tree Planting Day indicated that 
where trees were the responsibility of individual families they generally survived. This is thought to be a result 
of the trees being watered at critical pericds during establishment and them being protected against livestock 
damage. In addition, nual inhabitants indicated a preference for trees at their individual homesteads. On the 
basis of this information FAB devised the "Around the Home" Tree Planting Project which provides tree 
seedlings for planting at the homestead (fruit trees and fast growing shade species) This project has been very 
successful and FAB is now strongly convinced that individual home site plantings are the way to proceed with 
improving the availability of trees and tree products. This belief in individual family based tree planting 
seategies is strengthened by the lack of significant success with p u p  projects like those funded under the 
IDRC funded project. Some households have chosen to plant Eucalyptus because they feel it would rapidly 
provide them with fuelwood, but these species are not actively promoted, jacaranda for example is very popular. 
Source :Interview with FAB staff. 

None of the trees planted on the scheme have been harvested and one of the ongoing disputes involves the use 
of cut poles from the Eucalyptus plantation by a member who has left the group and refuses to pay for them. 
Source : Interview with senior FAB staff 

Malokaganyane - Is still operational and the original 10 members increased to 13 in the early part of the 1990's 
(4 males and 9 females). The perimeter of Eucalyptus has grown extremely well and some are 5-6 metres in 
height. A forester from the Minisw told them that they should wait ten years before harvesting the trees and. as 
a result. they have sold no trees. Discussions with them indicate that no attempt has been made to market the 
trees. A veterinw facility has recently been constructed in the area and all the poles and droppers used in the 
fencing were brought from Gaborone. The concept that they should be marketing their poles locally and in 
stages so that they could test the market, establish a clientele, smooth out their income flow, etc., were all 
clearly v e q  foreign concepts. They still believe that FAB or the MoA official will be able to arrange a buyer 
for the whole 1000 trees and that this will represent a major "windfall". Equally, they have no idea what they 
are worth. 

The -has been cut twice and the branches used by the committee as fuewood. They also believe that 
they can sell the leaves as a fodder crop and they are looking for a buyer from among cattle owners in the area. 
The good rains and abundant grazing make this unlikely this year. They have never been told that Leucaena: 
can be used to incorporate leaves in the soil and were unaware that if they cut them back heavily, the area could 
be used for maize because of the nitrogen-Wing ability of the plants. 

The role of Acacia albida as an agro-forestry species was also unknown. The fruit trees were all in a very bad 
state - peaches rotten with h i t  fly, grapes afflicted with mildew. The only additional tree plantings made by 
them were of some guavas (also severely infected with fruit fly). 

The vegetable production had been suspended because the stopcock valve linking the site to the village borehole 
had broken and then the storage tank had fallen down. Vegetable production, always best in winter, has just 
been restarted (May 1997) with carrots and cabbage being planted. Water is being carried from the borehole 
some 1,5 km away. The 13 members all work from 7.30 to 13.30 each day of the week (5  days). The only 
income they have ever received from the scheme is about BWPSO each from the sale of vegetables in 1993 and 
1994. They were asked by the village to wnbibute to the cost of diesel for the borehole. They have a major 
problem marketing their vegetables in the area even though the village has +/- 500 persons because income 
levels are low and there are also a BDF f m  and a commercial producer in the area. 

The project was declared as a possible community project by the drought relief programme in their area and, as 
a result in 1994, they were all "employed" at BWPIZO per month for four months. In addition, the Drought 
Relief Programme erected a storeroom 10 m x 5 m providing all the materials: bricks, cement, door h e s ,  
doors and roofing (imported sawn timbers and asbestos). It also provided the builders, the members collected 
sand as one of their duties. 
Source : Discussions with members of the p u p ,  observations on field visit and interview with responsible FAB 
Staff 

Tihareseleele - This project represents one of the most amazing "oasis" of trees in the midst of a fairly treeless 
area. Recently MoA have established an apiary in the project and fenced it. The project also received suppon 
*om the Drought Relief Programme and a 10 m x 5 m storeroom was constructed. At the end of the five month 
employment project, 7 of the 10 members chose to move with the project to another building site. A further 
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member left in 1996 and currently only 2 persons, the secretary and the chainnan, remain members. There is 
now a very bíg dispute between te former and current rnembers: tose who left want to sell tite whole project - 
an offer has been received from a local business person. 

Tite greatest income achieved was BWPI6O iii one year from te sale of fruit and vegetables locally. Currently tere are no vegetable growing activities because te two mernbers (bot fairly oid) find te work too 
dernanding. When they tried to recruit sorne new mernbers, they demanded titat they be paid BWP 120 per 
month. 

Tite project is unique in tat it did once produce sorne forestry products. Eucalvptus was cut and 21 fencing 
poles of 4 m each and 14 droppers of 3m each were produced and moved to te MoA office at Good Hope. 
Total sales yielded BWP2O,40 (3 poles x BWP6 and 8 droppers x PO,30). The rernaining poles are still lying at te MoA office. Clearly this does not represent a major irnpact in terms of increased local incomes. 
Source biscussions wit secretazy of te group, observations fleid visit and interview with responsible FAB 
staff - 

4.3 Enhancement of Outcome - 

A summary of factors enhancing and hindering te outcome of titis project is given iii table 4.5 

As expressed eariier, wit hindsight te selected tree species were not well chosen. Mi appreciation, early in te 
research programme, tat simple single purpose wood species would not satisfy tite actual perceived needs of 
te rural population could have been used to focus more on multi-purpose species. A narrower focus on useflul 

indigenous trees would have enabled more replication to be done ami this would have improved te scientific 
validity of te species elimination nial. 

The inapplicability of sorne of te species included is often highlighted hy Motswanas ami te fact that one of 
te species was selected because of its ability to produce twigs. The mas of small twigs growing on tite shrubs 
fornid throughout Botswana clearly shows te lack of consultation between researchers and te intended end 
users. 

Tite comments aboye about te inclusion of unacceptable tree species are related to te failure to involve te 
intended beneficiaries bu a participatoiy fashion. Again in hindsight, te outcome conid bave been enhanced by 
better consultation with te farmers iii te target area ami a deeper more comprehensive tmderstanding of titeir 
farming system. If te complex interaction which occurs between te need for live hedges to separate crops 
from grazing areas, tite desire to ha-ve fodder species trees as a supplernentary feed for cattle when droughts 
occur plus te preference for slow buming, non-smoke wood, ten te heavy reliance on fast growing exotic 
Eucalyptus would have been avoided. 

The project attempted to implement three extension projects involving communities iii te production of 
fuelwood, tite establishment of fruit trees and, as an interirn income generating activity, te production of 
vegetables. The related activities could alI have had a much greater impact if tey could have been adjusted to 
te market realities of te local ami regional area. For example: 

- A review of existing literature on te firewood market and sorne rudirnentaiy economic studies would 
have provided information of te market preference of urban dwellers asid rural residents. 

Sorne vely useful work on te firewood frade between Kweneng ami Gaborone was undertaken by D. Kgathi iii 
1984 amI published in te FAB Mutual Journal for tat year. Preferences for firewood include te foliowing 
factors: 

- itave long lasting embers; 
- produce reasonably hot tires; and 
- tires do not ernit a lot of srnoke. 

This gives te Combretum species a higit preference, following by sorne of tite Acacias and Dichrostachva. Tite 
wood traders ah indicated titat Eucalvntus was an extrernely unsuitable firewood because it bumt too fast and 

only produced ash. There 15 a major price discrepancy between tite various firewoods available. Tite rnarket 
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member left in 1996 and currently only 2 persons, the secretary and the chairman, remain members. There is 
now a very big dispute between the former and current members: those who left want to sell the whole project - 
an offer has been received h m  a local business person. 

The greatest income achieved was BWP160 in one year from the sale of fruit and vegetables locally. Currently 
there are no vegetable growing activities because the two members (bath tairly old) fmd the work too 
demandmg. When they tried to recruit some new members, they demanded that they be paid BWP120 per 
month. 

The project is unique in that it did once produce some forestry products. Eucalwtus was cut and 21 fencing 
poles of 4 m each and 14 droppers of 3 m each were produced and moved to the MoA office at Good Hope. 
Total sales yielded BWF'20,40 (3 poles x BWP6 and 8 droppers x W,30). The remaining poles are still lying at 
the MoA office. Clearly this does not represent a major impact in terms of increased local incomes. 
Source : Discussions with secretary of the group, observations on field visit and interview with responsible FAB 
St& 

4.3 Enhancement of Outcome 

A summary of factors enhancing and hindering the outcome of this project is given in table 4.5 

As expressed earlier, with hindsight the selected tree species were not well chosen. An appreciation, early in the 
research programme, that simple single purpose wood species would not satisfy the actual perceived needs of 
the rural population could have been used to focus more on multi-purpose species. A narrower focus on useful 
indigenous trees would have enabled more replication to be done and this would have improved the scientific 
validity of the species elimination trial. 

The inapplicability of some of the species included is often highlighted by Motswanas and the fact that one of 
the species was selected because of its ability to produce twigs. The mass of small twigs growing on the shrubs 
found throughout Botswana clearly shows the lack of consultation between researchers and the intended end 
users. 

The comments above about the inclusion of unacceptable tree species are related to the failure to involve the 
intended beneficiaries in a pardcipatory fashion. Again in hindsight, the outcome could have been enhanced by 
better consultation with the farmers in the target area and a deeper more comprehensive understanding of their 
fanning system. If the complex interaction which occurs between the need for live hedges to separate crops 
from grazing areas, the desire to have fodder species trees as a supplementary feed for cattle when droughts 
occur plus the preference for slow burning, non-smoke wood, then the heavy reliance on fast growing exotic 
EucaIvDtns would have been avoided. 

The project attempted to implement three extension projects involving communities in the production of 
fuelwood, the establishment of fruit trees and, as an interim income generating activity, the production of 
vegetables. The related activities could all have had a much greater impact if they could have been adjusted to 
the market realities of the local and regional area For example: 

A review of existing literature on the firewood market and some rudimentary economic studies would 
have provided information ofthe market preference of urban dwellers and rural residents. 

Some very useful work on the firewood trade between Kweneng and Gaborone was undertaken by D. Kgathi in 
1984 and published in the FAB Annual Journal for that year. Preferences for tirewood include the following 
faaon: 

have long lasting embers; 
produce reasonably hot fires; and 
fres do not emit a lot of smoke. 

This gives the Combretum species a high preference, following by some of the &&&and Dichrostachva. The 
wood traders all indicated that Eucalwtns was an extremely unsuitable fuewood because it burnt too fast and 
only produced ash. There is a major price discrepancy between the various fuewoods available. The market 
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reality and the difficulty of selling wood produced from fast growing exotics should have influenced tite 
selection of the species to be planted by tite groups. 

- Review expenditure patterns of rural households and study the interaction, at tite faniily level, between 
tite need for firewood, tIte difficulty of collecting it, tite valuation of family labour, tite collection time 
of wood asid the ability of the family to buy it 

Clearly in housebokis witit surplus labour or seasonal uncmployment,, tite sitortage of casli prevents tite 

purchase of wood as its "free" collection asid uncosted family labour isiput means thai to buy it is a "waste" of 
mofle)'. 

- If tite fuelwood market is most viable in the urban centres (rather titan local rural areas), titen tite 

possible transport mechanisms from site of production to markets should be investigated. 

Clearly titas will be ateas witere production of fuelwood for tite urban market will no longa be viable because 
of tite transpon costa. This son of market analysis should have helped in the selection of project sites for tite 
extension activities- Transpon availability and transport costs should have been an integral part of an analysis 
of fmancial viability. 

- Alteniative use of tite plantations as, for exaniple, poles should also be subjectcd to a fulI market 
analysis. 

ile sale of mitreated poles iii the rural arcas needs to be investigated in relation to tite quality of local poles, tite 

ability for local industry to treat poles iii Gaborone. the transpon cosi to move trees to tite plant and the 
competitive price of importad poles from Zimbabwe asid South Africa. 

As with the proposed analysis of ntarket opportunuties for fuelwood and poles, recomniended activities such as 
fruit production and vegetable growing sltould also be subjected to market analysis. Tuis analysis also nectis ro 
take into consideration the total size of tite local market, disposable incomes ami competitor analysis - it is 
difliculr ro seD a small, sligbtly green orange when imported or cotnmercially produced estate oranges are 
available. Tite very small local vegetable market, tite ease witit which one producer can flood tite market, tite 

perishahie nature of tite produce asid transport problems nioving supplies to tite urban market are al! aspects 
which make vegetable production a marketing problem, nol a production problem. 

Table 4.5 Summary of Factors ttiat Inhibited or Enhanced tite Outcome of Project 
Fuetwood Plantations (Botswana) - Phase 1 and II 

FACTORS THAT INHIBITED OUTCOMIE FACTORS THAT ENHANCED OUTCOMIE 
Previous research 
Tite existing information on attributes of trees and 
their suitability was not used to design species 
elimination trial 

Previous projects iii Zimbabwe meant that seed of 
suitable tree species seed conld be easily obtained. 

Objectives 
Project Objectives for PItase II were too broad asid 
unattainable because iii essence tite species 
elimination trial liad not changed from Pitase 1 but 
now objectives envisaged identification of trees 
suitable for Social Forestry. 

Project objectives for Pitase 1 were focused aud 
attainable. 

Project Objectives were sírnply re-written to reflect 
"new orientation" bat species used iii project were not 
altered. Extension compoaent proposed ti-ces which 
were not multi-purpose (what people wanted 
according to tite social investigations) but just 
fuelwood trees. 
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reality and the difficulty of sellimg wood produced from fast growing exotics should have influenced the 
selection of the species to be planted by the groups. 

Review expenditure patterns of nual households and study the interaction, at the family level, between 
the need for fuewood, the difficulty of collecting it, the valuation of family labour, the collection time 
of wood and the ability of the family to buy it. 

Clearly in households with surplus labour or seasonal unemployment,, the shortage of cash prevents the 
purchase of wood as its "free" collection and uncosted family labour input means that to buy it is a "waste" of 
money. 

If the fuelwood market is most viable in the urban centres (rather than local rural areas), then the 
possible transport mechanisms 6om site of production to markets should be investigated. 

Clearly there will be areas where production of fuelwood for the urban market will no longer be viable because 
of the transport costs. This sort of market analysis should have helped in the selection of project sites for the 
extension activities. Transport availability and transport costs should have been an integral part of an analysis 
of fmancial viability. 

Alternative use of the plantations as, for example, poles should also be subjected to a full market 
analysis. 

The sale of untreated poles in the rural areas needs to be investigated in relation to the quality of local poles, the 
ability for local industry to treat poles h Gaborone? the transport cost to move trees to the plant and the 
competitive price of imported poles from Zimbabwe and South Africa. 

As with the proposed analysis of market opportunities for fuelwood and poles, recommended activities such as 
fruit production and vegetable growing should also be subjected to market analysis. This analysis also needs to 
take into consideration the total size of the local market, disposable incomes and competitor analysis - it is 
difficult to sell a small, slightly green orange when imported or commercially produced estate oranges are 
available. The very small local vegetable market, the ease with which one producer can flood the market, the 
perishable nature of the produce and transport problems moving supplies to the urban market are all aspects 
which make vegetable production a marketing problem, not a production problem. 

FACTORS THAT INHIBITED OUTCOME 
Previous research 
The existing information on ambutes of trees and 
their suitability was not used to design species 

FACTORS THAT ENHANCED OUTCOME 

Previous projects in Zimbabwe meant that seed of 
suitable tree species seed could be easily obtained. 

elimination trial 
Obiectives I 

~ .~ 
Project Objectives for Phase II were too broad and 
unattainable because in essence the species 
elimination trial had not changed from Phase I but 
now obiectives envisaeed identification of trees 

Project objectives for Phase I were focused and 
attainable. 

suitable for Social For&. 
Proien Obiectives were simnlv re-written to reflect I . _  
"new orientation '' but species used in project were not 
altered. Extension component proposed trees which 
were not multi-purpose (what people wanted 
according to the social investigations) but just 
fuelwood trees. 
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FACTORS THAT INHIBITED OIJTCOME FACTORS THAT ENELANCED OUTCOMF 
Open Borda with South Aflica allows direct 
compefition lii production of poles by large-scale 
cheap producers iii that country. 
Strategies and Activities 
Research did not in any way involve comrnunities Species elimination trial was carried out at 9 different 

sites around the country giving veiy good coverage of 
major agro-climatic zones. 
Project established very good and efflcient nursery 
which established germination ami planting 
procedures for many different tree species. 

lnputs 
Expected IDRC fiinds for continuation of project into 
third phase were not forth corning. Project received 
set-back with Ioss of funda. 
Too many exotic single purpose fuelwood tree species 
included iii the nial. 

Sorne of tbe local and regional species were suitable 
multi-purpose ifees. 

- 

Onteomes 
There is no extension service pushing the use of tites 
and tree planting technologies were not extended to 
other fariner groups. 

FAB is only institution doing research on suitability of 
various tree spccies iii Botswana. 

Training budget was insufficient and only one smf! 
member went for training. 
Trained smf! mernber left soon after return. ! 

Research and extension implemented by junior staff 
because senior smf! was away on training. 

FAB Chairman and then president (with a lot of 
practical, useflul and local experience) provided useflul 

motivation, direction and leadership. 
Few Scientific papers published. Resulta of Species Elimination Trial published 
Not aH data collected on the Multi-Species Survival 
Trial has be analysed. 

FAB publishes very usefu! series of technical papers 
covering its own and other institutions research 
resulta. This is in collaboration with other donors eg. 
NORAD 

FAB joumal the main method of distributing 
information was not widely enough distributed. 

Usefiul research and inforunation published in Annual 
Joumal. Go-od mechanisrn to create awareness as to 
what is being done by various bodies in Botswana. 
FAB as an NGO can be flexible and unbiased in it's 
approach and activities. 
Good working relationship established with related 
research prograrnrne at National Institute for Research 
at University 

Market potential and local demand for fueiwood and 

poles not well researched. Viability of market was 

simply assumed and not investigated. 
Shortage of ftuelwood is not seen in the same light by 
farners as tite concems of western researchers. 
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FACTORS THAT INHIBITED OUTCOME 
Open Border with South A k a  allows d i m t  
competition in produnion of poles by large-scale 
cheap producers in that country. 
Strategies and Activities 
Research did not in any way involve communities 

Inputs 
Expected IDRC funds for continuation of project into 
third phase were not forth coming. Project received 
set-back with loss of funds. 
Too many exotic single purpose fuelwood tree species 
included in the trial. 
Outcomes 
There is no extension service pushing the use of trees 
and tree planting technologies were not extended to 
other farmer groups. 
Trammg budget was msuffcient and only one staff 
member went for training. 
Trained staff member left soon after return. 
Research and extension implemented by junior smff 
because senior staff was away on training 

Few Scientific papers published. 
Not all data collected on the Multi-Species Survival 
Trial has be analysed 

- 
FAB joumal the main method of distributing 
information was not widely enough distributed. 

Market potential and local demand for fuelwood and 
poles not well researched. Viability of market was 
simpl? assumed and not investigated. 
Shonage o i  fuelwood IS not seen in the same light by 
farme; as the concerns of western researchers- 

FACTORS THAT ENHANCED OUTCOME 

Species elimination trial was carried out at 9 different 
sites around the country giving very good coverage of 
major agrc-climatic m n n .  
Project established very good and efficient nursery 
which established germination and planting 
procedures for many different tree species. 

Some of the local and regional species were suitable 
multi-purpose trees. 

FAB is only institution doing research on suitability of 
various tree species in Botswana. 

FAB Chairman and then president (with a lot of 
practical, useful and local experience) provided useful 
motivation, direction and leadership. 
Results of Species Elimination Trial published 
FAB publishes very useful series of technical papers 
cover& its own &d other institutions research 
results. This is in collaboration with other donors eg. 
NORAD 
Useful research and information published in Annual 
Joumal. Gocd mechanism to create awareness as to 
what is b e q  done b) various bodies in Botswana. 
FAB as an NGO can be flexible and unbiased in i t ' s  

approach and activities. 
Good working relationship established with related 
research programme at National Institute for Research 
at Ilnivmitv 
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5.0 PROJECT # 88-0026 NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN COMM1JNAL 
LAI4DS (ZIMBABWE) - PHASE 1 i 0040 
PROJECT # 91-0408 NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMIENT IN COMMUNAL 
LANDS (ZLIWBABWE) - PITASE LI 

S.l Description of 11w project 

5.1.1 General comiuents and background 

This project had, from tite outset, a commitment to tite extended research on te subject of socio-economic and 
socio-cultural aspects of natural resource management under communal tenure conditions b Zimbabwe. Tite 

concept of imprevad wildlife management by involving tite cornmunities bordering on tite National Parks and 
Wildlife Meas liad been developecl earlier in 1985 under a National Programme known as Communal Áreas 

Management Programme for Indigenous Resources (CAMPFIRE). Tite University of Zirnbabwe-based 
instituüori, the Cernre for Applied Social Sciences (CASS) liad accepted the role of providing tite social 
research componeni lo tite project which also involved the development of local goveriunent structures and tite 
more specific aspects of terrestrial ecology, wíldlife management and utilization. 

The research programme at CASS had aLready been receiving funding from IDRC and tite Ford Foundation 
since tite early 1980s, and the programrne saw itself making an important contribution in the provision of 
policy relevant analyses of issues. 

Pitase 1 of tite project, whích tan from lo 1990, was seen as the initial pitase of ait extended research 
programme. It was again co-funded by IDRC and tite Ford Foundation. Tite need for the Iong-term nature of 
the programme was related to tite significant changes which were occurring as a result of tite eradication of tite 
tsetse fly across a broad swath of tite Zambezi Valley, thereby opening an area tite size of central Europe to tite 

potential of large-scale immigration and nuinerous developnient schemes. Tite area was also home to one of tite 

largest populations of wildlife, especially elephant, ritmo, buifalo and antelope, in the world and mncluded sorne 

major protected areas. 
Source Project Documentation 

Key components of both pitases involved tite developrnent of individual aud institutional capacity for research 
via staif developrnent (training) and academic supervised research. 

Pitase II (also IDRCIFord Foundation) rau from 1992 to 1995 and envisaged a five year prograzume involving a 
number of units. Sorne of these individual anita were also flinded by separate projects and one of them, 
Corumunal Cattle Management (Project # 86.0188) is included in the evaluation of completed projects under 
Publio Good Case Study #l. 

Tite project has also received flirtiter IDRCIFord Foandation fiinding for Pitase III which started itt 1995 and 
runs until 1998. 
Source Project Interview 

Itt tite evaluation of the IDRC flmded researcit at CASS, consideration must be given to tite fact that tite 
programme has always received co-funding from Ford Foundation aud more recently assistance fron USAID. 
Tite one issue which will receive specific attention is the impact of staif development ami capacity building. 

Tite evaluation of this project wiU focus, where relevant, on tite commercialization aspects of tite project which 
has sen funtis raised from Sport Hunting fees, culling and tite sale of safari rights and their distribution to 
border/producer comnunities. This aspect of tite CAMPFIRE programme representa only one component of a 
mach larger programme which has made a massive impact iii Zimbabwe in temis of policy and publie good. 

Tite real disadvantage of the evaluation is tite absolute mass of information which is available and which creates 
very real problems iii temis of selecting and isolating key components of tite prograinme for presentation itt this 
report. 
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5.0 PROJECT # 884026 NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN COMMUNAL 
LANDS (ZDIBABWE) - PHASE I 

PROJECT # 91-0408 NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN COMMUNAL 
LANDS (ZIMBABWE) - PHASE II 

q J  0040  

5.1 Description of the project 

5.1.1 General comments and background 

This project had, from the outsec a commitment to the extended research on the subject of socio-economic and 
socio-cultural aspects of natural resource management under wmmunai tenure conditions in Zimbabwe. The 
concept of improved wildlife management by involving the communities bordering on the National Pa rk  and 
Wildlife Areas had been developed earlier in 1985 under a National Programme lmown as Communal Areas 
Management Programme for Indigenous Resources (CAMPFIRE). The University or Zimbabwe-based 
institution, the Centre for Applied Social Sciences (CASS) had accepted the role of providing the social 
research component to the project which also involved the development of local govemment structures and the 
more specific aspects of terrestrial ecology, wildlife management and utilization. 

The research programme at CASS had already been receiving funding 60m IDRC and the Ford Foundation 
since the early 1980's, and the programme saw itself making an important contribution in the provision of 
policy relevant analyses of issues. 

Phase I of the project, which ran from 1988 to 1990, was seen as the initial phase of an extended research 
programme. It was again co-funded by IDRC and the Ford Foundation. The need for the long-term nature of 
the programme was related to the significant changes whicb were occurring as a result of the eradication of the 
tsetse fly across a broad swath of the Zambezi Valley, thereby opening an area the size of central Europe to the 
potential of large-scale immigration and numerous development schemes. The area was also home to one of the 
largest populations of wildlife, especially elephant, rhino, buffalo and antelope, in the world and included some 
major protected areas. 
Source : Project Documentation 

Key components of both phases involved the development of individual and institutional capacity for research 
via staff development (training) and academic supervised research. 

Phase I1 (also IDRCIFord Foundation) ran 6om 1992 to 1995 and envisaged a five year programme involving a 
number of units. Some of these individual units were also funded by separate projects and one of them, 
Communal Cattle Management (Project # 86-0188) is included in the evaluation of completed projects under 
Public Good Case Study #l.  

The project has also received further IDRCiFord Foundation funding for Phase 111 which started in 1995 and 
runs until 1998. 
Source : Project Interview 

In the evaluation of the IDRC fimded research at CASS, consideration must be given to the fan that the 
programme has always received co-funding from Ford Foundation and more recently assistance from USAID. 
The one issue which will receive specific attention is the impact of staff development and capacity building. 

The evaluation of this project wiU focus, where relevant, on the wmmercialiition aspects of the project which 
has seen funds raised from Spon Hunting fees, culling and the sale of safari rights and their distribution to 
bordcrlproducer communities. This aspect of the CAMPFIRE programme represents only one component of a 
much larger programme which has made a massive impact in Zimbabwe in terms of policy and public good. 

The real disadvantage of the evaluation is the absolute mass of information which is available and which creates 
very real problems in terms of selecting and isolating key components of the programme for presentation in this 
report. 
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5.1.2 Coutext 

Since 1975, the authorities in the country have allowed private property holders to claítn ownership of tite 
wildlife Qn their land and to benefit from ita exploitation. Since Independence in Zimbabwe, a growing number 
of persona argued that the rights given to diese private 1am! owners should be extended to cover dic comniunal 
lands where tite major portion of tite rural population live and had tribal or customary rights to tite (often 
usufructuary). This desire to equalize rights iii temis of latid tenure coalesced with a growing belief among 
wildlife experta and ecologists that, as long as dic people in tite border ateas of National Parks saw that wildlife 
remained dic property of sorne distant bureaucracy, they would never invest iii it as a resource. In 1982, dic 
Govemment of Zimbabwe gaye dic same rights over wildiife iii tite communal ateas when diey allowed dic 
District Councils to be granted status as "appropriate authority' for tite resources in their arcas. 
Source : Projeci Literature 

lii 1989, tite Communal Áreas Management Programme for Indigenous Resources (CAMPFIRE) was forinaily 
launched to gisre people altemative ways of using titeir natural resources. In tite moré arid arcas, where 

cropping activities were marginal, te exploitation of wildlife in a sustainable fashion presented a very real 

posaibility for iinproving rural incomes in areas where they were particularly low and where diere was very 
Iimited social iiifrastnicture in tite fon, of tertiaiy access roads, clinics and schools. IDRC and CASS were 
diere at tite birth and agreed to provide a socio-economic perapective to this boid new direction. 

Since tite initial introduction of tite CAMPFIRE programrne in two arcas in dic districts of Hurungwe and 
Guruve, sorne 26 Rural District councüs havc bccome involved. They are now fonned hito a CAMPFIRE 
Association. The very success of this programme and tite enormous donor resources pouring into it may 
eventually be one of tite reasons it becomes unsustainable. 
Source: Interview widi CAMPFIR.E Association 

Tite use of wildlife resources by tite comrnunities in which diey are found has beconie enmeshed iii tite ongoing 
debate between hunters (read tite gun lobby) and strict conscrvationalists (read bunny.huggers), CAMPFIRE, 
its pros and cons, has now becomc pan of dic heated debate about whether elcphants should be on Appendix 1 

or 2 of CITES. 

5.1.3 Project Objectives 

General Objectives - Phase 

a) To put in place a more comprehensive ami integrated progranune responsive to current and anticipated 
social science rcsearch requirements in natural resource management/common property issues iii 

Zimbabwe as a result of dic large-scale social, econoniic and environniental changes taking place. 

b) To initiate a progranime which will act as a catalyst for dic development of concomitant and co- 
ordinated research programmes in tite agricultural and biological sciences which will foster a network 
of collaboration between dic University, Government agencies, NCiOs and local-level bodies. 

c) To build individual and institutional capacity for scientific research (especially social science) in 
Zimbabwe. 

Sourcc : Project Summary - Pitase 1 

Speciflc Objectives - Phase 1 

1. Data collection ami analysis of in-place and anticipated devclopment scitemes. 

2. Mala policy recommendations relevant to "evolving realities' as diese schcmes rnutate and develop. 

3. Make a confribution to implenientation, where appropriate, through dic development of informational, 
educational rnaterials and techniques. 

4. Auginent dic capacity of communities and districts to undertake research, plan ami implenient 
programmes of resource manageinent. 

Source: Project Summary - Phase 1 
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5.1.2 Context 

Since 1975, the authorities in the country have allowed private prop* holders to claim ownership of the 
wildlife on their land and to benefit from its exploitation. Since Independence in Zimbabwe, a growing number 
of persons argued that the rights given to these private land ownm should be extended to cover the communal 
lands where the major portion of the rural population live and had tribal or customary rights to the land (often 
usutiuctuary). This desire to equalize rights in terms of land tenure coalesced with a growing belief among 
wildlife experts and ecologists that, as long as the people in the border areas of National Parks saw that wildlife 
remained the property of some distant bureaucracy, they would never invest in it as a resource. In 1982, the 
Government of Zimbabwe gave the Same rights over wildlife in the communal areas when they allowed the 
District Councils to be granted status as "appropriate authority" for the murces in their areas. 
Source : Project Literature 

In 1989, the Communal Areas Management programme for Indigenous Resources (CAMPFIRE) was formally 
launched to give people alternative ways of using their natural resources. In the more arid areas, where 
cropping activities were marginal, the exploitation of wildlife in a sustainable fashion presented a vely real 
possibility for improving rural incomes in areas where they were particularly low and where there was very 
limited social infrasrmclure in the form of tertiary access road?., clinics and schools. IDRC and CASS were 
there at the birth and agreed to provide a socio-economic perspective to this bold new direction. 

Since the initial introduction of the CAMPFIRE programme in two areas in the districts of Hurungwe and 
Guruve, some 26 Rural Disfrict councils have become involved. They are now formed into a CAMPFIRE 
Association. The very success of this programme and the enormous donor resources pouring into it may 
eventually be one of the reasons it becomes unsustainable. 
Source : Interview with CAMPFIRE Association 

The use of wildlife resources by the communities in which they are found has become enmeshed in the ongoing 
debate between hunters (read the gun lobby) and strict conservationalists (read bunny-huggers). CAMPFIRE, 
its pros and cons, has now become part of the heated debate about whether elephants should be on Appendix 1 
or 2 of CITES. 

5.1.3 Project Objectives 

General Objectives - Phase I 

a) To put in place a more comprehensive and integrated programme responsive to current and anticipated 
social science research requirements in natural resource management/common property issues in 
Zimbabwe as a result of the large-scale social, economic and environmental changes taking place. 

To initiate a programme which will act as a catalyst for the development of concomitant and co- 
ordinated research programmes in the agricultural and biological sciences which will foster a network 
of collaboration between the University, Government agencies, NGO's and local-level bodies. 

To build individual and instiNtiond capacity for scientific research (especially social science) in 
Zimbabwe. 

b) 

c) 

Source : Project Summary - Phase I 

Specific Objeetives - Phase I 

I .  

2. 

3. 

Data collection and analysis of in-place and anticipated development schemes. 

Make policy recommendations relevant to "evolving realities" as these schemes mutate and develop 

Make a contribution to implementation, where appropriate, through the development of informational, 
educational materials and techniques. 

Augment the capacity of communities and districts m undertake research, plan and implement 
programmes of resource management. 

4. 

Source : Project Summary - Phase 1 
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General of Phase fi 
ibese are not very different from those given Phase 1 (although tite order was different) aM ratiter titan fully 
repeat titem, only tite adjustments made are given. 

a) This was expanded to include social science research requirements in" local governance" and "local 

empowerrnent" 

it) This was refmed to specify that CASS should itave a more regional role iii tite development of 
collaborative researcit witit priority given to Zambia and Mozambique. 

Tite ixnportance of 'local entpowerment" was further reflected by tite inclusion of specific objective 4 aboye as 
a new general objective. 
Source : Project Surnmary - Pitase JJ 

As a result of tite Pitase 1 evaluation, tite Speciflc Objectives were refined somewitat and titey are presented 
below. 

Speciflc Objectives - Pbase fi 

1. To generate policy relevant analyses and recomxnendations, providing tite monitoring and evaluation 
feedback channel to a prograrnrne of adaptive natural resource management. 
To focus on: 

- institutional süuctures 
- processes in common property. 

2. Provide baseline socio-econornic survey data aM initiatory social science inputs for planning to 
communities and councils. 

3. Provide higit-level pro fessional training la tite social science dimensions of natural resource 

management. 
Source : Project Summary - Pitase TI 

Note that sorne of tite original speciflc objectives have been moved to other organizations, eg. 1.3. 

(informational and educational materials) was now tite fuli responsibility of tite Zimbabwe Trust. 

Given titat one of tite criticisnis of tite Pitase 1 evaluation was that CASS had difficulty in setting clear 
objectives against whicit tite project could be evaluated, it is worth noting titat they did not learn anything from 
that criticism. itere are fewer exarnpies of putting too rnuch information la a simply stated objective titan 

specific objective # of Pitase II. It defines tite focus as "institutional structures ami processes in common 
property context" but ten adds "including consideration of: tenure, land-use, latid-use planning, gender, and 
integration of agricultural ami non-agricultural resources in locally based aM locally managed systems of 
economic productivity and seif-sufficiency." 
Source Project review - Pitase and project summary - Phase II 

It fiirther goes on to explain that tite feedback mechanism will consist of "assessrnent of available options," "to 
be presented in a variety of forms (verbal reports and presentation to communities and councils, quasi- 
confidential reports and research reports'. Titis is not a clear, easily stated objective which helps evaluation. 
Source : Project Surninaty - Pitase II and opinion of consultant. 

5.1.4 Strategies and Activities 

Tite atrategies (niethodologies) and related activities used to achieve tite various options are discussed in titis 
section. 

One of tite critlcisrns of Pitase 1 made at tite evaluation was titat tite various strategies ami metitodologies to be 
used itad not been spelt out clearly. It is accepted social science experimental methodologies are 
particularly difficult to define but some of tite sections in tite project summary represent more an exercise in 
semantics titan a description of methodology. "Tite result is titat most of what we have been doing under tite 
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General Objectives of Phase I1 
These are not very different from those given in Phase I (although the order was different) and rather than fully 
repeat them, only the adjustments made are given. 

a) This was expanded to include social science research requirements in "local governance" and "local 
empowerment". 

This was refmed to specify that CASS should have a more regional role in the development of 
collaborative research with priority given to Zambia and Mozambique. 

b) 

The importance of "local empowerment" was M e r  reflected by the inclusion of specific objective 4 above as 
a new general objective. ' 

Source : Project Summary - Phase I1 

As a result of the Phase I evaluation, the Specific Objectives were refined somewhat and they are presented 
below. 

Specific Objectives - Phase I1 

1. To generate policy relevant analyses and recommendations, providing the monitoring and evaluation 
feedback channel to a programme of adaptive natural resource management. 
To focus on: 

institutional structures 
processes in common property 

2. Provide baseline socio-economic survey data and initiatory social science inputs for planning to 
communities and councils. 

Provide high-level professional training in the social science dimensions of natural resource 
management. 

3. 

Source : Project Summary - Phase I1 

Note that some of the original specific objectives have been moved to other organizations, eg. 1.3. 
(informational and educational materials) was now the full responsibility of the Zimbabwe Trust. 

Given that one of the criticisms of the Phase I evaluation was that CASS had difficulty in setting clear 
objectives against which the project could be evaluated, it is worth noting that they did not learn anything from 
that criticism. There are fewer examples of putting too much information in a simply stated objective than 
specific Objective #1 of Phase 11. It defines the focus as "institutional structures and processes in common 
property context" but then adds "includmg consideration of: tenure, land-use, land-use planning, gender, and 
integration of agricultural and non-agricultural resources in locally based and locally managed systems of 
economic productivity and self-sufficiency." 
Source : Project review - Phase I and project summary - Phase I1 

It M e r  goes on to explain that the feedback mechanism will consist of "assessment of available options,'' "to 
be presented in a variety of forms (verbal reports and presenmtion to communities and councils, quasi- 
confidential reports and research reports)". This is not a clear, easily stated objective which helps evaluation. 
Source : Project Summary - Phase I1 and opinion of consultant. 

5.1.4 StrategirJ and Activities 

The strategies (methodologies) and related activities used to achieve the various options are discussed in this 
section. 

One of the criticisms of Phase I made at the evaluation was that the various strategies and methodologies to be 
used had not been spelt out clearly. It is accepted that social science experimental methodologies are 
particularly difficult to define but some of the sections in the project summary represent more an exercise in 
semantics than a description of methodology. 'The result is that most of what we have been doing under the 
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rubric of 'social science" (and this is true witether the focus has beeri quantitative or qualitative) has been 
descriptive and inferential, at best demonstrating correlation raiher titan causation." ... "Titis will perniit 
research methodologies incorporating longitudinal quasi-experirnental designa." 
Source: Project Surnmary - Pitase U 

Tite proposal details that one of tite mofl important initial methods to be used iii tite research is tite "acquisition 
of baseline data sets carefully structured to ensure tite presence of ah relevant information across a spectrum of 
contexts representing tite main iteterogenities". Tite next methodological stage is seca as monitoring, witere 
change in dependent variables can be measured and evaluated under various management regimes (impact 
assessment). 

Por longer term analysis, comparative data is required in a way which enables different variables to be 
compared. Tite proposal was to start witit different management regirnes - regional projects, council control, 
ward or vidco control. The methodology proposed a two-year period of fiehd work iii each site so that 
"extensive observational and interrogative techniques" could be used. Involvement iii arcas where a series of 
steps - part of tite CAMPFIRE pitilosophy - were being implemented, provided CASS with the ability to engage 
in a "natural successional experiment". - 

A clear component of tite methodology/sirategies was to have muhtidisciphinary research going on in common 
ateas involv'mg tite Department of Biological Sciences and the World Wildhife Fund (WWF). By Pitase II, tite 
usefuiness of this approach was so well established titat CASS hoped to be able to extend this to eco logists of 
National Parks and Wildhife. 
Source: lnterview witit Senior CASS Staff 

The generation of researcit findings and tite developrnent of M.Pitil. and D.Pitil. field work was anotiter chear 

strategy pursued by CASS. 

By Phase II, tite initial focus on natural resources - mainly wildhife - had been widened to cover other aspects of 
economic significance, cg. woodlands, fisheries, grazing and ateas of tourist attraction. 

Source: Interview with Senior CASS Staif 

5.i.5 Inputs 

la the following discussions, it must be understood that the budget allocation to CASS in terrns of IDRC/Ford 
Foundation grants has always been considered as very flexible. fle ]DRC had negotiiated a bilateral agreernent 
with GoZ which gaye them duty-free status - with IDRC supplying tite yeliicles, CASS could avoid tite inassive 
100% import duty. Thus, for financial purposes, tite two grants were seen as separate btu, for practical 
purposes, they weTe administered as one pTograrnme. 
Source Interview witit Senior CASS Staif 

Tite total IDRC budget for Pitase was CAD3O3 740; Ford Foundation was to contribute CAD$306 440 

(38,7%), University of Zimbabwe CAD$101 710 (10,2%) and tite NGO ZimTrust CAD$10l 710. (IDRC 
contribution = 38,3% of total budget.) Tite breakdown of tite budget and tite allocation between tite various 

project comp onents is given iii Table 5.1 

Due to tite loading of the IDRC budget with equiprnent, it representa tite major portion of tite budget (41,6%) 
followed by salaries and allowances (34%). Other significant coxnponents include tite ahlocation for 

publications and repon (10,5%). It should be notad titat under IDRC Pitase 1, no fluida were allocated for 

Training as ah this was covered by tite Ford Foundation funda. Equally, titis shows tite clear interaction 
between tite two prograinmes because none of tite researcit fleid work could have been undertaken without tite 

use of veiticles. 
Source : Project Surnrnary - Pitase 1, calculation by consultant aud comments by Director of CASS 

Information provided by IDRC Head Quarters on tite budget indicates that sorne CAD$ 178 800 of te Pitase. 1 

allocation was unspent. Titis representa about 46% of total allocated budget asid titis leve] of under-expenditure 
is totally inexplicable. 
Source: Project Variance Report 
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rubric of "social science" (and this is true whether the focus has been quantitative or qualitative) has been 
descriptive and inferential, at best demonseating correlation rather than causation." ... "Tbis will permit 
research methodologies incorporating longitudinal quasi-experimental designs." 
Source : Project Summary - Phase II 

The proposal details that one ofthe most importaut initial methods to be used in the research is the "acquisition 
of baseline data sets carefully sauctured to ensure the presence of all relevant information across a spectrum of 
cantexts representing the main beterogenities". m e  next methodological stage is seen as monitoring, where 
change in dependent variables can be measured and evaluated under various management regimes (impact 
assessment). 

For longer term analysis, comparative data is required in a way which enables different variables to be 
compared. The proposal was to start with different management regimes - regional projects, council control, 
ward or vidco control. The methodology proposed a two-year period of field work in each site so that 
"extensive observational and intermgative techniques" could be used. Involvement in areas where a series of 
steps - part of the CAMPFIRE philosophy - were beimg implemented, provided CASS with the ability to engage 
in a "natural successional experiment". 

A clear component of the methodology/sbategies was to have multidisciplinary research going on in common 
areas involving the Depamnent of Biological Sciences and the World Wildlife Fund (WWF). By Phase 11, the 
usefulness of this approach was so well established that CASS hoped to be able to extend this to ecologists of 
National Parks and Wildlife. 
Source : Interview with Senior CASS Staff 

The generation of research fndings and the development of M.Phil. and D.Phil. field work was another clear 
suategy pursued by CASS. 

By Phase 11, the initial focus on natural resources - mainly wildlife - had been widened to cover other aspects of 
economic significance, eg. woodlands, fisheries, grazing and areas of tourist amaction. 
Source : Interview with Senior CASS Staff 

5.1.5 Inputs 

In the following discussions, it must be understood that the budget allocation to CASS in terms of IDRCEord 
Foundation grants has always been considered as very flexible. The IDRC bad negotiated a bilateral agreement 
with GoZ which gave them duty-free status - with IDRC supplying the vehicles, CASS could avoid the massive 
100% import duty. Thus, for financial purpases, the two grants were seen as separate but, for practical 
purposes, they were administered as one programme. 
Source : Interview with Senior CASS Staff 

The total IDRC budget for Phase I was CAD303 740; Ford Foundation was to contribute CAD$306 440 
(38,7%), University of Zimbabwe CADS101 710 (10.2%) and the NGO ZimTrust CADS101 710. (IDRC 
contribution = 38,3% of total budget.) The breakdown of the budget and the allocation between the various 
project components is given in Table 5.1 . 

Due to the loadiig of the JDRC budget with equipment, it represents the major portion of the budget (41,6%) 
Followed by salaries and allowances (34%). Other significant components include the allocation for 
publications and repom (10,5%). It should be noted that under IDRC Phase I, no funds were allocated for 
Trainiig as all this was covered by the Ford Foundation fuods. Equally, this shows the clear interaction 
between the two programmes because none of the research field work could have been undertaken without the 
use of vehicles. 
Source : Project Summary - Phase I, calculation by consultant and comments by Director of CASS 

Inforation provided by IDRC Head Quarters on the budget indicates that some CADS178 800 of the Phase. I 
allocation was unspent. This represents about 46% of total allocated budgn and this level of under-expendime 
i s  totally inexplicable. 
Source : Project Variance Report 
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Table 5.1 : Breakdown and analysis by item of LDRC / Ford / UofL / ZimTrust contribution to 

CASS for Pkasel of tbe NRMCL Project - in CAD$ 

IT EM IDRC 
CAD$ 

Ford 
CADS 

U of Z 
CADS 

ZimTrust 
CAD$ 

LDRC as 
of Total 

Salaries andAllowancees 103180 103180 55220 72650 30.9% 
100.0% Consultants 7990 

Travel - Fieid research 75550 23250 0.0% 

Travel - Regional/International 6540 

Supplies and Communication 24550 5810 

Publications / Reports 31960 24700 56.4% 

Equipment 126470 18160 87.4% 

Training 65380 0.0% 
50.0% Seminars & workshops 6420 6540 

Contingencies / Data Analysis 27600 7260 79.2% 

TOTAL 303740 306440 80640 101710 38.3% 

• 38.7% 10.2% 12.8% 

Source Project Summary 

The total JDRC budget for Phase II was CAD$3 12 332; Ford Foundation contributed CAD$340 532 (40,7%), 
and tIte University of Zimbabwe CAD$ 184 000 (22%). (IDRC contribution = 37,3% of total budget.) The 

breakdown of the budget and the aflocation between tIte various project components is given in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2: Breakdowu and analysis by item of 1DRC UoIZ contributíon to CASS 
for II of tbe NRMCL Projcct - in CAD$ 

ITEM LDRC 
CAD$ 

Ford 
CAD$ 

U of Z 
CAD$ 

LDRC as % 
of Total 

Salaries andAllowancees 129420 129420 168000 30.3% 

Consultants 17560 0.0% 

Travel - Fieid research 43572 43572 50.0% 

Travel - Regional/International 
Supplies ami Communication 

28080 
7720 

28080 
4200 

50.0% 

64.8% 

Publications / Reports 22000 22000 50.0% 

Equipment 21740 26540 33.8% 

Training 32780 42140 43.8% 

Seminars & workshops 27020 27020 50.0% 

Contingencies 
TOTAL 312332 340532 184000 37.3% 

40.7% 22.0% 
Source Project Summary 

TIte major items represent salaries and allowances (41,4%), travel (33%) and training (10,5%). Significant 
allocations were again made for publications/reports (7%) amI for seminars and workshops (8,7%). 
Source: Project Summary - Phase II asid calculations by consultant, 

Information provided by IDRC ficad Quarters indicates that the whole amount allocated bar 82 cents has been 

spent. (This makes the unspent portion of 1 even more inexplicable but, as stated elsewhere, a decision 
was taken not to get bogged down in a financial analysis.) 
Source: Projcct Variance Report 

TIte input by IDRC regional staif is viewed in an exiremely beneficial Iight by senior staif. Hartmut Krugmann 
provided the critical "light touch" control for which WRC prograrnmes are known - ami which is discussed later 
as an important management style. Krugmann is also credited as being an excellent listener asid a perceptive 
analyst against wliom CASS staif could "bounce" ideas asid get a rational response. When asked to define the 
attributes of a good Project Oflicer, the incumbent stated "tIte ability to ask questions" - by all reports, they were 
also good "questions". 
Source: Interviews with senior CASS staif and IDRC Project Ofticer 
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Table 5.1 : Breakdown and analysis by item of IDRC I Ford I UofL I ZimTrust contribution to 
CASS for Phase 1 of the NRhlCL Project - in CADS 

The total IDRC budget for Phase I1 was CAD$312 332; Ford Foundation contributed CAD16340 532 (40,7%), 
and the University of Zimbabwe CAD$184 000 (22%). (IDRC contribution = 37,3% of total budget.) The 
breakdow of the budget and the allocation between the various project components is given in Table 5.2 . 

Table 5.2 : Breakdown and analysis by item of IDRC I Ford I UofL contribution to CASS 
for Phase I1 of the NRMCL Project - in CADS 

Source : Project Summary 

The major items represent salaries and allowances (41,4%), travel (33%) and wining (10.5%). Significant 
allocations were again made for publicationsfreports (7%) and for seminars and workshops (8,7%). 
Source : Project Summiuy - Phase Il and calculations by consultant, 

Information provided by IDRC Head Quarters indicates that the whole amount allocated bar 82 cents has been 
spent. (This makes the unspent portion of Phase I even more inexplicable but, as stated elsewhere, a decision 
was taken not to get bogged down in a financial analysis.) 
Source : Fmject Variance Repon 

The input by IDRC regional staff is viewed in an extremely beneficial light by senior staff. Hartmut Krugmann 
provided the critical "light touch'' control for which IDRC programmes are known - and which is discussed later 
as an important management style. Krugmann is also credited as being an excellent listener and a perceptive 
analyst against whom CASS staff could '%ounce" ideas and get a rational response. When asked to define the 
attributes of a good Project Ofiicer, the incumbent stated "the ability to ask questions" - by all reports, they were 
also good "questions". 
Source : Interviews with senior CASS staff and IDRC Project OEcer 
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During the course of Phascs 1 and II, Viere has been a Jarge devaluation of tite ZS against CAD$ from CAD$1 
Z$1,37 te CAD$1 = Z$2,50 to CAD$1 = Z$8,36 (to date). This devaluation has coincided closely with tite 
massive wage inflation experienced in staif salaries at the University of Zimbabwe (UZ) as tite GoZ responded 
to a series of strikes by workers and to a Conimission of lnquiry which investigated tite appalling staif loss 

being experienced at the University, due to unattractively low salaries and conditions. Thus tite increasing local 
Z$ costs have balanced out the shift in tite exchange rate. 
Source lnterview witit senior CASS staffand Centre records 

5.2 Project Outcoines 

5.2.1 Outputs 

These are related to the general azul specific objectives detailed in Section 5.1.3 earlier. Tite general objectives 
because they are similar for Phases 1 and II will be dealt with togetiter. 

General objeetives 

a) More comprehensive programnie responsive to social science researcit requfrements. 

CASS established a very comprehensive research progranime covering four basic research units: 

- CAMPFIRE Unit. Titis unit was to address micro-econornic, cultural and organizational community- 
level issues related to CAMPFWE. This was te have three posts. 

- Grazing Management Unit. To address use of grazing resources under common property regimes. 
This was te have two posts (fiinded'by IDRC under Project # 86-O 188). 

- Socio-Legal Unit. To analyze issues it affects access, control azul proprietorship. 
This was to itave twoposts. 

- Implementation Unit. Tite role of this unit was to be taken over by ZimTrust, art NGO working with 
CAMPFIRE projects. 

Source Project documents ami interviews with senior CASS staif 

It was hoped that, once fiinding was obtained, two additional units would be established for foresiry and 
fisheries. This happened with the introduction of tite NORAØ/SADCC Zambia/Zimbabwe Lake Kariba 
Fisheries Project. 

lii these programznes were to be placed four Senior Research Fellows - one a UZ Staff Development Fellow and 
three Ford FoundationllDRC persons. 

James Murambedzi worked on micro-political dynamics of CAMPF[RE iii Omay, Kariba District 

Calvin Nhira worlced on woodland managenient in Kanyati, Kariba District 

Richard Hasler worlced on anthropological study of community resource utilization in Chapoto 
Ward, Gunive District 

Despite extensive advertising, the fourth Research Fellow post could not be fihled until late 1991. 
Source: Details ja Project Documents including Evaluation Repon ami Interviews with Project Staif. 

lite CAMPFIRE Programme grew fairly rapidly and CASS, through the Collaborative Group, provided its 

input on the social science side. This led te a rapid expansion of tite area where CASS worked and diluted tite 

possible effort which tite IDRC/Ford Foundation Project assumed would be put into tite original two Zambezi 

Valley districts of Guruve ami Kariba. 

By 1991, the number of districts granted Appropriate Authority Status liad increased te 12 and they were found 

lii 7 of tite 8 provinces. Tite geographic spread of projects was now enormous, stretching from tite south east - 

Chipinge - te tite extreme north west - Binga. Otiter donen entered the scene, especiaiiy USAID with tite 
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During the course of Phases I and 11, there has been a large devaluation of the Z$ against CAD$ fmm CAD$I 
Z$1,37 to CADS1 = ZK2.50 to CAD$I = Z$8,36 (to date). This devaluation has coincided closely with the 
massive wage inflation experienced in staff salaries at the University of Zimbabwe (UZ) as the GoZ responded 
to a series of strikes by workers and to a Commission of Inquiry which investigated the appalling staff loss 
being experienced at the University, due to unattractively low salaries and conditions. Thus the increasing local 
2s costs have balanced out the shift in the exchange rate. 
Source : Interview with senior CASS staff and Centre records 

5.2 Project Outcomes 

5.2.1 outputs 

These are related to the general and specific objectives detailed in Section 5.1.3 earlier. The general objectives 
because they are similar for Phases I and I1 will be dealt with together. 

General objectives 

a) 

CASS established a very comprehensive research programme covering four basic research units: 

More Comprehensive programme responsive to social science research requirements. 

CAMPFIRE Unit. This unit was to address micro-economic, cultural and organizational community- 
level issues related to CAMPFIRE. This was to have three posts. 

Grazing Management Unit. To address use of grazing resources under common property regimes. 
This was to have two posts (fundebby IDRC under Project # 86-0188). 

Socio-Legal Unit. To analyze issues in this field and how it affects access, control and proprietorship. 
lhis was to have two posts. 

Implementation Unit. The role of this unit was to be taken over by ZimTrust, an NGO working with 
CAMPFIRE projects. 

Source : Project documents and interviews with senior CASS staff 

It was hoped that once funding was obtained, two additional units would be established for forestry and 
fisheries. This happened with the introduction of the NORAIYSADCC ZamhidZimbabwe Lake Kariba 
Fisheries Roject. 

In these programmes were to be placed four Senior Research Fellows - one a UZ Staff Development Fellow and 
three Ford FoundationiIDRC persons. 

James Murambedzi 

Calvin N h i i  

Richard Hasler 

worked on micro-political dynamics of CAMPFIRE in Omay, Kariba District 

worked on woodland management in Kanyati, Kariba District 

worked on anthropological study of community resource utilization in Chapoto 
Ward, Gwuve District 

Despite extensive advertising, the fourth Research Fellow post could not he filled until late 1991. 
Source : Details in Project Documents including Evaluation Report and Intetviews with Project Staff. 

The CAMPFIRE Programme grew fairly rapidly and CASS, through the Collaborative Group, provided its 
input on the social science side. This led to a rapid expansion of the area where CASS worked and diluted the 
possible effort which the IDRCiFord Foundation Project assumed would be put into the original two Zambezi 
Valley districts of Guruve and Kariba 

By 1991, the number of districts granted Appropriate Authority Status had increased to 12 and they were found 
in 7 of the 8 provinces. The geographic spread of projects was now enormous, straching from the south east - 
Chipinge - to the extrrme north west - Binga Other donors entered the scene, especially USAID with the 
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Matabeletand Project. 
Source Interviews with WWF, Zimtrust asid CASS Staif 

b) Initiate co-ordinated research programme which would foster collaboration. 

CASS developed a ver)' good relationship witit tite Department of Biological Sciences, UZ, iii that 

provided alT tite social science input - teaching asid supervisioti, on tite Masters course iii Tropical Resource 
Ecology. They also worked cbsely with tite Departinent of Rural and Urban Planning because staff like Dr. 

Jeremy Jackson had previously worked there. 
Source: Iliterviews with Project stafii 

1989, was tite formal establislmient of tite Collaborative Group whlch collected CASS, WWF, 
ZimTrust and the Department of National Parks asid Wildlife Management (DNPWLM) lato a co-ordinating 
body. This group was expanded when CAMPFIRE Association (CA) joined. By tite end of Pitase II, tite 
CA was considered tite lead organization and other members, CASS, WWF, ZintTrust and DNPWLM were 

effectively responsible to CA. 
Source: lnterviews with WWF, Zimtrust, CAMPEIRE and CASS Staif. - 

la each district tliat CASS worked, it established close collaboration witit relevant Local Goversiment 

organizations, District Councils (later lo be Rural District Councils), WADCO's asid VIDCOs, plus tite District 
Wildlife Management Committee, tite Wildlife Management Committee and staif of tite Minisiry of Local 
Government asid, at a later stage, specific bodies such as tite Nyaminyami Wildlife Trust, etc. 

'fltis involvement with local-level bodies helped fiuifil tite fact titat tite terms "local governance asid 

empowerment" had been added to general objectives. 
Source Interview wi± Senior CASS staff. 

c) Build individual asid lastitutional capacity 

Tite recruitment of research fellows, already detailed aboye, represented tite ongoing commitment to this 
process. addition to tite fleid work research undertaken by tite post-graduate students, a number of 
placements for specific taught courses at tite University of Reading, Michigan State University, etc. were 
organized. 

lii addition to student placements, tite programme was able to recruit senior researchers on Fullbright 
Fellowships which saw academic figures of high international reputation come to CASS for a placernent. They 
carried out relevant research, ran student seminars asid provided att exceflent atmosphere for academic cross- 
fertilízation. Professors Louise Fortman, Peterson asid Roland Hawkes are examples of higit calibre input. 
Source Interview with senior CASS statY 

CASS was designated a 'regional centre of academic excetience" by UN asid further strengthened its 
reputation. Over tite years of tite project, have been a number of acadexnics who have come to CASS at 

own expense or oit sabbatical where are affordcd Research Associate status. This has been an 
exiremely beneficial exercise asid most staif report titat, witit few exceptions, most lefi more they took 
although, for many, working o» tite very real issues iii Zimbabwe has produced papen which they could not 
have produced elsewhere. 
Source : Project lnterviews, review of project documentation and opinion of consultant 

Outputs of specific ohjectives ID Pbase 1 

1. Data collection on development schemes 
This was achieved by studying asid holding discussions witit authorities asid donors on Mid-Zambezi Valley 
Developrnent Project, tite Kanyati Integrated Rural Development Project, tite Sengwa Coal Project, tite Regional 
Tsetse Eradication Prograinme, etc. Some detailed work was undertaken by Prof. Derman (a Research 
Assoc late). 
Source: Interviews witit senior staif asid review to project Documants 

2. Policy recommendations 
This was covered/facilitated by tite collection of baseline quantitative data on a number of wards asid production 
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Matabeleland Project. 
Source : Interviews with WWF, Zimtrust and CASS S M .  

b) 

CASS developed a very good relationship with the Department of Biological Sciences, UZ, in that they 
provided all the social science input - teaching and supervision, on the Masters course in Tropical Resource 
Ecology. They also worked closely with the Depamnent of Rural and Urban Planning because staff like Or. 
Jeremy Jackson bad previously worked there. 
Source : Interviews with Project staff. 

In 1989, there was the formal establishment of the Collaborative Group which collected CASS, WWF, 
ZimTNst and the Department of National Parks and Wildlife Management (DNPWLM) into a co-ordinating 
body. This group was expanded when the CAMPFIRE Association (CA) joined. By the end of Phase 11, the 
CA was considered the lead organization and the other members, CASS, WWF, ZimTrust and DNPWLM were 
effectively responsible to CA. 
Source : Interviews with WWF, Zunrmst, CAMPFIRE and CASS Staff. 

In each district that CASS worked, it established close collaboration with the relevant Local Government 
organizations, District Councils (later to be Rural District Councils), WADCOs and VIDCOs, plus the District 
Wildlife Management Committee, the Wildlife Management Committee and staff of the Ministry of Local 
Government and, at a later stage, specific bodies such as the Nyaminyami Wildlife Truss etc. 

This involvement with local-level bodies helped fulfil the fact that the terms "local governance and 
empowerment" had been added to the general objectives. 
Source : Interview with Senior CASS staff. 

C) 

The recruitment of research fellows, already detailed above, represented the ongoing commitment to this 
process. In addition to the field work research undertaken by the post-graduate students, a number of 
placements for specific taught courses at the University of Reading, Michigan State University, etc. were 
organized. 

In addition to student placements, the programme was able to recruit senior researchers on Fullbright 
Fellowships which saw academic figures of high international reputation come to CASS for a placement. They 
carried out relevant research, ran student seminars and provided an excellent atmosphere for academic cross- 
fertilization. Professors Louise Fomnan, Peterson and Roland Hawkes are examples of this high calibre input. 
Source : Interview with senior CASS staff 

CASS was designated a "regional cenm of academic excellence" by the UN and this further strengthened its 
reputation. Over the years of the projecs there have been a number of academics who have come to CASS at 
their own expense or on sabbatical where they are afforded Research Associate stafus. This bas been an 
extremely beneficial exercise and most staff report that, with few exceptions, most left more than they took 
although, for many, working on the very real issues in Zimbabwe has produced papers which they could not 
have produced elsewhere. 
Source : Project Interviews, review of project documentation and opinion of consultant 

Outputs of specific objectives in Phase I 

I .  
This was achieved by studying and holding discussions with authorities and donors on the Mid-Zambezi Valley 
Development Project, the Kanyati Integrated Rural Development h j e a ,  the Sengwa Coal Project, the Regional 
Tsetse Eradication Programme, etc. Some detailed work was undertaken by Prof. Derman (a Research 
Associate). 
Source : Interviews with senior staff and review to project Documants 

2. Policy recommendations 
This was coveredffacilitated by the collection of baseline quantitative data on a number of wards and production 

Initiate co-ordinated research programme which would foster collaboration 

Build individual and institutional capacity 

Data collection on development schemes 
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of a series of ward profiles based on detailed case studies. The recommendations were made to tite Ñu range of 
stakeholders from communities asid wards to Councils asid tite Ministry. lite Centre ras a series of well 
attended seminars where staif ami visitors presented either their findings or titeir views. Titis was an important 
forum but one of tite main beneficiaries, because it was at tite University, were other researchers and members 
of the collaborative group. At tite time witen policy was being fotmulated, it was important for this group of 
intellectuals to sharpen the concept asid tite possible practice of tite prograinmes. One must remeniber titat tite 
only other projects where community-based resource inanagement was being effectively practised (iii te rest of 
tite world) cauhi have been usted oit one page. Titere was a criticism al thaI time that insuffjcient academic 
papen were being produced. 
Source: Interviews with WWF, Zinitrust CAMPFIRE and CASS StafL 

3 Contribule througb infonnational ami educational materials 
This component was not handied well by CASS. fle evaluation of Pitase 1 criticised the organizations failure 
to pursue this irnportant aspect. Tite educational needs of tite varicus ward and village groups was not 
considered. Titis aspect has now been micen over by ZimTrust asid ACTION magazine and te impact of itaving 
single subject specialists handling titis matter is remarlcable. A lesson exists in Ibis: get a media specialist to 

produce media Rol an academic researcher. - 

Source: Interviews with WWF, Zimtrust, CAMPFIRE and Project Evahiation repon. 

4. Augment capacity of communities to plan and implement 
Considering titere was very little capacity at te beginning, CASS asid te other groups have made an impact but 
mucli more is required. 
Source lnterviews with ether members of Collaborative Group 

Outputs of speeific objeetives in Phase fl 
1. Policy relevant analysis asid monitoring and evaluation feedback 
The research work started in Pitase continued and tite baseline profile ami different case studies started to 
generale some useful inforination which could be fed tite project debate. Tite Pitase II focus on institutional 
structures asid tite access lo common property brought tite policy research focus onto: 

- conflict on how revenues should be used terms of ward asid district; 

- conflict within wards oit how funds should be disbursed, either to alt families or excluding 
settlers and recent in-migrants; 

- conflict within wards ami districts as to what social infrastructure should be built (clinic, school, etc.) 
ami, more importantly, where it should be built; 

- conflict as to how inuch of tite Wards' proposais for fisture action should be included iii tite district 
development plans. 

Here te decision to retum revenues to tite ward that generated titem creEed some probiems. Districts felt that 
as they bat! negotiated tite contracts, titis was their revenue whule wards, experiencing animal damage, claimed 
they alone should be compensated. This created situations witere frnilies in wards in pan of a district received 
cash payments of up to $1 000 per fantily (Hurungwe 1992) when dieren of tite District received nothing. 
Source with senior CASS staif and researchers involved in tite work. 

la diese outputs, diere was sorne criticism about dic ro)e of researchers in community level advocacy. The 
debate about sociologists and anthropologists becoining "too involved" witit titeir research subjects has raged 
for hundreds of years since tite flrst social scientist got drunk on traditional brew or over-entusiastic at lite 

tribal fertility ceremony. Tite fact tat CASS researchers took te side of te cornmunity their conflict with 
districts can be criticised in terms of pure research theory but it itas a role iii tite advocacy and prornotion of a 
communitys rigitt to their own resources. - 
Source : Interview with CAMPFIR.E staif asid discussions witit Senior CASS stalT 

Tite information collected by sorne of te researchers on Ibis aspect of policy was, a few incidents, presented 
at a public meting, causing sorne embarrassment for te responsible councillor. This created a major conflict 
between CASS and te council, unfortunately one of tite key institutiosis tite "feedback loop'. Titere were a 
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of a series of ward profiles based on detailed case studies. The ncommendations were made to the full range of 
stakeholders from communities and wards to Councils and the Ministry. The Centre ran a series of well 
attended seminars where staff and visitors presented either their findings or their views. This was an important 
fonnn but one of the main beneficiaries, because it was at the University, were other researchers and members 
of the collaborative group. At the time when policy was being formulated, it was important for th is  group of 
intellectuals to sharpen the concept and the possible practice of the programmes. One must remember that the 
only other projects where community-based resource management was beiig effectively practised (in the rest of 
the world) could have been listed on one page. There was a criticism at that t h e  that insufficient academic 
papers were being produced 
Source : Interviews with WWF, Zmtrust, CAMPFIRE and CASS Staff. 

3. 
This component was not handled well by CASS. The evaluation of Phase I criticised the organization's failure 
to pursue this important aspect. The educational needs of the various ward and village groups was not 
considered. This aspect has now been taken over by ZimTnrst and ACTION magazine and the impact of having 
single subject specialists handling this matter is remarkable. A lesson exists in this: get a media specialist to 
produce media not an academic researcher. 
Source : Interviews with WWF, Zimtrust, CAMPFIRE and Project Evaluation report. 

4. 
Considering there was ve'y little capacity at the beginning, CASS and the other groups have made an impact but 
much more is required. 
Source : Interviews with other members of Collaborative Group 

Outputs of specific objectives In Phase Il 

1. 
The research work started in Phase I continued and the baseline profile and different case studies started to 
generate some useful information which could be fed into the project debate. The Phase I1 focus on institutional 
sauctures and the access to common property brought the policy research focus onto: 

Contribute through informational and educational materials 

Augment capacity of communities to plan and implement 

Policy relevant analysis and monitoring and evaluation feedback 

conflict on how revenues should be used in terms of ward and district; 

conflict withii wards on how funds should be disbursed, either to all families or excluding illegal 
settlers and recent inmigrants; 

conflict within wards and districts as to what social infrasaucture should be built (clinic, school, etc.) 
and, more importantly, where it should be built; 

conflict as to how much of the wards' proposals for future action should be included in the district 
development plans. 

Here the decision to return revenues to the ward that generated them created some problems. Districts felt that 
as they had negotiated the contracts, this was their revenue while wards, experiencing animal damage, claimed 
they alone should be compensated. This created S i tu~onS  when families in wards in part of a district received 
cash payments of up to $ I  000 per family (Hurungwe 1992) when the rest of the Ddrict received nothing. 
Source : Interviews with senior CASS staff and researchers involved in the work. 

h these outputs, there was some criticism abom the role of mearchen in community level advocacy. The 
debate about sociologists and anthropologists becoming "too involved" with their research subjects bas raged 
for hundreds of years since the first social scientist got drunk on traditional brew or over-enthusiastic at the 
tribal fertility ceremony. The fact that CASS researchers took the side of the community in their conflict with 
districts can be criticised in terms of pure research theory but it has a role in the advocacy and promotion of a 
community's right to their own resources. 
Source : Interview with CAMPFIRE staff and discussions with Senior CASS staff 

The information collected by some of the researchers on this aspect of policy was, in a few incidents, presented 
at a public meting, causing some embarrassment for the responsible councillor. This created a major conflict 
between CASS and the council, unfortunately one of the key institutions in the "feedback loop". There were a 
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number of appeals for CASS to be more "sensitive'. 
Source Interviews with other membera of Collaborative group 

Excellent research in tite use of "mopane orm", a species of caterpillar collected in the woodland, by P. 
Hobane and tite detailed marketing analysis undertaken should be an example lo other studies of this nature. 
Source: Review of relevant project documents 

2. Baseline socio-economic surveys 
A number of large-scale quantitative baseline surveys were actualy conducted by CASS but they have not been 

extensively used. lii discussions with sorne related organuzations, they cornplained that CASS had failed to 

carry out this style of data coflection. This clearly gives an indication that tite failure of use tite base-Une survey 
information was due to a lack of communication. 
Source: Interviews wíth other members of Collaborative group and senior CASS staff 

The large number of baseline studies - containing more socio-economic and Iess questiomiaire-basecl 
information - were produced asid these are detaiíed two good reports: "Joint Report to Ford Foundation asid 

IDRC" la 1991 and 1992. - 
Source : Review of relevant documents and opinion of consultant 

3. Training 
The rnost significant asid project specific output has been in the research graduates produced. Phases 1 asid II 
have seen doctorates awarded to four CASS staffmembers, le. Drs. Couslns, Hasler, Murombedzi asid Nhlra. la 
addition, tite research work at CASS has resulted in two outside doctorates - Jenny Adams al Cambridge and 
Mette Maast at Rochilder University, Denmark. 

The crop of M,Phils. has not been good with only Mudzoza graduating. Three or four M.Phils. are currently 
still u tite pipelhte. 

Regionally arid lo Zimbabwe, CASS's Iraining programrne has significantly added to capacity to research and 
Dow teach issues of natural resource management. 
Source: Interview with Senior CASS staif 

addition to the output of doctorales, staff have also taught on the M.Sc. Terrestrial Ecology and at sorne 

undergraduate courses In tite Faculty of Sociology. This balance between research asid teaching has been 
possible because tite staif of CASS were not over-burdened by teachlng cornnitments. Tite reduced teaching 
load was only possible in terms of tite Uníversity because of tite fimding provided by tite JDRCJFord 
Foundation project. 
Source : Interview witit Senior CASS staff 

5.2.2 Institutional environment 

CASS, as a largely independent institute la the tiniversity of Zimbabwe, has occupied a unique asid important 
position. Ford Found.ation or IDRC support has significantly added lo its considerable reputation. Tite Centre 
has responded admirably to changing circumstances of tite whole of CAMPFIRE and related programmes. lis 
adaptability has been a direct result of the practical fiexibility of IDRC funding asid the organization's 
decentralized decision making ability given to Programine Officers to approve changes iii tite programme asid to 
switch project fisnding. 
Source: Interview with Senior CASS staif 

'Ile major impact that CASS has had is related very rnuch tu tite head of tite Centre. Prof. Murphree's input mro 
the Centre, tite stafl's development, dic research programnie, tite quality of tite resulte, asid dic use to which they 
have been pat, is so enorinous titar it would be a major undertaking lo even list thern asid an embarrassing 
exercise In adulation ro describe titem aH. Suflicient ro say that any other organization like IDRC would be 
very lucky to have sonleone as good as Mm for project leader. 
Source : Interviews with alI respondents asid opinion of coasultant 

Tite co-ordination between rnembers of tite collaborative group has been very good but many comment that it 
has diminished over tite last couple of years as tite individual organizations gel down to titeir new separate taskt 
Source; Jnterviews witji other members of Collaborative group 
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number of appeals for CASS to be more "sensitive". 
Source : Interviews with other members of Collaborative group 

Excellent research in the use of "mopane worms", a species of caterpillar collected in the woodland, by P. 
Hobane and the detailed marketing analysis undertaken should be an example to other studies of this nature. 
Source : Review of relevant project documents 

2. Baseline socic-economic surveys 
A number of large-scale quantitative baseline surveys were actualy conducted by CASS but they have not been 
extensively used. In discussions with some related organizations, they complained that CASS had failed to 
carry out this style of data collection. This clearly gives an indication that the failure of use the base-lie survey 
information was due to a lack of communication. 
Source : Interviews with other members of Collaborative group and senior CASS staff 

Tbe large number of baseline studies - containing more socio-economic and less questionnaire-based 
information - were produced and these are detailed in two good reports: "Joint Report to Ford Foundation and 
IDRC" in 1991 and 1992. 
Source : Review of relevant documents and opinion of consultant 

3. Training 
The most significant and project specific output has been in the research graduates produced. Phases I and 11 
have seen doctorates awarded to four CASS staff members, ie. Drs. Cousins, Hasler, Murombedzi and Nhiia. In 
addition, the research work at CASS has resulted in two outside doctorates - Jenny Adams at Cambridge and 
Mette Maast at Rochilder University, Denmark. 

The crop of M.Phils. has not been good with only Mudzoza graduating. Three or four M.Phils. are currently 
still n the pipeline. 

Regionally and in Zimbabwe, CASS's training programme has significantly added to capacity to research and 
now teach issues of namal resource management. 
Source : Interview with Senior CASS staff 

In addition to the output of doctorates, staff have also taught on the MSc. Terrestrial Ecology and at some 
undergraduate courses in the Faculty of Sociology. This balance between research and teaching has been 
possible because the staff of CASS were not aver-burdened by teaching commitments. The reduced teaching 
load was only possible in terms of the University because of the funding provided by the XDRCiFord 
Foundation project. 
Source : Interview with Senior CASS staff 

5.2.2 Institutional environment 

CASS, as a largely independent institute in the University of Zimbabwe, has occupied a unique and imponant 
position. Ford Foundation or IDRC support has significantly added to its considerable reputation. The Centre 
has responded admirably to changing circumstances of the whole of CAMPFIRE and related programmes. Its 
adaptability has been a direct result of the practical flexibility of IDRC funding and the organization's 
decentralized decision making ability given to Programme Officers to approve changes in the programme and to 
switch project funding. 
Source : Interview with Senior CASS staff 

Tbe major impact that CASS has had is related very much to the head of the Centre. Prof. Murphree's input into 
the Centre, the staffs development, the research programme, the quality of the results, and the use to which they 
have been put, is so enormous that it would be a major underlaking to even list them and an embarrassing 
exercise in adulation to describe them all. Sufficient to say that any other organization like IDRC would be 
very lucky to have someone as good as him for project leader. 
Source : Interviews with all respondents and opinion of consultant 

The co-ordination benveen members of the collaborative group has been very good but many comment that it 
has diminished over the last couple of years as the individual organizations get down to their new separate tasks. 
Source : Interviews with other members of Collaborative group 
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5.2.3 Project Reach 

Tite reach of CAMPFIRE has been fairly enormous - sorne 250 000 households iii Zimbabwe are now 
included. Tite distribution of Ñnds up te 1994 was something of tite order of Z$34 million. Tite breakdown of 
this is given Tabie 5.3. A summary of tite project reach is presented (with inipact) table 5.4 

Table 5.3 Income from Wildlife in CAMPFIRE districts in Zim $ 

Year Sport 
Hunting 

Tourism Cropping Hides& Ivory Other Annual TOTA) 

1989 694773 60 35910 11256 1700 743699 
1990 1310187 7082 75790 105917 65849 1564825 
1991 2393713 59657 78242 379243 2910855 

1992 5 743 999 96 878 21 666 48 199 153 247 6 063 989 
1993 9101 186 137730 32833 97858 317971 9063989 

1994 12319070 319856 11014 377554 13027494 

TOTAL 31563558 621263 177213 341472 1295564 33999070 

Tite actual reach of CASS's research rnay be more difficuit to determine but clearly tIte fact that CAMJ'FIRE is 
well researched means thai tite principie has ben widely accepted. It has becorne comprehensively 
incorporated into policy in Zimbabwe. Every Minister and Mernber of Parliarnent can talk rneaningfully about 
CAMPFIRE. 
Source Observation by consultants based en government staternents. 

A nuinher of tite persons interviewed claim thai the real reach of tite CASS work has ben outside the borders of 
Zimbabwe. Namibia, Botswana, Mozambique and Zambia have al! benefited frorn tite advice asid guidance 
provided by CASS staif. Sorneone claimed that the readiness with which advice has been received and 
implemented is living proofthat "prophets are appreciated more outside iheir homes". 
Source Interviews with WWF asid ART staif 

The rapid expansion of CAMPFJR.E, especial)>' since the Americans threw $20 million at it, has made the 
programme toe big for CASS to handle in temis of providing tite required socio-economic back-up. USAJI) has 
flinded some baseline surveys of new arcas but tite quality asid reliability of research undertaken by a 
commercial consultancy company cannot be compared te tite in-depth information which was availabie on tite 

original CAMPFIRE communities. 
Seurce Interviews witit senior CASS staif 

5.2.4 Project Impact 

CAMPFIRE has liad a major impact en natural resource rnanagement. Tite question that this evaluation must 
focus en is: "What has been CASS's contribution te tite impact of CAMPFIRE?" 

CASS provided an important legitimacy to ihe whoie CAMPFIRE programme. lis high acadernic reputation 
asid competent researcit work fed tite process of development of both tite concept asid the actual 
pro gramme. 

CASS'S research work provided otiter participante with confidence that titeir gut feelings (thai communities 
were enthusiastic asid benefitting) were correct. Tite feedback from connnunity to coundil, from counci! to 
central Govemment, which CASS was aMe te articulate asid present la a cornpetent fshion, further 
strengthencd tite cornmitment at ah levels. lite support that communuties sitowed for tite programme, tite way 
CASS's work demonstrated this iii a professional asid isiternationally accepted academic way, encouraged tite 
authorities to ntake fiirther steps lo cxpand asid enconrage tite programme. CASS's ability te take the nameless 
voices of VIDCO/WADCO members and councillors te fon at both tite national asid international levels, got 
people hooked en tite idea asid committed te it. If CASS claimed, iii its cool asid competent way, thai real and 
actual empowerment was taking place - titat real asid genuine distribution of beneflts was occurring at tite grass- 
roots level, titen their independence asid their unbiased assessment had a major impact. This was not a white 

hunting safari operator claiming that it was a good idea. This was noz a party oficial from tite nuling party who 
claimed "his people" supported it This was an intemationally recognized, acadesnically independent instftution 

which was staking its collective and individual reputation on tite fact that tite information provided was real, 
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5.2.3 Project Reach 

The reach of CAMPFIRE has been fairly enormous - some 250 000 households in Zimbabwe are now 
included. The distribution of funds up to 1994 was something ofthe order of 2$34 million . The breakdown of 
this is given in Table 5.3. A summary of the project reach is presented (with impact) in table 5.4 

Table 5.3 Income from Wildlife in CAMPFIRE districts in Zim $ 

The actual reach of CASS's research may be more difficult to determine but clearly the fact that CAMPFIRE is 
well researched means that the principle has been widely accepted. It has become comprehensively 
incorporated into policy in Zimbabwe. Every Minister and Member of Parliament can talk meaningfully about 
CAMPFIRE. 
Source : Observation by consultants based on government statements. 

A number of the persons interviewed claim that the real reach of the CASS work has been outside the borders of 
Zimbabwe. Namibia, Botswana, Mozambique and Zambia have all benefited from the advice and guidance 
provided by CASS s t a E  Someone claimed that the readiness with which advice has been received and 
implemented is living proof that "prophets are appreciated more outside their homes". 
Source : Interviews with WWF and ART staff 

The rapid expansion of CAMPFIRE, especially since the Americans threw $20 million at it, has made the 
programme too big for CASS to handle in terms of providing the required socio-economic back-up. USAID has 
funded some baseline surveys of new areas but the quality and reliability of research undertaken by a 
commercial consultancy company cannot be compared to the indepth information which was available on the 
original CAMPFIRE communities. 
Source : Interviews with senior CASS staff 

5.2.4 Project Impact 

CAMPFIRE has had a major impact on natural resource management. The question that this evaluation must 
focus on is: "What has been CAWS contribution to the impact of CAMPFIRE?" 

CASS provided an important legitimacy to the whole CAMPFIRE programme. Its high academic reputation 
and competent research work fed into the process of development of both the concept and the actual 
programme. 

CASSs research work provided other participants with confidence that their gut feelings (that communities 
were enthusiastic and benefitting) were correct. The feedback *om community to council, h m  council to 
central Governmenf which CASS was able to articulate and present in a competent fashion, further 
strengthened the commiment at all levels. The support that communities showed for the programme, the way 
CASS's work demonstrated this in a professional and internationally accepted academic way, encouraged the 
authorities to make further steps to expand and encourage the programme. CASS's ability to take the nameless 
voices of VIDCO/WADCO members and councillors to fora at both the national and international levels, got 
people hooked on the idea and committed to it. If CASS claimed, in its cool and competent way, that real and 
actual empowerment was taking place - that real and genuine distribution of benefits was occurring at the grass- 
roots level, then their independence and their unbiased assessment had a major impact. This was not a white 
hunting safari operator claiming that it was a good idea. This WBS not a party official from the mling party who 
claimed "his people" supported i t  This was an internationally recognized, academically independent institution 
which was staking its collective and individual reputation on the fact that the information provided was real, 
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germine, analyzed and interpreted in an unbiased and competent fashion. 
Source: lnterviews with other members of Coliaborative group 

CASS's real impact on CAMPFIRE had another side to it, a side which has been criticised in sorne publications 
and iii sorne evaluations. It was with dic peopie. Wben CASS researciters stood at a village or ward meting and 
supported an idea, this provided the idea with legitimacy. The research workers were trusted "friends" of tite 
community. If they repeated that fencing would be installed next season, people believed it would happen. Tite 
tension of problem animais could be put it its proper perspective. This was tite Iast season the cornmunity 
would haye te put up with it because a fence was coming. Ile person witb the message, a sovernment 
employee or a local government oficial, would, without tite legitimacy of the CASS researcher, have been 
another empty promise. fis is not to say titat CASS researchers have been put it a position where 
communities have a dependency relationship with titem but, at a critical time of tite programme while 
communities were still finding titeir feet and fiexing titeir muscles, the CASS researchers presented an unbiased 
version of the possibilities asid at times a vision of tite fliture. When villagers reported titat an uncontrolled 
influx of ilegal settlers was threatening the viability of a project, they knew that CASS wonld report tite matter 
objectively, especially if their investigations revealed tbat dic local coimcillor or headman was pan of tbe 
problem because he was "selling" land to the settlers. - 

Source : Interviews with CAMPFIREand CASS researchers. 

A Suinmary of reach asid impact is presented iii Table 5.4 

What impact has the CASS research had Oil "comrnercialization" or incorne generation it dic border 
cornmunities? This connection is somewhat tenucus. Ile revenues come from the sale of hunting concessions 
and otlier fees. This incorne is determined by tite way ja which tite "deal" between the council and hunter is 
negotiated. Tite researcit undertaken by CASS has provided tite foliowing information which has been 
acceptable as pan of tite lexicon of CAMPFIRE 

- funds from CAMPFIRE must be distributed it tite "produce?' cornmunities; 

- district charges, costs asid CA levies etc. should not exceed 50% of total revenue so at least haif (if not 
more) of the income goes to tite villagers thernselves - "titose thaI rnake tite sacrifice must reap the 
rewards"; and 

- al! dealings al council, ward asid cornmunity levela must be 'transparent". 
Source : Project Interviews asid review of project documents. 
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genuine, analyzed and interpreted in an unbiased and competent fashion 
Source : Interviews with other members of Collaborative group 

CASS's real impact on CAMPFIRE had another side to it, a side which has been criticised in some publications 
and in some evaluations. It was with the people. When CASS researchers stood at a village or ward meting and 
supported an idea, this provided the idea with legitimacy. The research workers were trusted "friends" of the 
community. If they repeated that fencing would be installed next season, people believed it would happen. The 
tension of problem animals could be put in its proper perspective. This was the last season the community 
would have to put up with it because a fence was coming. The person with the message, a government 
employee or a local government official, would, witbout the legitimacy of the CASS researcher, have been 
another empty promise. Xis is not to say that CASS researchers have been put in a position where 
communities have a dependency relationship with them but, at a critical time of the programme while 
communities were still fnding their feet and flexing their muscles, the CASS researchers presented an unbiased 
version of the possibilities and at times a vision of the future. When villagers reported that an uncontrolled 
influx of illegal settlers was threatening the viability of a project, they knew that CASS would report the matter 
objectively, especially if their investigations revealed that the local wuncillor or headman was part of the 
problem because he was "selliig" land to the settlers. 
Source : Interviews with CAMPFIRE and CASS researchers. 

A Summw of reach and impact is presented in Table 5.4 

What impact has the CASS research had on "commercialization" or income generation in the border 
communities? This connection is somewhat tenuous. The revenues come from the sale of hunting concessions 
and other fees. This income is determined by the way in which the "deal" between the council and hunter is 
negotiated. The research undertaken by CASS has provided the following information which has been 
acceptable as part of the lexicon of CAMPFIRE 

funds from CAMPFIRE must be distributed in the "producer" communities; 

dismct charges, costs and CA levies etc. should not exceed 50% of total revenue so at least half (if not 
more) of the income goes to the villagers themselves - "those that make the sacrifice must reap the 
rewards"; and 

all dealings at council, ward and community levels must be "transparent". 
Source : Project Interviews and review of project documents. 
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Table 5.4: Summary of lmpact and Reach - Project Numbers 89- 0026 & 91- 0040 Natural Resource Management (Zimbabwe) - Phase II 

Poteutial 
Beuieflciary 
fUser 

How Benefit Mechanism Actual Extent 
benefited /affected 

Potential for future benelit 

Farmers 

Groups 

Increase in 
income. 

Local 
Empower-ment 

-Distribution of income 
from ihe sale of wildlife 
and safari rights directly 
to the participating 
community or via 

expenditure on projects 
detennined by the 
community 

-Monitoring by researcls prograrnme, participatory 
research and advocacy ensures degree of 
transparency which contributes to money being 
fairly distributed. 
- Researchers criticised for becoming too iiwolvecl 
iii advocacy and local politics. Siding with 
community against local representatives. 

- Community mobilisation and institutional 

growth should enable local groups lo carry- 
out own advocacy. 
- CASS research programme will become too 

politically orientated 

Researchers 
lncreased 
capability for 
research 

- Postgraduate training of 
staffand fieldwork Ofl 

CAMPFIRE to generale 

original research for 
doctoral and masters 

dissertations 

- Phase 1 and II resulted jo the award of 4 Ph.D.s 
and ono M.Phil. to CASS staif. 
- 2 additional Ph.D.s awarded to outside students 

stationed at CASS 

- Graduates of CASS programme represent a 

significant proportion of the regional skills iii 
Community based Natural Resource 

Management 
- Graduates fi-orn CASS are having major 
impact on training capacity in region. 

Centre for 
Applied Social 

Sciences 

Increased 

Knowledge 
-Improve tIte availability 
of sound socio-economic 
and socio-cultural 
information (baseline 

data) so that project 
impact could be 
monitored , adjusted and 

planned 

-Provide a research feed- 

baclc loop so that project 
options could be 

generated. 

- Research fonned pan of fieldwork for 
dissertations and thus was not published and made 

available on a regular basis during the research 

period 
- Field work observations were fed to interested 

parties by tbe constant involvement of the director 
of CASS in Collaborative Group 
- Information not widely distributed in easily 
"digestible" form. 
- information on community acceptance and tIte 

importance of transparency helped guido 
programme and assisted GoZ in decisions. 

- Baseline data could be used for flirther time 
series research 

- Inforination available at CASS could fon» 
basis of very useñul teaching material 

- [he research and information already 
availablecan be made more accessible and 

re-published in a more user friendly way. 

Table 5.4 : Summary of Impact and Reach - Project Numbers 89 - 0026 & 91- 0040 Natural Resource Management (Zimbabwe) - Phase I & I1 

’otential 
leneficiary 
User 

iarmers 
jroups 

tesearchers 

Zentre for 
4pplied Social 
Sciences 

How Benefit 

Increase in 
income. 

Local 
Empower-ment 

Increased 
capability for 
research 

Increased 
Knowledge 

Mechanism 

.Distribution of income 
From the sale of wildlife 
and safari rights directly 
to the participating 
community or via 
expenditure on projects 
determined by the 
community 
- Postgraduate training of 
staff and fieldwork on 
CAMPFIRE to generate 
original research for 
doctoral and masters 
dissertations 

-Improve the availability 
of sound socio-economic 
and mcio-cultural 
information (baseline 
data) so that project 
impact could be 
monitored, adjusted and 
planned 
-Provide a research feed- 
back loop so that project 
options could be 
generated. 

Actual Extent 
benefited Iaffccted 

-Monitoring by research programme, participatory 
research and advocacy ensures degree of 
transparency which contributes to money being 
fairly distributed. 
- Researchers criticised for becoming too involved 
in advocacy and local politics. Siding with 
community against local representatives. 

- Phase I and I I  resulted in the award of 4 Ph.D.s 
and one M.PhiI. to CASS staff. 
- 2 additional Ph.D.s awarded to outside students 
stationed at CASS 

- Research formed part of fieldwork for 
dissertations and thus was not published and made 
available on a regular basis during the research 
period 
-Field work observations were fed to interested 
parties by the constant involvement of the director 
of CASS in Collaborative Group 
~ Information not widely distributed in easily 
“digestible” form. 
- information on community acceptance and the 
importance of transparency helped guide 
programme and assisted GoZ in decisions. 

Potential for future benefit 

~ Community mobilisation and institutional 
growth should enable local groups to cany- 
out own advocacy. 
- CASS research programme will become too 
politically orientated 

- Graduates of CASS programme represent a 
significant proportion of the regional skills in 
Community based Natural Resource 
Management 
- Graduates hom CASS are having major 
impact on training capacity in region. 
- Baseline data could be used for further time 
series research 

- Information available at CASS could form 
basis of very useful teaching material 

- The research and information already 
availablecan be made more accessible and 
re-published in a more user friendly way. 



Table 5.4: Summary of and Rcach - Projcct Numbers 89 - 0026 & 91- 0040 Natural Resource Management (Zimbabwe) - Phase II 

Centre for 
Applied Social 
Sciences 

Institutional 

capacity 
Building 

-Improve and strengthen 
academic connections 
between overseas 
Universities and regional 

-Attract visiting academics of higli calibre to 

provide iniellectual and acadernic cross- 
fertilisation. CASS declared centre of excellence - 
received a number of Fullbright Fellowships. 

- CASS reputation as regional 
established and this could be maintained and 

strengthened. 

institutions. 
- Provide important social 
science input to 

- Improved inter- lDepartmental interaction 

between CASS and other UofZ groups by teaching 
input on Tropical resource M.Sc. 

- programmes in neighbouring countries of 
Mozambique, Namibia and Zambia have 
benefited from advice antl assistance from 

Biological and ecological CASS 
students. 

Govemment of 
Zimbabwe 

Policy 
Formulalion 

- Convinced of the 
efficacy of allowing 
communities to manage 
their own natural 
resources. 

- CAMPEIRE now national policy in terms of wild 
life 
- CAMPFIRE Association is now important local 

government body. 

- Government may also grant communities 
control over natural resources such as 

forestry 
- Canipfire has become too big (on donor 

contributions) to be sustainable 00 member 
Association contributions alone. 
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Table 5.4 : Summary of Impact and Reach - Project Numbers 89 - 0026 & 91- 0040 Natural Resource Management (Zimbabwe) - Phase I & 11 

Centre for 
Applied Social 
Sciences 

Government of 
Zimbabwe 

Institutional 
capacity 
Building 

Policy 
Formulation 

-Improve and strengthen 
academic connections 
between overseas 
Universities and regional 
institutions. 
- Provide important social 
science input to 
Biological and ecological 
students. 
- Convinced of the 
efficacy of allowing 
communities to manage 
their own natural 
resources. 

-Attract visiting academics uf high calibre to 
provide intellectual and academic cross- 
fertilisation. CASS declared centre of excellence - 
received a number of Fullbright Fellowships. 
- Improved inter- Departmental interaction 
between CASS and other UofZ groups by teaching 
input on Tropical resource M.Sc. 

- CAMPFIRE now national policy in terms of wild 
life 
-CAMPFIRE Association is now important local 
government body. 

- CASS reputation as regional centre is well 
established and this could be maintained and 
strengthened. 

-programmes in neighbonring countries of 
Mozambique, Namibia and Zambia have 
benefited from advice and assistance from 
CASS 

- Governmenl may also grant communities 
control over natural resources such as 
forestry 
- Campfire has become too big (on donor 
contributions) to be sustainable on member 
Association contributions alone. 
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Iii addition to die CASS research work, their involvement with institutions like the Rural District Councils, the 
various Wildlife Trusts, Management Committces, ami Ward ami Village Committees, they have promoted 
openness and created a firm belief that people and participante have a right to know. This process represents al! 
that JDRC cnshrines in lis own strategy - this is "empowerment through knowiedge. By knowing how much 
council got, by knowing how much tite ward was allocated, thcy know if they (the commumity) are being 
cheated. 
Source: Jnterviews with CAMPFIRE fleid staif. 

lii this way, CASSs work iii terms of institutional strengthening in dic various bodies involved has affected the 
level of income disuibuted. Other members of the coilaborative group have also made a massive contribution: 
WWF iii cducating about dic value of various game species and their support iii negotiations witit hunting 
concessionaircs have helped keep dic process sustainable asid lucrative. ZimTrust, in its education campaign, 
has trained community officials and monitors so that they can insist on transparency. ART monitors external 
policy and ACTION provides educationai material for communities and more importantiy their children. 
Communities now jealousiy "guard" their wildlife and natural asscts because diey realize it is theirs. 
CAMPFIRE ami tite revenue it generates could be sustainable but as popuiation pressure nsounts and wildlife 
diminishes, so incomes will remain stagnant at ben and possibly fail. But it is hoped that CASS's ongoing 
socio-economic work will be able to document dic changes at a community level. 
Source : Interviews with staf! from Zimtnist, WWF, ART asid CASS 

As stated already, tite impact of CAMPARE and dic role CASSs research has played has more impact iii temis 
of Public Good asid Poiicy titan iii commercialization, aithough dic latter is one of tite reasons why CAMPFIRE 
has been a successfiul policy - it is not just an idea or dieory but it does generate a series of tangible beneflts. 

To see dic President of Zimbabwe address an international gathering and state unequivocaliy that tite GoZ is 
committed to sustainable use of natural resources and diat dic vehicle of diis is community-based natural 
resource management based on tite empowerment of communities to control and utilize their own resources in a 
sustainable way, titen clearly CAMPEIRE has made a massive impact. 
Source: Observations by and opinions of consultant 

The Presidential Commission of Inquiry into Appropriate Agricultura! Land Tenure Systems singles out tite 
CAMPFIRE programme as dic one approach which has provided a reason for communities to conserve and 

manage dieir natural resources. GoZ accepts this report, CAMPFIRE has become policy. Tite Chairman of that 

Commission, Prof. Mandivamba Rukuni admits diat tite well researched and documented background to 
CAMPFTRE provided by CASS asid ZimTrust made it very casy to get consensus among commissioners. 
Source : Project interview 

In tite long tensi for dic Govcrnment to accept dic principie of community ownership of resources, even though 
initialiy it was in tenis of wiidlife, it can be extended to trees (forestry exploitation), river sand, gravel, etc. 

Accepting that communities control their resources has dccp and long-term consequences. These consequences 
are in temis of Policy and cvcntually Public Good. 

5.3 Enbancement of Outcome 

As widi dic odicr projects a summary table of factors enhancing and hindering dic outcome of NRMCL is given 
in Table 5.5 

Tite rcsearch undertakcn by CASS, and publishcd, has an international reputation and is acccptcd academicaliy. 
flc publication iist is cxtremely comprehcnsivc and any institution working in dic fleid of community based 

Natural Resource Managerncnt would be required, for dic sake of academic complctcness, to purchasc 5O-6O% 

of dic papera. Tite papen are, however, not easily accessibie to non-academic usen ami for many of dic 
potential usen, dieir cost Ls cxtrcmely high. By making diem more freely available, diere is a possibility diat 

more couid have been achieved in spreading tite impact. 
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In addition to the CASS research work, their involvement with institutions like the Rural District Councils, the 
various Wildlife Trusts, Management Committees, and Ward and Village Committees, they have promoted 
openness and created a firm belief that people and participants have a right to know. This process represents all 
that D R C  enshrines in its own strategy - this is "empowerment uuough knowledge". By knowing how much 
council got, by knowing how much the ward was allocated, they know if they (the community) are being 
cheated. 
Source : Interviews with CAMPFIRE field staff. 

In this way, CASS's work in terms of institutional mengthening in the various bodies involved has Bffected the 
level of income distributed. Other members of the collaborative p u p  have also made a massive contribution: 
WWF in educating about the value of Various game species and their suppo~I in negotiations with hunting 
concessionaires have helped keep the process sustainable and lucrative. ZimTrust in its education campaign, 
has trained community officials and monitors so that they can insist on transparency. ART monitors external 
policy and ACTION provides educational material for communities and more importantly their children. 
Communities now jealously "guard" their wildlife and natural assots because they realize it is theirs. 
CAMPFIRE and the revenue it generates could be sustainable but as population pressure mounts and wildlife 
diminishes, so incomes will remain stagnant at best and possibly fall. But it is hoped that CASS's ongoing 
socio-economic work will be able to document the changes at a community level. 
Source : Interviews with smffeom ZimmWt, WWF, ART and CASS 

As stated already, the impact of CAMPFIRE and the role CASS's research has played has more impact in terms 
of Public Good and Policy than in commercialization, although the latter is one of the reasons why CAMPFIRE 
has been a successful policy - it is not just an idea or theory but it does generate a series of tangible benefits. 

To see the President of Zimbabwe address an international gathering and state unequivocally that the GoZ is 
committed to sustainable use of natural resources and that the vehicle of this is community-based natural 
resource management bared on the empowerment of communities to control and utilize their own resources in a 
sustainable way, then clearly CAMPFIRE has made a massive impact. 
Source : Observations by and opinions of consultant 

The Presidential Commission of Inquiry into Appropriate Agricultural Land Tenure Systems singles out the 
CAMPFIRE programme as the one approach which has provided a reason for communities to conserve and 
manage their natural resources. GoZ accepts this report, CAMPFIRE has become policy. The Chairman of that 
Commission, Prof. Mandivamba Rukuni admits that the well researched and documented background to 
CAMPFIRE provided by CASS and Z i m T ~ s t  made it very easy to get consensus among commissioners. 
Source : Project interview 

In the long term for the Government to accept the principle of community ownership of resources, even though 
initially it was in terms of wildlife, it can be extended to trees (forestry exploitation), river sand, gravel, etc. 
Accepting that communities control their resources has deep and long-term consequences. These consequences 
are in terms of Policy and eventually Public Good. 

5.3 Eobnoeement of Outcome 

As with the other projects a summary table of factors enhancing and hindering the outcome of NRMCL is given 
in Table 5.5 

The research undertaken by CASS, and published, has an international reputation and is accepted academically. 
The publication list is e m m e l y  comprehensive and any institution working in the field of community based 

Natural Resource Management would be required, for the sake of academic completeness, to purchase 50-60?? 
of the papers. The papers are, however, not easily accessible to non-academic users and for many of the 
potential users, their cost is extremely high. By making them more freely available, there is a possibility that 
more could have been achieved in spreading the impact. 
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Table 5.5 Summary of Factors that Inhibited or Enhanced the Dutcoine of Project 
Natural Resources Management in Communat lands (Zimbabwe) - Phase 1 and It 

FACTORS THAT INHIBITED OUTCOME FACTORS THAT ENI{ANCEI) OUTCOME 
Previous research 

? 
CASS liad aheady established a reputation of 
competent socio-economic and socio-cultural research 

Objectives 
Project Objectives were not clearly stated and tended 
to be mo broad and unattainable 
Context CAMPFIRE idea was gaining acceptance and it 

required a social science researcit input Other key 
players including National Parks, professional hunters 
etc were already committed. A congruency of 
motives. 

Cloverument was committed to using Centres of higher 
learning as contributor to tite debate about 
development. 

Strategies and Activities 
Research methods were not clearly specified. Research inethods were participatory and completely 

involved tite local people azul were designed iii such a 
way titat the views of local villages could be obtained. 
Canied out detailed base-line surveys iii selected 
communities so that subsequent research was given 
good basis. Research was multidiscipliriary and also 
involved WWF and Biological Sciences 

Inputs Budget items from Ford azul mRc were balanced iii a 
way which gaye CASS maximum advantage. IDRC's 
financial fiexibility assisted CASS 
Increased Zimbabwe $ costs were compensated for by 
tite rapid devaluation of tite local currency against 
CM) S 

Outcomes 
CASS, by attempting to cover many topics 
(CAMPFIRE, grazing management, fisheries etc.) 
spread itself a bit thin 

Individual workers concentrated on their particular 
research fields 

Research undertaken for dissertations tends to get 
"buried" until te researcher analyses te data when 

they start write-up. 

CASS constantly held seminars and workshop which 
ensured tat preliniinary research results were made 
available. 
Research workers remained in tite country except for 
short stays away on specific taught courses. 

Too many visiting foreign researchers distorted te 
programme. 

Centre, staif asid students benefited byte presence of 
top class academies on short-term fellowships. 
Govemment was committed te genuine policy debate 
and remained flexible to suggestions based oit 
research. 
Local empowerment asid te involvement of Village 
Development Committees (VIDCO) fitted in very 
closely with Government development policy. 

Availability of money in Districts generaLly short of 
flinds creates pressures to divert flinds away from 
producer commtmity ro District level prejects. 

FIow of money from wildlife activities was substantial 
because of good game resources and good marketing. 
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Table 5.5 Summary of Factors that Inhibited or Enhanced the Outcome of Project 
Natural Resources Management in Communal lands (Zimbabwe) -Phase I and II 

Ohjeetives 
Project Objectives were not clearly stated and tended 
to be too broad and unattainable 
Context 

Strategies and Activities 
Research methods were not clearly specified. 

FACTORS THAT Ih'HIBlTED OUTCOME 
Previous research 

I FACTORS THAT ENHANCED OUTCOME 
1 CASS had already established a reputation of 

competent socio-economic and socio-cultural research 

CAMPFIRE idea was gaining acceptance and it 
required a social science research input. Other key 
players including National Parks, professional hunters 
etc were already committed. A congruency of 
motives. 
Government was committed to using Centres of higher 
learning as conhibutor to the debate about 
development. 

Research methods were participatory and completely 
involved the local DeoDle and were designed in such a 

Inputs 

. .  I way that the views of local villages could be obtained 
I Camed out detailed base-line sunew m selected 

- 

communities so that subsequent research was given 
good basis. Research was multidisciplinary and also 
involved WWF and Biological Sciences 
Budget items horn Ford and WRC were balanced in a 
way which gave CASS maximum advantage. IDRC's 
financial flexibility assisted CASS 
Increased Zimbabwe $ costs were compensated for by 
the rapid devaluation of the local currency against 

Research undertaken for dissertations tends to get 
"buried" until the researcher analyses the data when 
they start write-up. 

Outcomes 
CASS, by attempting to cover many topics 
(CAMPFIRE, grazing management, fisheries etc.) 

Individual workers concentrated on their particular 
research fields 

CASS constantly held seminars and workshop which 
ensured that preliminary research results were made 
available. 
Research workers remained in the counay except for 

spread itself a bit thii 
- 

Too many visiting foreign researchers distorted the 
programme. 

short stays away on specific taught courses. 
Centre, stat€ and students benefited by the presence of 
top class academics on short-term fellowships. 
Gavemment was commined to genuine policy debate 

Availability of money in Disbicts generally short of 
fiu~ds creates pressures to divert funds away fiom 
producer community to District level projects. 

and remained flexible to suggestions h i e d  on 
research. 
Local nnpwerment and the involvement of Village 
Development Committees (VIDCO) fitted in very 
closely with Government development policy. 
Flow of money fiom wildlie activities was substantial 
because of good game resources and good marketing. 
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6.0 SUMMARY OF IMPACT ASSESSMENT - COMMERCL4LIZATION. CASE STUDY - 
AGRICULTUBE AM) AGROFORESTRY 

6.1 Iziteraction between Research, Development and Projeet Impact 

Before this chapter deals with tite evahiation of reach and impact of te 3 projects evaluated in tis case study it 
is worth retuming to tite issue raised at the beginning of this doeument - the difficulty of separating out the role 
of research in development and the interaction between information and knowledge ami impact. 

IDRC has as its current swategy 'Empowerment through Knowledge'. Research plays a key part iii this 
developrnent process because it is the means by which the appropriate information (knowledge) is obtained. 
This knowledge, if it is genuinely appropriate and can be applied in such a way so titat it increases production 
(income), saves labour, cases hardship or improves tite uaIity of Ufe ten it can be considered as beneficial to 

development. Genuine developinent, either in physical, monetary, institutional or spiritual terms, is a form of 
ernpowerment. 

- 

When research discovers/invents/perfects a process or product which is iznmediately beneficial, ten te link to 

development and te impact of research is clear. When te researcit produces infonnation which must first be 
adopted, applied or used before it makes a contribution, ten secondary factors come into play. Tite impact of 
tite research becomes filtered by te efficiency by which it is extended. Here te extension of te 
idea/concept/process/item depends on lis own particular attributes and te way it fits hito te existing 
production system or wit te existing values/cultural norms. Research/knowledge by itself does not 
necessarily cause an impact. It is only successful witen it is relevant and applicable. Tite research may produce 
something of real benefit but it may have no impact because it clashes with existing practices which make te 
adoption impossible or problematic. 

In te three projects studied in tis case study, a nuniber of different interactions between researcit, useful 

knowledge, use of tat knowledge and impact exist. Exploring certain elements of this interaction may help to 

understand how research has an impact and possibly how it may be enhanced. 

Tite Dairy/BeefProduction System research in Botswana identified tite following important facts: 

- Tswana/Simentaler crossbreeds produce more milk titan indigenous cattle. 

- Plantings of te Dolichos pasture crop Lablab can produce significant quantities of hay. 

- Feeding collected stover asid harvested Lablab hay can significantly increase milk production lii 
Tswana/Shnentaler crossbred cattle. 

Tite actual impact of tus important research was, however, limíted by te following factors. Crossbred cattle 

are not freely available, te alternative of getting indigenous cattle Artificially Inserninated is available but not 

futly appreciated by farmers. Lablab seed is not freely available and labour/local transport demand of collecting 
stover and feeding it to cattle is too high. Tite incentive for tite adoption of te various innovations - te 
potential of increased income from te sale of surplus milk on a market "clamouring" for fresh milk - just does 
not exist. Market competition (from imponed UHT ami steri-milk) limits marketing opportunities and low 

marketing income does not encourage fármers to adopt te package of innovations which, iii reality, calis for a 
massive additional input of labour. The research failed to have an impact because tite market and te economics 
of production were not thoroughly researched. 

Tite Fuelwood Plantation Project research programme screened a number of exotic ifee species especially 
Eucalvptus ami identified tat oste of tite hardiest of tese quick-growing trees was camaldulensis. This 

species was ten planted at te appropriate spacing (also researched) in community woodlots. Sorne ten years 
later, tite target groups still have managed to seil tem because, as fencing and building poles, tey compete 
unfavourably with te creosote treated gum poles imported froni Zimbabwe and Sout Africa and as firewood 

they are, as one of te project participanta described tem, 'not good firewood, tey burn like a cigarette leavmg 
only ash". Here te research failed to have an impact because te complex role of trees and fiielwood itt te 
lives of te farmers was not fisily understood. Tite prerequisites for growth were carefully researched but tite 

factors affecting use were barely examined. This research failed to have an impact because te value system of 
te intended beneficiaries was not incorporated hito design of te project. 
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6.0 SUMMARY OF I M P A C T  ASSESSMENT - COMMERCIALUATION CASE STUDY - 
AGRICULTURE AND AGROFORESTRY 

Interaction between Research, Development and b j c c t  Impact 6. I 

Before this chapter deals with the evaluation of reach and impact of the 3 projects evaluated in this case study it 
is wonh retdming to the issue raised at the beginning of this document ~ the difficulty of separating out the role 
of research in development and the interaction between information and knowledge and impact. 

IDRC bas as its cunrnt smtegy "Empowerment through Knowledge". Research plays a key part in this 
development process because it is the means by which the appropriate information (howledge) is obtained. 
This howledge, if it is genuinely appropriate and can be applied in such a way so that it increases production 
(income), saves labour. eases hardship or improves the quality of life then it can be considmd as beneficial to 
development. Genuine development. either in physical. monetary, lnStItutiOna1 or spiritual terms, is a form of 
empowerment. 

When research discoverslinventslpcrfects a process or product which is immediately beneficial, then the link io 
development and the impact of rexarch is clear. When the research produces information which must fini be 
adopted, applied or used before it makes a conmbution. then secondary factors come into play. The impact of 
the research becomes filtered by the efficiency by which it is extended. Here the extension of the 
ideakoncepLprocesvitem depends on its own particular amibutes and the way it fits into the existing 
production system or with the existing valueuculml norms. Researchhowledge by itself does not 
necessarily cause an impact. It is only successful when it is relevant and applicable. The research may produce 
somethlng of real benefit but it may have no impact because it clashes with existing practices which make the 
adopnon impossible or problematic. 

In the three projects studied in this case study, a number of different interactions between research, useful 
knowledge, use of that knowledge and impact exist. ExploMg certain elements of this mteraction may help to 
understand how research has an impact and possibly how it may be enhanced. 

The Dairy/Beef Production System research in Borswana identified the following imponant facts: 

TswanaSimentaler crossbreeds produce more milk than indigenous canle. 

PlanMgs of the Dolicbos pasture crop L&!& can produce significant quantines of hay. 

Feeding collected stover and harvested Lablab hay can sipificanily increase milk producnon in 

Tswans Simentaler crossbred canle. 

The acrual impact of this imponant research was, however, limited by the following factors. Crossbred MKk 
are not freely available, the alternative of gelling indigenous canle ArIificiaJly Inseminated is available but not 
fully appreciated by farmers. L&& seed is not freely available and labournocal transport demand of collecting 
stover and feeding it to canle is too high. The infenrive for the adoption of the various innovations - the 
potential of increased inwme from the sale of surplus milk on a market "clamouring" for fresh milk -just does 
not exist Market wrnpanion (from imported LIHT and steri-milk) limits marketing oppomities and low 
marketing income does oot encourage farmers to adopt the package of innovanons which. in reality, calls for a 
massive additional input of labour. The research failed to have an impact because the market and the economics 
of production were not thoroughly researched. 

The Fuelwwd Plantation Project research programme smened a number of exotic tree species especially 
Eucolvt~rus and identified that one of the hardiest of these quick-growing uces was E carnoldulemlc. 7111s 
species was then planted at the appropriate spacing (also researched) in community woodlots. Some ten years 
later, the farget groups still have not managed to sell them because, as fencing and building poles. they compere 
unfavourably with the creosote mated gum poles imponed from Zimbabwe and South Afnca and as fuewood 
they are, as one of the project participanu described them, '*not good firewood they bum like a cigarette leaving 
only ash". Here the research failed to have an impact because the complex role of trees and fuelwood in the 
lives of the fanners was not fully understood. The prerequisites for growth were carefully researched but the 
factors affecting use were barely examioed. This research failed to have an impact because the value synem of 
the intended beneficiaries was not incorporated into design of the project. 
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Tu tite National Resource Management iii Conmunai Lands Project, baselíne information on participating 
conmunities has been collected. Tite process by which communities take on board tite concept of managing 
and benefiting froni the sustainable use of wildiik reseurces is clearly understood. The positive interaction 
between distribution of benefits iii tite producer community and tite adoption of sound wildlife management Qn 
te pafl of tIte community itas been clearly and unequivocally established. Despite this, titere is always tite 

tendency for cash strapped Rural District Councils te see CAMPFIRE revenues as a reliable (ami presuniably 
inexhaustible) source of funding for tite aliowances they pay themselves and for "prestige" projects (like new 
council offices or a beerhall) iii tite district capital. 

Information on communities shows that, in establisited aid settied comniunities, diere is good adoption of tite 

principies aid practices of CAtvIPFIRE. Where conununities are coherent wholes, they can adapt te tite 

concepts of conmunity resources managernent. However, witere diere has been massive in-migration and 
witere immigrants outnumber te original residents, diere is no sense of comrnunity aid "community 
based/natural resource managernent (CBRM)" becantes a useless acronym. Despite this information, tite 
autitorities are reluctant te enforce land-use pians drawn np for tite arta aid restrict uncontrólled in-migration of 
settlers aid their cattle. Ciear evidence of an inipending ecologicai disaster is ignored. 

Tu this project, tite major inipact on te lives of people asid comntunities involved is a result of te soundness of 
tite concept asid principies of CBNRM. Tite research assists asid reinforces what tite originators knew at tite 

beginning - titis is a good idea. 

Tite research of what goes wrong witit CAMPFIRE programmes oniy has art impact if tite relevant autitorities 
listen to te findings asid react accordingly. Tite research also has an impact on tose "doubters" at CITES who 
cannot believe that corumunities can effectively rnanage their wiidlife but even aH the wefl written papers iii tite 
CASS library wili not be able to convert a niember of Friends of tite Earth who fmds te idea of sports hunting 
abltoyrent. 

Tite NRMCL project also iílustrates an rmportant aspect of research iii real asid meaningffil development. Tite 

participatory role that tite community actually plays iii much of tite research undertaken by CASS has created a 
situation witere tite conimunity gains knowledge. 

When CAMPFIRE communities know how much tite wildlife concession went for, when te researcher wit 
itis/her calculator works out how mucit tey, as a ward, should be getting, ten they itave information with 
witich te conftont teir ward councillor ami accuse him of misappropriation and thefi. This is living proof of 
empowerment through knowledge. 

itesearcit has an impact en development witen te project or process being investigated has an actual relevance 
to te communities or individuals who will eventuaiiy use it. Iii a large number of cases, tis relevance can be 
found in te way rite knewledge will benetit tite user. fi tite case of commercialisation, tite benefit is much 
easier te measure/quantify titan in te case of policy or public good. Here tite potentiai benefit ro te intended 
user can be designated in monetary or near monetary terms. lii titis case, any researcit witicit has as its long- 
term objective commercialisation or increased incorne generation, must have as one of ita central research 
components an analysis of te economics of te practice or process being proposed. 

Tite effect of tite new innovation on tite existing aliocation of labour asid itow it integrates with tite most 
favoured activities or generating te preferred food source or tite rnost irnportant incorne source rnust be 
considered (Farming System Research). If tite net output is a product or service, ita market potentiai rnust be 
analysed, how it relates te substitutes and a ful competitor analysis must be considered. Simply assuming titat a 
local market exists, despite impon competition, is naiveté at ita height. Tite days of impon substitution aid 
tariff barriers are gane; tite new reality is tite World Trade Organisation regulations asid competitor analysis 
tnust now include otiter regional producen. 

6.2 Analysis of impact relation to individual Project components 

This section summarises sorne of tite conclusions drawn about te various project components iii tite three 
chapters covering te projects ( Chapters 3 to 5). These observation are extracted from tite Summary tables 
detailing factors whicit inhibited asid enhanced te outcome of tite project. Table 3.4 for te Dairy Production 
system, Table 4.5 for te fizelwood project and Table 5.5 for tite NRMCL project. 
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In the National Resource Management in Communal Lands Roject, baseline information on participating 
communities has been collected. The process by which communities take on hoard the concept of managing 
and benefiting from the sustainable use of wildlife resources is clearly understood. The positive interaction 
between distribution of benefits in the producer community and the adoption of sound wildlife management on 
the part of the community has been clearly and unequivocally established. Despite this, there is always the 
tendency for cash strapped Rural Diseict Councils to see CAMPFIRE revenues as a reliable (and presumably 
inexhaustible) source of funding for the allowances they pay themselves and for "prestige" projects ( l i e  new 
council offices or a beerhall) in the district capital. 

Information on communities shows that, in established and settled communities, there is good adoption of the 
principles and practices of CAMPFDRE. Where communities are coherent wholes, they can adapt to the 
concepts of community resources management. However, where there has been massive in-migration and 
where immigrants ournumber the original residents, there is no sense of community and "community 
basednatural resource management (CBRM)" becomes a useless acronym. Despite this information, the 
authorities are reluctant to enforce land-use plans drawn up for the area and restrict uncontrolled in-migration of 
settlers and their cattle. Clear evidence of an impending ecological disaster is ignored. 

In this project, the major impact on the lives of people and communities involved is a result of the soundness of 
the concept and principles of CBNRM. The research assists and reinforces what the originators knew at the 
beginning - this is a good idea. 

The research of what goes wrong with CAMPFIRE programmes only has an impact if the relevant authorities 
listen to the fmdings and react accordingly. The research also has an impact on those "doubters" at CITES who 
cannot believe that communities can effectively manage their wildlife but even all the well written papers in the 
CASS library will not be able to convert a member of Friends of the Earth who finds the idea of sports hunting 
abhorrent. 

The NRMCL project also illustrates an important aspect of research in real and meaningful development. The 
participatory role that the community actually plays in much of the research undertaken by CASS has created a 
situation where the community gains knowledge. 

When CAMPFIRE communities know how much the wildlife concession went for, when the researcher with 
hisiher calculator works out bow much they, as a ward, should be getting, then they have information with 
which to confront their ward councillor and accuse him of misappropriation and theft. This is living proof of 
empowerment through knowledge. 

Research bas an impact on development when the project or process being investigated has an actual relevance 
to the communities or individuals who will eventually use it. In a large number of cases, this relevance can be 
found in the way the knowledge will benefit the user. In the case of commercialisation, the benefit is much 
easier to measuretquantify than in the case of policy or public good. Here the potential benefit to the intended 
user can be designated in monetary or near monetary terms. !a this case, any research which has as its long- 
term objective commercialisation or increased income generation, must have as one of its central research 
components an analysis of the economics of the practice or process being proposed. 

The effect of the new innovation on the existing allocation of labour and how it integrates with the most 
favoured activities or generating the preferred food source or the most important income source must be 
considered (Farming System Research). If the net output is a product or service, its market potential must be 
analysed, how it relates to substitutes and a full competitor analysis must be considered. Simply assuming that a 
local market exists, despite import competition, is naivete at its height. The days of impon substitution and 
tariff barriers are gone; the new reality is the World Trade Organisation regulations and competitor analysis 
must now include other regional producers. 

6.2 Analysis of impact in relation to individual Project components 

This section summarises some of the conclusions drawn ahout the vm.ous project components in the three 
chapters covering the projects ( Chapters 3 to 5) .  These observation are extracted from the Summary tables 
detailing factors which inhibited and enhanced the outcome of the project. Table 3.4 for the Dairy Production 
system, Table 4.5 for the fuelwood project and Table 5.5 for the NRMCL project. 
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6.2.1 Objectives 

It is iniportant to have project objectives as it enables tite relevance of tite project to be assessed at the project 
formulation asid fimding pitase. They should be used to direct tite project asid are critical for any evaluation. 
There is sorne evidence in the projects studied that tisis la an area witere considerable lmprovement could be 
made. 

Tite objectives in Project Sumniaries for tite NRMCL project for Pitase 1 and II represent the worse examples. 
The most confizsing pan of tite Pitase II objectives is that they keep referring to sections lii tite Pitase 1 

docusnent. Iii Mure, project objectives should be presented in Ml with no reference to otiter sections in otiter 
documents. They should be free-standing entities witich clearly define tite objective. For example they should 
not be phrased as such: 

'3.1 General Objectives - 

3.1.1 The general objectives are stated iii paragraph 1.1, tite core objective being to initiate art applied social 
science researcit programme proving policy relevant analyses for issues on natural resource 
management in Zimbabwe's Cornmunal Lands or raised in paragrapits 2.2 and 2.3 asid which furthers 
tite methodological asid aining objective mentioned iii paragraph 2.4." 

Source NRMCL Project Summary - Pitase II 

Tite other failure of Use objectives in tite NRMCL project ja tite fact that they are rather broad asid unattainable 
(as described earlier) include details of activities as welL Tite objective should be short, concise, clear asid 
adjusted until they are achievable within both tite budget and tite time scale of tite project. 

The objectives of tite Dairy Production System -Pitase 1! and tite Fuelwood Project Pitase exhibit a clearer 
focus of objectives. The only criticism is the fact that project acope is often not considered iii the objectives, 
making them too broad For example, the Dairy project involving a few farmers on-farin testing new 
tecitnologies must clearly be seen as a pilot project. Tite objective "to increase milk production among smail- 
scale peri-untan livestock owners" does not indicate titat the methodology is still being tested. Tite Phase II 
objectives of tite fuelwood project were adjusted and titen unfortunately made too broad by tite inclusion of 
terms such as Social forestry. Tisis citange in the objective was not reflected iii any way iii terms of tite project 
design. 

In this respect, tite experience of GTZ (tite German tecimical co-operation organisation) witit their ZOPP 
inethodology could be useful to [DRC. Carrying out an analysis of tite problem, determining a long-term goal 
asid breaking tisis down into one or two clear concise objectives, asid titen breaking the objectives down hito 
clean and obtainable activities could itelp focus projects. 

'To strengthen Iinkages with extension staif" is art objective which cleanly should be broken down hito concrete 

steps asid planned activities. Por example, the extension metitod and extension message needs to be worked out: 
who is going to do tite extension ?- where and when 7, these are important aspects. How la the tecitnology to 
be transfened? When will tite training take place? etc. Tisis should be planned, if it is not then, like Use Dairy 
Project in Botswana, tite linkage to extension wilt not be maintained, alone strengthened. 

6.2.2 Strategies, methodologies and Activities 

Flere only general comments can be made, ah of whicit should be clearly known by IDRC: 

- metitods used should be sustainable in tite long term; 
- economics of tite researcit need to be careffihly monítored; 
- where possible, beneficiaries should be involved iii formulation of researcit; and 
- social asid socio-economic research must cleanly rationalise observation and participation issues. 
- where even possible researcit should be multídisciplinary 
- if possible researcit should be conducted on famiers flelds rather than on research stations. 
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6.2.1 Objectives 

It is important to have project objectives as it enables the relevance of the project to be assessed at the project 
formulation and funding phase. They should be used to direct the project and are critical for any evaluation. 
There is some evidence in the projects studied that this is an area where considerable improvement could be 
made. 

The objectives in Project Summaries for the NRMCL project for Phase I and I1 represent the w o w  examples. 
The most confusing part of the Phase I1 objectives is that they keep referring to sections in the Phase I 
document. In future, project objectives should be presented in full with no reference to other sections in other 
documents. They should be kee-standing entities which clearly detine the objective. For example they should 
not be phrased as such 

"3.1 General Objectives 

3.1.1 The general objectives are stated in paragraph 1.1, the core objective being to initiate an applied social 
science research programme proving policy relevant analyses for issues on natural resource 
management in Zimbabwe's Communal Lands or raised in paragraphs 2.2 and 2.3 and which furthers 
the methodological and Uainiing objective mentioned in paragraph 2.4." 

Source : NRMCL Project Summary - Phase Il 

The other failure of the objectives in the NRMCL project is the fact that they are rather broad and unattainable 
(as described earlier) include details of activities as well. The objective should be short, concise, clear and 
adjusted until they are achievable within both the budget and the time scale of the project. 

The objectives of the Dairy Production System -Phase 11 and the Fuelwwd Project Phase I exhibit a clearer 
focus of objectives. The only criticism is the fact that project scope is often not considered in the objectives, 
making them too broad For example. the Dairy project involving a few farmers on-farm testing new 
technologies must clearly be seen as a pilot project. The objective "to increase milk production among small- 
scale peri-urban livestock owners'' does not indicate that the methodology is still being tested. The Phase I1 
objectives of the fuelwood project were adjusted and then unfortunately made too bmad by the inclusion of 
terms such as Social forestry. This change in the objective was not reflected in any way in terms of the project 
design. 

In thii respect, the experience of GTZ (the German technical cc-operation organization) with their ZOPP 
methodology could be useful to IDRC. Carrying out an analysis of the problem, determining a long-term goal 
and breaking this down into one or two clear concise objectives, and then breaking the objectives down into 
clear and obtainable activities could help focus projects. 

"To strengthen linkages with extension staff' is an objective which clearly should be broken down into concrete 
steps and planned activities. For example, the extension method and extension message needs to be worked out: 
who is going to do the extension ?- where and when ?, these are important aspects. How is the technology to 
be transferred? When will the training take place? etc. ?his should be planned, if it is not then, like the Dairy 
Project in Botswana, the l i e  to extension will not be maintained, let alone strengthened. 

6.2.2 Strategies, methodologies and Activities 

Here only general comments can be made, all of which should be clearly known by IDRC: 

methods used should be sustainable in the long term; 
economics of the research need to be carefully monitored; 
where possible, beneficiaries should be involved in formulation of research; and 
social and socio-economic research must clearly rationalise observation and participation issues 
where ever possible research should be multidisciplinw 
if possible research should he conducted on fanners fields rather than on research stations. 
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6.2.3 lnputs 

The suminary of the IDRC budget input in tite projects is given itt Table 6.1. 

The reality of this evaluation must be clearly seen in the figures contained itt tite table. Total IDRC budget 
aflocation vanes from CAD$303 000 - 395 000. These are not large sums and it would be extremely unusual 
fon ainounts as smaJl as this to have any major impacts. 

[DRC fiinds have acted like seed money to dafry research iii Botswana - GoB is now running with ita own 
baton. IDRC fluida to FAB got tite NGO on its feet am! established su important process of forestry researcit, 
even if the selection of tree species could have been better. CASS has benefited and continues to benefit from 
IDRC support and has used the finida iii a sensible fashion so as to firmly establish itself as mi important 
regional research centre. 
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6.2.3 Inputs 

The summary of the IDRC budget input in the project, is given in Table 6.1 

The reality of this evaluation must be clearly seen in the figures contained in the table. Total IDRC budget 
allocation varies from CAD$303 000 - 395 000. These are not large sums and it would be extremely unusual 
for amounts as small as this to have any major impacts. 

IDRC funds have acted like seed money to daiy  research in Botswana - GOB is now running with its own 
baton. IDRC funds to FAB got the NGO on its feet and established an important process of forestry research, 
even if the selection of tree species could have been better. CASS has benefited and continues to benefit from 
IDRC support and has used the funds in a sensible fashion so as to iirmly establish itself as an important 
regional research centre. 
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Table 6.1 Breakdown of IDRC contribution la CAD$ by main category to the various projccts considered for the Commercialisatlo Case Study 

ITEM DAY 
Pbase U 

as % of 
total 

FAB 
FIjase 

as % of 
Total 

FAB Phase as % of 
Total 

NRMCL 
FIjase 

as % of 
total 

NRMCL 
Phase 7 

as % of 
Total 

Salaries and Allowances 164700 44.7% 131400 39.4% 71990 21.5% 103180 34.0% 129420 41.4% 
Travel 28396 7.2% 48920 14.7% 64590 19.3% 0 0.0% 71652 22.9% 
Research Expendisure 14877 3.8% 47430 14.2% 62520 18.7% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 
Publications 2478 0.6% 4500 1.4% 9160 2.7% 31960 10.5% 22000 7,0% 
Equipment 11900 3.0% 38385 11.5% 30770 9.2% 126470 41.6% 21740 7.0% 
Training 147000 37.2% 24400 7.3% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 32780 10.5% 
Seminars & workshops 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 16460 4.9% 6540 2.2% 27020 8.7% 
Others 25959 6.6% 38050 11.4% 78610 23.5% 35590 11.7% 7720 2.5% 
TOTAL 393310 100.0% 333085 100.0% 334100 100.0% 303740 100.0% 312332 100.0% 

Table 6.1 : Breakdown of IDRC contribution in CADS by main category to the various projects considered for the Commercialisatio Case Study 



Tite evaluation interviews with staif on tite completed projects carried out iii this case study all produced 
positive comments about the beneficial effect of IDRC maintaining a flexible approach to tite use of tbe project 
budget. By ailowing adjustments between various budget unes and by making sure that budget disbursement 

requests were handled swiffly tite projects and tite research they supported conld continue. Tite importance of 
fiexibility was particularly relevant for FAB and CASS which are basically autonomous institutions - the first a 
relatively small NGO which could not have afi'orded to self-fund its activities and tite second an depariment at a 
University not renowned for its efficient fmancial management. For the APRU in Botswana, most of tite IDRC 
fiinds were filtered through te GoBs normal budgetiy process titereby removing any direct advantage. Where 
tite fiexibility was noticed was in tite payment of fees to Universities in Canada which was handied tnuch more 

efficiently and easily titan could have been achieved by the responsible department in (3oB. 

One aren witere there could have been an improvement was with tite flow of information from IDRC to tite 

responsible organisation, the provision of regular financial position reports would have helped tite organisation 
inanage their budgets. Equally, IDRC would beneflt from a more regular repon back system, compulsory on 

recipients, which shows exchange rate fluctuations ami how fimds are being spent. 

No use was made in any of the three projects of useflul and interesting information and comniunication 

technology. 

6.2.4 Communicating Research Output 

For two projects, the research outputs (information on dairy production and information on tite growth of trees) 
were used internally te adopt an existing dairy project and start a new fuelwood plantation programme. la these 
cases, tite fact thai tite output was not readily available to the general public was not critical. lii general terms, 
the Ñct that research project outputs are not well communicated iii a form suitabie to the relevant audience is att 
element affecting the projeci reach. 

Scientists at research stations and academics itt universities produce papen which would not be rated highly it 
terms of titeir readability by tite common man. It many cases, this common man is the person with whom tite 

programmes should be conununicating because it is they who ultimately formulate development plans aM 
allocate resources. This conflict between documents which can be accepted and published in academic journals, 
where they are subjected to peer review, and having att article which a councillor can read is a major problem 
which very few research programmes manage to bridge. 

Tite Dairy Project produced very "di-y" reports which used a standard format perfected sorne years ago. Tite 
staif lack experience iii explaining tite consequences of their analysis to a lay person or in translating their 
research into practical recommendations. 

Tite Tree Elimination Ti-ial by FAB is published itt a report with a mass of tables which would cause any normal 
person a major problem if ah they wanted to know was what tree to grow. 

Some of tite CASS publications would require a background knowledge in sociology to fiilly grasp tite subject. 
There are examples of CASS research reworked and presented iii tite "Wildlife and Development Series" by tite 
International Institute for Environment and Development (IIED), whicit are ideal communication tools. 

Two of tite three projects, because they either had unsustainable economic aspects or were inconectly 
formulated, liad vexy limited reacb aM veiy little analysis or comment can be made on them. 

6.2.5 Reacli aud Impaet 

Tite impact of the various projects were assessed relation to a number of general categories. Tite resulta of 
titis summary are presented in tables 6.2 to 6.4, aM they are discussed below. 

Dairy Beef Production Systems (Botswana) 

Tite researcit undertaken under this project has liad a medium impact iii temis of ita contribution to tite 

knowledge pool because tite resulta are not easily replicable extension in terms of smallholder 
management practices (Lab-Lab seed not available, collection of stover difficult). However, some research on 
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The evaluation interviews with staff on the completed projects carried out in this case study all produced 
positive comments about the beneficial effect of IDRC maintaining a flexible approach to the use of the project 
budget. By allowing adjustments between various budget lines and by making sure that budget disbursement 
requests were handled swiftly the projects and the research they supported could continue. The importance of 
flexibility was particularly relevant for FAB and CASS which are basically autonomous institutions - the fust a 
relatively small NGO which could not have afforded to self-fund its activities and the second an department at a 
University not renowned for its efficient fmancial management. For the APRU in Botswana, most of the IDRC 
funds were filtered through the GOBS normal budgetry process thereby removing any duect advantage. Where 
the flexibility was noticed was in the payment of fees to Universities in Canada which was handled much more 
efficiently and easily than could have been achieved by the responsible department in GOB. 

One area where there could have been an improvement was with the flow of information h m  IDRC to the 
responsible organisation, the provision of regular financial position reports would have helped the organisation 
manage their budgets. Equally, IDRC would benefit kom a more regular report back system, compulsory on 
recipients, which shows exchange rate fluctuations and how funds are being spent. 

No use was made in any of the three projects of useful and interesting information and communication 
technology. 

6.2.4 Communicating Research Output 

For two projects, the research outputs (information on dairy production and information on the growth of trees) 
were used internally to adopt an existing davy project and start a new fuelwood plantation programme. In these 
cases, the fact that the output was not readily available to the general public was not critical. In general terms, 
the fact that research project outputs are not well communicated in a form suitable to the relevant audience is an 
element affecting the project reach. 

Scientists at research stations and academics in universities produce papers which would not be rated highly in 
terms of their readability by the common man. In many cases, this common man is the person with whom the 
programmes should be communicating because it is they who ultimately formulate development plans and 
allocate resources. This conflict between documents which can be accepted and published in academic journals, 
where they are subjected to peer review, and having an article which a councillor can read is a major problem 
which very few research programmes manage to bridge. 

The Dairy Project produced very "dry" reports which used a standard format perfected some years ago. The 
staff lack experience in explaining the consequences of their analysis to a lay person or in translating their 
research into practical recommendations. 

The Tree Elimination Trial by FAB is published in a report with a mass of tables which would cause any normal 
person a major problem if all they wanted to know was what tree to grow. 

Some of the CASS publications would require a background knowledge in sociology to fully grasp the subject. 
There are examples of CASS research reworked and presented in the "Wildlife and Development Series" by the 
International Institute for Environment and Development (IIED), which are ideal communication tools. 

Two of the three projects, because they either had unsustainable economic aspects or were incorrectly 
formulated, had very limited reach and very little analysis or comment can be made on them. 

6.2.5 Reach and Impact 

The impact of the various projects were assessed in relation to a number of general categories. The results of 
this summary are presented in tables 6.2 to 6.4, and they are discussed below. 

Dairy Beef Production Systems (Botswana) 

The research undertaken under this project has bad a medium impact in terms of its contribution to the 
knowledge pool because the results are not easily replicable through extension in terms of smallholder 
management practices (Lab-Lab seed not available, collection of stover Micult). However, some research on 
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tite irnproved nutritional status of cattle due to winter supplementary feeding is important and should have 
Ñture irnpact. 

Table 6.2 Project number :87-0225- DairyfBeef Production Systems - Phase II 

Impact Assessment aren Higk Medium La 
lCnowledge Pool .. 

Individual capacity building Q 

Institutional capacity building .. 

Building networks and linkages ., 

Policy formulation ' 
Iniproved Quality of Life . 

Increased Income Negtigible 

la terms of both individual and Institutional capacity building this project has had a major irnpact. Nearly 40% 
of the budget was allocated to training ami together with GOBs contribution this has been rnoney well spent. 
fle impact la terms of building important linkages ami networks witit other regional research centres has been 
low, this is partially due to the fact that many of the more senior personad have been away on training. 

Inipact in terms of policy formulation has been low but the research was not intended, as such, to contribute in 
this area. However, a clear and concise evaluation of the problems facing srnall-scale dairy producen in terrns 
of access to credit, difficulties iii rnarketing, competing with indirectly subsidised large-scale producen iii South 
Africa (e.g. lower electricity costs) etc could be used to influence policy iii Botswana on dairy development ami 
the use of sorne forrn of leverage to promote JocaJ impon substitution industries. 

Fuel wood Ptaatations (Botswana) 

This project has made a rnedium level irnpact in terrn of the knowledge pool. Sorne local researchers would 
have scored this as low or negligible because of tite large number of single purpose exotic fuelwood species 
included. This evaluation is slightly more practical and clearly, at some point, areas of Botswana will be forced 
to consider fast growing exotics. The FAB trial, ifmanagernent of the sites continues, will be able to provide 
species information on long-terrn survival and growth rates. lii addition, ifproperly managed, the existing 
plantations could also provide infonnation on copicing asid re-growth potential afier cutting back. 

Table 6.3 Project number: 85- 0118 - Fuelwood Plantation - Phase 1 

Project number: 89-0068 - Fuelwood Plantation - Phase II 

!wpact Assessment aren High Medium Low 

Knowledge Pool y' 

Individual capacity building y' 

Institutional capacity building y' 

Building networks ami linkages ' 
Policy forrnulation y' 

Improved Quality of Life vi 

lacreased Incorne Negligible 

The failure to fitily use the possibilities of tite IDRC grant for staff training means that diere has been a low 

iinpact in this area. Institutional capacity has been hindered as well as helped by a number of expatriate 
nianagers who han worked on te programme. The benefit has been accorded tu the project because of tite 

intellectual and acadernic commitment of sorne staif and suifered because of the conflict with odien who may 
not have been totally cornrnitted to local capacity enhancernent. 

flie project was not meant to malce a direct input into policy formation and ita impact in this field was seored as 

low. 1-lowever, on reflection it could be argued that FAB' s unfortunate experience on Phase II with extension of 
ñiel wood plantations asid it's on going involvement in social forestry could be having a direct irnpact on tree 

planting policy in Botswana. The focus on rnulti-purpose trees, the reliance on local asid regional species asid 

switch from village woodlots to around te homestead tree planting are all policy changes traceable to FAB's 

activities asid research. 
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the improved nutritional status of cattle due to winter supplementary feeding is important and should have 
future impact. 

Table 6.2 Project number : 87 - 0225 - DairylBeef Production Systems - Phase I1 

Impact Assessment area High 
Knowledge Pool 
Individual capacity building 
hstiNtiona1 capacity building 
Building networks and linkages 
Policy formulation 
Improved Quality of Life 
Increased Income 

Medium Low 
* 

* 
* 
* 

d 

* 
Negligible 



This case study focuses on commercialisation asid in tite categories of improved quality of uve and increased 
income tite impact is low asid none, respectively. 

Nature Resources Management in Coinmunal Lands (Zimbabwe) 

The project has had higA Impact in temis of tite knowledge pool individual and institutional capacity building, 
buildIng networks asid llnkages asid most important policy formulation. 

Table 6.4 Froject number 88 0026- Natural Resource Management in CLs Phase 1 

Project number : 91 - 0040 - Natural Resaurce Management in CLs Phase II 

Jmpact Assessment arta 111gb Medium Low 

Knowledge Pool .4 

Individual capacity building 
Institutional capacity building .4 

Buliding networks and linkages 4' 

Policy formulation .4 

Jmproved Quality of Life .4 

Increased Bicorne .4 

Tite role of a local research organisations where training involves local asid expatriate researchers working lii 

counlry is a most successfül element of CASS operations. Tite rote of a dynamic asid Innovative team leader 
niay be hard to replicate but clearly training "in situ" at centres of regional excellence is clearly loaded with real 
and genuine irnpact. 

The rnediurn impact bicorne asid quality of life is again tempered by the fact that this is a result of the 
CAMPFIRE progranirne and could be att area where project research impact is actually low if it could be 
separated from the effect. 

6.3 Specific Results of the Evaluation 

Tite end of Phase 1 of tite NRIvICL project was characterized by an absoltnely first class project evaluation by 
Drs. BeIl asid Munjanjanja. CASS responded to sorne of tite criticisrn asid adjusted its activities IR Pitase II. 
Titis evaluation was built hito the project and it representa an aspect of tite project which it may be useflil to 

replicate lii other IDRC-funded projects. Evaluations by a couple of competent persons with a wealth of 
experience are not cheap but projects which lose relevance because they lose direction are a complete waste of 
rnoney. Between-phase evaiuations shogld be comp&sory md costed jato me budget. Mid-term evaluation of 
any programme rusinitig longer titan two years would also be useful. 

6.3.1 Conimercialisation and market analysis 

This case study has cncentrated on projects categorised under tite title of comrnercialisation. Tite inclusion of 
tite NRMCL project iii this case study has been questioned previously but the other two projects fil Botswana 
had as one of their objectives the increase of rural incorne - one via tite sale of milk asid tite other via tite 

planned sale of fuelwood andior alternatively poles. Neither of these projects achieved any niajor impact iii 
rural incornes itt a sustainable fashion especially if tite "free" or subsidised inputs are considered. 

Tite reason for tite failure of both projects in terms of cornmercialisation is due to the lack of appreciation of 
actual rnarket fornes prevailing me area of implementaxion asid tite country ja general. 

Milk asid milk producta, Imponed from RSA ami Zimbabwe, are generally freely available at reasonable prices 
Botswana. Tite rural market for milk, as a whitener for beverages such as tea and coifee, la now dorninated 

by U}IT asid Steri-milk type Importa which can last uve to ten days after openlng without any refrigeration. 
Unsterilized, unpasteurized asid unbottled milk does not appear to have a ready asid easy market among wage 
eamers in the rural arcas where it is considered unsophisticated asid unhygienic. Tite non-salaried inconie group 
lii Botswana generally has access tu sorne livestock asid any member of the family requiring a small arnount of 
milk can easily milk a lactating goat or cow. 
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This case study focuses on commercialisation and in the categories of improved quality of live and increased 
income the impact is low and none, respectively. 

Nature Resources Management in Communal Lands (Zimbabwe) 

The project has had high impact in terms of the knowledge pool individual and institutional capacity building, 
building networks and linkages and most important policy formulation. 

Table 6.4 Project number : 88 - 0026 -Natural Resource Management in CLs Phase I 
Project number : 91 - 0040 - Natural Resource Management in CLs Phase II 

I 

, y...I.y.... ...come I I I * I 
The role of a local research organisations where training involves local and expatriate researchers working in 
country is a most successful element of CASS operations. The role of a dynamic and innovative team leader 
may be hard to replicate but clearly training “in situ” at centres of regional excellence is clearly loaded with real 
and genuine impact. 

The medium impact income and quality of life is again tempered by the fact that this is a result of the 
CAMPFIRE programme and could be an area where project research impact is actually low if it could be 
separated t?om the effect. 

6.3 

The end of Phase I of the NRMCL project was characterized by an absolutely fust class project evaluation by 
Drs. Bell and Munjanjanja. CASS responded to some of the criticism and adjusted its activities in Phase 11. 
This evaluation was built into the project and it represents an aspect of the project which it may be useful to 
replicate in other WRC-funded projects. Evaluations by a couple of competent persons with a wealth of 
experience are not cheap but projects which lose relevance because they lose direction are a complete waste of 
money. Between-phase evaluatiom should be compulsory and casted into the budget. Mid-term evaluation of 
any programme running longer than two years would also be useful. 

Specific Results of the Evaluation 

6.3.1 Commercialisation and market analysis 

This case study has concentrated on projects categorised under the title of commercialisation. The inclusion of 
the NRMCL project in this case study has been questioned previously hut the other two projects in Botswana 
had as one of their objectives the increw of rural income - one via the sale of milk and the other via the 
planned sale of fuelwood and/or alternatively poles. Neither of thew projects achieved any major impact in 
rival incomes in a sustainable fashion especially if the “ h e ”  or s u b s i d d  inputs are considered. 

The reason for the failure of both projects in terms of commercialisation is due to the lack of appreciation of 
actual market forces prevailing in the area of implementation and the country in general. 

Milk and milk products, imported from RSA and Zimbabwe, are generally freely available at reasonable prices 
in Botswana. The rural market for milk, as a whitener for beverages such as tea and coffee, is now dominated 
by UHT and Steri-milk type imports which can last five to ten days after opening without any refrigeration. 
Unsterilized, unpasteurized and unbottled milk does not appear to have a ready and easy market among wage 
earners in the rural areas where it is considered unsophisticated and unhygienic. The non-salaried income group 
in Botswana generally has access to some livestock and any member of the family requiring a small amount of 
milk can easily milk a lactating goat or cow. 
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The iznportation of whole unpasteurized milk from South Africa is controlled vía a pcrmit system but this 
procedure is only loosely applied. lite dairy industry (Jaborone can buy milk direct from South African 
producers at PO,88 per litre, delivered iii bulk to tite dairy. Tite current producer price paid by tite dairies to 
local producen is per litre and titis was achieved after an element of pressure on them by both 
Govemment ami tite majar milk producer, Botswaria Devdopment Corporation. Tite latter stili argues that the 
cunent price hardly enab les titem a reasonable efficient operation using tau dairy cows and feed concentrates, 
to break even. 

Clearly a simple competitor analysis of tite dairy industxy in Eotswana where Load concenifates must be 
imported comparison to Zimbabwe and RSA where seed cake and bran are by-products of their massive 
agro-industrial complexes whicit produce cooking oil and refined food products, should dernonstrate that tite 
dcvelopment of tite dairy indusiry Botswana will face problems. 

6.3.2 Research ami statldevelopment 

All the projccts evaluated this study combined detailed research with staff dcvelopment and alI illustrate a 
common probiem - dynamic and perceptivc rescarch and the critical analysis which should go with it is not 

easi(y achieved by juntar research workers engaged iii tite pursuit of degrce courses or undertaking a 
dissertation (M.PhiIJD.Phil/Ph.D.). this way, tite double cominilmcnt to both research ami staff development 
represents an anomalous situation for 

Tite classic example this study is tite evaluation of dic important cconomic data on tite Dairy Improvemeni 
Programme Botswana as part fulfilnient of a M.Sc. degree. As described elsewhere, dic data was used to 
establish a linear programming model, no doubt convincing tite teaching staff at tite Canadian University titat 
tite studcnt had fiilly undcrstood dic use am! sct-up of titis important analytical tool. However, tite analysis 
offers absolutely no help lo tite research programme as it completely fáils to address dic critical issue of 
acceptabilitv of the innovations terms of basic economics such as the return per labour day and how much 
additional income (bascd on actual and possible sales of milk) can be generated with dic additional effort 
involvcd dic production of fodder crops, tite collection and storage of stover and tite subsequent fceding of 
them to lactating cows. 

Many junior researchers appear to be reluctant to take definite stands on certain issucs on tite basis of their 

preliminary researcit results. lii general, awaiting completion and full analysis is a sound researcit principIe but 
atore cxperícnced researchers would be comfortable witit presenting prcliminary indications cspecially witere 

they offer important insights to ongoing programmes. Herc dic example of dic forcsiry research undertakcn by 
Mrs Walkcr Botswana is rclevant. Clearly from a ver)' early stagc, it was obvious diat dic contmunity din not 
sec a oecd for fuclwood plantations and werc more interested in multi-purpose tree spccics titan iii non- 

indigenous trccs such as Eucalyptus. Titese preliminary indications should bavc been fed tite Fuelwood 
Plantation multi-specics tcsting prograinznc at an earlier stagc and used to adjust tite spccics composition of tite 

tHais. linfortunately dicy wcrc not and many of dic lite specics tested were as a conscqucncc irrelevant to tite 

fiturc nccds of forcstry in Botswana. 

tite case of staif development fellows attachcd to CASS, tite research undcrtaken requircd a degree of 
a.dvocacy plus dic ability to coinmunicate this at te nationat (evel important Lora. Tuis was particuiarly 
difficult for young and inexperienced rescarchers. 

The odicr disadvantage of using research output as pan of thc academie advancement of dic rescarcit workers is 
tite exccptionally long gcstation period betwcen actual rcsearch and dic production of dic output tite form of a 
dissertation. If this were dic sole output of dic researcit, it would almost makc dic research findings inelevant 
dueto dic delay. 

Despite dic disadvantages noted aboye, diere are examples whcre diey can be avoided. TIte rcscarch 

programme at CASS bcnefitcd by having a Professor like Marshall Murpitrec wito, by constant interaction with 

his post-graduate students both formal settings and te fleld, was ablc to distil tite information generated by 
titeir research and communicate titis to dic rclcvant bodics involved dic formulation of dic cvolving policy on 

CAMPFIRE. All dic rcscarch fellows were expected to produce papen on a variety of smaller issues during dic 
tourse of titeir rcsearch ami lo tuake numcrous presentations on their research to workshops ami sctninars. 
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The importation of whole unpasteurized milk from South A6ica is controlled via a permit system but this 
procedure is only loosely applied. Ihe dairy industry in Gaborone can buy milk direct h m  South A6ican 
producers at P0,88 per litre, delivered in bulk to the dairy. The current producer price paid by the dairies to 
local producers is P0,95 per litre and this was achieved after an element of pressure on them by both 
Government and the major milk producer, Botswana Development Covoration. The latter still argues that the 
current price hardly enables them a reasonable efficient operation using full dairy cows and feed concentrates, 
to break even. 

Clearly a simple competitor analysis of the dairy industry in Botswana where food concenmtes must be 
imported in comparison to Zimbabwe and RSA where seed cake and bran are by-products of their massive 
agrc-industrial complexes which produce cooking oil and refined food products, should demonstrate that the 
development of the dauy industry in Botswana will face problems. 

6.3.2 Research and s h f i  development 

All the projects evaluated in this study combined detailed research with staff development and all illustrate a 
common problem - dynamic and perceptive research and the critical analysis which should go with it is not 
easily achieved by junior research workers engaged in the pursuit of degree courses or undertaking a 
dissertation (M.Phil/D.PhiVPh.D.). In this way, the double commitment to both research and staff development 
represents an anomalous situation for IDRC. 

The classic example in this study is the evaluation of the important economic data on the Dairy Improvement 
Programme in Botswana as part fulfilment of a M.Sc. degree. As described elsewhere, the data was used to 
establish a linear programming model, no doubt convincing the teaching staff aI the Canadian University that 
the student had fully understood the use and set-up of this i m p o m t  analytical tool. However, the analysis 
offers absolutely no help to the research programme as it completely fails to address the critical issue of 
acceptability of the innovations in terms of basic economics such as the return per labour day and how much 
additional income (based on actual and possible sales of milk) can be generated with the additional effort 
involved in the production of fodder crops, the collection and storage of stover and the subsequent feeding of 
them to lactating cows. 

Many junior researchers appear to be reluctant to take defmite stands on certain issues on the basis of their 
preliminary research results. In general, awaiting completion and full analysis is a sound research principle but 
more experienced researchen would be comfortable with presenting preliminary indications especially where 
they offer important insights to ongoing programmes. Here the example of the foreshy research undertaken by 
Mrs Walker in Botswana is relevant. Clearly h m  a very early stage, it was obvious that the community did not 
see a need for fuelwood plantations and were more interested in multi-purpose tree species than in non- 
indigenous mes such as Eucalyptus. These preliminary indications should have been fed into the Fuelwood 
Plantation multi-species testing programme at an earlier stage and used to adjust the species composition of the 
trials. Unfortunately they were not and many of the species tested were as a consequence irrelevant to the 
future needs of forestry in Botswana. 

In the case of staff development fellows attached to CASS, the research undertaken required a degree of 
advocacy plus the ability to communicate this at the national level in importani fom. This was particularly 
difficult for young and inexperienced researchen. 

The other disadvantage of using research output as part of the academic advancement of the research workers is 
the exceptionally long gestation period between actual research and the production of the output in the form of a 
dissertation. If this were the sole output of the research, it would almost make the research findings irrelevant 
due to the delay. 

Despite the disadvantages noted above, there are examples where they can be avoided. The research 
programme at CASS benefited by having a Professor like Marshall Murphree who, by constant interaction with 
his post-graduate students both in formal settings and in the field, was able to distil the information generated by 
their research and communicate this to the relevant bodies involved in the formulation of the evolving policy on 
CAMPFIRE. All the research fellows were expected to produce papers on a variety of smaller issues during the 
course of their research and to make numerous presentations on their research to workshops and seminars. 
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ANNEX 1 

LIST OF PEOPLE INTERVIE WEB 

ANNEX I 

LIST OF PEOPLE INTERVIEWED 



List of Persons Contacted 

DairylBeef production Project - Botswana 

Department of Agricultural Research, Ministry of Agriculture, Gaborone: 

Dr. Lucas Gakale Director of Agricultural !tesearch 
Dr M E Mosimanyana Head of Animal Production ami Research Unit, Sebele Research 

Station 
Mrs W Mahabile Senior Dairy Research Olficer, APRU 
fC Moilwa Agricultural Oflicer (fluir), Research), APRU 
O R Madibela Agricultural Offlcer (Research), Nutrition Feeds Programme, 

APRU 
1 Kelebetse Senior Technical Assfstant, BeefResearvh Prograinme, APRJJ 
Ms E Keakantse Milk Attendafl Oodi Milk Collection Centre 

Other GoB Departinents: 
- 

5 KM Mosielele Senior Animal Production Officer (Dairy), Department of Animal 
Health and Production, Ministiy of Agriculture 

Small Scale MiIk Producerst 

fC Masisi Chairperson, Oodi Milk Collection Centre and MiIk Producers 
Group, Oodi Village 

MP Gabatiale Fam1er, Member of Oodi MiIk Producen Group, Oodi Village 

ftelevant Dairy Industry Contacts: 

P Valence General Manager, Prime Dairies, Gaborone 
K Onwell Production Manager, Prime Dairies, Gaborone 
1' Sethewaelo Former Chairperson of now defunct Gaborone Dairy Marketing 

Co-operative, Gabomne 

lSt of Persons Contacted 

Fuelwood Plantation - Botswana 

FAB Sta ft(current and pan) 

David Inger ficad of Botswana Technoiogy Centre, ami former President of 
Forestry Association of Botswana 

Mrs Patricia KeitireleWalker Former Extension Manager ami Director of FAB. Now Senior 
Environmental Officer, Aquatee, Mahalapye. 

Mrs Betty Moganane Acting Director of FAB ami Extension Manager FAB. Gaborone 

Re la ted 

Dr D L Kgathi National Institute of Research, University of Botswana, Gaborone 

5 K Seopana Head of Forestry Division, Department of Crops and Forestry, 
Ministry of Agricuiture, Gaborone 

Mrs Elen Phushuli Secretary of Tihareseleele Agro-Forestry Project, Tihareseleele 

Villagó, Pitsane Arta 
7 Members of Malokagonye Project, Malokaganye Village, Pitsane Area 
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List of Persons Contacted 

DairyiBeef production Project - Botswana 

Department of Agricultural Research, Ministry of Agriculture, Gaborone: 

Dr. Lucas Gakale 
Dr M B Mosimanyana 

Mrs W Mahabile 
K Moilwa 
0 R Madibela 

JKe1ebeE.e 
Ms B Keakmtse 

Other GOB Departments: 

S K M Mosielele 

Small Scale Milk Producers: 

K Masisi 

M P Gahatlale 

Relevant Dairy Industry Contacts: 

P Valence 
K Onwell 
P Sethewaelo 

List of Persons Contacted 

Fuelwood Plantation - Botswana 

FAB Staff (current and past) 

David hger 

Mrs Patricia KeitireleWalker 

Mrs Betty Moganane 

Related 

Dr D L Kgarhi 
S K Seopana 

Mrs Elen Phushuli 

I Members of 

Director of Agricultural Research 
Head of Animal Production and Research Unit, Sebele Research 
Station 
Senior Dairy Research Officer, APRU 
Agricultural Otiicer @aity Research), APRU 
Agriculkml Officer (Research), Nutrition Feeds programme, 
APRU 
Senior Technical Assistant, Beef Research Programme, APRU 
Milk Attendant, Oodi Milk Coilection Centre 

Senior Animal Production Officer (Dairy), Department of Aniial  
Health and production, Ministry of Agriculture 

Chairperson, Oodi Milk Collection Centre and Milk Roducers 
Group, Oodi Village 
Farmer, Member of Oodi Milk Producers Group, Oodi Village 

General Manager, Prime Dairies, Gaborone 
Production Manager, Prime Dairies, Gaborone 
Former Chairperson of now defunct Gaborone Dairy Marketing 
Co-operative, Gaborone 

Head of Botswana Technology Centre, and former President of 
Foresay Association of Botswana 
Former Extension Manager and Director of FAB. Now Senior 
Environmental Officer, Aquatec, Mahalapye. 
Acting Director of FAB and Extension Manager FAB, Gaborone 

National IUstiNte of Research, University of Botswana, Gaborone 
Head of Fore- Division, Department of Crops and Forestry, 
Minisay of Agricultun, Gaborone 
Secretary of Tlhareseleele Ago-Forestry Project, Tlhareseleele 
Village, Pitsane Area 
Malokagonye Project, Malokaganye Village, Pitsane Area 
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LISt of Persons Contacted 

National Resources Management Conununal Lands - Zimbabwe 

Professor M W Murphree Associate Fellow, CASS, Fornier Head of CASS, University of 
Zimbabwe, Harare 

Dr Jeremy Jackson Acting Head of CASS, University of Zimbabwe, Harare 
Dr J C Murombedzi Senior Research Feilow and Lecturer, CASS, University of 

Zimbabwe, Harare 
Dril Kmgmann Programme Officer, International Development Research Centre, 

Regional Office Southeni Africa, Johannesburg 
Dr Russel Taylor Head of World Wildlife Fund for Nature, Progranime Office 

Zimbabwe, Harare 
lan Bond Research Manager WWF, Harare 

- 

Rob Munroe Director of Zimbabwe Trust, Harare 
Simon Metcalfe Senior LiaisonlResearch Officer for Zimbabwe Trust ami Afrjcan 

Resources Trust 

Joseph Makonyere Senior Field Offlcer, Zimbabwe Trust, Harare 

Stephen Kasere Deputy Head, CAMPFIRE Association, Msasa, Harare 
Maxwell Banda Wildlife Co-ordinator, Hurungwe Rural District Council, Magunje 
Ms Prisciia Potera Assistant Wildlife Co-ordinator, Hurungwe Rural District Council, 

Magunje 
Two Councillors from Hurungwe Rural District Council, Magunje 
Prof M Rukuni Head of Department of Latid Management ami Dean of the Faculty 

of Agriculture, University of Zimbabwe, and Chairperson of the 
Presidential Commission of lnquiry hito Appropriate Agricultural 
Latid Tenure Systems 

Dr L E Munjanjanja Permanent Secretary, Labour, Manpower Planning and Social 
Welfare. Co-author of CASS Phase 1 Evaluation. 
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List of Persons Contacted 

National Resources Management in Communal Lands -Zimbabwe 

Professor M W Murpbree 

Dr Jeremy Jackson 
Dr J C Mnrombedzi 

D I H K N g M M  

Dr Russel Taylor 

Ian Bond 
Rob Munroe 
Simon Metcalfe 

Joseph Makonyere 
Stephen Kasere 
Maxwell Banda 
Ms Priscila Potera 

Two Councillors &om 
Rof M Rukuni 

Dr L E Munjanjanja 

Associate Fellow, CASS, Former Head of CASS, Universiry of 
Zimbabwe, Harare 
Acting Head of CASS, University of Zimbabwe, Harare 
Senior Research Fellow and Lecturer, CASS, University of 
Zimbabwe, Harare 
Programme Officer, International Development Research Centre, 
Regional Office Southern Africa, Jobannesburg 
Head of World Wildlife Fund for Nature, Programme Office 
Zimbabwe, Harare 
Research Manager WWF, Harare 
Director of Zimbabwe Trust, Harare 
Senior LiaisoniResearch Officer for Zimbabwe Trust and Afican 
Resources Trust 
Senior Field Officer, Zimbabwe Trust, Harare 
Deputy Head, CAMPFIRE Association, Msasa, Harare 
Wildlie Co-ordinator, Hurungwe Rural District Council, Magunje 
Assistant Wildlife Co-ordinator, Hurungwe Rural District Council, 
Magunje 
Hurungwe Rural District Council, Magunje 
Head of Department of Land Management and Dean of the Faculty 
of Agriculture, University of Zimbabwe, and Chairperson of the 
Presidential Commission of Inquiry into Appropriate Agricultural 
Land Tenure Systems 
Permanent Secretary, Labour, Manpower Planning and Social 
Welfare. Co-author of CASS Phase I Evaluation. 
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ANNEX II 

LIST OF DOCUMENTS REVIEWEP 

ANNEXII 

LIST OF DOCUMENTS REVIEWED 



DAIRY / BEEF PRODUCTION PROJECT - BOTSWANA 

Project documenti 

International Development Research Centre (IDRC), 1988, Project Summary/Resume de Project - Dairy/Beef 
Production Systems (Botswana) fi. 

IDRC/Animal Production Research Unit, 1988, Daíry/Beef Production Systems (Botswana 3P-83-0281) Phase 1, 

February 1985 - March 1988, Fina! Repon. 
WeB produced and comprebensive record of Phase 1 but no in-depth evahiation or criticism. 

IDRC/Animal Production Research Unit 1990, Daiiy/Beef Production Systems Phase U, March 1988 - April 1990, 
Annual Progress Repon. 

Contains flrst paper on study of madila production. 

Documenti published by Department (APRRU) 

Animal Production and Range Research Ijait, 1989, Livestock and Range Research Annual Repon, 1989, APRRU. 

Ministry ofAgriculture, Gaborone, Botswana. 
Covers on-fann and on-station research and Chapter 9 is on Production Economics pp 96-123. Also has 

good bibliography. 

Animal Production and Range Research Unit, 1990, Livestock and Range Research Annual Repon, 1989, APR.RU. 

Ministry of Agriculture, Gaborone, Botswana. 
Covers ah on-fann and on-station daiiy research. Contains second paper on madila production. 

Animal Production and Range Research Unit, 1991, Livestock and Range Research Annual Report, 1991, APRRU. 
Miriistry of Agriculture, Gaborone, Botswana. 

Covers aH on-farm and on-station dairy research. A much weaker repon than previous years. 

Animal Production ami Range Research Unit, 1992, Livestock and Range Research Annual Report, 1992, APRRU. 
Minisny of Agriculture, Gaborone, Botswana. 

Covers alI on-farm and onstaüon dairy research. A bit iniproved on 1991 but maintains constant format 
with only few words altered. 

Animal Production ami Range Research Unit, 1993, Livestock and Range Research Animal Report, 1993, APRRU. 
Ministiy of Agriculture, Gaborone, Botswana. 

Again a deterioration in standard. Much reduced format ami content 

Madibla, OIt, Dailey, J, amI Mahabile, W., (no date). A Repon on the Visit to Malawi and Zimbabwe Daiiy 
Research Projects and t)airy lndustry, APRU, Department of Agricultura! Research, Ministry of Agriculture. 

Animal Production and Research Unit 1997. Project Titie: Dairy/EeefPmduction Systems (Botswana), NDP VIII 
Number AG 104(5 04), Centre File 3-P-87-0225. APRU, MoA, Gabomne. 

fis represents final report for proj ect after request from Regional Office iii Nairobi. 

Animal Production ami Research Uni; 1997. A Brief Report about MilIc Collection Centres, (DAR), APRU, MoA, 
Gaborone. 
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DAIRY I BEEF PRODUCTION PROJECT - BOTSWANA 
Project documents 

International Development Research Centre (IDRC), 1988, Project Summaryksume de Project - -/Beef 
Production Systems (Botswana) II. 

IDRCiAnimal Production Research Unit, 1988, DairyiBeef Production Systems (Botswana 3P-83-0281) Wase I, 
February 1985 -March 1988, Final Report. 

Well produced and cmprebensive record of Phase I but no indepth evaluation or criticism. 

IDRc/Animal Prcduction Research Unit, 1990, DaiyiBeef Production Systems Phase II, March 1988 -April 1990, 
Annual Progress Report. 

Contains iirst paper on study of madila production. 

Documents publbbed by Department (APRRU) 

Animal Prcduction and Range Research Unit, 1989, Livestock and Range Research Annual Report, 1989, APRRU. 
Minisby of Agnculture, Gaborone, Botswana. 

Covers on-farm and on-station research and Chapter 9 is on Production Economics pp 96-123. Also has 
good bibliography. 

Animal Production and Range Research Unit, 1990, Livestock and Range Research Annual Repart, 1989, APRRU. 
Ministry of Agriculture, Gaborone, Botswana. 

Covers all on-farm and on-station dairy research. Contains second paper on madila production. 

Animal Production and Range Research Unit, 1991, Livestock and Range Research Annual Report, 1991, APRRU. 
Minisby of Agriculture, Gaborone, Botswana. 

Covers all on-farm and on-station davy research. A much weaker report than previous years. 

Animal Production and Range Research Unit, 1992, Livestock and Range Research Annual Report, 1992, APRRU. 
Minimy ofAgriculture, Gaborone, htswana. 

Covers all on-farm and on-station dauy research. A bit improved on 1991 hut maintains constant format 
with only few words altered. 

Animal Production and Range Research Unit, 1993, Livestock and Range Research Annual Report, 1993, APRRU. 
Minishy of Agriculture, Gaborone, Botswana. 

Again a deterioration in standard. Much reduced format and content 

Madiila, 0.R. Dailey, J, and Mahabile, W., (no date). A Report on the Visit to Malawi and Zimbabwe Dairy 
Research Projects and Dairy Indushy, APRU, Department of Agnculhlral Research, Ministy of Agriculture. 

Animal Production and Research Unit, 1997. Project Title: DairyiBeef Production Systems (Botswana), NDP mu 
Number: AG104 (51/104), Centre File : 3-P-87-0225. APRU, MoA, Gaborone. 

This represents final report for project after request 6um Regional Office in Nairobi. 

Animal Production and Research Unit, 1997. A Brief Fkport about Milk Collection Centres, PAR), APRU, MoA, 
Gaborone. 
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Documents reisted to programme 

Mokgotle, Kebabope, 1992. fle Economics of SmaIl-Scale Dairy Production iii Botswana. A thesis presented to te Faculty of Graduate Studies of te University of Guelph, Canada, in partial fiulfilment of requirements for te 
degree of Master of Science, March 1992. 

131 page dissertaüon as described elsewhere contains linear programming model but very short on 
analysis. 

Documents produced by other GoB Departments 

Mosielele, S.K.M., 1995. Dairy Section Repon 1995, Daiiy Section, Deparonent of Animal Healtii and 
Production, MoA, Gaborone. - 

Provides useflul information on daity production and whole milk prices iii Botswana. 

Mosielele, S.K.M., 1996. Dairy Section Repon 1996, Dairy Section, Department of Animal Health and 
Production, MoA, Gaborone. 
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Documents related to programme 

Mokgotle, Kebabope, 1992. The Economics of Small-Scale Dahy F'roduction in Botswana. A thesis presented to 
tbe Faculty of Graduate Studies of the University of Guelph, Canada, in p d a l  m l m e n t  of requirements for the 
degree of Master of Science, March 1992. 

131 page dissntatlon as described elsewhere contains linear programming model but very short on 
analysis. 

Documents produced by other GoB Departments 

Mosielele, S.K.M., 1995. 
Production, MoA, Gaborone. 

Dairy Section Report 1995, Dairy Section, Dcpamnent of Animal Health and 

provides useful information on dany prcduction and whole milk prices m Botswana. 

Mosielele, S.K.M., 1996. 
Production, MoA, Gaborone. 

Dairy Section Report 1996, Dairy Section, Deparrment of Animal Health and 
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FUELW000 PLM4TATIONS (BOTSWANA) 

Project Documents 

International Development Research Centre (IDRC). 1985. Project Suinmary/Resume de Project Fuelwood 
Plantations (Botswana) 

Internaiional Development Research Centre (IDRC), 1989. Project Summary/Resume de Project Fuelwood 
Plantations (Botswana) II 

Foresuy Association of Botswana (FAS), 1990. Technical Repon 4 of 1989, Bridging Funds Period, September- 
December 1989, Research Branch - 

Forestry Association of Botswana (FAB), 1993. Repon December 1, 1989 to June 30, 1993. 

Documents produced by FAB 

Forestry Association of Botswana (FAB), 1997. Slrategic Plan 1998-2002 (Draft). 

Foresby Association of Botswana (FAB), 1997. Technical Series. 

This is tite Association's main publication effort and it provides a route for important technical publications. The 
relevant papen in the series are reviewed below. 

van Heist, M., 1991. Mapping Woody Bioniass Classes in South Basten Botswana, using Landsat MSS da 
Technical Series FAB, No. 1(1991), FAB, Gaborone. 

Kooiman, Andre, August 1992. Tree Species Elimination Trials in Botswana, Technical Series, FAS, No. 4 
(1992). 
This is a 38 page repon plus 8 appendices covering 39 pages. Presents methodology, experimental design 
and detailed results of the research works undertaken by FAS and funded by IDRC. 

Van HeS, Miñan, November 1992. Evaluation of Fuelwood Availability using GIS, a case study fron South 
Basten Botswana - Exercise in the use of ILWIS software, Technical Series, FAB No. 5 (1992), FAS, Gaborone. 

This paper reports on experimental use of LANDSAT satellite imagery to relate ee cover to biomass - 
concludes that this is not feasible. Repon is 76 pages plus 3 inaps and includes usar manual for Integrated 
Land and Water lnfomiation System (ILWIS). 

Motorna, Lesego, M, August 1995. Phenology and Ecology of Twenty Indigenous Tree Species found in 
Botswana, A Literature Review and Plan of Action, Technical Series, FAB No. 7, FAB, Gaboroue. 

Repon of 39 pages provides a 1h11 review and biography of ali available data en tite 20 main (usefúl) 
species found in Botswana. 

Forestry Association of Botswana Journal. 

This is generaily an annual publication and usefulpapers are reviewed below. 

1984 

Tietema, T., 1984. Firewood Research at the National Institute for Research (MR). In FAB Journal 1984, pp 8-10. 
Contains description of work at NIR and 1h11 bibliography of publication and papen produced by staff 
members. 

Shepherd, GilI, 1984. Social Forestry. In FAB Joumal 1984, pp 12-19. 
If FAB had read this excellent repon, it may have adapted ita programme because it clearly caven the 
most important aspects such as 'plans must be formulated with villages", "researcher rnust understand 
multiple use of trees", "labour availability must be evaluated", iii review of forestry projecis and found 
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FUELWOOD PLANTATIONS (BOTSWANA) 

Project Documents 

.. 
International Development Research Centre (IDRC), 1985. Project SummarylResume de Project Fuelwood 
Plantations (Botswana) 

International Development Research Centre (IDRC), 1989. 
Plantations (Botswana) Il 

Fmmy Associalion of Botswana (TAB), 1990. Technical Report 4 of 1989, Bridging Funds Period September- 
December 1989, Research Branch 

Forestry Association of Botswana (FAB), 1993. Report December 1,1989 to June 30,1993. 

Projecl SummaryResume de Project Fuelwood 

Documents produced by FAB 

Forestry Association ofBotswana (FAB), 1997. Strategic Plan 1998-2002 (Drafi). 

Forestry Association of Botswana (FAB), 1997. Technical Series. 

This is the Association's main publication effort and it provides a mute for important technical publications. The 
relevant papers in the series are reviewed below. 

van Heist, M., 1991. Mapping Woody Biomass Classes in South Eastern Botswana, using Landsat MSS data, 
Technical Series FAB, No. 1 (1991), FAB, Gaborone. 

Kooiman, Andre, August 1992. Tree Species Elimination Trials in Botswana, Technical Series, FAB, No. 4 
(1992). 
This is a 38 page report plus 8 appendices covering 39 pages. presents methodology, experimental design 
and detailed results of the research works undertaken by FAB and funded by IDRC. 

Van Heist, Miriam, November 1992. Evaluation of Fuelwood Availability using GIs, a case study fiom South 
Eastem Botswana - Exercise in the use of JLWIS software, Technical Series, FAB No. 5 (1992), FAB, Gaborone. 

This paper reports on experimental use of LANDSAT satellite imagery to relate m e  cover to biomass - 
concludes that this is not feasible. Report is 76 pages plus 3 maps and includes user manual for Integrated 
Land and Water Information System (JLWIS). 

Motoma, Lesego, M, August 1995. Phenology and Ecology of Twenty Indigenous Tree Species found in 
Botswana, A Literature Review and Plan of Action, Technical Series, FAB No. 7, FAB, Gaborone. 

Report of 39 pages provides a full review and biography of all available data on the 20 main (useful) 
species found in Botswana 

Forestry Association of Botswana Journal. 

Thii is generally an annual publication and useful papers are reviewed below. 

1984 

Tietema, T., 1984. Firewood Research at the National Institute for Research (NIR). In FAB Journal 1984, pp 8-10, 
Contains description of work at NIR and full bibliography of publication and papers produced by staff 
members. 

Shepherd, Gill, 1984. SocialForestry. In FAB Journal 1984, pp 12-19. 
If FAB had read uli excellent repo& it may have adapted its programme because it clearly covers the 
most important aspects such as "plans must be formulated with villages", "researcher must understand 
multiple use of trees", "labour availability must be evaluated", in review of forestry projects and found 
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«mt many iiled because "they failed to spell out how fiielwood would be disiributed, or by orto wbom". 

Kyathi, D.L., 1984. Firewood Trade between Botswana's Rural Kweneng and Urban Gaboroiie : Employment 
Creation and Deforestation. Iii FAB Journal 1984, pp 41-54. 

Excellent paper analyzing te market te role of informal rnarketeers, pricing structures, wood 
preferences, etc. 

Nickersen, RA., 1984. fle Need for Fuelwood Plantations in Eastern Botswana including a Draft Proposal for 
Implementation. lii FAB Journal 1984, pp 57-64. 

Obviously this is te basis for te project flinded by IDRC and clearly was written without any reference 
to other documents in te same issue of te FAB Joumal. 

1985 

von Rudloff, Le; 1985. A Brief Overview of the Treated Tiznber Industzy in Botswana. Li FAB Journal 1985, pp 
15-19. 

A good and infonnative paper which clearly defined te problems facing te indusiry in temis of 
competition from Sout Africa and Zimbabwe. 

Tietema, 1., 1985. The Growth Perfonnance of Indigenous Trees Botswana. Li FAB Joumal 1985, pp 22-24. 

Nickersen, RA., 1985. A Tree Nursety Woilcshop at Molepolole, FAB's First International Venture. lii FAB 

Journal 1985, pp 39-50. 

Report on IDRC Regional Workshop plus opening address from te Minister of Agriculture. 

Note on p 69 of FAB Joumal 1985, is tite article "Eucalyptus are not always te answer which reports that in 

India, farners are uprooting Lucalyptus because tey do not rneet fanners requirements for fodder, tiniber, 
fizelwood and green manure - local species more acceptable. It is a pity this did not influence te programme. 

1986-87 

Millar, C., 1987. Exploitation of Botswana's Foresi Reserves A cause for Concern? lii FAB Journal 1986-87, pp 
31-42. 

Details exploitation oftimber in north of country. 

Tíetema, T. and Eldbjorg Merkesdal, 1987. Mi Establishment Trial wit Acacia tortilis. A. karroQ, A. eurbescens 

and A. erioloba at Morwa Forestry. lite situation after one year. Iii FAB Joumal 1986-87, pp 47-54. 

Ringrose Susan, Matheson Wibna, and Dube Pauline, 1987. fle Use of Remote Sensing Techniques to determine 

Density of Woody Vegetation Cover te South-East Botswana Kalahari. lii FAB Journal 1986-87, pp 60-72. 

Concludes that reflectance from soil affécts resulte as much as vegetation cover, terefore more research 
needed. 

Tietema, T., Merkesdal, E., Kgafela, 5. andMasembolwa, 1., 1987. fle Productivity of Eucalyptus Plantations in 

Botswana: lite Case of te Molepolole Airstrip Plantation. lii FAB Joumal 1986-87, pp 9 1-96. 
This paper reporte tbat despite assumed productivity of 9-10 t/lia/year. te actual productivity was only 
1,46 tlha/year, similar tu te production of natural woodland. hiere was also substantial die-ofi' due to 

drouglits. Concludes "Eucalvutus species are probably not suited as a plantation ee ja Botswana". 

1991 

van i-Iei* M. and Kooiman, E., 1991. fle Fuelwood Availability for Settlements iii South-Eastern Botswana. In 

FAB Journal 1991, pp 21-33. 
Tite expected deticits for al! settlements do not appear tbis wo& based on GIS satelhte imagety and 

ground assessment. hite study was meant to be usad to rank settlements for forestry intervention. This 

study ftirther convinced sorne FAB sST that this high technology option was a waste of tizne. 
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that many tailed because "they tailed to speU out bow fuelwood would be disbibuted, or by or to wbom". 

Kyathi, D.L., 1984. FirrWocd Trade between Botswana's Rural Kweneng and Urban Gaborone : Employment 
Creation and Deformation. In FAB Journal 1984, pp 41-54. 

Excellent paper analyzing the market the role of informal marketeers, pricing structures, wood 
prefereoces, etc. 

Nickersen, R.A., 1984. The Need for Fuelwocd Plantations in Fa?.tern Botswana including a Draft Proposal for 
Implementation. In FAB Journal 1984, pp 57-54. 

Obviously this is the basis for the project funded by IDRC and clearly was Written without any reference 
to other documents in the same issue of the FAB Journal. 

1985 

von Rudlof, Lex, 1985. A Brief Overview ofthe Treated Timber Industry in Botswana. In FAB Journal 1985, pp 
15-19. 

A good and informative paper which clearly defined the problems facing the i n d m  in terms of 
competition from South AWca and Zimbabwe. 

Tietems I., 1985. The Growth Performance of Indigenous Trees in Botswana In FAB Journal 1985, pp 22-24, 

Nickersen, RA., 1985. A Tree Nursery Workshop at Molepolole, FAB's First International Venture. In FAB 
Journal 1985, pp 39-50. 

Report on IDRC Regional Workshop plus opening address from the Minister of Agrkulture. 

Note on p 69 of FAB Journal 1985, is the article "Eucalypm are not always the answer .._" which reports that in 
India fanners are uprooting Eucalyptus because they do not meet h e r s '  requirements for fodder, timber, 
fuelwood and green manure - local species more acceptable. It is a pity this did not influence the programme. 

198687 

Millar, C., 1987. Exploitation of Botswana's Forest Reserves : A cause for Concern? In FAB Journal 1986-87, pp 
31-42. 

Details exploitation oftimber in north of country. 

Tietema, T. and Eldbjorg Merkesdal, 1987. An Establishment Trial with Acacia tortilis. A. k m o ,  A. eurbescens 
and A. erioloba at Moma Forestry. The situation after one year. In FAB Journal1986-87, pp 47-54. 

Rinpse Susan, Matheson Wilma, and Dube Pauline, 1987. The Use of Remote Sensing Techniques to determine 
Density of Woody Vegetation Cover in the South-East Botswana W. In FAB Journal 1986-87, pp 60-72. 

Concludes that reflectance ffom soil a&ar results as much as vegetation cover, therefore more research 
needed. 

Tietema, T., Merksdal, E., Kgafela, S. and Masemblwa, J., 1987. The ProdUctiVity of Eucalyptus Plantations in 
Botswana : The Case of the Molepolole Airstrip Plantation. In FAB Journal 1986-87, pp 91-96. 

'This paper repom tha& despite awuned prcductivity of 9-10 Wha/year, the actual productivity was only 
1.46 t/hdyear, similar to the production of natural woodland There was also substantial die-off due to 
droughts. Concludes "Eucalvutus species are probably not suited as a plantation me in Botswana". 

1991 

van Heist, M. and Kooimao, E., 1991. The Fuelwood Availability for Settlements in South-Eanern Botswana. In 
FAB Journal 1991, pp 21-33, 

The expected deficits for all  settlements do not appear in this work based on GIS satellite imagery and 
ground assessment. The study was meant to be wd to rank settlements for foresrry inmention. This 
study further convinced some FAB staffthat this high technology option was a waste of time. 
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Kooiman, A., 1991. Effects of Sol 1 Cultivation on Tree Species Performance, Molepolole, Botswana. In FAB 
Journal 1991, pp 34-46. 

Other Docuznents produced by FAB 

Coinitunity Based Natural Woodland Management Project - Report on Woodland Inventory, comjiled and 

produced by Keitirele Pairicia Waiker (FAS) and Muialu Mulalu (RSC, MoA). Technical Co-operaüon Pmject 
between FAB and NTC (funded by NORAD). 

Documents produced elsewhere but reIMS to project - 

Waiker, Keitfrele Patricia, 1992. The Role and Potential of ü]e Growing of Trees on Farms in tite Barolong 
District, Botswana. M.Sc. dissertation, University of Aberdeen. 

- 

A very good and readable dissertation. 

van HeS, M., and Kooiman, A., 1992. Modeliing Fuelwood Availability with GIS, a case study froni Botswana, 
ITC Jounial, ITC Enschede, Netherlands. 

Other useful backgrouud documents 

ERI, 1985. Study of Energy Utilization and Requirements in tite Rural Sector of Botswana, Consultancy Report,2 
Volumes, London. 

N.N., 1980. Report mt the National Consei-vation Strategy, Government of Botswana. 

N.N., 1992. Utilization and Management of Indigenous Fruit Tites in Botswana, Final Report. Botswana Energy 
Masterpian, Energy Affairs Division. Ministry of Mineral Reseurces and Water Affairs GoB/GTZ. 
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Kooiman, A,, 1991. Effects of Soil Cultivation on Tree Species Performance, Molepolole, Botswana. In FAB 
Journal 1991,pp34-46. 

Other Documentr produced by FAB 

Community Based Natural Woodland Management Project - Report on Woodland Inventory, com&d and 
produced by Keitirele Paeicia Walker (FAB) and Mulalu Mulalu (RSC, MoA). Technical Co-operarioo Project 
between FAB and NTC (funded by NORAD). 

Documents produced elsewhere but related to project 

Walker, Keitirele Pahicia, 1992. The Role and Potenfial of the Growing of Trees on Farms in the Barolong 
District, Botswana M.Sc. disseriation, University of Aberdeen. 

A very good and readable dissemtion. 

van Heist, M., and Kooiman, A., 1992. Mcdelling Fuelwood Availability with GIs, a case study h r n  Botswana, 
ITC Journal, ITC Enschede, Netherlands. 

Other useful background documentr 

EN. 1985. Study of Energy Utilization and Requirements in the Rural Sector of Botswana. Consultancy RepoR 2 
Volumes, London. 

N.N., 1980. Report on the National Conservation Strategy, Government of Botswana. 

N.N., 1992. Utilization and Management of Indigenous Fruit Trees in Botswana, Final Report. Botswana Energy 
Masterplan, Energy Main Division. Ministry of Mineral Resources and Water Affim GoWGTZ. 
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Nhira, C., 1992. Local Control ami Management of Forestry asid Environmental Resources in Zimbabwe: 
Institutional Capacity (Prepared for Forestry Commission and funded by IBM)), CASS Occasional Paper, CASS, 
University of Zimbabwe, Harare. 

• A goed papar covering issues of woodlandlforestry as pafl of comnxon property and sustainable 
• community use. 

Nabane, 14., 1994. A Gender Sensitive Analysis of Community Based Wildlife Utilintion Initiative in Zimbabwe's 
Zambezi' Valley, CASS Occasional Paper, CASS, tJniversity of Zimbabwe, Harare. 

A very good example of a local researcher's ability te focus clearly on key gender issues. A good example 
of staffdevelopment asid awareness creation by visiting professor (Louise Forman). 

Peterson, J.H. (Jnr), 1991. CAMPFIRE A Zimbabwean Approach te Sustainable Development asid Community 
Empowertnent through Wildlifr tJtilization, CASS Occasional Papa, CASS,.University of Zimbabwe, Harare. 

Further example of contribution by visiting professor. 

Scoones, 1., 1993. A Participatory Model of Agricultural Research asid Extension. iii case of vleis, trees asid 

Grazing Schemes in te diy South of Zimbabwe. CASS Occasional Paper, CASS, University of Zimbabwe, Harare. 
Another exaniple of the clear focus asid deep perception brought to the programine by vis iting professors. 

Documents produced by otber but relevant to project 

ACTION Magazine 
Excellent cartoon based publication for schools asid rural communiües. 

Africa Rescurces Trust, 1996 (a). Zimbabwes CAMPFIRE, Empowering Rural Communities for Conservation 
ami Development. 

Tuis is art example of the exceilent prornotional material produced by ART. It presents a short synopsis of 
CAMPFIRE (what it is, how it works, where it is and its fliture) 8 pages widi numerous maps, graphs, 
etc. It also represents one of ARrs very useflul styles of placing blocks on pages containing short 

presentations of a specific case study (eg. Fencing fu Sinakatenge Village, Crocodile egg poaching in 
Guruve District). This"magazine" style publication gives a very goed balance cf bread sweep of tite 
witole programine in tIte text asid specific, well-chosen, complementar)' exainples in tIte boxes. 

Africa Resources Trust, 1996 (b). A Select Bibliography relevant to CAMPFIRE, compiled by M. Taylor, 
December 1996. 

Titis is tite second bibliography produced by ART. It contains 213 references and is available 

electronicaily as a data base (with key word analysis) fu te fonnat used by many libraries - "Pro-Cite'. 

Many of tIte CASS publications are contained iii tItis bibliography. 

International Instituta for Environment asid Developrnent (HED) fu association with tIte CAMPFIRE Collaborative 

Group - Wfldlife asid Development Series. 

#1 Marshall Murphree, Tite Lesson from Mahenye Rural Poverty, Democracy asid Wildlife 
Conservation 

#2 Stephen iltomas, Sitare and share alike? Equity CAMPFIRE 

#3 Nontokozo Nabane, A Gender-sensitive analysis of CAMPFIRE fu Masoko village 

#4 Stephen fornas, fe legacy of dualism fu decision-making within CAMPFIRE 

ftS Citen)' Bird and Simon Metcalfe, Two views from CAMPFIRE fu Zimbabwe's Hunungwe 
Distn . Training & motivation. Who benefits & who doesn't? 

#6 C Bird, 3 Clarke, 3 Moyo, J M Moyo, P Nyakunu asid 5 Thomas, Was Mrs Mutendi only joking? 
Access to timber iii Zixnbabwe's communal arcas 

#7 Richard Hasta, Political ecologies of scale: Tite multi-tieted co-management of Zimbabwean 
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Nhiira, C., 1992. Local Conirol and Management of Foresky and Environmental Resources in Zimbabwe : 
Institutional Capacity (Prepared for Forestry Commission and funded by IBRD), CASS Occasional Paper, CASS, 
University of Zimbabwe, Harare. 

A good paper covering issues of woodlandlforestry as part of common property and sustainable 
community use. 

Nabane, N., 1994. A Gender Sensitive Analysis of Community Based Wildlife Utilization Initiative in Zimbabwe's 
ZambedValley, CASSOccasional Paper, CASS, University ofZimbabwe, H m .  

A very good example of a local researchefs ability to focus clearly on key gender issues. A good example 
of staffdevelopment and awareness creation by visiting professor (Louise Forimm). 

Peterson, J.H. (Jm), 1991. CAMPFIRE : A Zimbabwean Approach to Sustainable Development and Community 
Empowerment through Wildlife Utilization, CASS Occasional Paper, CASS,.University of Zwbabwe, Harare. 

Further example of contribution by visiting professor. 

Scoones, I., 1993. A Participatory Model of Agricultural Research and Extension. The we of vleis, trees and 
Grazing Schemes in the dry South of Zimbabwe. CASS Occasional Paper, CASS, University of Zimbabwe, Harare. 

Another example of the clear focus and deep perception brought to the programme by visiting professors. 

Documents produced by other institutions but relevant to project 

ACTION Magazine 
Excellent cartoon based publication for schools and rural communities. 

AtXca Resources Trust, 1996 (a). Zimbabwe's CAMPFIRE, Empowering Rural Communities for Conservation 
and Development. 

This is an example of the excellent promotional material produced by ART. It presents a sbon synopsis of 
CAMPFIRE (what it is, how it works, where it is and its future) in 8 pages with numerous maps, graphs, 
etc. It also represents one of ARTS very useful styles of placing blocks on pages containing shon 
presentations of a specitic case study (eg. Fencing in Sinakatenge Village, Crocodile egg poaching in 
G w v e  District). This "magazine" style publication gives a very good bdance of broad sweep of the 
whole programme in the text and specific, well-chosen, complementary examples in the boxes. 

Aiiica Resources Trust, 1996 @). A Select Bibliography relevant to CAMF'FIRE, compiled by M. Taylor, 
December 1996. 

This is the second bibliography produced by ART. It contains 213 references and is available 
elecuonically as a data base (with key word analysis) in the format used by many libraries - "Pro-Cite". 
Many of the CASS publications are contained in this bibliography. 

hernational Institute for Environment and Development @ED) in association with the CAMPFIRE Collaborative 
Group - Wildlife and Development Series. 

#1 Marshall Murphree, The Lesson t?om Mahenye : Rural Poverty, Democracy and Wildlife 
Cooservation 

Stepben Thomas, Share and share alike? Equity in CAMPFIRE 

Nontokoza Nabane, A Gender-sensitive analysis of CAMPFIRE in Masoko village 

Stephen Thomas, The legacy of dualism in decision-making within CAMPFIRE 

Cherry Bird and Simon Metcalfe, Two views from CAMPFIRE in Zimbabwe's Hurungwe 
District : Trainiig & motivation. Who benefits & who doesn't? 

C Bird, J Clarke, J Moyo, J M Moyo, P Nyakunu and S Thomas, Was Mrs Mutendi only joking? 
Access to timber in Zimbabwe's communal areas 

Richard Hasler, Political eeolopies of scale: ?be multi-tiered comanagement of Zimbabwean 

#2 

#3 

#4 

#5 

#6 

#7 
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NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT IN COMMUNAIJ LANDS (ZIMBABWE) 

Project Documents 

International Development Research Centre (IORC), 1988, Project SumrnarytResume de Projeet - Natural 
Resources Management in Communal Lands (Zimbabwe). 

International Development Research Centre (IDRC), 1991, Project Sumrnaiy/Resuine de Project - Natura! 
Resources Managernent in Communal Latida (Zimbabwe) Phase II. 

Centre of Applied Social Sciences, March 1991. Research Project in Natural Resource Management in the 
Communa! Lands, Joint Report te the Ford Foundation amI te IDRC oit Project. Activities for te period October 
1989 to March 1991, CASS, University of Zimbabwe, Harare. 

Centre of Applied Social Sciences, March 1991. Res earch Project Natural Resource Management te 
Communa! Lands, Joint Report to te Ford Foundation and te IDRC on Project. Final Report and Financial 
Staternents Phase 1, Ford Foundation Grant 880-0674 as attbe 30 September 1991 and IDRC Grant Projecz as at 31 

December 1991, CASS, University of Zirnbabwe, Harare. 

Munjanjanja, L.B., and Beli, R.H.V. Project Review, Research Project on Natural Resource Management iii 
Communal Lands. CASS, University of Zirnbabwe, Harare. 

An excellent Project Review. 

Dacuments produced by CASS 

Centre for Applied Social Sciences, CASS - Natural Resource Managemetit Occasional Paper Series (Publications 
List), Febniazy - March, 1997, Univenity of Zimbabwe, Harare. 

This publication lista ah 84 occasional papen produced and published by CASS. 

lite following Occasional Papen were reviewed after being recommended as particularly useflil material. 

Cousins, B., 1993. Property and Power iii Zimbabwe's Coinmunal Latida Implications for Agrarian Reform in te 
1990's, CASS Occasional Paper, CASS, Univenity of Zinibabwe, Harare. 

Much of Cousins' work is on grazing but sorne like this paper covers general issues - very good. 

Cutshafl, C.R., 1989. Masoka/Kanyurira Ward - A Socio-Economic Raseline Survey of Comniunity Housebolds, 
CASS Occasional Paper, CASS, University of Zimbabwe, Harare. 

Other examp les of baseline surveys also available by same autor and veiy good if working iii te area 
are: 

Kanyeniba/Chapoto Wards, 1990, and Angwa/Chisunga Wards, 1991. 

Dernian, W., 1988. A Study of Comrnon Property amI Natural Resource Management with particular emphasis 
upen tite Zambezi River (Basin), CASS Ocasional Paper, CASS, Univenity of Zimbabwe, Harare. 

A very good overview of an early stage of tite programme. 

Derman, W., 1990. Tite Unsettling of te Zambezi Valley - An Exantination of te Mid-Zambezi Rural 
Development Project, CASS Ocasional Papar, CASS, University of Zimbabwe, Harare. 

A veiy geod critical review of te large project which has been implemented and which has fallen hito 
eveiy "trap" predicted and detailed in this excellent repoft. 
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NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT IN COMMUNAL LANDS (ZIMBABWE) 

Project Documents 

International Development Research Centre (IDRC), 1988, Project SummaryiResume de Project - Natural 
Resources Management in Communal Lands (Zimbabwe). 

International Development Research Centre (IDRC), 1991, Project SummaryiResume de Project - Nahlral 
Resources Management in C o m m d  Laads (Zimbabwe) Phase II. 

Centre of Applied Social Sciences, March 1991. Research Project in Natural Resource Management in the 
Communal Lands, Joint Reprt  to the Ford Foundation and the IDRC on Project. Activities for the period October 
1989 to March 1991, CASS, University ofZimbabwe, Harare. 

Centre of Applied Social Sciences, March 1991. Research Project in Natural Resouice Management in the 
Communal Lands, Joint Report to the Ford Foundation and the IDRC on Project. Final Report and Financial 
Statements Phase I, Ford Foundation Grant 880-0674 as at the 30 September 1991 and IDRC Grant Project as at 31 
December 1991, CASS, University ofZimbabwe, Harare. 

Munjanjanja, L.E., and Bell, R.H.V. 
Communal Lands. CASS, University of Zimbabwe, Ha~are. 

An excellent Project Review. 

Project Review, Research Project on Natural Resource Management in 

Documents produced by CASS 

Centre for Applied Social Sciences, CASS - Natural Resource Management Occasional Paper Series (Publications 
List), February - March. 1997, University of Zimbabwe, Harare. 

This publication lim all 84 occasional papers produced and published by CASS. 

The following Occasional Papers were reviewed after being recommended as particularly useful material 

Cousins, B., 1993. Property and Power in Zimbabwe's Communal Lands : Implications for Agrarian Reform in the 
1990's, CASS Occasional Paper, CASS, University of Zimbabwe, Harare. 

Much of Cousins' work is on gmzing but some lie this paper covers general issues - very good. 

Cutshall, C.R, 1989. Masoka/l(anyurira Ward - A Socio-Economic Baseline Survey of Community Households, 
CASS Occasional Paper, CASS, University of Zimbabwe, Harare. 

Other examples of baseline sumeys also available by same author and very good if working in the area 

KanyembdChapoto Wards, 1990, and AngwdChisunga Wards, 1991. 
are: 

Deman, W., 1988. A Study of Common Property and Natural Resource Management with particular emphasis 
upon the Zambezi River (Basin), CASS Occasional Paper, CASS, University ofZimbabwe, Hamre. 

A vety good overview of an early stage of the programme. 

m a n ,  W., 1990. 
Development Project CASS Occasional Paper, CASS, University ofZimbabwe, Harare. 

The Unsettling of the Zambai Valley - An Examination of the Mid-Zambezi Rural 

A very good critical review of the large project which has been implemented and which has fallen mto 
e v q  "mrp'' predicted and detailed in this excellent report. 
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Dix, A., 1996. CAMPFWE : An Annotated Bibliography (1985-1996), CASS Occasional Paper, CASS, 
University of Zimbabwe, Harare. 

Anotiter good bibliography bid ant available electronically bid useM much early work of CASS. Many 
of tite references are to presentations to workshops or seminars and a bit obscure but most, if not ah, are 
available in CASS Libraiy and Document Cenfre. 

Dzingira, V., 1995. Take back your CAMPFIRE A Study of Local Leve! Perception to Elecfric Fencing in tite 
Framework of Ringas CAMPFIRE Programme, CASS Occasional Papa, CASS, University of Zimbabwe, Harare, 

Foriman, L.P., 1991. You've Got to Know who Controis the Latid and tite Trees People Use: Gender, Tenure aM 
tite Environment, CASS Occasional Paper, CASS, University of Zimbabwe, Harare. 

A good example of why the input of visiting professors under tite Fullbrigbt Programme was so useful. 

Hobane, P.A., 1994. fle Urbane Marketing of tite Mopane Worm - lije Case of Harare, CASS Occasional Paper 
59/94, University of Zimbabwe, Harare. 

Excellent paper; alzo see Hobane (1994(a)) - Annotated Bibhiography. 
- 

Hobane, PA., 1995. Amancimbi lite (Jathering, Processing, Consumption and Trade of Edible Caterpihlara iii 
Bulamanangwe District, CASS Occasional Paper, CASS, University of Zimbabwe, Harare. 

Mi excellent ami coxnprehensive paper. 

Jackson, J.C., 199!. Tite Artisanal Fishery of Lake Kariba (Eastern Basin). A Socio-Economical Input into 
Lakeshore Planning and Fisheries Management, CASS Occasiona! Paper, CASS, University of Zimbabwe, Harare. 

An early paper detailing NORAD funded fisheries project - very good. 

Jackson, J.C., 1995. Creating Common Poo!s in a Lake Planning for tite Community-Based Management of tite 
In-Shore Fisheiy, Lake Kariba Itecreational Park, Zimbabwe, CASS Occasional Paper, CASS, University of 
Zimbabwe, Harare. 

Follow-up paper detailing NORAD funded fisheries project - good background. 

Murombedzi, J.C., 1990. Tite Need for Appropriate Local Leve! Common Property Resource Management 
Institutions iii Communa! Tenure Regions - Paper prepared for Workshop on Institutional Dynamics in Cornmunal 

Áreas, CASS Occasionah Paper, CASS, University of Zimbabwe, Harare. 
Good discussion on existing institutions and their problems. 

Murombedzi, J.C., 1992. Decentralization or Recentralization? Implementing CAMPFIRE in te Omay 
Communa! Lands of te Nyaminyami Districi, CASS Working Paper No. 2, University of Zimbabwe. Harare. 

Afl of Murpbree's are worth reading because they are so wel! written. For tose busy professionals witb very little 

time, tite fohiowing are essential: 

Murphree, MW., 1990. Decentralizing tite Proprietorship of Wildlife Resources in Zimbabwe's Communal Lands 
An Outllne of te Central Issues, 2nd Edition, CASS Occasional Papa, CASS, University of Zimbabwe, Harare. 

Murphree, MW., 1991. Cornmunities as Institutiona for Resource Management. Papa Presented to te National 

Conference on Environment and Developmerit, Maputo, Mozambique, 7-11 October 1991, CASS Occasional 

Paper, CASS, University of Zimbabwe, Harare. 
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Dix, A., 1996. 
University of Zimbabwe, Harare. 

CAMPFIRE : An Annotated Bibliography (1985-1996), CASS Occasional Paper, CASS, 

Another good bibliography but not available elemouicdy but useful much early work of CASS. Many 
of the references are to presentations to workshops a seminars and a bit obscure but most, if not all, are 
available in CASS Library and Document Cen@e. 

Dzingira, V., 1995. Take back your CAMPFIRE : A Study of Local Level Perception to Elechic Fencing in the 
Framework of Binga's CAMPFIRE Programme, CASS Occasional Paper, CASS, University of Zimbabwe, Harare. 

Forbnan, L.P., 1991. You've Got to Know who Controls the Land and the Trees People Use : Gender, Tenure and 
the Environment, CASS Occasional Paper, CASS, university of Zimbabwe, Harare. 

A good example of why the input of visiting profmors under the Fullbright Programme was so useful. 

Hobane, P.A., 1994. 'The Urbane Marketing of the Mopane Worm - The Case of Harare, CASS Occasional Paper 
59/94, University of Zimbabwe, Harare. 

Excellent paper; also see Hobane (1994(a)) - Annotated Bibliography. 

Hobane, P.A., 1995. Amancimbi : The Gathering, Processing, Consumption and Trade of Edible Caterpillars in 
Bulamanangwe District, CASS Occasional Paper, CASS, University of Zimbabwe, Harare. 

An excellent and comprehensive paper. 

Jackson, J.C., 1991. The ArIisanal Fishery of Lake Kariba @astern Basin). A Socio-Economical Input into 
Lakeshore Planning and Fisheries Management, CASS Occasional Paper, CASS, University of Zimbabwe, h e .  

An early paper detailing NORAD funded fisheries projecr - very good. 

Jackson, J.C., 1995. Creating Common Pools in a Lake : Planning for the Community-Based Management of the 
In-Shore Fishery. Lake Kariba Recreational Park, Zimbabwe, CASS Occasional Paper, CASS, University of 
Zimbabwe, Harare. 

Follow-up paper derailing N O W  funded fisheries project - good background. 

Murombedzi, J.C., 1990. The Need for Appropriate Local Level Common Property Resource Management 
Institutions in Communal Tenure Regions ~ Paper prepared for Workshop on Institutional Dynamics in Communal 
Areas, CASS Occasional Paper, CASS, University of Zimbabwe, Harare. 

Good discussion on existing institutions and their problems. 

Murombedzi, J.C., 1992. Decenttakation or Recentralidon? Implementing CAMPFIRE in the Omay 
Communal Lands of the Nyaminyami District, CASS Working Paper No. 2, University of Zimbabwe, Harare. 

All of Mqhree's  are worth reading because they are so well written. F a  those busy professionals with very little 
time, the following are essential. 

Mqhree,  M.W., 1990. Decenwlidng the Proprietorship of Wildlife Resources in Zimbabwe's Communal Lands 
: An Outline of the h u a l  Issues, 2nd Edition, CASS Occasional Paper, CASS, University OfZimbabwe, Harare. 

Murphree, M.W., 1991. Communities as Instilutions for Resource Management. Paper Presented to the National 
Conference on Environment and Development, Maputo, Mozambique, 7-11 October 1991, CASS Occasional 
Paper, CASS, University of Zimbabwe, Harare. 
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wildlife resources 

#8 Russel Taylor, From liability to asset: Wildlife iii the Omay Communal Land of Zirnbabwe 

This series of short papen, sorne of thern adapted from previously published papen or representing 
presentations made at various seminan or workshops, represents an easily read collection of tite major 
issues and achievernents of CAMPFIRE. None of tite series are longer than 24 pages (B5 size) and they 
are generously laid out (ami with good rnaps), most are only 12-16 pages. This is an ideal series (very 
comprehensive) for sorneone wanting a complete overview. 

Murphree, M.W. Congnient Objectives, Cornpeting Interests and SUategic Comprornise, Concept and Process iii 
tite Evolution of Zimbabwe's CAMPFIRE Programme. Paper presented to tite Conference on 'Representing 
Conunities Histories and Politics of Community-Based Resource Management, Unicol Lodge, Helen, Georgia, 
USA. 1-3 June 1997. 

This is one of tite latest offerings from Murphree. Although it is not published by CASS, it is an excellent 

paper on the histoiy and evaluaflon of CAMPFIRE and also has a good section oit community. 

World Wildlife Fund for Nature, October 1995, List of Publications, Project Papen, Reports and Theses. 
includes 111 publications and repon, sorne overlap with CAMPFIRE bibliography. 

World Wildlife Fund for Nature, December 1996, WWF Programme Office, Zirnbabwe, Programme Outline. 

World WildIife Fund for Nature, November 1995, WWF Programme Office, Zimbabwe, Summary outline of 
current major projects. 

Zimbabwe, Government of, 1994. Report of the Commission of Inquiry hito Appropriate Agricultural Land 
Tenure Systems, Harare, Vals 1-111. Section on CAMPFIRE Vol 1, p29 and p49. 
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wildlife resources 

Russel Taylor, From liability to asset: Wildlife in the Omay Communal Land of Zimbabwe #8 

This series of short papers, some of them adapted h m  previously published papers or representing 
presentations made at various seminars or workshops, represents an easily read collection of the major 
issues and achievements of CAMPFIRE. None of the series are longer than 24 pages (B5 size) and they 
are generously laid out (and with good maps), most are only 12-16 pages. This is an ideal series (very 
comprehensive) for someone wanting a complete overview. 

M q h r e e ,  M.W. Congruent Objectives, Competing Interests and Shategic Compromise, Concept and Process in 
the Evolution of Zimbabwe's CAMPFIRE Programme. Paper presented to the Conference on "Representing 
Communities : Histories and Politics of Community-Based Resource Management", Unicol Lodge, Helen, Georgia, 
USA. 1-3 June 1997. 

'Ibis is one of the latest offerings &om Mqhree. Although it is not published by CASS, it is an excellent 
paper on the history and evaluation of CAMPFIRE and also has a good section on community. 

World Wildlife Fund for Nature, October 1995, List of Publications, Project Papers, Reports and Theses. 
Includes 11  1 publications and reports, some overlap with CAMPFIRE bibliography. 

World Wildlife Fund for Nature, December 1996, WWF Programme Office, Zimbabwe, Programme Outline. 

World Wildlife Fund for Nature, November 1995, WWF Programme Office, Zimbabwe, Summary outline of 
current major projects. 

Zimbabwe, Government of, 1994. Report of the Commission of Inquiry into Appropriate Agricultural Land 
'Tenure Systems, Harare, Vols I-Iu. Section on CAMPFIRE : Vol I, p 29 and p 49. 
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